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1. Introduction 
 

The pressures of improving citizen services, changing Government requirements, legislative 
mandates, reducing the complexity of organisational structures and generally improving the 
business of Government require a technology driven transformation of the way Ministries, 
Agencies and Departments (MDAs) of the Government of Ghana operate.  If MDAs are to meet 
the challenges of a modern, digital economy an Enterprise Architecture (EA) framework must be 
defined to enable better technological decision-making, more effective prioritisation and superior 
programme management.  The EA development process will also facilitate enhanced 
collaboration between MDAs, Government and citizens, business and other Governments.  
The EA supports transformation by presenting the desired future state, ensuring alignment of the 
initiative with the desired end-goals of the MDAs. The EA programme also seeks to:  

� Create a citizen-centred and service oriented Government;  

� Reduce costs through the elimination of redundant/duplicate investments in business and 
technology solutions, within MDAs and across Government; 

� Identify and emphasise shared or reusable technologies solutions rather than custom-
made ICT service components that create complexity and high cost of ownership; 

� Promote standard processes, systems, data and technologies across MDAs to eliminate 
the existing level of redundancies. 

The implementation of the EA will require a cultural change in which decisions for ICT 
investments will be driven by business imperatives and the Ghana Government Enterprise 
Architecture (GGEA) that defines the architecture principles, reference models and standards.   

The current or the ‘as is’ situation of Government ICT is based on: 

� MDAs generally operating as silos, independent of each other, often having a separate 
relationship with the same citizen(s) and each providing services or fulfilling tasks 
independently of one another;  

� Each MDA focusing only on their parochial mission; often creating very basic systems 
that do provide very limited value to the business of the MDAs; 

� No Government-wide accepted strategic ICT plan that promotes value and enables the 
prioritisation of projects; 

� The lack of centralised governance model to support and oversee the formulation, 
valuation, and implementation of ICT projects;  

� Very rudimentary ICT infrastructure often providing basic Internet access, e-mail and 
office productivity.  

The current state analysis concentrated on understanding the business of Government, enabling 
technologies and their maturity levels. The in scope MDAs are defined by the Ghana ICT 
Directorate (GICTeD) for the Enterprise Architecture and e-Government Interoperability 
Framework programme.  The future state defines the different architecture reference models, the 
principles and the transformation strategy for the implementation of the GGEA.  The Ministry of 
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Communications with the support of the MDAs established the Enterprise Architecture 
programme, which builds a comprehensive business-driven blueprint for the entire Government.  
This report is an input from the programme, describing the future state Enterprise Architecture 
for the Government of Ghana.   

2. What is Enterprise Architecture? 
At its core EA is the bridge between business and technology.  The following Oxford Dictionary 
definitions of architecture provide some insight into EA:  

� “The art or practice of designing and constructing a building.  The style in which a 
building is designed and constructed”.   

� “The conceptual structure and logical organization of a computer or computer based 
system”.  

 
The collection of projects within an enterprise requires organization and structure to ensure that 
they integrate seamlessly. For example, a plan to build a city calls for a broad spectrum of 
services for urban uses. At some point, a master development plan must determine where to 
locate residential areas, office complexes, shopping malls, and urban amenities such as parks and 
sports arenas. In addition, the underlying infrastructure of roads and mass transportation, water 
and sewage, and telephone and power systems must be determined. 

In many ways, the functions of EA are similar to city planning.  Planners establish the 
framework to plan and develop a transportation and utility infrastructure along with creating 
zoning ordinances to guide the physical development of the community and ensure that growth is 
managed. The same principles apply to EA.  The EA team plans for the necessary infrastructures, 
utilities, systems, and processes that will support the overall business needs and the specific 
business units of the organization. This framework consists of infrastructure development and 
management activities representing the public works necessary to support the organization, as 
well as application systems and the related zoning laws and building codes that define the 
cooperation between systems that provide specific business capabilities.  

The GGEA provides both information and a decision framework that enables the government to 
plan and implement electronic government initiatives across the public sector. The plan includes 
infrastructure and applications systems projects as well as providing standards, guidelines, and 
other support for the broad set of activities that must be accomplished to reach the desired state 
for the MDAs.  The EA must be designed to evolve with the MDAs, where modifications or 
upgrades directly mirror changing business needs and the application of new technologies. 

The GGEA framework primarily composes the business, application, data, application and 
technical architecture perspectives.  

Business Architecture 
The Business Architecture describes how the business of government works. It includes: 

� The MDA’s high-level goals and objectives; 
� The enterprise’s products and services; 
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� The functions and the cross-functional activities the organization performs embodied in 
business processes; 

� Major organizational structures; 
� The interaction of all these elements.  

 
The Business Architecture includes broad business strategies along with plans for moving the 
organization from its current state to its future state. 

Applications Architecture  
The Applications Architecture defines the enterprise application portfolio. It includes:  

� Descriptions of the automated services that support the business processes presented in 
the Business Architecture; 

� Descriptions of the interaction and interdependencies (interfaces) of the organization’s 
application systems;  

� Priorities for developing new applications and revising old applications based directly on 
the business architecture.  

 
The Application Architecture represents the services, information, and functionality that cross 
organizational boundaries, linking users of different skills and functions to achieve common 
business objectives. 

Data Architecture  
The Data Architecture describes what the organization needs to know to run its business 
processes and operations. It includes: 

� Standard data models; 
� Data management policies; 
� Descriptions of the patterns of information consumption and production in the 

organization.  
 
The Data Architecture also describes how data is used by the business processes, including 
structured data stores such as databases and unstructured data stores such as documents, 
spreadsheets, and presentations that exist throughout the organization.   

Technical Architecture  
The Technical Architecture lays out the hardware and software supporting the organization. It 
includes:  

� Desktop and server hardware; 
� Operating systems; 
� Network connectivity components; 
� Printers; 
� Modems; 
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� Other necessary peripheral devices.  
 
The Technical Architecture provides a logical, vendor-independent description of infrastructure 
and system components that is necessary to support the Application and Data Architectures. It 
defines the set of technology standards and services needed to execute the business mission. 
These standards and services include, but are not limited to: 

� Topologies; 
� Development environments; 
� APIs; 
� Security; 
� Network services; 
� Database management system (DBMS) services; 
� Technical specifications. 

 
The development of the EA also includes the definition of ICT Management and a Governance 
Model that support the various architecture perspectives that provide the information the MDAs 
require to make rational decisions about their ICT priorities, projects, policies, standards, and 
guidelines. This information is critical for ICT implementation and purchasing decisions, and 
provides a powerful communication tool between the ICT teams and business units of 
government agencies. 

3.  Scope of the Enterprise Architecture  
The GGEA is a transformation initiative and its implementation will enable the modernisation of 
the MDAs and the improvement of services to the citizens. With the advent of the Internet and 
related technologies, more and more citizens are realising the benefits of accessible information 
and services, and are demanding those benefits from the Government.  Ghanaian citizens are 
beginning to understand self-service and electronic commerce, and want one-to-one relationships 
and customised services with the MDAs.  The implementation of the GGEA is to enable 
Government to embrace Web based applications to bring new solutions to knowledge based 
communities, in essence connecting citizens to central and local Government agencies.   
Over 150 ministries, departments and agencies (MDAs) are considered to be in scope (the list is 
provided in Appendix C) with varying transformation priorities but the following strategies are 
considered to be cross-MDA in the Government’s efforts to modernise the public sector:   

� Information sharing and collaboration - allowing data to flow between the public, 
service professionals, and public service agencies; 

� Seamless, one-stop-shop channels – helping MDAs manage the high volume of  
information that passes through them by creating a simplified, seamless access channels 
that present  a cohesive one-stop- shop for constituents and effectively manage data flow; 

� Information security - providing secure, Internet-based solutions that protect MDAs’ 
sensitive information; 
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� Self service - enabling organisations to improve constituent satisfaction and lower 
overhead costs through the development of self service capabilities that facilitate the 
efficient exchange of information; 

� Management decision support - enabling MDAs to accurately manage, track, and 
forecast future costs and funding.  Not only to ensure that current projects are carried out, 
but also to maximise performance; 

� Process efficiencies – allowing users to send and receive transactions (such as payments) 
faster, better and cheaper; 

� Shared infrastructure – ability to create shared application and infrastructure services to 
improve services and reduce costs. 

Explicit linkages between the Ghana Government’s socio-economic policies and the GGEA lie at 
the heart of future transformation programmes to be implemented.  Best practice Enterprise 
Architecture governance policies must extend beyond rules for acquiring and deploying 
technologies. They must include building capacity in ICT across the public sector, 
communicating the shared business and ICT benefits and the value of technology investments to 
the citizens of the country. 
MDAs are constantly forced to improve their business processes to meet citizen service delivery 
expectations.  Business application systems must be equally adaptable and responsive to these 
changes.  Successful GGEA implementation will not be “big bang” approach but a phased 
transformation from the MDAs’ current state (as-is) and where they want to be in the future (to-
be).  Priorities will be established and individual projects undertaken to incrementally move to 
that future state.  As systems and services are delivered, the plan must be constantly updated 
based on feedback and an ongoing assessment of business and technology changes.  

4.  Current State Analysis 
The current state assessment is intended to provide a consolidated understanding of the business 
processes and systems currently in use at the various MDAs.  In scope it covers the core business 
processes and systems that are considered to be critical or important to the operation of the 
MDAs.  

A series of interviews were conducted and also questionnaires were used to capture the necessary 
information for the analysis.  These interviews enabled us to establish the current-state 
architecture and issues and opportunities for transition to the future state.   
The list of applications and technologies provided in the assessment is not the complete 
inventory of current systems deployed at the MDAs as the data gathering exercise was not 
complete at the time of writing. This is due to issues associated with gaining access to the right 
people with relevant knowledge of the systems as well as delays in completing assessment 
questionnaires.    

This section includes a summary of themes from the assessment of the current state architecture 
and systems inventory.     

3.1  Current Business Process Situation 
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The MDAs are not currently interoperating and sharing data or information effectively due to 
disparate systems and ineffective undocumented business processes that cause delays and 
inefficiencies in service delivery.  MDAs are sourcing application solutions for their business 
processes with no collaboration with their counterpart MDAs that make use of similar data or 
information.  This has been the result of the silo based approach to how MDAs operate. 
The absence of a standard framework for data and information sharing makes it even more 
difficult for MDAs to adhere to any such protocol for interoperability, let alone, build robust 
business processes.  

3.1.1 SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 
The business process analysis ascertains how MDAs provide services to citizens, the mode of 
delivering these services, the support models in place for the delivery of services, the 
management of Government resources necessary for the delivery of services, the management 
information reporting needs and how current computer systems are used to support the business 
processes.  

3.1.2  BUSINESS ENTITY RELATIONSHIPS 

This section illustrates the view taken on entity relationship between MDAs.  Each Ministry has 
types of Departments/Divisions and Agencies that implement services defined in its mandate to 
citizens and businesses (including other MDAs and Governments) as shown in Figure 1 below. 
There are other Ministerial entities i.e. Divisions, etc. The main differentiation between 
Departments, Divisions, Councils and Agencies etc is the degree of autonomy that they have i.e. 
Departments report directly to the Minister or Ministry whereas Agencies and some Divisions 
are autonomous in the way they are managed but still deliver or implement services on behalf of 
a Ministry or the Government.  For this definition, all autonomous entities will be classified as 
Agencies for simplicity.     
The diagram below shows that the Government has types of Ministries; Ministries have types of 
Departments and Agencies both of whom provide services to recipients consisting of citizens, 
businesses, other MDAs and other Governments.  
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Figure 1: Government Business Entity Relationships 

There are 27 Ministries (at the time of writing this document) in all plus three extra-ministerial 
entities without which the Ghana Ministries structure wouldn’t be complete.  These extra-
ministerial entities are the Office of the Head of Civil Service, the Attorney General’s 
Department and the Scholarship Secretariat, giving a total of thirty in all, with some new bodies 
in the process of being formed or amalgamated.  

3.1.3 PROCESS ANALYSIS 
This section is a high level illustration of the core processes between Government and the 
MDAs.  The purpose of this level of analysis is to define the business processes between the 
Government of Ghana and its Ministries, Departments and Agencies in delivering services to 
Ghanaian citizens, businesses and other organisations (MDAs/Governments).     

The approach here is to describe a model of services provided by Departments and Agencies on 
behalf Ministries for the Government.  The focus is to define a future state Business Architecture 
Reference Model (BARM) to improve the way services are delivered by MDAs on behalf of the 
Government of Ghana to citizens.  

The entity relationship model in Figure 1 1 shows the structure of the relationship between 
Government, the Ministries, Departments and Agencies as well as the recipients of services 
delivered.    

3.1.4 THE SCHEMATIC MINISTERIAL STRUCTURE  
Figure 2 below describes the existing structure of the public service, which is defined as 
Governance, Finance and Economy, Infrastructure and Social Service domains.  
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Figure 2: Existing Government Structure 
This analysis, although related to MDAs and the services they provide, focuses on the service 
domains and the sub-processes within them rather than the structure of the Ministries as shown 
in the diagram above. 

The focus of this service delivery definition is to highlight services that cross MDAs’ boundaries 
or functions as a way of establishing common elements for the implementation of the Enterprise 
Architecture. 
 

3.1.5 THE PROCESS As-Is (Government  MDAs  Recipients) 
The Government of Ghana, having passed resolutions through parliament, defines mandates for 
its various Ministries to deliver services to its citizens (See Figure-3).  These mandates are 
documented in Charters for the various MDAs as to their vision, mission, functions, 
responsibilities, services and expectations. 

Ministries then formulate policies for the delivery of services to Citizens/Businesses/other 
MDAs/other Governments via Departments and Agencies, and, they (the Ministries) monitor 
them accordingly.  Departments and Agencies deliver the required services to citizens, 
businesses, other MDAs and Governments who access the services accordingly (See Figure 3). 

These services are delivered directly or indirectly via various modes of delivery, supported by 
different entities/models using different technologies to support them.   
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The problem with the delivery of services to citizens is the lack of interoperability and the 
absence of robust information-sharing between Departments and Agencies.  This has led to a 
very disparate system of service delivery.    

 

Figure 3: Government MDAs Service Delivery Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2  Applications Portfolio Assessment 

This section, describes our findings of the current state of MDAs’ applications, which can be 
categorised into the analysis of applications architecture, whether home grown or off the shelf 
package, programming languages used for home grown applications and the business functions 
they support.  An inventory of the existing applications currently deployed by the MDAs was 
captured during the data gathering exercise.  
Over the years, the MDAs’ applications and supporting infrastructure architectures have become 
duplicated and overlapping, resulting in a high cost of ownership and integration issues. The 
organisations have pursued a silo based applications strategy with little opportunities for reuse.  
The chart below represents a sub set of the applications deployed because details from MDAs for 
some of the applications were unavailable during the assessment.  The chart however suggests a 
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high number of applications deployed are client/server based and are still based on old 
applications architectures.  

 
Figure 4: Percentage application by architecture type 

Almost half of the applications currently deployed are considered to be in house developed and  
a small percentage of respondents claimed they didn’t know if applications were home grown or 
in house developed.  This suggests the lack of knowledge of their applications portfolios and the 
underlying technologies.   

 
Figure 5: Percentage of applications by development 

Various programming languages are used for the in house developed applications but the vast 
majority of respondents didn’t know the languages used for their applications as illustrated in 
Figure 6 below.   

 
Figure 6: Applications split by programming languages 
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The applications landscape is made up of mainly back office systems such as Accounting, HR 
and Payroll.  This is an indication that there is little understanding of the required applications 
for the front and middle office applications that automate the core service delivery processes. 
The applications split by type are provided in Figure 7 below. 

 
Figure 7: Application business functions 

Figure 8 shows the different database management systems (DBMS) currently deployed across 
the MDAs.  The graphs shows that 44% of DBMS’ deployed are Microsoft SQLServer and about 
22% of respondents claims they do not have any database management systems deployed. 

 
Figure 8: Database Management Systems 

 

3.3  Current State Infrastructure 
The primary objective of the assessment from an infrastructure perspective is to understand the 
current state of the technical infrastructure supporting the MDAs, service levels and architecture 
shortcomings, identify improvement opportunities, and recommend the appropriate solutions for 
the future state architecture.  

Our analysis of the current state of the MDAs’ infrastructure suggests that whilst the current 
environment is operationally functional, it is neither optimised nor aligned to a clearly defined 
architecture standard, and this has resulted in a high cost of ownership.  
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This section describes our understanding of the current state of the networks, servers, Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs) and desktops.  

3.3.1 SERVERS 
Figure 9 illustrates the breakdown of servers in the scope of this assessment. The server estate of 
the Government of Ghana is mainly Wintel based, mainly less than 4 years old. They include 
servers in their hosting environments as well desktops deployed to provide server functions.   

 
Figure 9: Server split by Operating System 

The vast majority of the MDAs (59%) used Windows Server 2003 and about 17% of respondents 
do not have any servers and 2% are not sure if they even have servers deployed in their 
environments. 
Figure 10 below illustrates the different server models currently deployed by respondents, which 
shows a high number of different Dell Power Edge servers.  

 
Figure 10: Server models 

The server estate consists of different models from a number of vendors, with a large number of 
different models.   

3.3.2 DESKTOPS & LAPTOPS 
The workstations in scope consist of Wintel-based desktops and laptops.  15% of workstations 
are laptops used by senior and middle managers. Most of the MDAs have more than 100 
desktops and laptops but there is little information on the ages of the workstations.   
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Figure 11: Number of Laptops and Desktops used by MDAs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3.3 WIDE AREA NETWORK 

 
Figure 12: MDAs with WAN 

36% of MDAs questioned claim to have deployed WANs, which are mainly point to point 
connections between the head office and some local offices.  No information was captured on 
bandwidth sizes and WAN technologies currently deployed.   
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Figure 13: Percentage of LANs deployed 

80% of respondents have LANs at their office and with server hosting environments with single 
Virtual LANs, which are considered to be a flat networks.   

3.3.5 INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS (ISPS)  
There are about 13 ISPs currently providing Internet and WAN services to the MDAs.  As 
illustrated by Figure 14 below Ghana Telecom has a large market share with about 42% 
respondents as clients.  It seems there are too many providers used by the MDAs, which 
therefore means Government cannot benefit from economies of scale by using a few standard 
ISPs for the public sector. 

 
Figure 14:  ISPs used by MDAs 

 

Figure 15 below illustrates the typical bandwidth sizes provided to the MDAs. 
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Figure 15: Typical bandwidth sizes 

 
 
 
 

4. Future State Summary 
The GGEA is defined as a set of Architecture Reference Models to be implemented across the 
MDAs.  They provide a consistent view of the business of Government and the associated 
application services and the technical standards.  The reference models are designed to facilitate 
cross-MDA implementation of technology services through the use of common vocabulary, 
standards, reusable application components and a shared infrastructure.  

This chapter provides a summary of the reference models, which include:    

� Business Architecture Reference Model (BARM) – it defines a functional view of 
Government’s business processes, including the internal operations and services for 
citizens, the modes of delivering the services and enterprise back office processes. The 
BARM defines horizontal common business processes rather than MDA level stove 
piped view of processes. 

� Applications Architecture Reference Model (AARM) – is a service driven view of the 
applications architecture defined to automate the business processes.  The aim of the 
model is to recommend application services capabilities to support the reuse of business 
components and services across Government.  

� Data Architecture Reference Model (DARM) – the (DARM) is intended to promote 
the common identification, use, and appropriate sharing of data/information across the 
Government of Ghana through the standardisation of data. It defines the broad data 
entities across Government and their properties.   

� Technical Architecture Reference Model (TARM) – is technology driven model that 
categorises the standards and technologies to support and enable the delivery of service 
components and capabilities.  The standards specifications and their policies have been 
defined in the e-GIF document.  
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� Security Architecture Reference Model (SARM) – this defines the security framework 
that supports the applications and technical infrastructure to support the MDAs.  

The following core set of principles are defined to guide the strategic direction of the GGEA. 

4.1 Business Driven Framework 
The GGEA is a business-driven framework that aligns the Government’s strategic plans, the 
mission and objectives of the MDAs to give direction to the overall architecture definition 
process.  The objective is to increase collaboration across Government and increase stakeholder 
participation to ensure the GGEA meets the current and future objectives of the MDAs.  The 
adoption of the GGEA is achieved through active participation by the MDAs’ Working Groups.  
The GGEA must improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Government information assets and 
also ensure that MDAs’ architecture development is an integral part of the capital investment 
process.    

A necessary condition for achieving strategic alignment between the lines of business and their 
ICT functions is the development of a business driven architecture framework.   GGEA is 
considered to be a key driver for business and ICT alignment, enabling the MDAs to define their 
strategic goals and develop the appropriate implementation plans to migrate from the current 
state in terms of business processes, technology and information to the desired future state.    

4.2 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) Approach  
The over arching principle of the GGEA is the adoption of a Service Oriented Architecture 
(SOA), which directly addresses the MDAs' most pressing goal of integrating application 
functionality and information across different organisational boundaries in a heterogeneous 
technology environment. 

The current state architecture suggests a silo based approach to the way MDAs have 
implemented their systems with no strategy for reuse.  The Government can no longer justify the 
unnecessary duplication of infrastructure that could otherwise be shared, nor can it afford to 
build tomorrow’s legacy systems today.  The existing approach to ICT requires a framework, and 
a set of policies and practices that enable application functionality to be implemented as 
published services at a granularity relevant to the way applications will be acquired.  The 
approach will adopt a course grained architecture based on industry leading off the shelf 
application services that abstract the implementation by using standards-based interfaces. 

Adopting a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach to the implementation of large, 
complex systems across Government will enable the integration of solutions in an effective way 
to address the fundamental challenge of ensuring that these systems are adaptable, flexible, and 
reusable.    

As a framework, SOA provides patterns for design, development, deployment and management 
of ICT services that support public services in ways that are reusable and available to other 
MDAs to access in a standardised way.  GGEA promotes SOA to represent the technical vision 
of driving Web Services across Government.  It also reflects a change in the human, business 
process, and organisational governance factors that shape how GoG ICT will interact with the 
business.   
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The GGEA defines a service oriented Government that invests in a diversified portfolio of 
applications, not a single packaged application or a technology platform.  Diversity reduces risk, 
allows for accommodating a wider range of future conditions, and creates opportunities to 
improve the MDAs on many fronts.   

It also defines business processes horizontally across MDAs, supported by shared application 
and infrastructure services, providing quality of service, and addressing concerns about security 
and control of Web Services-based systems.  
Web Services is adopted by the GGEA as way of exposing services in an industry standard, 
implementation and platform independent way.  For more details and pointers to the full set of 
Web Services standards see the e-GIF document.  

 
 

 
 

 

4.3 Event Driven Architecture  
The GGEA also adopts Event-Driven Architecture (EDA) as a technique for integrating 
components and applications by sending and receiving event notifications.  An event such as the 
registration of death which is an occurrence for Ghana Health Service also creates transactions 
which agencies such as SSNIT, NHIS, NID and other agencies may be interested in knowing 
about.  An application emitter posts the announcement of an event and handlers for the other 
MDAs will receive notification of it. The announcements are transmitted as event messages, 
which other MDAs can subscribe to.  EDA is ideal for managing messages and events across 
MDAs   
EDA compliments SOA perfectly as they both invoke services, but the service selection is 
different.  With SOA, the service consumer’s implementation explicitly specifies the service to 
invoke, invokes it exactly once, and waits for the result before proceeding.  With EDA, emitter 
simply publishes an event and is finished.  Each handler decides how to react and invokes the 
services to react properly.  So both architectures use services, but differ in how they select which 
services to invoke.   
The architecture identifies a middleware technology as the mechanism for managing and 
connecting event emitters and event handlers, just like it’s used to connect service consumers 
and service providers in a SOA. 
EDA and SOA have many similarities and will be used as complimentary integration techniques 
for the GGEA.   
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5.  Business Architecture Reference Model 
The Business Architecture Reference Model (BARM) provides a framework reflecting a 
functional view of the Ghana Government’s business domains.  It promotes MDAs collaboration 
and serves as an underlying foundation for the e-Government implementation strategy. 

The BARM has been structured into a tiered hierarchy representing business functions of the 
Ghana Government.  Business domains are at the highest level, followed by Business Processes 
and corresponding Sub-processes. 
The Business domains separate Government operations into high-level categories relating to the 
purpose of Government (Government Frontline Services), the mechanisms used by Government 
and MDAs to achieve their purpose (Service Delivery Modes), the support functions necessary to 
conduct service delivery operations (Government Services Support), and the resource 
management functions that support all areas of Government and MDAs business (Enterprise 
Management).  
The following table provides a summary of the BARM for Government.  

 
Table 1: Ghana MDAs Business Reference Model  

Government  Frontline Services Purpose of Government 

(0100) Agricultural Services; (0200) Arts and Culture; (0300) Community and 
Social Infrastructure Services; (0400) Disaster Management; (0500) Economic 
Development; (0600) Education; (0700) Environment Management; (0800) Foreign 
and Diplomatic Affairs; (0900) General Science and Innovation; (1000) Good 
Governance; (1100) Health; (1200) Judicial; (1300) Law Enforcement; (1400) 
Manpower; (1500) National Defence and Security; (1600) Natural Resources; 
(1700) Public Utility; (1800) Social Welfare; (1900) Sports; (2000) Transportation. 

Service Delivery Modes Mechanisms Used to Achieve 
Purpose 

(3100) Advocacy; (3200) Citizen Safety; (3300) Credit and Insurance; (3400) 
Financial Assistance; (3500) Knowledge Development and Management; (3600) 
Marketing; (3700) Natural Resource Preservation; (3800) Public Infrastructure 
Management; (3900) Regulations and Compliance.  

Government  Services Support Government Operations 
Support Functions 

(4100) Controls and Oversights; (4200) Executive Functions; (4300) Risk 
Management; (4400) Legislative Relations; (4500) Finance and Administration; 
(4600) Public Affairs; (4700) Regulatory Development; (4800) Revenue Collection. 

Enterprise Management Resource Management 
Functions 

(5100) General Administration; (5200) Audits; (5300) Financial Management; 
(5400) Human Resource Management; (5500) Information and Technology 
Management; (5600) Supply Chain Management. 
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5.1  Government Frontline Services and Service Delivery Modes 
The Government Frontline Services domain describes the mission and purpose of Ghana 
Government in terms of the services it provides to and on behalf of the Ghanaian citizen or 
business. 
   
The Service Delivery Modes business area is tightly coupled with the Frontline Services domain 
in that it describes the operational mechanisms used by Government to achieve its purposes i.e. it 
represents the vehicle by which the Ghana Government delivers services to its citizens.   
 
Figure 16 below illustrates the high level business processes in the Government Frontline 
Services domain and the table describes the processes. 
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Figure 16: Government Frontline Services 
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Table 2: Government Frontline Service Process Descriptions 

 
Service Description 
Agricultural Services (0100) The promotion and provision of sustainable 

agriculture and thriving agribusiness through 
research and development of technology as 
well as support services to farmers 

(0101) Input Supplies Provision, distribution and regulation of 
subsidised tools and materials for farming, 
fishing, lumbering and other agricultural 
activities. 

(0102) Technical Support Provision of skills, expertise, tools and techniques 
for the documentation and management of 
agricultural and fishing initiatives. 

(0103) Research and Development Scientific investigative activities for the 
development and promotion of improved 
technologies and best practices for agricultural 
production and fisheries in an environmentally 
friendly and sustainable manner. 

(0104) Promotion Projection of Ghanaian agriculture, including 
fisheries, in an environmentally friendly and 
sustainable manner for food based nutrition 
education as an added-value to agriculture, 
natural resource management as well as gender-
mainstreaming of agricultural policies, 
programmes and projects. 

Arts and Culture (0200) The formulation, implementation and 
enforcement or recognition of policies related 
to festivals and other traditional activities 

(0201) Cultural and Historical Preservation Activities aimed at maintaining and preserving 
the cultural heritage and history of Ghana, its 
citizens and its regions. 

(0202) Arts and Culture Promotion Activities that promote the development of 
traditional arts, artefacts, dance and local/native 
festivals for the education and appreciation of 
nationals as well as foreigners.    

(0203) Chieftaincy Affairs Activities for coordinating traditional leadership 
and conflict resolution in order to establish 
harmonious and peaceful communities. 

(0204) Religious Harmonisation Activities geared towards the recognition, 
honouring and harmonisation of different 
religious denominations, beliefs and practices in 
the various regions. 

  
Community and Social Infrastructure Services 
(0300) 

All activities aimed at creating, expanding or 
improving community and social development, 
social relationships and social services in 
Ghana. This includes all activities aimed at 
locality-specific or nationwide social 
development and general social services. This 
Business Function includes general community 
development and social services programs, as 
well as earned and unearned benefit programs 
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that promote these objectives 
(0301) Community Development Activities designed to assist communities 

(municipal and metropolitan) in preventing and 
eliminating blight and deterioration, assist 
economically distressed communities, and 
encourage and foster economic development 
through improved public services (infrastructure, 
public amenities, etc). 

(0302) Postal Service Provide for the timely and consistent exchange 
and delivery of national/international mail and 
packages i.e. between businesses, organisations, 
and residents of Ghana or with the rest of the 
world. 

(0303) Social Services Activities designed to provide meaningful 
opportunities for social and economic growth of 
the disadvantaged sector of the population in 
order to develop individuals into productive and 
self-reliant citizens as well as promote social 
equality. 

  
Disaster Management (0400) The activities required to prepare for, mitigate, 

respond to, and repair the effects of all 
disasters whether natural or man-made 

(0401) Disaster Prediction and Monitoring Actions taken to predict when and where a 
disaster may take place and communicate that 
information to affected parties. 

(0402) Disaster Planning and Preparedness Development of response programmes to be used 
in the event of a disaster as well as pre-disaster 
mitigation efforts to minimise the potential of 
losing life and property.  

(0403) Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity The process, policies and procedures of restoring 
operations critical to the resumption of normal 
business, including regaining access to data, 
communications, workspace, and other business 
processes after a natural or human-induced 
disaster. 

(0404) Emergency Response Immediate actions taken to respond to a disaster. 
These actions include, but are not limited to, 
providing mobile telecommunications, 
operational support, power generation, search 
and rescue, and medical life saving action. 

  
Economic Development (0500) The activities required to promote 

commercial/industrial development and to 
regulate the Ghanaian financial industry to 
protect investors. It also includes the 
management and control of the domestic 
economy and the money supply, and the 
protection of intellectual property and 
innovation 

(0501) Intellectual Property Protection Activities to protect and promote the ownership of 
ideas and control over the tangible or virtual 
representation of those ideas, including inventions 
and discoveries, literary and artistic works, and 
traditional symbols. 
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(0502) Financial Sector Oversight Regulation of private sector firms and markets 
(stock exchanges, companies etc.) to protect 
investors from fraud, monopolies and illegal 
behaviour. This also includes deposit protection. 

(0503) Industry Sector Income Stabilization Programmes and activities devoted to assisting 
adversely impacted industrial sectors (farming, 
commercial transportation, etc.) to ensure the 
continued availability of their services to 
Ghanaians. 

(0504) Business Development Programmes and initiatives geared towards the 
development of small and micro business entities 
for economic growth. 

(0505) Trade and Industry Development Supports activities related to the creation of 
economic and business opportunities and stimuli 
as well as the promotion of financial and 
economic stability for companies and citizens 
involved in different types of business activities. 
 

(0506) Revenue Income generated from business activities be they 
micro, small or large scale. It also includes 
donations from individuals, corporations and 
other fund raising activities. For the Government, 
revenue includes proceeds from income tax 
contributions and customs/excise duties. 

  
Education (0600) Activities that impart knowledge or 

understanding of a particular subject to the 
public. Education can take place at a formal 
school, college, university or other training 
program. This Line of Business includes all 
Government programmes that promote the 
education of the public, including both earned 
and unearned benefit programmes 

(0601) Basic and Secondary Education Provision of education in elementary subjects 
(reading and writing and arithmetic) as well as 
education provided by a secondary school. 

(0602) Technical and Vocational Education Provision of higher specialized education 
provided by a vocational and technical institute. 

(0603) Linguistic Services Preservation and promotion of Ghanaian 
languages. 

(0604) Literature Publication and Management Production, distribution and management of 
books, magazines and pamphlets related to 
Ghanaian heritage. 

(0605) Adult Education Provision of education to adults.  This is mostly 
targeted at adults who missed out on academic 
opportunities in their youth or those in work 
places with extensive work experience. 

(0606) Tertiary Education Education beyond the secondary level i.e. 
education provided by a polytechnic, college or 
university and other post secondary education 
and training institutions. 

  
Environment Management (0700) All functions required to monitor the 

environment and weather, determine proper 
environmental standards and ensure their 
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compliance and address environmental 
hazards and contamination 

(0701) Environmental Monitoring and 
Forecasting 

Observation and prediction of environmental 
conditions. This includes, but is not limited to, the 
monitoring and forecasting of water quality, 
water levels and air quality. 

(0702) Environmental Remediation Supports the immediate and long-term activities 
associated with the correcting and offsetting of 
environmental deficiencies or imbalances, 
including restoration activities. 

(0703) Pollution Prevention and Control Activities associated with identifying and 
enforcing appropriate pollution standards and 
controlling levels of harmful substances emitted 
into the soil, water and atmosphere from man-
made sources. 

  
Foreign and Diplomatic Affairs (0800) Promoting the interest and image of Ghana 

and its citizens abroad and enhancing Ghana’s 
security and economic prosperity through 
political and economic interactions with the 
international community 

(0801) Consular Services Consular activities geared towards disseminating 
information and providing support for Ghanaian 
as well as foreign nationals e.g. Victim and 
Witness Support. 

(0802) International Development and 
Humanitarian Aid 

Activities related to the implementation of 
development and humanitarian assistance 
programmes provided to developing and 
transitioning countries throughout the world e.g. 
Ghana’s support to Sierra Leone and Liberia. 

(0803) Trade and Tourism Promotion Trade involves the promotion of economic co-
operation with other countries to gain market 
access for Ghanaian products and services as 
well as attract foreign investment for Ghana and 
maximise the inflow of development assistance 
from both bilateral and multilateral sources. 
 
Tourism involves promotion of Ghana tourism in 
domestic, regional and international markets; 
promulgation of legislation and regulations on 
tourism development including investment 
policies and incentives; researching regional and 
global tourism trends; promoting tourism through 
Human Resource development within the private 
and public sectors, and, developing social 
networking programmes for Ghanaians/Africans 
in the Diaspora as a vehicle for tourism and 
investment promotion in Ghana. 

(0804) International Law and Order Ghana's participation in activities to establish law 
and order in other countries especially African 
nations, in the interest of Ghanaian and other 
citizens trapped in those places e.g. diplomatic 
negotiations and the commitment of peace-
keeping soldiers to African and foreign war zones. 
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Science Technology and Innovation (0900) All Government activities to meet the national 
need to advance knowledge in this area. This 
includes general research and technology 
programs, space exploration activities, and 
other research and technology programs that 
have diverse goals and cannot be readily 
classified into another Business or Sub-
Business function 

(0901) Scientific and Technological Research and 
Innovation 

Government activities whose goal is the creation 
of new scientific and/or technological knowledge 
as a goal in itself. 

  
Good Governance (1000) Improving the effectiveness, efficiency, 

accountability and transparency of 
information and transactional exchanges 
within Government, Government to 
Government, MDAs, local levels, Citizens and 
Businesses and to empower Citizens through 
accurate and timely access to information and 
Government services. 

(1001) Electoral Participation Government's programme that enables citizens to 
exercise their right to vote e.g. the Electoral 
Commission's activities. 

(1002) Rule of Law Government's programmes to ensure that Civil 
Freedom of citizens is guaranteed by making them 
aware of their rights and ability to communicate 
freely without any penalties for infringement. 

(1003) Promotion of Transparency and 
Accountability in Government 

Government's efforts to ensure transparency and 
accountability among Government officials and 
encourage the avoidance of corruption. 

  
Health (1100) Government programs and activities to ensure 

and provide for the health and well being of 
the public. This includes the direct provision of 
health care services, preventative care and 
immunisations as well as the monitoring and 
tracking of public health indicators for the 
detection of trends and identification of 
widespread illnesses/diseases. It also includes 
both earned and unearned health care benefit 
programmes 

(1101) Access to Care Focuses on Ghanaian citizens' access to 
appropriate care facilities. This includes 
streamlining efforts to receive care; ensuring care 
is appropriate in terms of type, care, intensity, 
location and availability as well as providing 
seamless access to health knowledge. 

(1102) Health Care Research and Practitioner 
Education 

Fosters advancement in health discovery and 
knowledge. This includes developing new 
strategies to handle diseases; promoting 
advancement in health knowledge and identifying 
new means for delivery of services. 

(1103) Health Care Administration Assurance that Ghana Government health care 
resources are expended effectively to ensure 
quality, safety, and efficiency. This includes 
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managing food and drugs quality and health care 
quality, cost, workload, utilization, fraud/abuse 
efforts and overseeing services provided by 
traditional and alternate medicine practitioners. 

(1104) Health Care Delivery Services Provides and supports the delivery of health care 
to its beneficiaries. This includes providing 
ambulance services, dental care, midwifery, 
assessing health status, planning health services, 
ensuring quality of service, continuity of care and 
care after cure as well as managing clinical 
information. 

(1105) Food and Drugs Standards Control Management of the importation, manufacturing, 
setting and monitoring of standards, storing and 
distribution of food and drugs to ensure quality 
and safe consumption. 

  
Judicial (1200) Activities relating to the administration of 

justice 
(1201) Judicial Hearings Activities associated with proceedings (usually by 

or in a court of law) where evidence is taken for 
the purpose of determining an issue of fact and 
reaching a decision based on that evidence. 

(1202) Legal Defence Activities associated with the representation of a 
defendant in a criminal or civil proceeding 
through legal aid or any other means. 

(1203) Legal Investigation Activities associated with gathering information 
about a given party (Government agency, citizen 
or corporation) that would be admissible in a 
court of law in an attempt to determine a legal 
question or matter for resolution. 

(1204) Legal Prosecution and Litigation Activities involved with presenting a case in a 
legal proceeding both in a criminal or civil court 
of law in an attempt to prove guilt or 
responsibility. 

(1205) Conflict Resolution Facilitation activities outside a court of law such as mediation 
and arbitration that may be used in an attempt to 
settle a dispute between two or more parties e.g. 
Government agencies, citizens, or businesses. 

  
Law Enforcement (1300)  Activities to protect people, places, and things 

from criminal activity resulting from non-
compliance with Ghanaian laws. This includes 
patrols, undercover operations, response to 
emergency calls as well as arrests, raids and 
seizures of property 

(1301) Criminal Apprehension Activities associated with the tracking, arrest, 
detention and transportation of groups or 
individuals believed to be responsible for 
committing crimes. 

(1302) Criminal Investigation and Surveillance Collecting evidence required to determine 
criminal responsibility and monitoring and 
questioning victims or affected parties. 

(1303) Citizen Protection Activities performed to protect the general 
population of Ghana from criminal activity. 

(1304) Crime Prevention Efforts designed to create safer communities 
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through the control and reduction of crime by 
addressing the root causes of crime and reducing 
opportunities for crimes to occur. 

(1305) Leadership Protection Activities performed to protect high risk 
individuals of national interest, foreign leaders 
and dignitaries visiting the country. 

(1306) Property Protection Activities performed to ensure the security of 
civilian and Government property as well as 
foreign diplomatic missions. 

(1307) Substance Control Supports activities associated with the 
enforcement of laws regarding legal substances 
(i.e. alcohol and tobacco) and illegal narcotics 
including trafficking, possession, sale, 
distribution and other related activities. 

(1308) Correction and Rehabilitation Correction includes activities associated with the 
housing, custody and general care of criminals 
serving time in prison.  
 
Rehabilitation includes all Government activities 
devoted to providing convicted criminals with the 
educational resources and social life skills 
necessary to rejoin society as responsible and 
productive citizens, making a positive 
contribution. 

  
Human Resource Development (1400) The promotion of sustainable employment 

opportunities through management and skills 
development, training, retraining, safe and 
healthy working environments with 
harmonious industrial relations 

(1401) Training and Employment Activities in training and developing the work 
force and promoting or providing employment 
opportunities for unemployed citizens. 

(1402) Trade Unions Representative bodies that rally in the interest of 
employee rights and benefits e.g. minimum pay, 
pay rise and prevention of mass redundancies. 

(1403) Health and Safety Activities carried out by such affiliations like the 
Ghana Fire Service, that are geared towards 
ensuring adherence to safety standards and 
healthy and safe working environments for all 
able and disabled employees.   

(1404) Youth Development Activities to educate and enhance talent in skilful 
youth. 

(1405) Women Empowerment Recognition of women in industry, their 
contribution to commerce and projecting or 
leveraging their general role in business 
environments. 

  
National Defence and Security (1500) All activities involved in the effective 

formulation, co-ordination, monitoring and 
evaluation of defence polices and programmes 
plus maintaining the Ghana Armed Forces 
(GAF) in a high state of preparedness for 
national and international engagements in the 
promotion of peace and stability within Ghana 
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and its sub-regions 
(1501) Operational Defence Linking tactics and strategy by establishing 

operational objectives needed to accomplish the 
strategic objectives, sequencing events to achieve 
the operational objectives, initiating actions and, 
applying resources to bring security. 

(1502) Border & Territorial Security and 
Immigration Control 

Border security includes appropriately facilitating 
or deterring entry and exit of people (dissidents 
and visitors), goods, and conveyances at and 
between Ghanaian ports of entry, as well as 
ensuring the security of its national boundaries, 
territorial waters, transportation and 
infrastructure network facilities.  
 
Immigration Control involves the examination 
and authorization of applications for visas, entry 
and residence permits; control of foreign 
nationals in Ghana, their employment and 
movement; processing of Ghanaian passport 
applications; Border control, patrol and 
management; Refugee registration, protection 
and management. 

(1503) Intelligence Operations Collecting and analyzing information and taking 
steps to meet the national security challenges of 
Ghana and its allies, when appropriate, by 
processing foreign and domestic intelligence, 
disseminating intelligence products to policy-
makers, military commanders, soldiers and other 
consumers and, performing activities in support 
of Ghana Government policy objectives. 

  
Natural Resources (1600) All activities involved in conservation planning, 

land management, and national 
park/monument tourism that affect Ghana's 
private and public natural and recreational 
resources 

(1601) Natural Resource Management Activities that promote the effective use and 
management of the nation’s water, land and 
mineral resources.  It also includes the 
management and conservation of Wildlife. 

(1602) Conservation and Preservation 
Management 

Surveying, maintaining, and operating public 
lands and monuments, as well as activities 
devoted to ensuring the preservation of land, 
water, wildlife, and natural resources. It also 
includes the sustainable stewardship of natural 
resources, on Government or non-Government 
territory, for commercial use i.e. mining, grazing, 
forestry, fishing, etc. 

(1603) Tourism and Recreational Resource 
Management 

Management of national parks, monuments and 
tourist attractions as well as visitor centres, 
campsites and park service facilities. 

  
Public Utility (1700) Provision of basic amenities such as roads, 

electricity, water and drainage for public use 
(1701) Utility Supply Activities devoted to ensuring the availability of 
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service utilities for Ghana and its citizens. 
(1702) Utility Conservation Protection of utility resources from over-

consumption to ensure continued availability. 
(1703) Utility Resource Management Management and oversight of utility producing 

resources including facilities, dams and offshore 
resources. 

(1704) Utility Production Creation of utilities such as electricity, gas and 
water for public usage and benefit. 

  
Social Welfare (1800) Activities designed to ensure that members of 

the public are provided with the necessary 
means – both financial and otherwise – to 
sustain an adequate level of existence. This 
includes all benefit programs, both earned and 
unearned, that promote these goals for 
members of the public 

(1801) Food and Nutrition Assistance Development and management of programmes 
that provide food and nutrition assistance to those 
members of the public who are unable to provide 
for these needs themselves. 

(1802) General Retirement and Disability Development and management of retirement 
benefits, pensions and income security for the 
retired or disabled. 

(1803) Children's Homes Provision of housing facilities to homeless 
minors, street children and orphans. 

(1804) Survivor Compensation Provision of compensation to the survivors or 
individuals receiving or eligible to receive 
benefits from the Ghana Government. This 
includes, but is not limited to, survivors such as 
spouses or children of war veterans. 

  
Sports (1900) The policies and activities to promote and 

accelerate sports development for the welfare 
of Ghanaians in order to achieve human 
development, good health, national integration 
and international recognition 

(1901) Sports Development Development of sporting programmes, curricula 
and activities to attract and develop talent as well 
as project Ghana's representation at national and 
international levels. 

  
Transportation (2000) All Government supported activities related to 

the safe passage, conveyance, or transportation 
of goods and/or people 

(2001) Air Transportation Activities related to the safe passage of 
passengers or goods by air. It also includes 
command and control activities related to the safe 
movement of aircraft through all phases of flight 
both commercial and military 

(2002) Road Transportation Activities that ensure availability of road transit, 
safe passage of passengers and goods over land, 
development of road infrastructure and 
driver/vehicle license services; institution of 
standards to ensure safety, reliability and 
durability of the road and transport 
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infrastructure, strengthening the institutional 
capacity in the management of the road and 
transport sector and the provision of road 
infrastructure at minimum cost. 

(2003) Rail Transportation Activities related to ensuring the availability of 
transit and safe passage of passengers/goods over 
the rail network. 

(2004) River and Marine Transportation Activities related to ensuring the availability of 
transit and the safe passage of passengers and 
goods over sea and water. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 17: Service Delivery Modes Domain 
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Table 3: Service Deliver Modes Process Descriptions 
 

Mode Description 
Advocacy (3100) Influencing those who make policy decisions 

for the betterment of the lives of Ghanaian 
citizens. 

(3101) Facilitation of Mutual Existence Advocating peaceful cohabitation between people 
of different ethnic groups through education 
(awareness) and other media; mutual respect for 
each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty, 
mutual non-aggression, mutual non-interference 
in each other's internal affairs, equality and 
mutual benefit. 

(3102) Dispute Resolution The intervention and resolution of political, inter 
and intra-tribal and other regional disputes as 
well as labour, religious disputes in order to 
establish peace and harmony between Ghanaian 
citizens. 

(3103) Counselling The administering of guidance and advice to 
citizens on personal and other matters. 

(3104) Vetting Assessment and evaluation of citizens eligibility to 
take office 

  
Citizen Safety (3200) Activities to protect citizens and ensure their 

safety from harmful events caused either 
accidentally or deliberately 

(3201) Rescue Recovery of citizens from scenes of disaster or 
accidents or from dissidents etc, for treatment. 

(3202) Border Control Activities to control safe and regulated movement 
of citizens, vehicles and goods across Ghanaian 
Border boundaries and ensure such border zones 
are under control.  This includes appropriately 
facilitating or deterring entry and exit of people, 
goods and conveyances at and between Ghanaian 
points of entry. 

(3203) Surveillance Observation and gathering of evidence or 
information required to determine criminal 
responsibility on activities of concern and on 
suspicious citizens in order to eliminate any 
antisocial events and ensure citizen safety.   

  
Credit and Insurance (3300)  Financial allowances and assurance or 

protection provided by Government or MDAs 
to Ghanaian citizens. 

(3301) Direct Loans Disbursement of funds by the Government to a 
non-Government borrower under a contract that 
requires repayment with or without interest. 

(3302) Credit Insurance Provision of protection on a credit facility to 
protect the beneficiary in the event of non-
payment depending on the root cause of the 
default. 
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(3303) Guarantees Assurance on a given facility as commitment of 
fulfilment of delivery or remediation in the event 
of an unforeseen breach. 

  
Financial Assistance (3400) Provision of earned and unearned financial or 

fiscal benefits to individuals, businesses or 
MDAs. 

(3401) Government Grants Financial assistance from the Ghana Government  
involving the disbursement of funds to 
nonGovernment entities to help fund projects or 
activities in the interest of citizens and businesses, 
that do not have to be paid back. 
 

(3402) Tax Relief and Awards Tax incentives to alleviate the pressure of tax 
contribution in the interest of Ghanaian citizens 
and businesses. 

(3403) Scholarships Financially subsidised support or sponsorship 
schemes that enable or provide opportunities for 
Ghanaian citizens to gain access to otherwise 
unaffordable education. 

(3404) Subsidies Government financial transfers or incentives that 
reduce overall cost liability and increase 
realisable income or revenue for citizens and 
businesses respectively. 

(3405) Incubation Deals with start-up and early-stage companies.  It 
accelerates the successful development of 
entrepreneurial companies through an array of 
business support resources and services, 
developed and orchestrated by incubator 
management and offered both in the incubator 
and through its network of contacts. 

(3406) Pension and Gratuity Providing financial aid to the disabled and aged 
as well as monetary tips. 

  
Knowledge Development and Management 
(3500) 

Programmes and activities in which MDAs 
create and manage a body of knowledge that 
can be processed and analysed to provide 
inherent benefits for citizens and businesses. 

(3501) Awareness Educating or creating awareness of a particular 
service using media such as advertisements (TV, 
Radio, Newspapers, Posters and the World Wide 
Web), literature publication, Workshops, 
Seminars and Fairs.   

(3502) Research and Development Gathering and analysis of data, dissemination of 
results and development of new products, 
methodologies and ideas.  It refers to creative 
work undertaken on a systematic basis by 
Ghanaian MDAs to increase knowledge about 
citizens, culture and society for use in devising 
new developments and improvements. 

(3503) Advising and Consulting Delivery or provision of advice by a MDAs on 
specific topics in a particular area of expertise or 
service delivery.  In other words it involves the 
guidance and consultative services provided by to 
support the implementation of a specific Service. 
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(3504) Mass Education Ghana Government-run educational system, that 
is usually free and which aims to ensure that all 
citizens in society get basic education through 
Knowledge Dissemination. 

(3505) Distance Learning Imparting knowledge to citizens who are not 
physically on location, whereby rather than 
attending courses in person, tutors and students 
may communicate at times of their own choice by 
exchanging printed or electronic media, or, 
through technology that allows them to 
communicate in real time. 

(3506) Intelligence Gathering The act of collecting data to understand secret, 
covert or private intelligence and clarify or solicit 
advance warning of important events and 
movements that can affect Ghana and its citizens. 

(3507) Publication Distribution of paper-based text or images 
including magazines, scholarly journals and 
newspapers, or, the placing of content on a 
website to publicise MDAs’ services in the 
interest of Ghanaian citizens. 

(3508) Training Teaching of vocational or practical skills and 
knowledge that relate to specific competencies 
and deliver knowledge and skills to Ghanaian 
citizens. 

(3509) Technical Expertise Human resources, skill sets and documentation 
available for the benefit of Ghanaian citizens, 
MDAs and other Governments. 

  
Marketing (3600) Projection or promotion of Government 

services and programmes to citizens in an 
attempt to capture new interest or promote 
awareness and increase the number of 
interested beneficiaries of those services and 
programmes. 

(3601) Promotions Activities to project products and services to 
attract public interest and custom. 

(3602) Public Relations Efforts and activities to promote Ghana's image 
through effective handling of its citizens' 
concerns. 

(3603) Exhibitions Activities to put products and services on display 
to solicit and attract public interest. 

  
Natural Resource Preservation (3700) Preservation conservation and careful 

management of the environment and of natural 
resources. 

(3701) Re-aforestation Activities to replenish depleted plant/tree species 
and ensure maintenance of forest land as well as 
tree-planting activities to protect soil, maintain 
continuity of tree species and create greenery. 

(3702) Preservation Activities devoted to ensure the preservation of 
land, water, wildlife, and natural resources. 

(3703) Reclamation Activities to reclaim misused, abused or 
trespassed land or water resources back under 
Government control. 
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Public Infrastructure Management (3800) Construction, manufacturing, administration 
and/or management of amenities, structures, 
facilities and resources etc, that are used for 
the general well-being of Ghanaian citizens and 
businesses. 

(3801) Manufacturing Use of tools and labour to create public 
infrastructure by transforming raw materials into 
finished goods on a large scale for the use and 
benefit of Ghanaian citizens.  In other words, it 
involves all programmes and activities in which 
the Ghana Government produces both marketable 
and non-marketable goods for the use and benefit 
of Ghanaian citizens. 

(3802) Construction Building or assembling of infrastructure to 
support the delivery of services to Ghanaian 
citizens. 

(3803) Establishment of Cultural Artefacts Identification of valued artefacts in the interest of 
Ghanaian heritage and its different types of 
culture. 

(3804) Information Infrastructure Relates to physical infrastructure i.e. data and 
information Network interfaces and protocols that 
facilitate communication on behalf of Ghanaian 
citizens and businesses. 

(3805) Provision of Social Amenities Creation or provision of schools, roads, 
electricity, water and drainage facilities for the 
benefit of Ghanaian citizens and businesses. 

(3806) Polling Infrastructure Facilities provided by Government or MDASs to 
enable voting to take place. 

  
Regulations and Compliance (3900) Direct monitoring and oversight of specific 

individual(s), group(s), industry or community 
participating in an  activity regulated by 
Ghana Government. 

(3901) Inspections and Auditing Methodical examination and review of regulated 
activities to ensure compliance with standards for 
regulated activity. 

(3902)Standards and Guideline development The establishment of allowable limits associated 
with regulated activities and the development of 
reporting requirements necessary to monitor and 
control compliance with allowable limits as well 
the development of requirements for product 
sampling and  testing ,emissions monitoring and 
control ,incident reporting and financial filings 
etc 

(3903) Permits and Licensing Relates to citizens and businesses alike and 
involves activities associated with registration; in 
other words, granting, revoking and the overall 
management of the documented authority 
necessary to perform a regulated activity, task, 
business or any such function. 

(3904) Prosecutions Hearings or deliberations to bring offenders or 
rule breakers to justice. 

(3905) Penalties and Fines Imposition of financial or other penal retribution 
for violation or breach of regulated conditions 
and financial or redeemable values appended to 
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penalties, recoverable with the support of the 
Law. 

(3906) Creation of Law Formation of rules that regulate all Government, 
economic and social activities. 

 
5.2  Government Services Support 

The Government Services Support domain describes the provision of critical policy, 
programmatic and managerial foundation to support MDAs’ service delivery operations.   
This section provides detailed descriptions of the Business Architecture Reference Model 
(BARM) codes associated with each Domain, Business Process and Sub-Business Process and 
detailed descriptions of the various elements within Government Services Support. 
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Figure 18: Government Service Support Domain 
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Table 4: Government Service Support Processes Descriptions 
Support Description 
Controls and Oversights (4100) Ensures that the operations and programmes 

of the Government and its external business 
partners comply with applicable laws and 
regulations and prevent waste, fraud and 
abuse. 

(4101) Programme Monitoring Data gathering activities required to determine 
the effectiveness of internal and external 
programmes and the extent to which they comply 
with related laws, regulations and policies. 

(4102) Programme Evaluation Analysis of internal and external programmes' 
effectiveness and the determination of corrective 
actions as appropriate. 

(4103) Corrective Action Enforcement of activities to remedy internal or 
external programmes that have been found 
noncompliant with a given law, regulation or 
policy. 

  
Executive Functions (4200) General overhead costs of the Government, 

including legislative and executive activities; 
provision of central fiscal, personnel and 
property activities; and the provision of 
services that cannot reasonably be classified in 
any other business domains. 

(4201) Governance Functions Include processes and activities aimed at 
establishing adherence to Government 
regulations  

(4202) Executive Functions High level strategic decision making within the 
Office of the President. 

(4203) National Strategic Planning Studying and making strategic analysis of macro-
economic and structural reform options. It also 
involves the formulation and constant review of 
comprehensive national development planning 
strategies as well as performance of such other 
functions relating to strategic planning. 

(4204) Central Personnel Management Operations of the Office of the Head of Civil 
Service (OHCS). 

(4205) Accountability Acknowledgment and assumption of responsibility 
for actions, products, decisions and policies 
including the administration, governance and 
implementation within the scope of the role or 
employment position and encompassing the 
obligation to report, explain and be answerable 
for resulting consequences. 

(4206) National Records and Statistics Operations surrounding the management, 
standardisation and preservation of official 
documents, statistics and records. 

(4207) Micro-credit and Small Loans Extension to individuals of small loans to be used 
for income-generating activities that will improve 
the borrowers’ living standards. These individuals 
would not normally be eligible for conventional 
loans. 
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Risk Management (4300) Activities relating to the processes of analyzing 
exposure to risk and determining appropriate 
countermeasures. 

(4301) Contingency Planning Actions required planning for, responding to, and 
mitigating damaging events. 

(4302) Recovery of Community Services and 
Infrastructure 

Restoration of community infrastructure, public 
services, welfare and humanitarian support which 
includes the internal actions necessary to develop 
a plan for resuming operations after a catastrophic 
event occurs. It focuses on the activities 
associated with the identification of critical 
systems and processes, and the planning and 
preparation required to ensure that these systems 
and processes will be available in the event of a 
catastrophic event. 

  
Legislative Relations (4400) Activities aimed at the development, tracking 

and amendment of public laws through the 
legislative branch of the Government. 

(4401) Legislative Tracking Monitoring legislation from introduction to 
enactment. 

(4402) Legislative Testimony Activities associated with providing 
testimony/evidence in support of, or opposition to, 
legislation. 

(4403) Proposal Development Drafting proposed legislation that creates or 
amends laws subject to parliamentary action. 

(4404) Parliamentary Liaison Operations Activities associated with supporting the formal 
relationship between an agency and Parliament. 

  
Finance and Administration (4500) Resource allocation as well 

as resource management, acquisition and 
investment. Administration is concerned with 
the activity of an MDA in the exercise of its 
powers and duties. 

(4501) Budget Formulation Activities undertaken to determine priorities for 
future spending and to develop and forecast of 
future funding and expenditures during a targeted 
period of time. This includes the collection and 
use of performance information to assess the 
effectiveness of programmes and develop budget 
priorities e.g. budget performance integration 
within the Ministry of Finance. 

(4502) Capital Planning Processes for ensuring that appropriate 
investments are selected for capital expenditure. 
Where funds are not readily available however, 
donor budgetary support is solicited. 

(4503) Enterprise Architecture An established process for describing the current 
state and defining the target state and transition 
strategy for an organisation’s people, processes 
and technology. 

(4504) Strategic Planning Determination of annual and long-term goals and 
the identification of the best approach for 
achieving those goals. 

(4505) Budget Execution Legal (apportionment) and managerial (allotment 
and sub-allotment) distribution of budget 
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authority to achieve results consistent with the 
formulated budget. 

(4506) Human Resource Planning Processes for identifying the workforce 
competencies required to meet MDAs’ strategic 
goals and for developing the strategies to meet 
these requirements. 

(4507) Management Improvement Efforts to identify gaps and opportunities for 
reengineering or restructuring to gauge the 
ongoing effectiveness and efficiency of planning 
and budgeting processes. 

(4508) Budget and Performance Integration Activities that align Government resources 
allocated through budget formulation, execution 
and management actions with examinations of 
programme objectives, performance and 
demonstrated results. 

(4509) Economic Planning promotion of sustainable economic growth and 
development of Ghana and its people through the 
formulation and implementation of sound fiscal 
policies, efficient mobilisation, allocation and 
management of financial resources, establishing 
and disseminating performance-oriented 
guidelines and accurate user–friendly financial 
management information systems, creation of an 
enabling environment for investment and 
monitoring the impact of fiscal policies on 
economic growth. 

  
Public Affairs (4600) Exchange of information and communication 

between the Government, citizens and 
stakeholders in direct support of citizen 
services, public policy, and/or national interest. 

(4601) Customer Services Activities associated with providing an agency’s 
customers with information regarding the 
agency’s service offerings and managing the 
interactions and relationships with those 
customers. 

(4602) Marketing and Information Services Efforts to provide official Government 
information to external stakeholders through the 
use of various types of media, such as video, 
paper, web, etc. It also relates to the marketing of 
Government services, products and programmes 
to the general public, in an attempt to promote 
awareness and increase the number of 
customers/beneficiaries of those services and 
programmes. 

(4603) Public Relations Efforts to promote an organisation’s image 
through the effective handling of citizen concerns. 

  
Regulatory Development (4700) Activities associated with developing 

regulations, policies and guidance to 
implement laws. 

(4701) Policy and Guidance Development Creation and dissemination of guidelines to assist 
in the interpretation and implementation of 
regulations. 

(4702) Public Feedback Activities of soliciting, maintaining and 
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responding to public comments regarding 
proposed regulations through public fora, some 
with defined time scales and others ad hoc. 

(4703) Policy Regulations Activities of researching and drafting proposed 
and final regulations. 

(4704) Policy Publication activities associated with the publication of a 
proposed bill or statute 

  
Revenue Collection (4800) Ensuring successful management and 

sustainable development of revenue collection 
in Ghana through such agencies as VATS, IRS, 
and CEPS. 

(4801) Debt Collection Activities associated with the collection of money 
owed to the Government of Ghana from both 
foreign and domestic sources. 

(4802) Government Facility Revenue Collection of fees assessed on individuals or 
organisations for the provision of Government 
services and for the use of Government goods or 
resources. It also encompasses the activities 
associated with the acquisition, oversight, 
tracking, and sale of assets managed by the 
Government with a commercial value and sold to 
the private sector. 

(4803) Divestiture of Government Assets Unlocking economic potential by permitting 
resources of people, money and technology to be 
put to their best use and by increasing efficiency 
to achieve better living standards for all. More 
specially, it is intended to reduce the size of the 
public sector and improve the performance by 
mobilising private sector management and 
capital. 
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5.3  Enterprise Management 
 

The Enterprise Management domain describes the support activities or back office functions that 
enable the Government and MDAs to operate efficiently.  This section provides the BARM 
codes associated with each Domain, Business Process and Sub-Business Process and detailed 
descriptions of the various elements within the Enterprise Management domain.  

 

 
 

Figure 19: Enterprise Management 
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Table 5: Enterprise Management Processes Descriptions 
 
Enterprise Element Description 
General Administration (5100) Involves the management of Customer 

Services, Travel & Transport, Stores & 
Supplies, Estates, Security, Records & 
Documentation, Utilities and maintenance of 
office equipment. 

(5101) Customer Service Management Management of customer value and satisfaction 
from service(s) delivered.  This is more 
measurable as core business at 
Department/Agency level.  At the Ministerial 
level, Customer Service is discretional and can be 
placed under any of the Four-line Directorates 
i.e. General Administration & Finance, Human 
Resource Management, Policy Planning 
Budgeting Co-ordination  Monitoring & 
Evaluation and research/Statistics/Public 
Relations/Information Management, for 
convenience. 

(5102) Transport Management Management of vehicular movement and 
maintenance i.e. fleet resources and accessories 
etc. 

(5103) Stores and Supplies Management Procurement of basic office equipment, 
stationery, general storage and requisitioning. 

(5104) Estate Management Maintenance of structures i.e. Office buildings, 
replacement of furniture and fittings and general 
office maintenance e.g. Lock replacement, 
painting, drainage maintenance, house-keeping 
facilities, access registration etc. 

(5105) Security Management Provision of day/night security presence and 
equipment e.g. Posts, Guards, alarms  etc. 

(5106) Records & Documentation Management Security, storage and retrieval of data files as 
well as archiving. 

(5107) Office Equipment Maintenance Maintenance of various office based equipment 
such as telephones, computers, printers, fax 
machines etc. 

(5108) Utilities Management Ensuring prompt payment of utility bills in respect 
of the office premises as well as official 
accommodation e.g. Bungalows etc. 

  
Audits (5200) Evaluation of Government resources to 

ascertain the validity and reliability of 
information, provide an assessment of 
Government internal control and to ensure 
compliance with established policies and 
operational procedures, and to recommend 
necessary changes in controls, policies or 
procedures. 

(5201) Internal Audits Utilisation of a systematic methodology for 
analysing processes or problems and 
recommending solutions. 
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(5202) IT Audits Process of collecting and evaluating evidence of 
the Government's information systems, practices 
and operations. 

  
Financial Management (5300) Use of financial information to measure, 

operate and predict the effectiveness and 
efficiency of an entity's activities in relation to 
its objectives. The ability to obtain and use 
such information is usually characterized by 
having in place policies, practices, standards 
and a system of controls that reliably capture 
and report activity in a consistent manner. 

(5301) Accounting Accounting for assets, liabilities, fund balances, 
revenues and expenses associated with the 
maintenance of Government funds and 
expenditure of Government appropriations 
(Salaries & Expenses, Operation & Maintenance, 
Procurement, Working Capital, Trust Funds etc) 
in accordance with applicable Government 
standards. 

(5302) Funds Control Management of the Government budget process 
including the development of plans and 
programmes, budgets and performance outputs as 
well as financing Government programmes and 
operations through appropriation and 
apportionment of direct and reimbursable 
spending authority, fund transfers, investments 
and other financing mechanisms. 

(5303) Payments Disbursements of Government funds, via a variety 
of mechanisms, to Government and private 
individuals, MDAs, state, local and international 
Governments, and the private sector, to effect 
payment for goods and services, or distribute 
entitlements, benefits, grants, subsidies, loans, or 
claims. 

(5304) Collections and Receivables Deposits, fund transfers, and receipts for sales or 
service. 

(5305) Asset and Liability Management Provides accounting support for the management 
of assets and liabilities of the Government. 

(5306) Reporting and Information Providing financial information, reporting and 
analysis of financial transactions. 

(5307) Cost Accounting & Performance 
Management 

Process of accumulating, measuring, analysing, 
interpreting and reporting cost information useful 
to both internal and external groups concerned 
with the way in which an organisation uses, 
accounts for, safeguards, and controls its 
resources to meet its objectives.  
 
Cost accounting information is necessary in 
establishing strategic goals, measuring service 
efforts and accomplishments, and relating efforts 
to accomplishments.  
 
Also, cost accounting, financial accounting and 
budgetary accounting all draw information from 
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common data sources used for performance 
evaluation and management. 

  
Human Resource Management (5400) Activities associated with the recruitment and 

management of personnel. 
(5401) Recruitment Planning and forecasting of manpower; 

managing promotion, upgrading and separation; 
review of establishment levels and sourcing of 
candidates. 

(5402) Training and Development Delivery and management of manpower training 
and development for productivity. 
designs, develops and implements a 
comprehensive employee development approach 
to ensure that they have the right competencies 
and skills for current and future work 
assignments. This includes conducting employee 
development needs assessments; administering 
and delivering employee development 
programmes and evaluating the overall 
effectiveness of the employee development 
approach. 

(5403) Career Management Human resource administration, career and 
organisational development, and staff welfare. 

(5404) Performance Management Defines performance standards, measurement and 
service delivery management.   Develops and 
implements a comprehensive performance 
management approach to ensure agency 
employees are demonstrating competencies 
required of their work assignments. Design, 
develop and implement a comprehensive 
performance management strategy that enables 
managers to make distinctions in performance 
and link individual performance to MDA’s goal 
and mission accomplishment. This sub-function 
also includes managing employee performance at 
the individual level and evaluating overall 
effectiveness of the employee development 
approach. 

(5405) Compensation and Benefits Management Development of policy and operational 
guidelines, surveys, retirement benefits and 
administration of remuneration. 
 
Compensation Management designs, develops 
and implements compensation programmes that 
attract, retain and fairly compensate agency 
employees. In addition, designs, develops and 
implements pay for performance compensation 
programmes to recognize and reward high 
performance, with both base pay increases and 
performance bonus payments. This sub-function 
includes: developing and implementing 
compensation programmes; administering bonus 
and monetary awards programmes; administering 
pay changes; managing time, attendance, leave 
and pay; and managing payroll. 
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Benefits Management designs, develops, and 
implements benefit programmes that attract, 
retain and support current and former agency 
employees. This sub-function includes: 
establishing and communicating benefits 
programmes; processing benefits actions; and 
interacting as necessary with third party benefits 
providers. 

(5406) Policy and Standards Management Implementation of rules and regulations, codes of 
conduct, review of complaints procedures and 
advise on disciplinary actions. 

  
Information and Technology Management 
(5500) 

Definition of IT Framework & Policies, 
measurement of IT management, coordination 
of information and technology resources and 
sourcing systems required to support or 
provide service(s). 

(5501) IT Planning and Architecture Business strategy alignment of IT strategy 
planning and technical architecture definition and 
tracking. 

(5502) Solutions Provision Understanding requirements and design, 
building/acquiring solution and integrating Test 
solution with customer acceptance/sign-off. 

(5503) Service Support Service Desk management, Problem management, 
Change management, Configuration management 
and Release management. 

(5504) Service Delivery Service Level Management to ensure availability; 
capacity management; contingency planning and 
cost management. 
 

(5505) IT Operations Scheduling, event management, system 
administration, storage management and 
input/output management.  

(5506) IT Infrastructure Management IT inventory, security, facilities and vendor 
management. 

(5507) Customer Relationship Management Promote or market IT services and manage 
customer satisfaction. 

  
Supply Chain Management (5600) Purchasing, tracking and overall management 

of goods and services. 
(5601) Goods Acquisition Procurement of physical goods, products and 

capital assets to be used by the Government. 
(5602) Inventory Control Tracking of information related to procured 

assets and resources with regard to quantity, 
quality and location. 

(5603) Logistics Management Planning and tracking of personnel and their 
resources in relation to their availability and 
location. 

(5604) Service Acquisition Soliciting and oversight and/or management of 
contractors and service providers from the private 
and public sector. 
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5.4  Future State BARM Recommendations 

Any changes or amendments to MDAs functions or business processes should be done in close 
consultation/reference to the Civil Service Law, 1993 (Act 327).  This legal reference should be 
a guide to any person or MDA implementing functional or process changes in order to avoid 
creating dysfunctional units or confusion in the process.   
The creation of discretional functions under any of the “four-line Directorates” i.e. General 
Administration & Finance, Human Resource Management, Policy Planning Budgeting Co-
ordination,  Monitoring & Evaluation, and Research, Statistics, Public Relations and Information 
Management for convenience is a practice that should be strongly avoided due to the confusion it 
causes to business process management across Government.  
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6. Applications Architecture Reference Model 
The Applications Architecture Reference Model (AARM) defines the application services 
necessary for automating business processes across Government. The model serves to identify 
and classify the applications portfolio that supports MDAs and their ICT investments and assets 
from applications perspective. 
The model aids in recommending applications service capabilities to support the reuse of 
business components and services across the GoG. The AARM is structured across horizontal 
service areas that are independent of the business functions to facilitate reuse through the 
deployment of common application and infrastructure services.  

6.1  The AARM Principles  
The architecture principles apply to all Government MDAs and the only way their ICT 
departments can provide a consistent and measurable level of quality information to decision 
makers is if all organisations abide by the principles.  Without this principle, exclusions, 
favouritism, and inconsistency would rapidly undermine the management of information.  The 
principles governing the AARM include the following: 

� Principle 1: Delivering maximum value to Government 
Information systems decisions must be made to provide maximum value to the 
Government as a whole. 
Rationale:  
This principle embodies "service above self." Decisions made from a Government-wide 
perspective have greater long term value than decisions made from any particular MDA’s 
perspective.  Maximum return on investment requires information management decisions 
to adhere to Government-wide drivers and priorities.   

Implications: 

� Achieving maximum Government-wide benefit will require changes in the way 
information systems are planned and implemented across Government;  

� Some MDAs may have to concede their own preferences for the greater benefit of 
the entire Government; 

� Application development priorities must be established by the entire Government 
for the entire Government; 

� Applications components should be shared across MDAs’ organisational 
boundaries; 

� Information management initiatives should be conducted in accordance with the 
Government ICT plan. Individual MDAs should pursue information management 
initiatives which conform to the blueprints and priorities established by the 
Government.   

� Principle 2: Compliance with law 
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Government information technology management processes must comply with all 
relevant laws, policies, and regulations. 

Rationale:  
Government policy is to abide by laws, policies, and regulations. This will not preclude 
business process improvements that lead to changes in policies and regulations. 
Implications: 

� All MDAs must be mindful to comply with laws, regulations, and external 
policies regarding the collection, retention, and management of data; 

� Education and access to the rules.  Efficiency, need and common sense are not the 
only drivers.  Changes in the law and changes in regulations may drive changes in 
processes or applications. 

� Principle 3: ICT responsibility 
The ICT organisations of the MDAs are responsible for owning and implementing ICT 
processes and infrastructure that enable solutions to meet user defined requirements for 
functionality, service levels, cost, and delivery timing. 
Rationale:  
MDAs must effectively align expectations with capabilities and costs so that all projects 
are cost effective.  Efficient and effective solutions have reasonable costs and clear 
benefits. 
Implications: 

� A project prioritisation process must be created by all MDAs;  

� The MDAs ICT functions must define processes to manage business unit 
expectations; 

� Data, application, and technology architecture models must be created to enable 
integrated quality solutions and to maximise results. 

� Principle 4: Protection of Intellectual Property (IP) 
Government of Ghana’s Intellectual Property must be protected at all times and this 
protection must be reflected in ICT architectures, implementation, and governance 
processes. 
Rationale:  
A major part of the Government’s Intellectual Property is hosted in the ICT domain. 
Implications: 

� While protection of IP assets is everybody's business, much of the actual 
protection is implemented in the ICT domain;   

� A Security policy, governing human and ICT actors, will be required that can 
substantially improve protection of IP. This must be capable of both avoiding 
compromises and reducing liabilities. 
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� Principle 5: Common use of applications 
Development of applications used across Government is preferred over the development 
of similar or duplicative applications which are only provided to particular MDAs. 
Rationale:  
Duplicative capability is expensive and creates complexity and conflicting data. 
Implications: 

� MDAs will not be allowed to develop capabilities for their own use which are 
similar or duplicative of Government-wide capabilities;   

� Data and information used to support Government decision making will be 
standardised to a much greater extent than previously.  This is because the smaller 
MDA’s capabilities, which produced different data (which was not shared among 
other MDAs), will be replaced by shared Government-wide capabilities.   

� Principle 6: Technology independence 
Applications are independent of specific technology choices and therefore can operate on 
a variety of technology platforms. 

Rationale:  
Independence of applications from the underlying technology allows applications to be 
developed, upgraded, and operated in the most cost-effective and timely way. Otherwise 
technology, which is subject to continual obsolescence and vendor dependence, becomes 
the driver rather than the user requirements themselves. 
Realising that every decision made in respect to information technology makes MDAs 
dependent on that technology, the intent of this principle is to ensure that applications 
software is not dependent on specific hardware and operating systems software. 

Implications: 

� This principle will require standards which support portability and 
interoperability.  Web Services standard will be used across the applications 
architecture;  

�  For Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) applications, the selection process will 
determine the degree of technology independence adopted by the vendor; 

� Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) will need to be developed to enable 
legacy applications to interoperate with applications and operating environments 
developed under the GGEA; 

� Middleware solutions will be used to decouple applications from specific software 
solutions. 

� Principle 7: Ease of use 
Applications must be easy to use.  The underlying technology must be transparent to 
users, so they can concentrate on tasks at hand. 

Rationale:  
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The more a user has to understand the underlying technology the less productive that user 
is.  Ease of use is a positive incentive for use of applications.  Most of the knowledge 
required to operate one system will be similar to others. Training is kept to a minimum, 
and the risk of using a system improperly is low.   

Implications: 

� Applications will be required to have a common "look and feel" and support 
ergonomic requirements;   

� Guidelines for user interfaces should not be constrained by narrow assumptions 
about user location, language, systems training, or physical capability. Factors 
such as linguistics, customer physical infirmities (visual acuity, ability to use 
keyboard/mouse) and proficiency in the use of technology have broad 
ramifications in determining the ease of use of an application. 
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6.2  Logical Applications Architecture Vision  
The Logical Applications Architecture is a conceptual model, which will evolve as new 
requirements and technologies become available. As such it raises as many questions as it 
answers, and provides a good forum for future discussions about the architectural direction of the 
Government. 

 
Figure 20: Logical Applications Architecture   

The applications architecture defines a multi-channel strategy that addresses the GoG’s 
objectives of improving the services provided to citizens and reducing the cost of providing the 
services.  The strategy meets citizen requirements by providing services that are flexible, 
accessible, complete, easy and secure.  The implementation of the e-Government channel 
strategy will include user profiling that will show the different segments such as meeting 
requirements of the uneducated citizen or a disabled person and how a user’s channel preferences 
are influenced by circumstances such as the nature of the service required, or his/her need for 
direct, person-to-person interaction.  Details of the multi-channel strategy will be discussed in 
section 6.1 below. 

The Application Infrastructure Services layer provides technical and administrative services such 
as Identity Management, Directory Services, electronic Forms and the Payments Gateway that 
support the delivery of online services.   
The Business layer provides the technologies that enable the orchestration of Government 
business processes.  The layer also includes the requirements and technologies for building 
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analytics and business intelligence capabilities across Government as well as the management of 
digital assets.   

The Service Integration layer is responsible for exposing the services in the architecture in a 
consistent manner while enabling application services and data to be integrated in a consistent 
manner.  
The MDAs’ Applications layer shows groupings of MDAs’ applications that are built for 
specific purposes.  By leveraging services available in the architecture, applications should 
generally be quicker to develop and easier to maintain.  The architecture also promotes the 
implementation of shared application services across Government.   
The Applications layer illustrates the idea that Government data should be logically visible and 
consolidated by data domain.  This does not imply that, for example, all citizen data must be 
physically located in the same database, or managed by the same system, but that there are a 
coherent set of rules for locating, a unified view of, and a standard way to access common data. 
 

6.3  Users of e-Government Services 
The Government of Ghana must interact with individuals on both regular and ad-hoc basis for 
example to collect taxes, provide social services and healthcare, registration and licensing of 
vehicles, etc.  The Government must also interact with businesses and industry in wide range of 
areas such as taxation, company registration, planning regulations, etc.  Community groups and 
associations such as NGOs, labour unions, charities, churches, etc also interact with Government 
on behalf of citizens.  Finally, the various divisions and institutions of Government must also 
collaborate with each other, for example, the Ghana Police Service requires contact with 
departments within Government on topics such as national security and policy. 

There are effectively seven types of users of e-Government services defined by the GGEA, 
which are:  

� Citizens; 

� Community groups and associations; 

� Employees of Government; 

� Businesses and industry;  

� Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs); 

� Other Government institutions and MDAs; 

� Other Governments. 
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6.4  e-Government Channels   
“Citizens expect faster public service delivery, companies want administrative burdens to be 
reduced, and public bodies need to raise productivity in order to deliver better and faster 
services within tight budgets.” Erkki Liikanen, European Commissioner for Enterprise and Information 
Society (September, 2003) 
 

To help meet the GoG’s service delivery objectives the GGEA must define an integrated channel 
strategy, which will be based on existing traditional channels as well as the introduction new 
electronic ones.  The channel strategy involves identifying the different modes of service 
delivery, which is the interaction between the user and the Government and the type of 
interaction, whether it is transactional or just information rendering.  For example, if a citizen 
wants to apply for a driving license, the enquiries could be done via the Government Web Portal, 
by telephone (and IVR), email, fax or post.  The citizen could then complete the application 
online via the Web Portal using the Identity Management credentials, or complete forms and 
send by post or apply by face to face at the DVLA.  The interaction could take place over the 
different channels such as the office counter, telephone, email, post, etc.  

A channel is a means used by the administrative functions of the MDAs to interact with and 
deliver services to its users.  The channel strategy will look at the services from a delivery mode 
and the channels are categorised into the following groups:   

� Dissemination of Information: This category focuses on promoting and marketing 
Government services, educating citizens, organisations and other Governments on the 
various services delivered by Government as well as awareness creation; 

� Notification: This category deals with Government informing citizens, organisations and 
other Government about events and activities; 

� Payment Transaction: Deals with any agreement, communication or movement carried 
out between separate entities often involving the exchange of money. The entities here 
are citizens, businesses, NGOs, other Governments and Government; 

� Registration: For Government services; 

� Subscription: An agreement with another organisation or institution that gives one the 
right to receive information.  May sometimes involve the payment of a sum of money; 

� Service Rendering: Refers to a service offered to citizens by any of the MDAs that 
originally has not been requested for. For instance services offered by charity 
organisations and other entities; 

� Request: The act of citizens asking for something to be done.  A request is followed by a 
delivery of the service being asked for.  Request can be from citizens to Government or 
vice versa. 

The following are channels defined by the GGEA for the delivery of Government services:  

6.4.1 WEB PORTAL 
The Web Portal is the most comprehensive and visible electronic Government channel.  The 
recommendation is to build a Government wide Portal that will provide public services from one 
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delivery channel.  The Government of Ghana Portal will present information from diverse 
sources in a unified way and provide services such as search engine, email, news, forums and 
other features.  Some MDAs such as Municipalities will also develop their own Work Portals 
which will be consistent with the features and “look and feel” as the central Government’s 
Portal. 
The GoG Portal will have the following features:   

� Home page display and user log-in - a user enters the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 
of the Portal and is presented with the Portal front page designed for initial citizen 
enrolment/registration to use Government services online.  The Portal will also have a 
home page designed for unauthenticated users (including a login link).  The user uses the 
login link to provide a user ID and password, and after successful authentication his/her 
personal Portal home page is displayed based on personal profile information provided 
for the initial registration;  

� Search for and display content - the Portal provides the ability to search content 
provided by various (internal and/or external) sources. The search is carried out on an 
index that will be pre-built, rather than directly on the content itself.  The search can be 
free-text based, keyword based, or category based. Search results can be filtered based on 
the user's identified type; 

� Access MDAs’ applications services and data - a fundamental concept of the Portal is 
that it will provide a Single Sign-On (SSO) capability to simplify access to Government 
applications and data.  This is especially beneficial because of the multiplicity of the 
applications involved.  The key applications services to be provided through the Portal 
are Identity Management, Electronic Forms and Payments Gateway.  The Portal will 
provide access to MDAs’ application services and data that is external to the Portal, and 
has been “registered” with the Portal system as a trusted provider of information and/or 
application services. This may require the propagation of user credentials from the Portal 
to the other applications.  The target applications may be internal or external to 
Government.  A subset of information contained in multiple systems may be extracted 
and aggregated into a single database to provide a centralised repository.  This can 
involve a multi-stage process of aggregating, filtering, comparing and reconciling, and 
transforming of data from multiple formats into a common format; 

� User updates personal information - a user can use the Portal to update some of his/her 
personal information, such as address, phone number and e-mail address (note that this is 
personal information, rather than personal preferences).  The same actions can also be 
taken by a Customer Service Representative (CSR) of the MDAs on the citizen’s behalf, 
in which case a chat transcript may be generated and saved; 

� User updates his/her Portal preferences and personalises his/her Portal home page - 
the user updates personal preferences in order to make the Portal more effective to use.  
The user updates personal preferences that control what is shown on his/her Portal home 
page. An example would be the list of hot links that are displayed on the home page, 
making the home page more efficient for the user; 

� Submit an inquiry. - this use case makes use of asynchronous collaboration to allow a 
user to submit an inquiry and get a response later without needing to interrupt the flow of 
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their activities.  This allows the user to continue with other activities while the inquiry is 
being handled; 

� Hold an impromptu e-meeting - The Portal must enable the MDAs to collaborate with 
citizens through a chat or e-meeting feature. This type of collaboration is synchronous, 
with users interacting in real time, and requires that all participating users be online and 
available; 

� Create or edit a document or forms – The Portal will incorporate the ability to create 
and edit documents or forms.  Electronic forms capability will be built into the Portal to 
enable citizens to complete forms directly online;   

 
� Create and manage content – the Government will identify key content contributors 

from the MDAs who will participate in the process of creating and approving content.  
Display of Government informational content (text, images and rich media) is one of the 
major features of the Portal. Depending on the authorisation level of a content 
“consumer”, some or all of a particular piece of content can be displayed. This 
personalises the user’s experience, and also prevents unauthorised users from accessing 
certain types of information; 
 

� Web 2.0 - is a paradigm shift in how the Internet is utilised to provide its service.  This 
new World Wide Web technology refers to changes in the ways in which the Portal will 
be utilised by the end-users. In essence it will enhance creativity, collaboration and 
information sharing between Government and citizens. Web 2.0 applications include 
Wikis, Blogs, Mashups, and RSS feeds;  

 
o Wikis - are virtual workspaces where individuals can access documents, spreadsheets 

and presentations for various collaborative projects. Wikis enable records 
management by providing documented logs of revisions, when the revision was made 
and the name of the person who made the change. Wikis allow edits to be made the 
second a document is authored;   

 
o Blogs - (or Web log) is a web site that contains regular entries or events and 

comments as well as other material like graphics or video. Blogs can be on particular 
subjects or events or simply be personal online diaries. They often combine text, 
images, links to other blogs, web pages and other media related to its topic; 

 
o Mashups - is a web application that combines data from more than one source into a 

“single integrated tool” (Wikipedia).  Mashups can be used to gather data from RSS 
feeds and other origins and deposited into one environment for analysis. This web 2.0 
application works best with AJAX; 

 
o RSS Feeds - (short for Really Simple Syndication) is an XML file that can be read by 

special feed reading software or a web service. When the address is entered into the 
address bar, it displays a synopsis of the information and a link to the original page. 
This reduces the number of visits an end-user will make to the original site. 
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Table 6: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided through the 
Web Portal. 

The Ghana Government Web Portal 
Index Business Process Description 
0100 Agricultural Services Dissemination of Information: Farmers can access 

data about supply stores which implement Government 
subsidies.  They can also learn of farming technologies 
that increase their yield.  They have direct access to 
information on economic/market changes that enable 
real time adjustments.  

0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: Blogs can be used to 
educate citizens or promote art, culture and history of 
Ghana. It can also enable users to view artefacts. 
General information such as locations of monuments, 
national parks, etc, can be found here. 
 
Request: Information can be requested through blogs. 

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Dissemination of Information: The Web Portal can 
provide a knowledge base for enquiring citizens as to 
the services they provide, such as water, electricity (as 
well as installation), sanitation, road paving and repairs, 
etc).  
 
Request: Citizens can be informed and directed to such 
services as informing Municipal authorities of 
electricity or water outages, potholed roads, illegal 
refuse dumping or even lack of removal of refuse.  The 
Web Portal will therefore, act as first point of contact 
where all complaints can be documented through online 
form filling and tracked as to whether they are being 
taken care of. 

0400 Disaster Management Dissemination of Information: Such information as 
what to do in the case of an emergency, location of 
emergency relief centres, etc can be made available 
online. 
 
Request: In anticipation or the occurrence of a disaster, 
the Government can set up a wiki behind a firewall to 
coordinate relief efforts between agencies facilitating 
dissemination of information so that all parties involved 
are aware of what is happening at any point in time.  
This wiki will be interdepartmental but communication 
with citizens will be through the wiki/mashup and 
mobiles/PDAs through SMS enabling such services as 
early warning systems and, after a disaster, emergency 
response.  In other words, emergency services i.e. 
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hospitals, fire brigades, ambulances etc, can be 
coordinated from one point enabling faster emergency 
response. 

0500 Economic Development 

  

Dissemination of Information: Businesses (foreign 
and national) will have access to information regarding 
policies/regulations (tax, import, export), permits and 
licences (e.g. how to start a business) and overall 
procedures; this pertains to sections that may or may 
not have e-forms/downloadable forms.  
Request: Forms can be requested here. 
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0600 Education Dissemination of Information: Web Portal will 
function as a knowledge base where information on 
such things as financial aid (e.g. student loans), 
scholarships, grants, etc. will be made available to the 
public. General information on educational institutions 
will also be published on the Portal. Government 
special initiatives can be broadcast on the Portal 
including events such as New School Year. The Web 
Portal will have links to the Ghana Education Service 
website; information (such as procedures and laws) for 
foreign students and Ghanaian students who want to 
study in Ghana or abroad respectively will also be on 
the Portal with links to embassies/consulates. 
 
Notification: Blogs can be used as a platform where 
concerns can be voiced and addressed. For example 
parents/students can give their opinions on new 
educational policies. 
 
Registration: National Tertiary institutions can have 
pages for their services including hostel booking, 
registration online and announcements (commencement 
of academic year, graduation, etc). 
 
Request: The Web Portal, with the use of wikis and 
RSS feeds, can be a repository for educational material 
that teachers and students download and use. Students 
in basic and secondary schools can download study 
materials uploaded by their teachers or even homework. 
Tertiary, vocational and technical institutes can use 
webcasts, webinars, wikis, blogs and RSS feeds all 
incorporated into mashups to disseminate lecture notes, 
assignments (group or individual),  submission of 
assignments, notices, announcements (as mentioned 
above), news, etc in one convenient place. 

0700 Environment Management Dissemination of Information: The Web Portal will be 
a knowledge base for all information on environment 
preservation with links to Government agencies. Blogs 
can be used for reporting water levels of the Akosombo 
Dam, enabling citizens to voice their opinions as well. 
This plays a big role in providing direct feedback to the 
Government. 

 
Notification: Citizens will be able to voice their 
complaints on such issues as illegal felling of trees, 
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illegal dumping of refuse in residential areas or 
unauthorised areas through blogs.  

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic Affairs 

  

Dissemination of Information: This will provide a 
platform where consulates or embassies can 
communicate and provide services to foreigners and 
national citizens. They can also provide external 
services such as immigration procedures, passport and 
visa application and procedures (Knowledge base, form 
repository) and locations of embassies/consulates. 
Documents such as reports can be placed on the Web 
Portal for access to citizens.  Internally, wikis can be 
used to upload work-in-progress documents for review 
and approved drafts made accessible to citizens. 
 
Notification: Embassies/consulates can inform 
applicants of interview information, when new 
passports are ready for pick-up, general information 
such as open and closing times for embassies/consulates 
as well as contact numbers, location, contact persons, 
minimising the number of visitors. 
 
Request: Citizen feedback can be captured through 
blogs, such as problems faced when applying for a 
specific visa. 

0900 General Science and Innovation Dissemination of Information: This channel will be 
used internally. The wikis will be used to post 
documents that are work-in-progress to be edited and 
enhanced if necessary. Mashups can be used to provide 
RSS feeds from science and industrial research sites as 
research aid. 

1000 Good Governance Dissemination of Information: Good Governance 
information may be found on the Web Portal. 
 
Voting: The Web Portal can be used to enable 
electronic voting (e-voting - voting using computers or 
computerised equipment. It also refers to voting using 
the Internet -online voting.) 
E-voting can be used for voter registration, the polling 
process, relaying of ballot collection and verification, 
and relaying of results of elections throughout the 
country. The use of NID will enable voters to be 
registered, their personal details verified, authentication 
of votes especially in remote online voting. GIS 
software can be used to draw up electoral boundaries.  
E-voting can be in the form of machine counting, 
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computer voting and finally online voting.  Online 
voting comes in four forms (poll site, regional poll site, 
Kiosk and remote system).  
Good governance is also about corporate governance 
practices of the Governments and MDAs. 

1100 Health 

  

Dissemination of Information: External use - The 
Web Portal will act as a repository for all forms 
(registration of new hospitals, clinics, etc, registration 
of clinical trials, registration public sector doctors, etc). 
Information such as location and proximity of hospitals, 
laws on such things as abortions, AIDS testing, 
tuberculosis testing, leprosy testing, and other health 
related issues can be found here. General fact sheets on 
various topics can be found here (knowledge base). 
Changes to health policies can be disseminated through 
RSS feeds from corresponding MDAs’ sites. 
Video wikis can be used both on the external and 
internal side of the web Portal to teach basic things such 
as what to do in case of a snake bite, or infomercials 
about new services that the Government provides to 
citizens in the health sector, or simply educate citizens 
on certain parts of the web portal such as how to fill in a 
NHIS form and where to submit. 

Request: Internal use - records on patients in public 
hospitals as well as NHIS details can be requested 
through the web Portal.  

1200 Judicial Dissemination of Information: Details pertaining to 
judicial affairs such as how to obtain legal assistance, 
laws on such areas as burglary, divorce, child labour, 
domestic offences, sexual offences, etc can be placed 
here. Links for e-forms will also be found here. 
  
Request: Forms that cannot be filled online can also be 
requested. 

1300 Law Enforcement Dissemination of Information: The Web Portal will 
hold information such as fire safety, police contact 
details, etc.  
 
Notification: Blogs can be used to post reports of 
criminal behaviour.  
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1400 Manpower Dissemination of Information: Jobs can be advertised 
on the Web Portal. General information such as contact 
details of MDAs that pertain to manpower as well as 
locations can be placed here. 
 
Request: Forms can be requested here. 

1500 National Defence and Security Dissemination of Information: Wikis and blogs will 
enable information sharing for inter-departmental use. 
The U.S. Department of Defence's lead intelligence 
agency for example uses wikis, blogs, RSS feeds and 
enterprise "mashups" to help its analysts collaborate 
better when sifting through data used to support 
military operations. 

1600 Natural Resources Dissemination of Information: The Web Portal will 
serve as a knowledge base for information on 
preservative and conservative measures for natural 
resources. The Akosombo dam water levels can be 
displayed here and updated on a daily basis.  

1700 Public Utility Dissemination of Information: The Web Portal will 
serve as a repository of information on public utilities 
such as electricity, water and refuse.  
 
Notification: With the use of blogs, citizens can report 
violations such as illegal refuse dumping, or damages to 
electricity lines or water flow shortages. This will help 
keep the Government informed on all issues in all areas 
of the country. Citizens will also be able to experience 
immediate action taken towards their complaints and 
grievances.  
 
Payment Transaction: With the use of electronic bill 
presentation and payment (eBPP) citizens can pay their 
bills through the web Portal. 

1800 Social Welfare Dissemination of Information: The Web Portal serves 
as a repository of information on social welfare such as 
contact details for welfare agencies, locations, etc. 
 
Notification: Blogs can be used to report issues such as 
domestic violence, child abuse, child labour, etc. 

1900 Sports Dissemination of Information: Information pertaining 
to sports such as upcoming events, Government 
programmes, etc can be placed here. 
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2000 Transportation Dissemination of Information: Public transport (STC) 
and train (Ghana Railways) schedules can be placed on 
the web Portal. Locations and contact details of stations 
can also be placed here. 
 
Payment Transaction: Citizens can purchase tickets 
online to be picked up at the stations. 

6.4.2 EMAIL  
Electronic mail, often abbreviated email, is a means of writing, sending, receiving and saving 
messages over electronic communication systems. It also applies to the internet email system 
based on the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.  Citizens, businesses and other MDAs will have the 
capability to send, receive, forward, store, display, retrieve, prioritise, authenticate and manage 
messages, which may include any combination of data, text, audio, graphics, and images.  
MDAs will be required to create email mailboxes, which are email equivalent of letter boxes, 
where email messages from the users will be delivered. 
 
Popular protocols to retrieve messages are: 

� The Post Office Protocol (POP3) usually eliminates messages from the server's mailbox;  
� The Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) designed to retrieve messages from 

different hosts or clients, usually keeps messages on the server but can save a copy on the 
local mailbox.  

Messages can also be retrieved using a Web browser if the server hosts a suitable service. 
 
Redirections may be used wherever necessary to move emails from various recognised addresses 
so that they can be read by logging into another external address (e.g. like a personal accounts).  
This is to ensure that MDAs do not miss important emails.    
Table 7: Provides examples of the type of Government services that could be provided via 

email. 

Email 

Index Business Domain Descriptions 

0100 Agricultural Services Dissemination of Information: Through email farmers can 
request field reports, research findings, prices of agricultural 
supplies, prices of seeds and seedlings, stocks available to 
farmers. Documents requested by other agricultural officers 
in remote areas can also be sent via e-mail. This can be done 
over the Internet based on the simple mail transfer protocol. 
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0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: Citizens education on arts 
and culture can be facilitated by sending emails that inform 
citizens of cultural and historical issues of Ghana. 
 
Notification: Historical and cultural events, e.g. festivals etc 
can be announced to citizens both living in the country and 
abroad by sending mass emails.  

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Notification: Citizens can send emails informing authorities 
of abandoned road construction works and building projects, 
issues involving sanitation in the community and occurrence 
of accidents. 
Citizens can take pictures of bad roads and abandoned 
projects and attach them to e-mails for appropriate action to 
be taken.  

0400 Disaster Management Dissemination of Information: Authorities can use emails 
as a channel for education on disaster management. Citizens 
will be informed on what to do in event of disasters such as 
floods, earth tremors and storms by sending mass emails 
 

0500 Economic Development Notifications: Revenue agencies can utilise the email 
facility to send tax notifications to citizens reminding them 
of their tax obligations. 
Citizens can also make inquiries about the tax information 
by sending e-mails to the revenue agencies. 
 
Subscription: Citizens can subscribe to an online service 
where they receive online exchange rates, interest rates, 
prices of various commodities on the international market, 
crude oil prices, financial reports and projections. 
  
Request: Citizens can request online forms to be 
downloaded (attached to email). For example citizens can 
request a form for the registration of intellectual property 
from Copyrights Society. 

0600 Education Notifications: Students who submit applications online to 
various tertiary institutions would have feedback concerning 
their admission via email. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Teachers can use emails to 
communicate with other colleagues, to share documents such 
as test results, transcripts regarding transfer of a particular 
student from one school to the other. 
 
Students could also receive educational materials from the 
Ministry of Education via email. Some textbooks and past 
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questions could be emailed to students to help them with 
their studies. 

0700 Environment Management Dissemination of Information: Environmental Protection 
agency can utilise email as a channel for educating the 
public on environmental issues such as de-forestation and 
pollution. 
 
Notifications: Citizens can utilise email to inform 
authorities of illegal felling of trees, pollution issues, choked 
gutters and other matters affecting the environment.  

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic 
Affairs 
 
 

Notification: Ghanaians living abroad who have concerns 
can channel those concerns to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs by e-mail which could also be done through the web 
portal. For example Ghanaian citizens in other countries 
whom are being mistreated can send emails with pictures of 
video attachments to serve as evidence. 
 
Dissemination of Information: The ministry can use e-mail 
as a tool for disseminating information relating to new laws 
and other laws such as those governing immigration.  
 
The Government of Ghana can utilise email as one of its 
communication channels with other Governments. A 
reserved address will be set aside for Government-to-
Government transactions. 

0900 General Science and 
Innovation 
 

Dissemination of Information: Research Centre’s of 
tertiary institutions can subscribe and receive emails of 
research work and scientific innovations on a given 
subject/project. This will enhance citizens’ participation in 
the various research activities undertaken by Government. 

1000 Good Governance Notifications: Prior notifications of presidential and 
parliamentary elections as well as various by-elections 
including voting procedures can be sent to electorates via 
email. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Political parties can utilise 
the email facility for campaigning during election periods 
Citizens can receive a breakdown of certified   parliamentary 
and presidential election results from the electoral 
commission via email. 
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1100 Health Dissemination of Information: The use of emails in the 
health sector will enable doctors, nurses, lab technicians and 
other health workers in the hospitals to exchange documents, 
patient history reports, results of lab tests etc. amongst 
themselves.  
However patient confidentiality should be protected. 

1200 Judicial Notifications: Email enables court notifications and 
deferrals to be sent to lawyers and their clients earlier 
thereby allowing both client and lawyer ample preparation 
time. 

1300 Law Enforcement Notifications: Citizens can email detailed complaints about 
law enforcement officials such as misconduct of police 
officers, army officials, traffic wardens and other officials of 
the law enforcement agencies. Email provides for the 
attachment of documents, videos which could serve as 
evidence in a case of misconduct against an official. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Law enforcement agencies 
will be able to receive complaints of wrong doings with 
evidence such as videos and pictures on the part of the 
citizen. 

1400 Manpower Subscription: Citizens can subscribe to an online facility 
where they submit their details such as educational 
background, skills and qualifications to job agencies both 
local and international to receive information on various job 
opportunities and their requirements through email. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Citizens will be educated on 
various issues of employment for instance, good work 
practices by sending SMS. 

1500 National Defence and 
Security 

Notifications: Citizens can send emails to Immigration 
officials touching on critical issues that pose a threat to the 
security of the nation such as illegal immigrants entering the 
nation at unapproved entry points without the appropriate 
documents.  

1600 Natural Resources Notifications: Citizens can utilise email as a channel for 
reporting issues which may jeopardise the conservation of 
natural resources by altering the Government. 
 
Dissemination of Information: The Government can also 
use emails as a medium of educating the public on issues of 
the environment and its laws. 
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1700 Public Utility Subscription: Citizens can sign up with various public 
utility providers receive their bills online via email. Bills can 
be sent directly to citizen’s mail boxes or to a third party 
service provider. Upon receipt of the bill the citizen 
authorises payment with their financial institution.   

1800 Social Welfare Notifications: Citizens can send emails to officials of the 
department of Social Welfare complaints such as domestic 
violence and child abuse. 

1900 Sports Subscription: Citizens both home and abroad can subscribe 
to receive emails and newsletters about sports programmes 
scheduled to take place in the year. 

2000 Transportation Dissemination of Information: Ministry of Transportation 
can send emails to citizens advising them of public 
transportation services provided such as air, rail and bus and 
coach services. 
Email can also be used as a medium for educating citizens 
on road signs and markings and to advise the public of areas 
in the city where parking is permitted.  
 
 

6.4.3  FAX 
A telecommunications facsimile machine used to transfer copies of documents.  Sending and 
receiving fax messages requires a fax machine and phone line and is a well used channel in 
Government.  Users will be able to send faxes to existing or new fax numbers at the MDAs.  The 
architecture allows users to use Internet fax, which uses the internet to send and receive faxes. 
The recipient computers at the MDAs must also be compatible with Internet Fax (which is 
software for receiving faxes sent through the Internet).  A hardcopy document is converted to 
TIFF or PDF data and attached to an email in MIME format. Data is sent via TCP/IP directly to 
any Internet Fax on an Intranet or Internet. Because they make use of TCP/IP, Internet Faxes do 
not incur long-distance transmission costs and reception is verifiable. 
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Table 8: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided via fax. 

Index Business Domain Descriptions 
0100 Agricultural Services Notification: Faxing will enable prices of subsidised 

agricultural materials and tools for farming, fishing and 
lumbering to be communicated to farmers. New initiatives 
by the Ministry of Agriculture can be communicated to 
farmers through their representatives in various districts 
across the country. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Reports and findings of 
scientific and investigative activities for the promotion of 
new technologies in the agricultural sector can be shared 
among officials of the agricultural ministry through fax. 

0200 Arts and Culture Request: Can be used to request/provide information 
0300 Community and Social 

Infrastructure Services 
Request: Can be used to request/provide information 

0400 Disaster Management Notifications: Information concerning news of disasters 
such as floods, storms etc can be communicated to citizens 
and organisations that are likely to be affected by sending 
fax messages. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Response programmes and 
measures put in place in preparedness for a disaster could be 
communicated to all officials of the national disaster 
management organisation by a fax message. 

0500 Economic Development Notifications: Tax agencies can send notifications of tax 
payments and returns to citizens and institutions by sending 
fax messages. 
 
Citizens can send fax messages to Revenue Authorities 
(Internal Revenue Service) to enquire about their tax. 
Similarly mistakes made in calculating tax, can be 
addressed. 

0600 Education Notification: Students who send applications to tertiary 
institutions can receive feedback to their applications 
through fax. Also Internet fax can be used. In Internet fax, 
the message is translated into TIFF or PDF file format and 
attached to an email in MIME (Multipurpose Internet 
Extensions) and sent via TCP/IP over the Internet directly to 
any internet fax which is software responsible for receiving 
Internet faxes. 

0700 Environment Management Notification: Reports on environmental monitoring and 
forecasting can be sent by field officials to Environmental 
protection via fax.  
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0800 Foreign and Diplomatic Affairs Notification: Ghanaian citizens overseas can communicate 
concerns and grievances to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
by sending internet fax  

0900 General Science and Innovation Dissemination of Information: Citizens can sign up to 
receive promotional e-faxes in their email box. Progress 
reports on various projects being undertaken by the Ministry 
of Science and Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research 
can also be sent to those who have signed up for the service.  

1000 Good Governance Notification: Fax can be used to report electoral 
malpractices and cases related to elections that need further 
investigating. 
Reports of misconduct of Government officials can be faxed 
to the authorities. 

1100 Health Notification: Doctors, nurses and other health workers can 
share procedures, notifications of events, memos among 
themselves through fax.  

1200 Judicial Notifications: Lawyers together with their clients can send 
necessary documents to courts by fax message. 

1300 Law Enforcement Notifications: Complaints regarding the conduct of a 
security official can be faxed to the law enforcement 
agencies. 

1400 Manpower Notifications: Employers can fax messages to the Ministry 
of Manpower to request employee details. 

1500 National Defence and Security Dissemination of Information: Customs officials can 
utilise fax as a means of sharing information such as 
documents of importers.  

1600 Natural Resources N/A 
1700 Public Utility Request: Organisations can request a new utility service by 

sending a fax message to the utility service provider. Faults 
can be reported via fax. 

1800 Social Welfare Notifications: Citizens can request forms required for them 
to access to their pension to be faxed to an intermediary. 
This system can be used in remote areas where pensioners 
may otherwise have to travel long distances. Pensioners can 
sign up to this service to receive monthly forms at the post 
office via fax.  The forms will be filled out and returned and 
the pensioner can receive their benefits through a money 
transfer to the post office.   

1900 Sports Request: Can be used to request or provide information. 
2000 Transportation Notifications: Organisations wishing to make corporate 

bookings of state transport buses can send the details via fax 
to the State Transport Authorities.   
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6.4.4  POST 
Mail, or post, is a method for transmitting information and tangible objects, where written 
documents, typically enclosed in envelopes, and also small packages, are delivered to 
destinations around the world. Anything sent through the postal system is called mail.  Proof of 
payment is often in the form of adhesive postage stamps.  Users are able to send or receive 
documents such as forms via Ghana Post or any of the recognised Courier service companies. 
 
Table 9: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided via the Post. 

Post 

Index Business Domain Details 
0100 Agricultural Services Notification: Price releases of agricultural tools and 

equipment for farming, fishing and lumbering can be sent 
by post to farmers and fishermen upon request. 
Also reports and scientific findings of other investigative 
activities can be shared among stakeholders of 
agriculture e.g. farmers and officials of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: With the appropriate 
collaboration with Ghana Post, the NCCE can enhance 
education on the cultural history and heritage of Ghana 
by leafleting the post office box of citizens. 

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Notifications: Citizens will be able to make complaints 
on poor sanitation conditions, abandoned buildings and 
road projects as well as bad roads by writing letters to 
authorities. 

0400 Disaster Management Dissemination of Information: The National Disaster 
Management Organisation can utilise post for education 
and capacity building on matters of disaster management 
to place citizens in a position where they will be better 
equipped to handle disasters that occur. 

0500 Economic Development Request: Citizens can request their tax forms to be sent 
by post.  

0600 Education Notifications: Students can send their applications for 
admission to tertiary institutions through the post. 
Feedback to applications can be sent to citizens through 
the post. 

0700 Environment Management Dissemination of Information: Authorities of 
Environmental Protection Agency can use post for 
education and capacity building of citizens by dropping 
educative leaflets into citizens’ post office boxes.  
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0800 Foreign and Diplomatic 
Affairs 

Request: Citizens living abroad can request documents 
by post. The embassy can stand as a mediator through 
which the delivery of the documents would be done. For 
instance a citizen can request documents pertaining to 
immigration. 

0900 General Science and 
Innovation 

Dissemination of Information: Reports on projects can 
be sent to citizens through post. 

1000 Good Governance Notification: Ghanaian nationals outside the country will 
be able to cast their votes by post. Ghanaians using this 
method will have to forward their ballot papers after 
voting to the Embassy of Ghana. Controversies about 
security of ballots and secrecy could be raised about this 
mode of voting 

1100 Health Notifications: Hospitals can send notifications for 
checkups, bills, monthly prescriptions for regular 
customers through post. 

1200 Judicial Request: Citizens can request forms to be sent to them 
via post after payment has been done using credit 
vouchers or electronic payment systems. 

1300 Law Enforcement Notification: Post can be used by citizens as a means of 
communicating concerns and complaints to law 
enforcement agencies. Misconduct by members of law 
enforcement agencies can be reported by post alongside 
photographs to serve as evidence. 

1400 Manpower Request: Citizens looking for employment can send their 
CV’s to the Ministry of Manpower, Youth and 
Employment to be kept on file. 

1500 National Defence and Security N/A 

1600 Natural Resources Request: Citizens or institutions who need a license to 
cut trees can request them via post. 

1700 Public Utility Notifications: Citizens can send complaints with their 
water or electricity connections to the public utility 
service providers. 

1800 Social Welfare Request: Citizens or institutions who run children's 
home can apply for registration forms to be sent through 
post and can also send completed forms back to the 
Authorities via post. 
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1900 Sports Payment Transaction: Citizens can purchase tickets for 
sports games with credit vouchers being used as the 
payment system. Tickets purchased will be sent to 
citizens through post to citizens. 

2000 Transportation Payment Transaction: Citizens can purchase tickets for 
long distance coaches with credit vouchers being used as 
the payment system. Tickets purchased will be sent to 
citizens through post. 

 

6.4.5 TELEPHONY 
This channel utilises the standard telephony device used to transmit and receive sound (most 
commonly speech), usually users calling specified telephone numbers of the MDAs for advice or 
information. It is one of the most commonly used channels in Government today even with the 
absence of recognised Contact Centres.   
The GGEA recommends a Contact Centre for Government to handle centralised telephone call 
services for the MDAs, the Contact Centre will deploy the following solutions to provide the 
services: 

� Automatic Number Identification (ANI) – This transmits the citizen’s telephone number 
and delivers it to the Contact Centre’s telephone system. ANI can be very valuable 
because the calling number information can be used to identify citizens and look up 
contact history before an agent responds. This information will give the caller special 
treatment as specific cases could be routed to an elite group of agents, for example. 

� Dialled Number Identification Service (DNIS) - the telephone network provides you with 
the number that the citizen dialled. 

� Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) – technology is at the core of the Contact Centre 
service.  When citizen calls arrive, they will be delivered to the ACD, which is a phone 
system that routes a large volume of incoming calls to a pool of waiting agents. It’s 
different from other phone systems in that it makes use of telephone queues instead of 
extensions. 

� Predictive dialling – is a device used to manage and launch large volumes of outbound 
calls to citizens. The dialler increases agent productivity by placing more outbound calls 
than the available number of agents. The dialler then sorts out answering machines, busy 
signals, and other non-human interactions before delivering live calls to the agents. 

� Computer/Telephone Integration (CTI) - refers to a system of hardware and software that 
allows for communication between the telephone system and a computer system.  A 
common and popular CTI application is the “screen pop,” in which the system collects 
the caller’s telephone number and passes this information to the computer/telephone 
integration system. The CTI system then looks up the customer’s information in the 
database. When a citizen contact detail is found, the CTI system sends the call and the 
customer information simultaneously to an agent’s telephone and workstation.  

� Interactive Voice Response systems (IVR) systems present citizens with a series of 
choices from which he/she can choose.  The idea behind automated response is to provide 
a quick, efficient way for the citizens to get the information needed.  
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� Speech-enabled systems - allow the system to recognise verbal citizen commands. 
Traditional automated response systems accept input through touch-tones.  Speech-
enabled systems, however, can accept human language commands.  The immediate 
benefit of speech-enabled systems is that they are easier and faster for citizens to use. 
With a larger percentage of the Ghanaian public using mobile phones, it becomes 
cumbersome to continually look at the keypad and press a number. Speech-enabled 
systems allow citizens to speak naturally and access the information they want. 

 

Table 10: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided through 
telephone 

Phone 

Index Business Domain Details 
0100 Agricultural Services Notification: Farmers can call the Ministry of Agriculture to 

make enquiries about prices of tools and equipments for 
farming, fishing and lumbering. 

0200 Arts and Culture Request: Citizens can call authorities requesting for 
information pertaining to their culture and national/regional 
history. 

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Notification: Citizens can make complaints about bad 
roads, bad sanitation and refuse, faulty traffic lights etc to 
the district and metropolitan assemblies via phone. 

0400 Disaster Management Notification: Citizens can make phone calls to offices of 
disaster management authorities informing them of an 
outbreak of a disaster. 

0500 Economic Development Notification: Citizens’ can make calls to Revenue 
Collection agencies to make enquiries about their tax 
information and also make request for forms. 

0600 Education Notification: Citizens can make enquiries about reopening 
dates of schools, courses, fees etc by making phone calls to 
the institutions. 

0700 Environment Management Notification: Citizens can make complaints to authorities 
about actions being taken by other citizens that pose 
environmental threats.  

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic 
Affairs 

Notification: Ghanaian citizens outside the country can 
make enquiries. For example about issues of immigration by 
making phone calls through the embassy. 

0900 General Science and 
Innovation 

Request: Organisations working on projects and therefore 
need information can do so through phones. Also authorities 
can pass on vital information about projects and activities to 
citizens and organisations.  
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1000 Good Governance Notification: Government can notify other Governments on 
national activities taking place in the country such as 
elections.   

1100 Health Request: Citizens can book appointments for treatments and 
check-ups with hospitals. 
Citizens can call service desks of hospitals to ask for 
information such as first aid tips. 

1200 Judicial Notification: Lawyers and clients can request information 
from the courts by making phone calls. 

1300 Law Enforcement Notification: Citizens can offer the police and other security 
agencies information on hide outs of criminals and also 
information on ongoing criminal activities. 

1400 Manpower Request: Citizens can request for information pertaining to 
employment vacancies. Organisations can also request for 
employees from the ministry. 

1500 National Defence and 
Security 

Notification: Security workers at border positions such as 
CEPS can alert other security personnel about suspicious 
criminals who need to be monitored carefully.  

1600 Natural Resources Notification: Citizens can notify authorities on activities 
such as indiscriminate felling of trees and pollution activities 
in the communities.  

1700 Public Utility Notification: Citizens can make complaints of power 
outages and water shortages by making calls to utility 
service providers. 

1800 Social Welfare Notification: Citizens can report issues of spousal and child 
abuse to authorities of social welfare. 

1900 Sports Request: Citizens can book tickets for games and other 
sports events from vendors through phone. 

2000 Transportation Notification: Organisations and businesses who want to 
make reservations for intercity coaches can do so by making 
calls to transport companies such as Intercity STC. 

6.4.6 INTERMEDIARY 
An intermediary is a third party that offers mediation services between two parties.  Typically an 
intermediary offers some added value to a transaction that may not be possible directly. 
Intermediaries include non-Governmental organisations (NGOs), religious leaders such as 
priests, and traditional rulers or chiefs who will provide services to citizens on behalf of the 
Government.  The intermediaries will use the Government Web Portal to gain access to services 
on behalf of citizens.  
Table 11: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided through 

intermediaries. 

Intermediaries 
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Index Business Domain Details 
0100 Agricultural Services Dissemination of Information: Chiefs and NGO's can 

educate farmers on Government policies concerning 
agriculture. Also supply and distribution of agricultural 
tools for farming, fishing and lumbering can be done 
through intermediaries.  
They can also offer training and advisory services to 
farmers. Intermediaries can also mediate for farmers to get 
access to loans from Government to boost their businesses. 
Agricultural products can also be promoted through 
intermediaries. 

0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: Intermediaries play a role 
in the cultural and historical preservation of their 
communities and the nation as a whole through the 
frequent organisation of programmes and activities that are 
deeply rooted in culture. 
Cultural artefacts can also be promoted through the 
organisation of fairs and exhibitions to display works of 
various artists. 
Also intermediaries are useful in the mediation process of 
conflict resolution.  

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 
 

Dissemination of Information: Through intermediaries 
such as chiefs, traditional rulers, priests, NGOs and 
citizens living in rural areas can be educated on 
Government policies. 

Service Rendering: Through NGO’s and traditional 
rulers, citizens in the community can be organised to 
undertake developmental projects with external funding 
received through the help of intermediaries.  

0400 Disaster Management Notifications: News about occurrences of disaster and 
safety measures that should be taken can be relayed to 
citizens in rural areas through a chief, religious leader or 
an NGO. 
 
Service Rendering: Intermediaries such as NGO's, chiefs 
and religious leaders can contribute to efforts of recovery 
and emergency response to help victims of disasters 
through their donations in cash and kind. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Through intermediaries 
citizens can be educated on actions that can be taken when 
disasters such as fire, earth tremors and storms occur. 
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0500 Economic Development Dissemination of Information: Citizens can be educated 
on Government’s financial policies as well as on various 
financial packages that Government has to support them. 
  
Notification: Businesses in rural areas who have to submit 
their tax returns can be reminded of their tax obligations 
through Intermediaries. 
 
Request: Citizens can request for their tax returns forms 
through Intermediaries. 
Citizens can receive help in filling their tax returns forms. 

0600 Education Request: Forms for admission into basic, secondary and 
tertiary levels will be acquired through the help of 
Intermediaries and citizens will receive help in completing 
these forms. 
 
Notifications: Re-opening and vacation dates for students 
can be announced to citizens either through town criers or 
announcement vans. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Child enrolment in school 
can be increased when Intermediaries educate citizens on 
the benefits of educating their children.    

0700 Environment Management Dissemination of Information: Citizens can be educated 
on good environmental practices and also on issues such as 
pollution and their effects. 

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic 
Affairs 

Dissemination of Information: Industries in Ghana can 
be promoted by Intermediaries through the organisation 
and management of international fairs. Also various 
tourists’ sites in Ghana can be promoted by these 
Intermediaries. 

0900 General Science and 
Innovation 

N/A 

1000 Good Governance Notification: Citizens in rural areas can be made aware of 
upcoming electoral events such as reopening of the voters 
register and major elections through announcements made 
by town criers (who are under the authority of a traditional 
ruler). 
  
Dissemination of Information: Citizens can also be 
educated on legal and electoral issues such as electoral 
malpractices and their consequences. Announcements of 
public holidays can be made through town criers or 
announcement vans. 
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1100 Health Service Rendering: Through Intermediaries healthcare 
services can be made easily accessible to citizens through 
the organisation of medical screening and check-ups. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Citizens can also be 
educated periodically on issues such as disease outbreaks 
and their preventive measures. 

1200 Judicial Dissemination of Information: Chiefs stand in as judges 
to hear cases presented before them and pass judgement. 
They also mediate in issues of conflict resolution. 

1300 Law Enforcement Service Rendering: Intermediaries organise citizens to 
form community watchdog societies to protect citizens and 
property. 
Priests and NGO's can contribute to activities of 
rehabilitation devoted to convicted criminals such as 
counselling sessions, resources. 

1400 Manpower Service Rendering: Through Intermediaries (NGO's) 
training and development programs for the work force as 
well as the provision of employment can be organised. 
Women empowerment groups can be set up to enable 
women to become skilful and knowledgeable. 

1500 National Defence and Security N/A 
1600 Natural Resources Dissemination of Information: Through Intermediaries 

rural folks can be educated on conservation measures to 
preserve natural resources. 
Traditional rulers can institute rules to preserve the natural 
resources in their areas. 

1700 Public Utility Service Rendering: Citizens can receive their utility bills 
through an intermediary such as the chief. Payments can 
also be made to utility service providers through these 
Intermediaries.  

1800 Social Welfare Service Rendering: Pensioners can receive their pension 
benefits from the Government through Intermediaries who 
in turn use any of the channels previously mentioned. 
Intermediaries such as NGO's and religious leaders can set 
up children homes to take care of housing facilities for 
orphans, homeless minors and street children. 

1900 Sports Payment Transaction: Tickets for sports games can be 
purchased from authorities and then re-distributed to 
citizens. 
 
Service Rendering: Development of talents through the 
development of sporting programs, organisation of 
activities and curricula can be done through 
Intermediaries. 
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2000 Transportation Payment Transaction: tickets for buses can be purchased 
through a chief, religious leader or NGO who has access to 
the use of any of the other channels described. 

6.4.7  FACE TO FACE 
Face-to-face refers to direct interactions or meetings between people in real life.  This is typically 
the interaction at MDA’s offices between the citizen and the MDA’s official in the provision of 
services or the completions of forms.  Face to Face is the currently the most widely used channel 
for Government services.  
 

Table 12: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided face to face 
contacts. 

Face-Face 

Index Business Domain Details 
0100 Agricultural Services Dissemination of Information: Through agricultural 

extension officers, knowledge on skills, techniques, tools 
for management of agricultural and fishing activities can 
be passed on to farmers. 

0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: Citizens education on 
arts and culture can be enhanced by the organisation of 
programmes and activities  and  visits to places of 
historical and cultural significance such as museums, 
monuments etc. 

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Notifications: Citizens can inform the Government of 
state of social amenities such as roads that have been 
rendered unsafe and faulty traffic lights. 

0400 Disaster Management Notifications: Citizens can be educated and informed on 
disaster and disaster management. Also relief efforts can 
be provided to citizens after the occurrence of a disaster.  

0500 Economic Development Notification: Citizens can collect forms from tax 
authorities and also fill tax returns. 
 
Payment Transaction: Citizens can make their tax 
payments personally at revenue offices or at authorised 
tax collection points. 

0600 Education Dissemination of Information: The passing on of 
knowledge or expertise on a particular subject area from 
teachers to students in a formal environment. 
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0700 Environment Management Dissemination of Information: Officials of Metropolitan 
authorities as part of their environmental monitoring also 
educate citizens on environmental standards clearly 
defined by authorities. 

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic 
Affairs 

Dissemination of Information: Through the presence of 
Ghana's embassies, information can be made available to 
foreign nationals, citizens overseas and foreign 
Governments. Citizens who need help with the 
processing of their documents such as immigration forms 
can do so with the help of officials at the embassy. 

0900 General Science and 
Innovation 

Dissemination of Information: The process of creating 
awareness about various scientific projects being 
undertaken by Government as well the process of 
monitoring and overseeing the execution of those projects 
in all affiliate organisations such as research centres. 

1000 Good Governance Dissemination of Information: Mass education on legal 
electoral, human right issues and civic responsibilities by 
the electoral commission and the commission on human 
right administrative justice (CHRAJ) and the national 
commission on civic education and culture. 

1100 Health Request: Citizens can be book appointments at hospitals, 
clinics, laboratories for to get access to tests, diagnosis 
and treatments. 

1200 Judicial Dissemination of Information: The process of judicial 
hearings and passing of judgments. 
 
Rendering: activities outside courts such as mediation or 
arbitration used by the judicial service in an attempt to 
settle conflicts between two parties such as Governments, 
businesses or citizens. 
 

1300 Law Enforcement Notification: Citizens can get assistance from police 
stations in writing statements and in reporting criminal 
activities. 

1400 Manpower Service Rendering: The process of interviewing and 
recruiting citizens who have applied for various job 
positions. 

1500 National Defence and Security N/A 
1600 Natural Resources Dissemination of Information: Mass education on the 

natural resource conservation and the consequences of 
mistreating the environment can be done through human 
interaction between citizens and environmental protection 
officials. 
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1700 Public Utility Notification: Citizens can make enquiries about their 
utility bills provided. Faults, water shortages, power 
shortages can also be reported to authorities. 
 
Request: Citizens can make request for utility facilities 
such as electricity and water by going to utility providers 
offices to fill forms or make necessary arrangements. 

1800 Social Welfare Notification: Citizens can report cases of domestic 
violence such as spousal and child abuse to authorities. 
Also reports of abandoned children can be made. 

1900 Sports Payment Transaction: Citizens can purchase tickets for 
games from offices and various allocated sales points. 

2000 Transportation Payment Transaction: Citizens can make advance 
booking or purchase tickets for long distance buses or 
trains personally. 

 
 

 

6.4.8 WIRELESS INCLUDING MOBILE PHONE 
In addition to the standard voice function of a telephone, the mobile phone is an important 
channel for e-Government in the delivery of Government services such as the dissemination of 
information. The additional services will include SMS for text messaging, email, packet 
switching for access to the Internet, Bluetooth, infrared, camera with video recorder and 
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) for sending and receiving photos and video.  Mobile 
phone service provision, which is known as mobile Government (mGovernment) is particularly 
suited for Ghana where Internet access rates are low but mobile phone penetration is growing 
rapidly, particularly in urban areas. Mobile phones are excellent access devices but not suitable 
for the transmission of complex or large volumes of information.  SMS and other mobile devices 
not only provide a channel of communication between citizens and Government, they also enable 
Government-to-citizen transactions.   
 In this context wireless encompasses various portable cellular telephones and Personal Digital 
Assistants (PDAs). SMS is universal but some notable alternate implementations such as the 
RIM BlackBerry, which typically use standard mail protocols such as SMTP over TCP/IP. 
 
Table 13: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided via mobile 

phones. 

Mobile 
Index  Business Domain Description 
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0100 Agricultural Services Notifications: Notifications of price increases and new 
prices of tools, equipments, seeds, seedlings can be sent 
to farmers via SMS. 

0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: Citizens education and 
capacity building on arts, culture and historical issues of 
Ghana can be enhanced via SMS Competitions and 
games with the answers provided by citizens via SMS. 
  
Notifications: Invitations to cultural functions/events can 
be sent to citizens on mobile phones via SMS. 

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Notifications: Notifications can be sent from postal 
authorities to citizens informing them of letters that have 
to be collected. Citizens will have to subscribe to this 
service to enable them receive SMS from Ghana Post 
whenever their post office boxes are full. 
 
Notifications: Complaints concerning bad roads, faulty 
traffic lights and poor sanitation conditions can be sent to 
District Assemblies through SMS. 

0400 Disaster Management Notifications: Notifications and alerts for disaster such 
as floods, storms would be sent to citizens once 
information on these is received from the meteorological 
service. This will enable the minimising of the impact of 
these disasters. 
   
Dissemination of Information: Tips and guidelines on 
disaster management could be sent to citizens via SMS 
once notifications and signs have been received from 
authorities.  
Citizens can also send emergency SMS to disaster 
management authorities as soon as there are signs of a 
disaster occurring.  

0500 Economic Development Notifications: Notifications of tax payments can be sent 
to businesses via SMS. 
 
Dissemination of Information: Citizens can subscribe 
to a service to receive financial news and information on 
interest rates, exchange rates, world commodity prices 
etc on their mobile phones. 
Citizens can send text messages to Revenue Collection 
agencies making enquiries about their tax information. 
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0600 Education Request: In tertiary education, students can request for 
academic calendars, academic curricular, results of 
examinations, courses etc via SMS.  
Each tertiary institution signed up to this system will 
have a unique code of identification through which text 
messages will be sent. SMS will consist of a students 
unique identification e.g. student reference number or 
index number, tertiary institutions unique code and 
information requested.  
Teachers can send SMS requesting educational videos 
via mobile technology. The schools will be equipped 
with a satellite dish, television, digital server or recorder 
and some mobile phones. Teachers can SMS requests for 
videos which are downloaded via a satellite to a digital 
recorder connected to the schools television. 
 
Notifications: students can subscribe to a service to 
receive notifications of changes to lecture times/ 
schedules. Emergency information that has to be relayed 
to students can be sent via SMS.  

0700 Environment Management Notification: Citizens will be able to send complaints on 
environmental issues to authorities through SMS. SMS 
will be printed and the necessary follow ups done. 

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic 
Affairs 

Notifications: Overseas Ghanaian workers and relatives 
can seek assistance and information via SMS to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The system will also serve 
overseas workers and nationals in distress. It is also a tool 
for advocacy especially for disseminating information 
and new laws related to foreign nationals and citizens 
overseas. 

0900 General Science and 
Innovation 

Dissemination of Information: Ministry of Science can 
employ the use of SMS in capacity building for the 
development of skill and competence for citizens. 
Citizens will answer questions that are posed in relation 
to science and technology. Citizens will then text their 
answers to reserved short codes. 
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1000 Good Governance Notifications: Reminders and alerts to citizens can be 
sent prior to parliamentary and presidential elections. 
This message could contain a few of the guidelines or 
rules that have to be followed during an election. 
Citizens can report electoral disturbances or cheating via 
SMS. Citizens will be able to report disturbances during 
elections to the appropriate law enforcement 
organisations. 
Results of elections can be gathered from television, 
radio and print media reports to be delivered to citizens 
via the internet and SMS. 
 
Subscription: Politicians could use SMS as a channel for 
conducting their campaigns. Citizens will first have to 
subscribe to the system. Politicians will then be able to 
send mass messages to citizens signed up to the system 
and citizens will be able to send text messages to 
politicians via a reserved code. 

1100 Health Notifications: Citizens can book appointments with 
health facilities for treatment via SMS. Citizens will send 
messages with health insurance identification numbers to 
hospitals under the authority of the health sector. 
Hospitals would verify the SMS message to ensure it is 
from a registered member of the health insurance 
scheme.  
 
Request: Citizens can send SMS requesting first aid tips 
and guidelines. Users will have to subscribe to use the 
application. There will be a health professional at the 
back end of the system to provide first aid tips as 
feedback to the subscriber. 

1200 Judicial Notifications: Citizens will be able to receive 
notifications, information on court deferrals and other 
emergency information through SMS. 

1300 Law Enforcement Dissemination of Information: This application will 
enable citizens give the law enforcement agencies 
important information on criminals, safely. Complaints 
will be sent by SMS via a short code. The message will 
pass through the telecom provider's server and 
automatically goes into a computer at a Complaints 
Centre which prints out the message on a text 
information tracking sheet. After proper evaluation, the 
message is passed on to the concerned Police unit.  
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1400 Manpower Subscription: Citizens with mobile phones can subscribe 
to a service which will allow jobseekers to receive local 
and overseas job vacancies on their phones. 
 
Notifications: Notifications of job interviews can be sent 
to their mobile phone. Career development tips and other 
vital information regarding to jobs can be sent. 

1500 National Defence and 
Security 

Notification: Security officials at border points can SMS 
information on suspected criminals to other security 
officials for the necessary follow-ups and apprehension. 
For instance, CEPS officials can SMS the number plate 
of suspected smugglers to police officers. 

1600 Natural Resources Dissemination of Information: Citizens education on 
natural resource conservation can be enhanced by SMS. 
Citizens can make reports such as illegal felling of trees 
through SMS. 

1800 Social Welfare Notification: Complaints on child abuse, spousal abuse 
and child labour can be sent to authorities through SMS. 

1900 Sports Payment Transaction: Citizens can purchase tickets for 
sporting event via SMS. Sports authorities just need to 
purchase a short code from telecommunication 
companies. Citizens need to make sure that their credit 
balance on their mobile phones is sufficient to purchase 
the ticket being requested for. A confirmation is sent 
back to citizen with ticket details.  

2000 Transportation Payment Transaction: Reservation of State Transport 
Corporation (STC) buses can be done via SMS. Citizens 
have to ensure that the credit balance on their mobile 
phone is sufficient to pay for the ticket. A message 
confirmation with details of the reservation will be sent 
to the citizen.  

6.4.9 INTERACTIVE TELEVISION 
iTV describes a number of techniques that allow viewers to interact with television content as 
they view it.  The introduction of digital television in Ghana will enable television to become a 
channel for Government content delivery. 
For one-screen services, interactivity is supplied by the manipulation of the API of the particular 
software installed on a set-top box, referred to as 'middleware' due to its intermediary position in 
the operating environment. Software programs are broadcast to the set-top box in a 'carousel'.   

Table 14: Provides examples of the type of Government services to be provided by 
Interactive Television 

Interactive Television 
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Index Business Process Description 
 Agricultural Services Dissemination of Information: General Government 

agric initiatives such as where to purchase subsidised 
farming equipment can be provided here. 
Request: Forms pertaining to agricultural services 
such as applying for a license to fell timber can also 
be requested. 

0200 Arts and Culture Dissemination of Information: This device can be 
used to promote such things as cultural and historical 
preservation and arts and culture promotion. 

0300 Community and Social 
Infrastructure Services 

Dissemination of Information: This device can be 
used by citizens to contact public administration on 
matters pertaining to such issues as illegal dumping of 
refuse, water shortages, etc. 

0400 Disaster Management Dissemination of Information: The Interactive 
television will contain all information on procedures 
that citizens should take in case of a disaster (natural 
or man-made) as well as emergency numbers. Since 
in the event of a disaster, this device will be of no use, 
it will act mainly as a preventative aid. 

0500 Economic Development Dissemination of Information: Stock Exchange 
information can be placed here; contact details of 
pertaining MDAs can also be found here.  

0600 Education Dissemination of Information: Details such as exam 
times, school closures, parents’ evenings, holidays, 
academic calendars and Government events such as 
television shows. 

0700 Environment Management Dissemination of Information: The Interactive 
television will act as awareness medium educating 
citizens on environmental issues such as conservation 
of water, electricity, recycling, and i.e.  good 
practices, etc. 

0800 Foreign and Diplomatic Affairs Dissemination of Information: Locations of 
embassies/consulates and office hours, as well as 
contact details can be placed here for the convenience 
of citizens, national and foreign. 
Dissemination of Information: Science and 
Innovation News can be placed here such as new 
creations of Apostle Kojo Sarfo. This will help 
encourage innovations and help promote existing 
ones. 

0900 
 

General Science and Innovation 
 

Dissemination of Information: Such issues as 
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1000 Good Governance changes in Government official positions and general 
election information (registration information, 
viewing of the register, how to vote, where to vote, 
etc). 

1100 Health Dissemination of Information: Information such as 
doctors’ surgery hours and contact details can be 
accessed here by selecting the hospital name. 

1200 Judicial Dissemination of Information: General Information 
such as judicial hearings (dates, judges presiding, etc) 
can be placed on the Interactive television. 

1300 Law Enforcement Dissemination of Information: Contact numbers for 
police stations, locations and how to get to them can 
be found here. 
 
Notifications: Alerts of burglaries can be broadcast 
through this medium. 

1400 Manpower Dissemination of Information: Through the 
Ministry of Manpower, Youth and Employment, jobs 
can be advertised here. This will act as a knowledge 
base. 
 
Requests: Forms can be requested for such things as 
registration for National Service through this medium. 

1500 National Defence and Security Dissemination of Information: This will act as a 
knowledge base providing general information. 
 
Notifications: Warnings can be broadcast through 
this medium. 

1600 Natural Resources Dissemination of Information: The Interactive 
Television can be used to inform citizens on how to 
preserve natural resources from such things as 
environmental pollution, building on water bodies, 
global warming, etc. Tourism and Recreational 
promotion can also be implemented here. 

1700 Public Utility Dissemination of Information: General Information 
such as utility tariffs and locations of utility payment 
centres can be found here. 
 
Notifications: Reports can be filed pertaining to 
utilities issues such as water shortages (accidental or 
not), accidental cutting of phone lines. This will 
enable the Government to know what is going on in 
areas they may not have easy access to. 
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1800 Social Welfare Dissemination of Information: Emergency 
information, as well as general information for social 
services, can be found here.  

1900 Sports Dissemination of Information: Sporting events can 
be broadcast through this medium. 

2000 Transportation Dissemination of Information: Time schedules for 
rail (Ghana Railways), road (STC) and even the port 
can be placed here as well as locations of stations. 

6.4.10 SELF SERVICE KIOSKS 
A Kiosk is a self service device with onboard computer and a display screen that displays 
information for people walking by. Kiosks will be deployed at public buildings, used for 
information rendering as well as transaction services. 
Touch screen computers are the heart of most self-service Kiosk installations. Keyboards and 
trackballs are important but users almost always want to "touch the screen". The use of Liquid 
Crystal Display (LCD) touch screen technology has now become very common. 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) and two serial ports accommodate a variety of peripherals, including  
barcode scanners.  
Since the embedded systems are basically x86 platforms, many Microsoft or Linux operating 
systems are able to run on them. Concrete examples are Windows XP Professional, Windows XP 
Embedded, Windows XP Embedded POS, Windows CE, Microsoft DOS, many Linux varieties 
(e.g. Ubuntu) and custom built Embedded Linux distributions. 
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Table 15: Self Service Kiosks   

Self Service Kiosks   
Index Business 

Domain Description 
0100 Agricultural 

Services 
Dissemination of information: Provide access to information (possibly in 
local language) about crops and agricultural market prices, employment 
schemes from the Government of Ghana for marginalised population 
(women, youth), and educational opportunities. 
 
Notification: It can also provide information on subsidies and educate 
farmers and fishermen on special Government initiatives, as well as 
facilitate them, and enhance knowledge-base (through the Internet as 
well).  
The Kiosks can be placed in key areas such as cooperatives, general 
meeting places for farmers and fishermen and local MDA’s offices such as 
assembly offices. 

0200 Arts and 
Culture 
 

Dissemination of Information: Exhibitions of Ghanaian artists (old and 
new) as well as Ghanaian artefacts can be made available at these Kiosks 
to promote arts and culture. The Kiosks would serve mainly as Arts and 
Culture centres found in places such as airports and even museums.  

0300 Community 
and Social 
Infrastructure 
Services 

Notification: These Kiosks will be customised to enable citizens to input 
their complaints by selecting from pre programmed options such as 
electricity outages (either due to wrongful or accidental disconnection or 
such things as a tree falling on electricity lines), water outages or problems 
relating to roads (potholes, collapsed bridges, flooding, etc). 

0400 Disaster 
Management 

Dissemination of Information: The Kiosk will provide information on 
what to do in case of an emergency. 
 
Notification: It can also be used for relief efforts such as giving and 
receiving information from disaster areas such as areas that might not be 
known as disaster areas or where to find the nearest hospital or first aid 
tent. They can also be used to inform the fire brigade of fire outbreaks. 

0500 Economic 
Development 

Dissemination of information: The Kiosk will provide access to 
information about such things as how to apply for intellectual property 
certificates, interest rates and exchange rates.  Places of business such as 
banks and MDAs’ offices would be good locations for these Kiosks. 

0600 Education Payment Transaction: Parents as well as students can pay fees with the 
use of e-Zwich, payment vouchers or credit cards. 
  
Registration: The Kiosks can also be used for registration at tertiary, 
vocational and technical institutions as well as to check in to hostels. 
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0700 Environment 
Management 

Dissemination of information: Kiosks can be pre-programmed with 
certain options such as reporting of illegal felling of trees, illegal fishing, 
etc. Information pertaining to preservative practices can be disseminated 
through Kiosks.  
They are of best use in remote areas (such as villages) so that citizens in 
these areas can also be informed of the services that the Government 
provides them. 

0800 Foreign and 
Diplomatic 
Affairs 

Dissemination of information: The Kiosks can act as information 
centres, for example procedures for requesting of visas, renewal of 
passports, etc. 
  
Registration: Kiosks can be placed at embassies/consulates to provide 
visitor management and security. Only individuals with authorised access 
can enter these premises, minimizing the number of unwanted visitors. 

0900 General 
Science and 
Innovation 

Dissemination of information: They will act as disseminators of 
information on such issues as upcoming scientific events - science and 
maths seminars for females from second cycle schools, etc. 

1000 Good 
Governance 

Dissemination of information: Locations of polling stations, voting 
procedures such as where, when and who can register, and other 
information can be provided here. Candidates can also campaign through 
these Kiosks by providing their information here. 
 
Notification: In the case of voting, Kiosks can be used at polling stations 
for presidential elections as well as non-presidential elections/voting. 
"'Kiosk' Internet voting systems allow voters to vote from computers in 
Kiosks set up by the voting authority in convenient locations such as post 
offices and shopping malls. The Kiosks are not monitored by poll workers 
at all times...” Candidates can campaign through these Kiosks by 
providing their information here. 

1100 Health Dissemination of information: These can be used to broadcast 
information on such things as disease outbreaks and ways to control or 
eliminate them, locations of hospitals, family planning messages, etc, as 
well as approved preventative treatments - western and traditional. 

1200 Judicial Dissemination of information: These Kiosks can act as disseminators of 
Information on such issues as court cases, laws pertaining to judicial 
affairs, help citizens understand how the justice system in Ghana works, 
etc. 

1300 Law 
Enforcement 

Dissemination of information: They can act as disseminators of 
information by providing information on emergency numbers, locations of 
police stations, laws pertaining to law enforcement, etc. 
 
Notification: Citizens can report criminal activities here. They can choose 
from pre-programmed options whether it is a burglary or car theft. These 
Kiosks can be used to inform authorities of ongoing criminal activities.  
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1400 Manpower Dissemination of information: They can help in the provision of 
information on such issues as job opportunities and contact details of 
pertaining to MDAs. 
  
Request: Citizens can request application forms to be sent to them. 
 

1500 National 
Defence and 
Security 

Dissemination of information: Information about Police Stations, Fire 
Services and other security establishments can be obtained from Self 
Service Kiosks.   

1600 Natural 
Resources 

Dissemination of information: Information on natural resources could be 
accessed through these Kiosks for purposes of research and tourism.   

1700 Public Utility Dissemination of information: General information on public utility 
services can be made available here. 
  
Payment Transaction: Citizens can request as well as pay their bills. 

1800 Social Welfare Dissemination of information: They can provide information on such 
things as where to get assistance (general or specific), benefits available as 
well as support groups for physically and mentally challenged citizens. 
 
Payment Transaction: The elderly or physically challenged or immobile 
citizens can receive some compensation through these Kiosks with the use 
of their unique IDs. The Kiosks can also be programmed with specific 
information on social welfare information such as food and nutrition.  

1900 Sports Dissemination of information: They can also be used for events 
promotions as they can be placed off-site enabling more visibility (could 
have been effective with CAN2008). 
 
Payment Transaction: The Government can use self service Kiosks to 
distribute tickets to national events. Citizens can reserve or purchase these 
tickets through the Kiosks. 

2000 Transportation Dissemination of information:  Information on travel safety can be 
incorporated into the Kiosks. 
 
Payment Transaction: Road (STC) and rail (Ghana Railway) transport 
tickets can be purchased through these self-service Kiosks. 

6.4.11 CITIZEN INFORMATION CENTRES (CIC) 
CICs have already been established in the country and the recommendation is to equip them with 
the necessary ICT infrastructure to provide access to the Government Web Portal and other 
relevant MDA’s systems.  The CICs must also be equipped with self service Kiosks enabling 
citizens to interact with Government.  The CICs must be set up to facilitate payment of utility 
bills/taxes/fees and filing of applications for various services offered by Government 
departments/agencies like issue of certificates/licenses, etc. at one location.   
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All problems that deal with local authority services should be reported to the CIC. These would 
include problems with refuse collection, street maintenance, street lights, health inspections, air 
pollution etc to be managed at the CIC.  

6.4.12 CITIZEN SEGMENTATION  
Users of e-Government channels are diverse and to be able to deliver quality services, the 
services should be tailored to the needs of individual users, as far as this is possible. Although 
one-to-one service provision may be a thing of the future, user segmentation is a very valuable 
step in the right direction.  The GGEA defines a user segmentation process, which means that the 
user population, ideally per service or group of related services, is subdivided into more or less 
homogeneous, mutually exclusive subsets of users who share an interest in the service(s). The 
subdivisions are based on one or more user characteristics. The segments are then “targeted” in 
the most suitable way over the most appropriate channels.   
Table 16: Segmentation - Breakdown of population and ideal channel for service delivery 

Segmentation Defining 
Characteristics  

Channel 
Behaviour and 
Preferences 

Methods for 
Channel 
Implementation 

Segment 1 Older than average age, lower 
than average level of education 
& income.  Face to face choice 
driven by habit and human 
interaction.  Not PC literate or 
Online systems.  Uses the postal 
services for records keeping, 
does not use the phone. 

Face to face, 
Post. 

Advertise through 
television, radio and 
through citizen 
information centres 
(CICs). 

Segment 2 Slightly older than average, 
lower than average income and 
education level. Reject online 
and face-to-face strongly, 
unlikely to have PC or internet 
access. 

Phone, Post, 
Intermediaries. 

Advertise through 
television and radio. 

Segment 3 Use post through habit and need 
to keep records. Some own 
PC/Internet. Would switch if 
they felt they understood 
channel, would strongly consider 
phone. 

Post, Phone, Web 
Portal, Email. 

Advertise through 
television, radio, 
internet adverts and 
CICs. 
 

Segment 4 Younger than average. Positive 
attitude to online use; may use 
home banking and online 
shopping. Choose phone for 
convenience, lack information on 
online services. 

Web portal, Self 
Service Kiosks, 
and Email. 

Awareness through 
internet adverts and 
television. 

Segment 5 Higher earnings than average. 
Very positive about online 
services. Find processes easier to 
follow. Will use phone when 

Web Portal, Self 
Service Kiosks, 
Interactive 
Television, and 

Internet adverts, 
television, radio. 
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6.5  Customer Relationship Management   
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a business term that refers to the process of 
relating to your customers to maximize the length and value of that customer relationship. 
It involves data collection and analysis to better understand your customers’ needs and wants. It 
also includes customised strategies for addressing unique customer needs. The whole point of 
CRM is to get new customers, to keep the customers you’ve got, and to maximise the value of 
the relationships you have with those customers. 
 “Customer” has a broader meaning for Government.  They include citizens, businesses, 
community groups, religious groups, military personnel, public interest groups, associations, etc.  
Citizens are looking to MDAs such as local assemblies to deliver services effectively and 
efficiently.  Because they are heavily influenced by the service delivery of the private sector, 
citizens expect to be able to access Government information and services at their convenience.  
Some MDAs have already started the process of building Customer Service Units (CSUs) with 
Citizen Charters defined to support the MDA’s goals of improving service delivery.  The CSUs 
are regarded as  “one-stop shops” or the face of the MDAs, providing the single interface 
approach for finding information and conducting transactions, while having the support 
necessary to help a citizen understand Government’s business processes.  

The channel strategy outlined in the document will be supported an effective Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM), which will be achieved by the implementation of the 
appropriate CRM technologies to integrate the channels for providing citizen centric services.  A 
common CRM solution will be deployed for Face to Face contacts, Call or Contact Centres for 
handling telephone and electronic enquiries, and self-service processes through the Portal and 
Kiosks. 

To provide real “citizen-centricity” the needs of the citizen must be addressed by the CRM from 
a technology, people and process viewpoints. From the citizen’s perspective, the MDAs must 
implement a common CRM solution that will provide the following:  

� Presents a joined up view of Government from a citizen’s standpoint, reducing 
information silos and simplifying the movement information across agencies;  

� A highly sophisticated view of the citizen, through effective contact management 
processes and the protection of citizen’s privacy; 

� Provides access through multiple channel interfaces including the Web Portal, mobile 
phone, IVR, and Face to Face;  

� Provides information tailored to the citizen’s needs and facilitates efficient completion of 
enquiries and transactions; 

� Has been developed with the support needs of citizens in mind with a rich knowledge 
base to assist service delivery;  

they feel they need human 
interaction. 

Email. 
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� Compliant with laws of the country.  The citizen contact history and audit trail retained in 
order to provide visible and verifiable internal controls for policy, contractual or statutory 
compliance;  

� Promotes continuous improvement of citizen services by incorporating citizen 
satisfaction monitoring processes.  The CRM systems must provide manual or automated 
citizen survey distributions and tabulations. Alert email notifications can automatically be 
initiated based on specified survey response results. 

� The email integration to provide synchronisation of email, contacts, appointments and 
activities with the email system; 

� Ability to tap into online Document Management system and correlate forms and other 
files with citizens records held in the CRM database.   

The CRM technology to be deployed for Government will include four key components: 

� Data collection;  

� Data management and analysis; 

� The creation of business rules; 

� Customer contact application components. 
MDAs will collect data on citizens from a variety of sources and contact points and consolidate 
in a CRM database.  Managing citizen data will be an important part of the Government’s CRM 
system. As the system collects information about citizens, the data will be stored in a large data 
warehouse. This information can be analysed and inferences made about citizens’ needs and 
intentions.   A performance measurement and management system must also be developed by the 
MDAs to enable management to plan, monitor, and manage the MDA’s service commitments.   
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6.6  Identity Management 
Citizens currently require different identifiers such as National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) 
number, Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT) number, tax number, Company 
Registration number and Drivers Licence number for Government services.  The different MDAs 
have their own Identity Management systems to serve their purposes.  To add to the complexity 
the National Identity Authority (NIA) is also enrolling citizens to provide them with a unique 
national identity number but there are no immediate plans to integrate the various Identity 
Management systems to enable electronic access to services from a single point of contact. The 
independent implementation of Identity Management services means the agencies have to 
manage credentials for their services and citizen has a dilemma of remembering different 
identifiers.  

This is challenging enough even for frequently used services but for Government services 
accessed infrequently remembering passwords and other identifiers for each service is major 
issue for most users.  There is therefore the need to build an e-Government platform that will 
allow access to multiple online services with a single set of credentials for authentication to use 
Government services.   
Users of e-Government services require a single credential to be able to log on to each individual 
service. The approach is based on individual services that rely on a single common 
authentication service instead of implementing their own. This provides the desired consistency 
automatically, because there is a single instance of the user's credentials. 
The e-Government Identity Management system will allow users to access multiple services 
transparently, after logging on only once.  The target systems still need the appropriate service-
specific identifiers that distinguish the user in the context of that system, for example, the tax 
number for tax form submissions, the property reference number for property tax payments, or 
the social insurance number for benefits inquiries. These identifiers are essential for the 
successful mapping and processing of requests, and are typically meaningless outside of the 
context of the specific service. 

Most existing back-end systems depend on such distinct service-specific identifiers, and 
providing the mapping from a single credential to the appropriate service-specific identifiers is 
essential for the effective delivery of a growing range of services through a common e-
Government platform. 

6.6.1  LEVELS OF AUTHENTICATION 
The following four levels of authentication will be defined for MDAs:  

� Level 0: no authentication required; 

� Level 1: authentication required to protect against minor inconvenience or loss; 

� Level 2: authentication required to protect against significant inconvenience or loss; 

� Level 3: authentication required to protect personal safety and/or to prevent substantial 
financial loss to the state.  
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6.6.2 NEW USER REGISTRATION AND ENROLMENT VIA GOVERNMENT PORTAL 
A new user of the e-Government services will register and enrol through the Government Portal 
and depending on the authentication levels (determined by user profile) will provide the 
necessary information for enrolment.  When the end user visits the Portal to register with a User 
ID, he/she will be prompted for personal details such as name, preferred password and their 
email address.  Users may also be required to provide a security phrase with the logon details.  
They will then be prompted to enter details about the services they wish to enrol in.  The Portal 
will then send details to the Identity Management service to either reject the 
registration/enrolment request or not.  

Digital certificates will be required for registration/enrolment process that involves higher levels 
of authentication.  A User ID and password will be generated for the user to make personal 
transactions.     
A user can also register as an 'Organisation' if he/she represents a business (including employers, 
sole traders and farms) or charity, or other commercial or non-commercial organisation. If you 
register as an organisation, your registration only enables you to make transactions on behalf of 
that organisation. If you want to make personal transactions, you will also need to register as an 
individual. You will use a different certificate or User ID for your personal transactions. 

There are two ways of registering: with a certificate or with a User ID and password. The method 
will depend on the Government services they want to use. Certificates provide a higher level of 
security, which is required for certain services. For other services, you can use a User ID and 
password. If you are registering with a certificate, you will need to have one before you begin the 
registration process.  

6.6.2.1 Credentials and User ID 
A credential proves users are who they are and establishes if they are authorised to use a 
particular piece of software or access a particular system. 
A 'User ID' identifies a user and authorises him/her to access the Government services. Once a 
user is registered, he/she will use the User ID along with a password every time he/she logs in to 
use Government services. If an individual registers on behalf of an organisation, he/she can add 
other people into your organisational group, and they will be issued with their own User ID.  
An Activation PIN will generated by the Identity Management system for the user every time 
she/she enrols for a Government service.  The Activation PIN completes the registration process 
by authorising the user to use a particular Government service that they have enrolled for.  The 
user will only need to use it once to activate the service for the first time.   

6.6.2.2 Public Key Infrastructure and Digital Certificates 
Typically, credentials will be established through a User ID (or username) and a password but 
digital certificates will be required for many of the high security transactions that require higher 
levels of authentication.    

Certificates are digital documents that you use to verify your identity to use Government 
services. They also contain software to enable documents, electronic files or other messages to 
be digitally signed, and protect any sensitive or confidential information which users submit over 
the Internet. 
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Certificates use Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology to encrypt and decrypt information.  
Information can be decrypted only when both a 'private key' and a 'public key' match each other.  
The certificate contains information about the user’s identity (for example, your name, email 
address, the date the certificate was issued and the name of the certificate authority which issued 
it).  The certificate also contains the 'public key'.  
The 'private key' is stored on your computer’s hard disk. You retain control of the private key; 
and it can only be used if you know the password. 
When you sign a transaction, you are encrypting the information with your private key. When 
the recipient receives the information with your certificate, they can decrypt the information 
using the public key on the certificate.  

Signing a transaction involves:  

� Verifying the users identity;  

� Establishing the users credentials to perform the transaction;  

� Protecting the integrity of the information itself (it cannot be changed once you have 
signed it). The level of security in this technology means that electronically signing a 
transaction is legally binding. Once you have digitally signed a transaction you cannot 
deny that you sent it. This is known as 'non-repudiation'. 

When you send information, it will be encrypted using the public key on your certificate. The 
information can only be decrypted with your private key. This ensures the information remains 
confidential. 

 
Figure 21: How to get a certificate 

As illustrated in Figure 21 above, certificates will be obtained from Ghana Government approved 
certificate and registration authorities, which are yet to be set up.  The digital certificate you use 
needs to be approved for use with the e-Government technology services and the standards and 
specifications are provided in e-GIF document.   

6.6.2.3 NID Replication 
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The Identity Management will interrogate the NID to verify citizens National Identity details 
before completing the registration/enrolment process.  It is assumed that the NID will be ‘single 
version of the truth’ for the identification of Ghanaian citizens.  The Identity Management 
system will manage the registration/enrolment process for non-Ghanaians differently as they 
might not have a valid NID number for verification.   
The verification of NID details is a one off process for the initial registration/enrolment.  Once 
the user is authenticated all ID details will be stored in the Identity Management.  As illustrated 
in Figure 22 below the replication process between the NID system and the Identity Management 
service will be a one off asynchronous process to verify citizen details  

 
Figure 22: Registration/Enrolment Process 

There is a single, unified mechanism or procedure for initial user identification. After the user is 
identified and associated with a credential, all subsequent relationships with different services 
are initiated on the basis of this single initial identification, which implies that all services agree 
to rely on and trust that unified initial identification procedure.  

6.6.3 EXISTING USER ENROLLING NEW SERVICES VIA GOVERNMENT PORTAL 
An existing user who already has User ID/password or digital certificate does not need to enrol 
again but through the Portal’s integration framework enrol into new application services. 
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6.6.4 SUPPORT FOR FEDERATED AUTHENTICATION 
The average Ghanaian citizen will interact with all sorts of social, business, financial and 
Government agencies digitally.  Each of these will require their own User ID and password as 
user authentication.  Most of these will also require additional user identity information to be 
provided to each entity which the user interacts with.  As a result, the Identity Management 
solution must support a federated authentication model that will operate multiple authentication 
and identity solutions.   To achieve this, it is important to segregate pure authentication from the 
specific functionality like the mapping of users to services custom-designed processes. 
Federated authentication should be based on the current industry standards such as WS 
Federation, WS-Trust, SAML, Liberty Alliance, OpenID etc. (see e-GIF for details) to ensure 
interoperability across different platforms and providers, and maximise the use of commercial 
products implementing those standards.   

6.7  Electronic Forms 

 
Figure 23: e-Forms Architecture 

 
Electronic form is a dynamic document that captures information and submits it in structured 
way to Government agencies for processing.  The form is actually a visual representation of 
complex application, which is powered by Adobe Reader widely used in Government at the 
moment. The application enables the form to do a lot of tasks for you, like checking that 
information is in the right format, making sure that required fields are filled out, and that all 
calculations are correct.   
The Ghana Government e-forms service is a “forms factory” developed by the Government to 
provide e-forms and support services to all MDAs.  The “forms factory” concept will offer a 
Government-wide e-form solution using a shared infrastructure and a standard forms application 
to reduce the cost of e-form implementation.  MDAs will be able to order e-forms for agency, 
citizen and business use through the shared infrastructure.  The “forms factory” will ensure a 
common architecture, a structured classification of forms and standardised design to improve 
quality and ease of use. Forms can be completed online, downloaded by a user for use at 
anytime, online or offline and submitted to MDAs in a variety of ways:  printed and mailed 
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through the post, emailed as a PDF, or submitted electronically for data extraction into an agency 
data file.  E-forms streamline and automate business processes by helping people interact with 
information more effectively. 

  
Permits, registrations, purchase orders, requests for assistance or any MDA’s forms used to 
collect and track information can be transformed into an e-form.  E-forms will use the ubiquitous 
Adobe Reader software and PDF and XML standards to capture information from customers and 
integrate that information with an agency's existing data infrastructure.  By combining forms and 
business process functionality, MDAs can use e-forms to offer a robust solution that works 
inside and outside of the firewall, online or offline. 

6.7.1 FORM SUBMISSION 
The user requests an e-form via the Government Web Portal, the requests are sent to a report 
generator which checks whether the request has session information or not, if not a new session 
identity is requested from a session manager.   
A new session identity is created and details stored with a time stamp.  The report generator 
sends a request for the e-Form page including the session identity and the response sent back to 
the user a Web Service interface. 

In entering the e-Form page on the Portal, users will be prompted to identify themselves by 
providing their credentials, which will be a User ID and a password.  If the user does not have a 
valid User ID and password, he/she will be asked to register/enrol by following a link to GoG 
Identity Management service. After he/she is registered, he/she then comes back to the e-Forms 
system to access the e-Form services.  If the Identity Management service returns an indication 
that the user is not validated a suitable error message will be generated and the details logged.   

When the user has completed the form they may submit the form.  It is possible at any time for 
the user to save the form in its current state of completion.  It is also possible for the user to 
retrieve a partially completed form and to continue to fill it in. However this is only possible if 
the user is able to provide a credential to validate their identity.    

Depending upon the particular implementation, the form may either be submitted via an XML 
transaction, email, or through any of the channels that will be specified by the MDAs. In all 
cases, however the form is first saved in the form cache.   

6.7.1.1 Form as an XML Document 
Forms may be submitted as an XML transaction where the payload will be identified and routed 
to the appropriate MDA’s adapter service for processing.  A degree of persistency must be in 
place to enable the transaction to be restarted in the event of a system failure. The behaviour at 
this point will depend upon the operational procedures put in place. Various options exist for 
example, the problem could be fixed and the transaction successfully completed or the MDAs 
could determine the user and contact them to resume the process again.  
The steps are:  

1. The e-Form Adapter constructs a suitable GoG XML message containing the details 
of the transaction. 
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2. The e-Form Adapter identifies the correct adapter to send the transaction to and calls 
the reliable messaging protocol to send the message to the MDA’s systems interface 
via the e-Government Service Bus (eGSB). 

3. The System Interface receives the message and performs the relevant action (e.g. 
storing in an MDA’s database and initiating further processing of the information). 

4. The MDA’s System Interface then informs e-Form Adapter that the message has been 
processed. 

5. The e-Form Adapter informs the Form Cache of the completed status of the 
transaction. 

6. Finally, the Form Cache stores the status in event of system failure (such as being 
unable to connect to the adapter, or incomplete transaction by the adapter) then, steps 
2-6 are repeated.  

7. If the problem persists then the e-Form Adapter logs the problem and raises a system 
alert.  

The procedure at this point will depend upon the operational procedures put in place. Various 
options exist: the problem can be fixed and the transaction successfully completed; or the agency 
could determine the user and contact them to resume the process again. 

6.7.1.2  Via Email 
Forms may also be submitted as an email attachment.  In this case a suitable email is sent to the 
correct email address and email server via the SMTP protocol.  The processing steps are: 

1. The e-Form Adapter constructs a suitable email from the transaction message 
containing the details of the transaction. 

2. The e-Form Adapter then identifies the correct email address and email server to send 
the email to and calls the SMTP protocol to send the email. 

3. The e-Form Adapter informs Form Cache of the “sent email” status. 

4. Form Cache records the status. 
5. The MDA staff in charge receives the email and processes it.  If an error occurs (such 

as failure to connect to the email server, or receives information of a failed delivery) 
then repeat steps 2-5. 

6. If after a number of repeats the emailing cannot be completed then the e-Form 
Adapter logs the problem and raises a system alert.  

6.7.1.3 MDA’s Printout 
The form could also be submitted as an MDA’s printout, in which case the system will construct 
a suitable printed form of the transaction as a file, which is then sent to the appropriate printer 
queue at the MDA’s environment.  The file is printed and delivered (by a suitable MDA’s 
operational procedure) to the relevant member of staff, who then performs the relevant action 
(e.g. scanning it into the MDA’s document processing system).   The steps are: 

1. The e-Form Adapter constructs a suitable printed form of the transaction as a file. 
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2. The e-Form Adapter identifies the correct printer to send the file to and puts it onto 
the printer queue. 

3. The file is printed and delivered (by a suitable MDA’s operational procedure) to the 
relevant member of staff, who then performs the relevant action (e.g. scanning it into 
the MDA’s processing system). 

4. If an error occurs (such as failure to connect to the email server, or receives 
information of a failed delivery) then repeat steps 2-3. 

5. If after a number of repeats the print cannot be completed then the e-Form Adapter 
logs the problem and raises a system alert.  

The behaviour at this point will depend upon the operational procedures put in place. Various 
options exist: the problem can be fixed and the email printed successfully; or the local authority 
could determine the user and contact them to resume the process again.  

It should be noted that there are some types of error (such as failure of the printout to be 
delivered to the relevant user) that cannot be trapped by the e-Forms system, and therefore 
cannot be handled. Hence the use of printouts is not a fully reliable mechanism.  

6.7.1.4 Printing the Form Locally 
Printing the form can also be done locally.  The user may request a version for printing the forms 
processor will generate a printable version of the form, which will be sent to the user via Web 
services.  The user receives the form and prints locally.  The steps are: 

1. The user requests a version for printing. 
2. The Xform processor receives the request via a Web server and generates a printable 

version of the form. 
3.  It is more appropriate to do this in binary form rather than in XML. 

4. The Xform processor sends the form to the user via the Web server. 
5. The user receives the form and prints locally. 

6.7.2 RECEIVING STATUS INFORMATION  
The user may obtain status information on the progress of their transactions, which means the 
progress on the forms that they have submitted.  A suitable link on the home page must be 
provided as a facility for the user to discover this information.  The status information is 
envisaged as a text string that is meaningful to the user, for example ‘Completed’.    

The following additional mechanisms should also be provided: 

� A complete re-synchronising of the status of all transactions held on the e-Forms system 
with the status as held on the MDA’s system; 

� There should also be a facility for deleting transactions from the e-Forms system when 
their status has been deemed “delete” by the MDA’s Services adapter, based upon 
suitable business rules. 
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6.7.3 MDA’S SYSTEM POLLING 
The e-Forms system will, from time to time, poll the MDA’s system for progress report on all 
the transactions that are being processed. The MDA’s System Interface or adapter will hold all 
changes to transactions since the last poll.  

1. At pre-defined time intervals, the e-Form Adapter requests for polling of MDA’s systems 
for status information. 

2. The e-Form Adapter creates a GoG XML message requesting information about all 
transactions and sends this to the relevant MDA’s System Interface via the appropriate 
messaging protocol; 

3. The MDA’s System Interface retrieves the status changes and returns the changes. 
4. The e-Form Adapter receives the changes and calls the Form Cache to make the 

necessary status updates. 
5. If an error occurs, then repeat steps 2-4.  If after a number of tries the information cannot 

be accessed: the e-Form Adapter logs the problem and raises a system alert. 
6. These additional mechanisms should be provided: 

� There should be a re-synchronising of the status of all transactions held on the e-
Forms engine with that on the MDA’s systems. 

� There should also be a facility for deleting completed transactions from the e-Forms 
engine rules.  

6.7.4 AUTHENTICATION   
Users can view, download and print forms locally without registering.  However before users can 
save or submit forms electronically, they must be signed in (registered).  

From the description below, it is necessary for the users to identify themselves by providing their 
credentials i.e. their username and password. 

� Xform processor prompts the user to provide a credential (username and password); 

� Xform processor requests the login page from PG and sends this to the user via Web 
server, e.g. 

If the user does not have a username and password, he may follow the link to the login system to get 
registered. After he is registered, he then comes back to the e-Forms system to access the e-Form 
services. 

� The user provides the credential; 

�  The Xform processor receives the credential and sends it to its database for validation; 

� If the validation turns out to be false, then Xform processor must provide a suitable error 
message to the user, and deny access to services that need validation; 

� If the validation turns out to be true, then, based upon user privileges, the Xform 
processor determines the relevant service the user can access.    
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6.7.5  SEARCHING FOR A FORM  
Before searching is done, the user must understand that the forms have been classified to speed 
up the process of locating the particular e-Form to fill or download. 

6.7.5.1 Form Classification 
 

Form classification is aimed at grouping the forms under various categories to make the search 
easier. The e-forms may be searched by using any of the following categories: 

 
1. MDA’s Name. This is the name of Ministry, Department or Agency that the form 

belongs to. 

2. Type of Service. This is the type of service the form will be providing. They include 
the following: 

a. Approval Services (Permits), examples are: 

i. Programme Accreditation; 

ii. Institutional Accreditation; 

iii. Environmental Assessment Registration Form; 

iv. Application for International Driving Permit. 

b. Change Services,  examples are:  

i. Change Company Name; 

ii. Change of Company type; 

iii. Change of Name; 

iv. Application for Upgrade of Drivers License. 

c. Charge services,  examples are:  

i.  Warrant to Arrest Accused; 

ii. Statement of Claim; 

iii. Criminal Form; 

iv. Justification of Sureties. 

d. Company Registration, examples are: 
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i. License to Manufacture Drugs; 

ii. New Company. 

e. Information Services, examples are:  

i. Meterology Form; 

ii. Advice of Transfer of a Registered Trader; 

iii. Advertisement of Drugs, Cosmetics, Household Chemical Substance 
and Medical Devices; 

iv. Adverse Reaction Report Form. 

f. Taxes: examples are:  

i. Company Income Tax Returns; 

ii. Employees Tax Deductions Form; 

iii. Employee’s Schedule of Monthly Tax Deductions; 

iv. VAT and NHIL Returns. 

3. Form Number. This is the unique number given to the form; 

4. Form Title or Topic. This is the title of the form one wants to search. 

6.7.5.2 Searching the form 
 

1. The user navigates to the search form page; 

2. If the user enters form title or a form number then the specific form will be 
generated to fill; 

3. If the user enters MDA’s name or Type of Service then a group of forms for that 
MDA’s or type of service is generated. The user then selects the specific form to 
fill. 

6.7.5.3 Filling a form 
To obtain the initial form (assuming that the user is starting from a blank form): 

1. The user navigates to the link to the form page and sends a request to Xform 
processor via web server; 

2. The Xform processor retrieves the form from the Form Cache; 
3. The Xform processor sends the form to the user via web server; 
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4. The user fills the form( enter data into the fields); 
5. The WB performs data validation checks for the data entered (using rules embedded 

within the page displayed to the user) and pops-up a message to the user if an error 
occurs. Note that the e-Forms system database at this stage has not been updated. 

 

6.8  e-Payments Service 
The main online payment functions envisaged for the GoG e-Payments Gateway are: 

� Purchasing Government goods and services online, as a routine or on ad hoc basis; 

� Bill Presentment and Payment – paying utility bills, fines, rates payment, registration and 
licensing renewal; 

� Refunds to the MDAs 
In order to understand the electronic payment service requirements in Ghana there is a need to 
review the different types of payment systems to be able to clarify the requirements. 

6.8.1 TYPES OF PAYMENT SYSTEMS 
There are four main types of payment systems in Ghana and they are: 

� Cash - which is legal tender predominantly used to pay for goods and services in Ghana.  
Cash is generally limited to smaller transactions 

� Cheque Transfer - Cheques – is normally used for relatively larger transactions.   It 
represents a funds transferred directly via a signed cheque from a consumer’s cheque 
account to a merchant or other individual.   

� e-Zwich - The Bank of Ghana (BoG) has established the Ghana Interbank Payments and 
Settlement Systems Limited (GhIPSS), as an independent organisation to manage the 
operation of the different components of Ghana's payment and settlement system 
infrastructure.  The systems deployed include the national switch (the e-Zwich) and a 
biometric smartcard (e-Zwich card).  GhIPPS is also supposed to provide Real Time 
Gross Settlement System (RTGS) and Automated Clearing House (ACH).  The e-Zwich 
card is used at UEPS based Point-of-Sale terminals for paying for goods and services. 

� Debit/Credit Cards - Debit and credit cards usage is still very much in its infancy in 
Ghana for paying for goods and services.  Visa is the main card association currently 
operating in Ghana with a few third parties or clearinghouses to handle the verification of 
accounts and balances.  Credit card and Debit card systems are generally inappropriate 
for very large or micro transactions due to their high fees and are only used in a ‘card 
present’ setting.   

6.8.2 THE E-PAYMENT GATEWAY  
The introduction of e-Government has created new financial needs that in many cases cannot be 
effectively fulfilled by traditional payment systems.  Government as a merchant would like to 
sell services online and e-commerce technology offers a number of possibilities for creating new 
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payment systems that substitute for existing payment systems, as well as creating enhancements 
to exiting systems.   

‘Card not present’ online payments gateway is required to enable citizens to be able to pay for 
Government services online as well as enabling Government to refund payments wherever 
necessary.  The Payment Gateway must be developed to be Payment Card Industry standard 
(PCI) compliant, to meet international security and process requirements. 

 
Figure 24: e-Payment Service Architecture 

 

The Internet based payment gateway will allow credit and debit card details to be entered online 
at the time of purchase and details encrypted using Secure Socket Layering (SSL) technology  
(available via the browser). The Internet payment gateway provides online authorisation and 
settlement, or decline of credit/debit card transactions.  
The Payments Gateway will be triggered by a Web Services SOAP call made from the GoG Web 
Portal to the payment facility that processes a real time authorisation and returns a result as a 
synchronous process.  The Payments Gateway will make a payment request to a cards processing 
provider who will return an authentication code to the Payment Gateway for the transaction.     
It is assumed GhIPPS will act as Internet payment gateway provider, providing access to all 
banks and EMV (Europay, Mastercard and Visa) networks.  An important criterion for GoG is 
that GhIPPS will link to the central bank as the acquiring bank for the MDAs and the 
establishment of a card processing partner.  It is not known if other 3rd party providers and banks 
will have their own internet gateways but the recommendation is to streamline online card 
processing through a single gateway and processing partner.   
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6.8.2.1 SMS Based Micropayments 
The rapid growth in 3G telephone technology has created the technical foundation for wireless 
payments. The wireless providers will act as financial intermediaries since they already have a 
billing relationship with the mobile phone users and they also have billing software in place to 
handle transactions. This will help mobile phone users to easily pay for Government services 
(such as forms, stamps, etc).    

Bluetooth technology solution is also helping to drive SMS micropayments. When two 
Bluetooth-equipped devices come within 30 feet of one another, they can establish a link, 
allowing users to point their mobile phones at a vending machine (cash machine) and pay 
instantly.  Such solutions could be deployed for toll services, whereby drivers pay their toll 
charges via SMS.  The technology is also deployed for the payment of parking charges as well as 
petty trader levies.  

With the SMS micropayment solution, every mobile phone user can pay for Government content 
and services. The solution will allow users to anonymously and securely pay via their mobile 
phone by sending a text message to a premium number provided by the mobile operators.  Users 
could then be charged on their mobile phone invoice. 
 

6.9   Business Process Management 
The GGEA identifies Business Process Management (BPM) as an important component of the 
architecture to increase employee and citizen value through innovative, flexible and efficient 
orchestration of Government’s business processes.    
BPM technology will automatically manage processes, allow manual intervention, extract citizen 
information from a database, generate transactions in multiple related systems, and support 
straight-though processing without human intervention when needed. A BPM solution is 
required to support business process orchestration and automation through workflow 
management to reduce inefficiencies and errors currently associated with the paper based 
complex business processes that exist across Government.   
Support for standards such as the following is critical to the implementation of BPM in 
Government:   

� Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) - the current WS-BPEL 2.0 standard, 
commonly called BPEL, has been ratified as an OASIS standard.  The WS-BPEL 2.0 
standard does not currently have any provision for supporting human interaction. It is 
more focussed on Web Services interaction with the business process.  However industry 
vendors are now working on BPEL4People as an important initiative to standardise the 
integration of human workflow activities into business processes;    

� Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) – is a graphical notation that depicts the 
steps in a business process.    

� Unified Modelling Language (UML) – is an Open Management Group’s (OMG) 
specification that addresses the way that Government application structure, data structure 
and architecture will be modelled.  
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The value of BPM solutions in the GGEA is the ability to orchestrate business processes, 
integrate them with human interactions and applications services.  For example BPM and Case 
Management can speed up claims processing.  Once submitted, the processing of a claim for 
Government services can be enhanced by the MDAs employing automated workflow capabilities 
that facilitate routing, exception handling, correspondence generation, alerts and notifications, 
and even the escalation of claims. Additional follow up with claimants may involve input via e-
mail, fax or other means. BPM enables agencies to shorten cycle time, increase their 
productivity, improve customer service and reduce mistakes and administrative overhead.  

 
Figure 25: BPM Architecture 

As illustrated in figure 25, the BPM solution to be selected for the GGEA implementation must 
include the following features and functionality:  

� Design tools and user interfaces – to enable business process automation to be designed 
easily the BPM tools should be intuitive and easy for business users to use.  It must have 
a combination of drag-and-drop and point-and-click capabilities, coupled with graphical 
interfaces.  Once the business user has completed designing the process, the ICT team 
can then tackle the development of the underlying logic that facilitates the interactions 
between disparate systems.  The BPM solution must serve as a bridge between business 
and technical users and allow them to work together in a collaborative fashion.  

� API/framework layer – the BPM solution must offer a well-published application 
programming interface (API) that will enable the solution to be integrated with a number 
of disparate systems.  The BPM solution must support Web Services to reduce the 
complexities of interconnecting the back-office applications. 

� Process automation, workflow, and rules engine - process automation is a key 
capability inherent within BPM solutions. Limiting the amount of human involvement is 
an easy way to streamline processes, where systems automatically handle the handoff and 
execution of process tasks, based on predefined conditions.  Traditional workflow 
functionality must be an intrinsic part of the BPM solutions.  A rules engine is also 
required to help facilitate the interactions between resources, whether system to system, 
human to human, or a combination of the two.  Business rules are programming code that 
enables decisions to be made based on predefined conditions that act on data. 

� Data transformation - interactions between different systems that automate business 
processes will sometimes require the exchange of data.  But in order for the data to be 
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consumed by a system, it must first be converted to a format it understands.  A degree of 
data normalisation, for instance may also have to take place to ensure that inconsistencies 
between data sets are resolved.  The GGEA BPM solution must provide necessary data 
transformation services to help facilitate the exchange of data between systems.  

� Connectivity services - by a number of technologies, such as adapters, Web Services, 
integration servers, etc.  Ideally, a BPM solution should provide the ability to handle 
message events captured from a messaging engine with support for transactional integrity 
and rollbacks.  The solution must be able to integrate disparate applications across 
Government together through the proper management of metadata, objects, and 
transactions.   

� Business Activity Management (BAM) – is a new addition to BPM solutions.  BAM 
capabilities will allow MDAs to measure the effectiveness of their business processes and 
provide analysis for improvements.  The BAM will enable the MDAs track events and 
activities that are generated from the execution of business processes, with a view 
towards continuous improvement.  This will compliment the Event Driven Architecture 
(EDA) approach by tracking events and activities, along with analysis and metrics, 
allowing appropriate decisions to be made about the entire operation of the MDA’s 
business process.  

6.10  Master Data Management 
Master data (also known as reference data) represents the Government’s business entities, 
terminology, definitions and classifications used to describe business information.  Due to the 
autonomous nature of the MDA’s, reference data such as accounting codes and other common 
identifiers such as citizen ID, tax number, etc are inconsistent.   

The problems are technical, but they have implications at the business level.  The purpose of this 
business scenario is to explain the implications at the business level, in order to get traction for a 
solution at the technical level. 
The technical problems are that: 

� Different systems deployed by the MDAs require different forms of identifiers; 

� Some systems allocate identifiers themselves or constrain the choice of identifier for 
individuals or system resources so that the user organisation cannot give an individual or 
system resource a single identifier that does not change over time and can be used in all 
instances of the product or system within the organisation; 

� Technical limitations require identifier changes that are unrelated to business reasons, 
making the process of identifier management unnecessarily complex; 

� Usage of identifiers across organisational boundaries is difficult, complex, and unreliable; 
The business implications are that: 

� There is a significant cost overhead in translating identifiers between systems and to user-
friendly forms; 

� Forced identifier changes carry significant cost overheads; 
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� Service provision is more complex and difficult than is necessary; 

� Collaboration between MDAs is inhibited; 

� Audit and event tracking is more difficult, making it harder to maintain business 
standards and comply with regulation. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 26: Master Data Management Solution Architecture 
The GGEA recommends the implementation of a Master Data Management capability to 
improve data interoperability and consistency across the MDAs. The architecture should be 
based on Master/Slave principle, where: 

� Master data is only maintained in once place; 

� The MDM database holds the master copy of the master data. All other users of the data 
(applications) hold slave copies;   

� MDAs implement a common data architecture, implementing data rationalisation and 
associated principles globally; 

The MDM solution must: 

� Consolidate master data from disparate ICT systems; 

� Support complex master data models that span across multiple sites and environments; 
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� Be business-user driven to validate the completeness, semantic correctness and referential 
integrity of master data;  

� Be business-user accessible to improve business transparency and operational efficiency; 

� Map between multiple master data views (e.g., global and local);   

� Preserve master data history interface with enterprise data warehouses to help ensure 
business analysis and reporting consistency; 

� Be easy to implement with little impact on operational systems.    
A central data management team with the mandate to provide a national master data service for 
the benefit of all MDAs and the Government must be established to ensure data consistency 
across Government.  The team will be responsible for data management principles and standards 
where needed review and constantly promote data management efficiency and quality in 
Government.   

 

6.11 Business Intelligence (BI) and Analytics 
The objective of the GGEA Business Intelligence strategy is to provide on-demand analytics for 
both real time and non real time decision making.  BI is the technology that allows MDAs to 
access, analyse, and share information in order to drive more informed decisions.  Such a system 
will involve four main capabilities, each of which can operate and be used independently of the 
others: 

� A real time operational data store that will contain information captured from operational 
business systems as the data is created or updated.  A typical use of such a facility is to 
build a real time data store that provides a single view of the citizen by tracking every 
citizen interaction across all touch points including the Web.  To support such a data store 
the EDA approach to the solution will define an event driven hub that can capture data 
from operational and e-Government transaction applications, messages from application 
integration systems, etc., and stream the captured data into a warehouse as it is created or 
updated. 

� An analysis engine that can generate and/or provide access to current business analyses 
from any place and at any time.  Performance here will largely depend on the amount of 
data to be analysed and the complexity of the analyses to be performed. To support on-
demand analytics, the solution must include parallel processing and integrating analytic 
capabilities as well as packaged Government analytic applications that pre-compute 
business metrics for rapid delivery via a Portal dashboard. 

� A rules-driven decision engine for making automated and real time decisions.  An 
example would be an application that can automatically grant or deny a user’s request for 
a service. The requirement here is a decision engine that can employ business analytics 
and rules to automate the whole decision-making process.   

� A batch oriented, historic, detailed and multidimensional data warehousing solution that 
uses Online Analytic Processing (OLAP) solutions to generate management reports.  
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6.11.1 BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI) ARCHITECTURE FOR GOVERNMENT 
The Government of Ghana relies heavily on the provision of timely reports for decision making.  
Monitoring, budgeting, planning and performance management are examples of processes that 
generate high volume management reports across the MDAs.  
Currently there is no comprehensive Government-wide BI strategy or clearly defined BI 
standards.  The agencies have a growing patchwork of disparate manual reporting methods and 
technologies.    

The future BI strategy of GoG must integrate the heterogeneous systems set to provide analytical 
capabilities across the different MDAs.  It must seek to achieve the “single version of the truth” 
across the MDAs considering the political and implementation challenges.  The aim is to 
integrate the key management metrics, measures and dimensions but not to create a single 
platform to carry out all the functional analysis for the MDAs. 
As illustrated in Figure 27 below, the GGEA defines a federated BI architecture model that 
enables independent data marts to be created for the MDAs with a view to integrate them into a 
consolidated Government data warehouse at some time in the future.     

To facilitate data integration in the federated BI architecture a common business data model of 
the in scope MDAs must be developed. The creation of a common model will ensure consistency 
in the use of data names and business definitions across MDAs’ BI projects.  
The common business model will be updated as new data marts are built.  When data mart 
design is dictated by the data that exists in operational systems, the common business model is 
used, and updated as appropriate, in parallel with the development of underlying data mart data 
models.  Several vendor products support a business model-driven approach to data mart 
development.  If packaged analytic applications are used, it is important that the business models 
used by these applications can be customised and integrated with the organisation's common 
business model.   
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Figure 27: GGEA BI Architecture 
The approach adopted by GGEA will enable incremental implementation of BI across 
Government. Unlike the big bang project required by a centralised architecture, a federated 
approach can be built, maintained, and operated step by step, implementing one MDA at a time.  

The use of vendor- supplied customisable Government business templates can significantly 
reduce the effort involved in developing the common business model and its associated data 
models.  A business area template documents the business metrics and underlying business rules 
that are typically required by users when analysing and modelling a specific business process. 
The business area template often comes with a data model that provides a customisable data 
warehouse design. 

Another use of the common business model is to aid in the deployment of BI tools and analytic 
applications. Many of the more sophisticated products use a set of business views, or a business 
metadata layer, to simplify access to warehouse information by business users.  The creation and 
maintenance of this metadata layer is often complex and time consuming.  The common business 
model can help in the creation of this layer since it documents both BI requirements and also 
how those requirements are satisfied by information in the data warehousing system. 

6.11.2 BI ARCHITECTURE PRINCIPLES 
The defined architecture for the Government BI is based on a set of architecture principles, 
which determine the approach, structure and constraints on the design work.  The following are 
the key attributes of the architecture:  
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� Reusability – the architecture fosters reuse wherever possible.  For example existing 
sourcing processes will be utilised where they are available and the design also seeks to 
reuse components and tools already deployed in the MDAs to meet business functional 
and technical infrastructural requirements;     

� Open – the architecture will incorporate open standards as much as possible;   

� Semantics – common semantics is a key goal of the architecture.  This will allow the 
architecture to provide abstraction (at the business level) and communicate with different 
systems and business processes in a maintainable manner (at the technical level).  The 
existing semantic differences between different systems will be respected and the 
integration services will enable mapping, translation and transformation wherever 
possible;  

� Security – due to the sensitive nature of some of Government’s information the 
architecture must handle all manners of security on data and business processes; 

� Extensibility – the architecture is able to extend from its first implementation.  It will 
grow and accommodate new business requirements as they are determined and 
incorporated into the architecture;  

� Best of breed - tools and approaches are chosen for suitability to purpose, and 
incorporate best of breed technologies possible;  

� Independence - separation of concerns is a focus of the architecture because it will 
enable development teams to work independently of each other.  

� Not version dependent - the architecture does not depend on a particular version of a 
product or tool. 

6.11.3 ARCHITECTURE LAYERS 
The different layers of the Government BI architecture are: 

6.11.3.1 Operational Systems Layer 
This layer involves the systems that currently hold data to be extracted for the further analysis.  
They include Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and operational systems used by the MDAs to 
run their day to day functions.  
The BI requirements of the MDAs will differ but the underlying requirement for providing 
regular consolidated views of business transactions to support management information reporting 
is basically consistent.  It incorporates requirements from the MDAs business units such as 
Finance, Asset Management, Compliance and Audit, etc to capture data from the source systems, 
standardise and enrich the data to provide a “single version of the truth” that may be used as a 
source for reporting.  
The sourcing strategy for capturing the data will differ depending on the specific requirements of 
the MDA.  Data may be captured real time, daily overnight, weekly etc. and that will determine 
the appropriate sourcing strategy to be used by the MDA to capture data for BI purposes.   

There are various options available for the transfer of data from the source systems to data 
warehouses include:  
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� Enterprise Architecture Integration (EAI) real-time transfer; 

� EAI propagation of incremental records; 

� Incremental batch transfer; 

� Native replication and bulk data refresh; 

� Extract Transfer Load (ETL) transfer. 

6.11.3.2 Data Acquisition and Management Layer  
This layer involves the physical capture of the data from the source systems into the various 
staging areas for further processing. Maintaining extract and transformation routines is resource 
intensive, and coordinating their execution at runtime can be operationally challenging.  The 
solution to this problem is to break the processing into multiple steps.  This involves developing 
a set of routines that extract the source data and load it into shared information staging areas.  
The detailed data in the staging areas is then used to feed data into independent data marts.  As 
data flows out of the staging areas, it is enhanced and mapped by Extract Transform Load (ETL) 
tools into the format required by the target warehouse data store.  
As new data marts are added to the data warehousing system, existing extraction routines and 
staging area data can be reused or enhanced as required.  This technique works very well in a 
federated data warehouse environment where the common business model can be used in the 
design of the staging areas and data extraction routines.  
The use of staging areas can also help in the task of fixing source data quality problems.  To 
solve this issue, data profiling tools can be used to analyse and identify problem areas in source 
data prior to ETL tool processing. If data profiling identifies quality problems in the source data, 
then data re-engineering tools can be used to fix source data after it has been extracted into the 
staging areas.  Clean and consistent staging area data is then used to populate the various data 
stores that make up the BI system.  
Data profiling and warehouse design tools can be used in a series of iterative steps to develop the 
design of the staging area and to identify the rules for mapping, cleansing and transforming the 
source data into the format required by the staging area.  The basic design elements of the 
staging area are business components, which provide a business view of the detailed data in a 
source system.    

After the data has been sourced and extracted, the necessary transformations may be applied as 
required by the business. These transformations will give the final touches to the integrated data, 
eliminating any operational inconsistencies to create the ‘single version of the truth’, that is one 
and only data store for the publishing layer. This section defines the subsystems for applying the 
necessary business rules for the captured data. In the BI architecture, the transformation layer is 
divided into two logical areas: 

� Source specific transformations; 

� Generic transformations. 
The logical grouping of these transformations is to enable source specific transformations to be 
decoupled from the more generic transformation required by accounting and transaction rules. 
The split between these areas will make use of staging tables. 
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The transformation of data is necessary to handle the wide range of platforms, data formats and 
structures.  Most of the data to be loaded on the data warehouse will come from the legacy 
environment and there must be conversion processes in place to replicate the data in a totally 
different technical environment. The transformation methods will include the preparation and 
reformatting, cleansing rules, conversion, validation, enrichment and standardisation. 
The layer also includes the Government Consolidated Data Warehouse, which will be aggregated 
data from the various MDAs staging data stores for Government level reporting. 

6.11.3.3 Analytical Layer  

Analytics is the extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and 
predictive models, and fact-based management to drive decisions and actions in Government. 
The analytics may be input for human decisions or may drive fully automated decisions.   
Typical analytics applications include:  

� Activity-based costing (ABC) - the first step in activity-based management is to allocate 
costs accurately to aspects of the organisation such as citizens, processes, or service 
channels; models incorporating activities, materials, resources, and service offering 
components then allow optimisation based on cost and prediction of capacity needs. 

� Simulation - a computerised technique used to assess the probability of certain outcomes 
or risks by mathematically modelling a hypothetical event over multiple trials and 
comparing the outcome with predefined probability distributions. 

� Capacity planning: finding the capacity of a supply chain or its elements; identifying 
and eliminating bottlenecks; typically employs iterative analysis of alternative plans. 

� Demand-supply matching: determining the intersections of demand and supply curves 
to optimize inventory and minimise overstocks and stockouts. Typically involves such 
issues as arrival processes, waiting times, and throughput losses. 

� Modelling: creating models to stimulate, explore contingencies, and optimise supply 
chains. Many of these approaches employ some form of linear programming software 
and solvers, which allow programs to seek particular goals, given a set of variables and 
constraints. 

� Revenue analysis: involves performing micro-level revenue forecasts on an individual 
firm, citizen, or a small group. The forecasts are used to anticipate taxpayer behaviours 
from new legislative or executive policies or changes to existing policies, particularly 
during fluctuations in the economy at the national and regional levels.  

� Strategic forecasting models: forecast several years ahead the likelihood that regions 
will fail or will become unstable based on quantitative analysis of social, political, 
demographic, and economic factors. 

� Operational forecasting models: monitor, assess, and forecast trends in behavioural 
interactions between people, organisations, and regions, and predict changes at the event 
level. 

Analytics can be applied in areas such as healthcare for example evidence-based medicine (also 
known as evidence based practice), which simply uses the best available evidence from clinical 
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research studies to guide the diagnosis and treatment of patients for specific medical problems.  
Analytics is also employed in forecasting, supply route optimisation and naval and air force 
operations for the Armed Forces. 

6.11.3.4 Presentation Layer 

The presentation layer delivers the BI solution to the end users. MDA Chief Directors, Chief 
Executives, Directors, power users and casual users will use presentation dashboards, reports, 
spreadsheets, etc for adhoc query and reporting to make more informed business decisions.   
The key elements of the presentation layer are: 

� The provision of a secure, single access point with a powerful interface for the MDAs to 
gain insight to critical business information. 

� Easy access, easy to use, easy to maintain dashboards for performance management and 
analytics reporting. 

 
 

6.11.4  IMPLEMENT A BI COMPETENCY CENTRE  
A BI Competency Centre (BICC) for the MDAs is recommended in order to develop and share 
BI best practices throughout Government.  A professional Business Intelligence expert should 
head the centre. 
One of the tasks of the BICC is to take a step back from the existing BI deployments, and take a 
more national look at how BI should map to the technical, functional, organisational, and 
business needs of the Government of Ghana.  A formal BI implementation methodology must be 
implemented to ensure that BI projects bring the promised benefits.    

To ensure that information is being used strategically, the BICC needs to know how information 
is used, how to perform analyses, and how that analysis is used to facilitate decisions and 
actions. 
The BICC will need analytic skills, including the ability to: 

� Research business problems and create models that help analyse these problems; 

� Explore data to discover patterns, meaningful relationships, anomalies, and trends; 

� Work with the IT department to identify data for a specific analysis or application; 

� Use a range of techniques, from simple data aggregation to statistical analysis and 
complex data mining; 

The BICC requires a variety of business skills including: 

� An understanding of what MDAs lines of business like human resources, supply chain 
management need from a reporting perspective; 

� An understanding of cross-line of business issues such as customer and channel 
effectiveness; 
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� The ability to communicate at an executive level and link BI with the strategic goals of 
the MDA; 

� The ability to help business managers set priorities by analysing the consequences of 
decisions, create business cases, and return on investment models. 

ICT skills required in the BICC include a deep understanding of: 

� The implications a BI infrastructure will have for business and analytical requirements; 

� How to access and manage the data required to support business and analysis 
requirements; 

� BI tools and technologies, the data warehouse, and data administration. 
 

6.12 Digital Asset Services 
The Digital Asset Services domain defines the set of capabilities to support the generation, 
management, and distribution of intellectual capital and electronic media across the MDAs.  

6.12.1 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
The Government of Ghana has a challenge to define and implement strategies to effectively re-
engineer and distribute data, information and knowledge.  The Government is increasingly being 
required to determine, define and forecast the needs of citizens as customers and to develop, 
modify and adjust services to match these needs. Knowledge Management provides the solutions 
to meet these requirements.  

The GGEA therefore must define the strategy to identify, gather and transform documents, 
reports and other sources into meaningful Government information accessible to citizens.  

Knowledge Management is not just about managing the knowledge assets but also about 
managing the processes such as developing knowledge, preserving knowledge, using knowledge, 
and sharing knowledge.    
Information to support decision making may come from various sources including: 

� Structured information : reports and analyses; 

� Unstructured information : Memos, email, web sites; 

� Collaboration and business processes : meetings, seminars, conferences; 

� Experience: review of processes, lessons learned, evaluations; 
These resources can provide solutions to problems, but in many cases the various sources are 
organised by category, by department or unit. The lack of integration of content and information 
technology can lead to difficulties in accessing all the relevant information on which decisions 
should be based.  A Knowledge Management solution with the following features is therefore 
required:  

� Information retrieval  - allow access to data and information for use by an organisation 
and its stakeholders; 
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� Information mapping/taxonomy - support the creation and maintenance of relationships 
between data entities, naming standards and categorisation; 

� Information sharing - support the use of documents and data in a multi-user environment 
for use by an organisation and its stakeholders; 

� Categorisation - allow classification of data and information into specific layers or types 
to support an organisation; 

� Knowledge engineering - support the translation of knowledge from an expert into the 
knowledge base of an expert system; 

� Knowledge capture - facilitate collection of data and information; 

� Knowledge distribution and delivery - support the transfer of knowledge to the end 
customer; 

� Smart documents - support the interaction of information and process (business logic) 
rules between users of the document (i.e. the logic and use of the document is embedded 
within the document itself and is managed within the document parameters).   

6.12.2 CONTENT MANAGEMENT 
Citizens want and expect timely information, services and programmes accessible online from 
the Government. The Internet provides the platform to build a robust and extensive Content 
Management solution to provide the MDAs with the ideal framework to create, update and 
manage all aspects of content.  The solution must empower the non-technical and business staff 
to update information on the Government’s Portal or individual MDA Web sites easily.   
Content Management practices and goals will vary across the MDAs but the life cycle of how 
content is rendered will be standard based on the creation, updating, publishing, translating, 
archiving and retrieval of content. For example, an instance of digital content is created by one or 
more authors. Over time that content may be edited. One or more individuals may provide some 
editorial oversight thereby approving the content for publication. Publishing may take many 
forms. Publishing may be the act of pushing content out to others, or simply granting digital 
access rights to certain content to a particular person or group of persons.  Later that content may 
be superseded by another form of content and thus retired or removed from use.   
Content Management will consist of the following roles and responsibilities:  

� Creator - responsible for creating and editing content;  

� Editor - responsible for tuning the content message and the style of delivery, including 
translation and localisation;  

� Publisher - responsible for releasing the content for use;  

� Administrator - responsible for managing access permissions to folders and files, usually 
accomplished by assigning access rights to user groups or roles; 

� Consumer, viewer or guest, the person who reads or otherwise takes in content after it is 
published or shared.  
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A critical aspect of Content Management is the ability to manage versions of content as it 
evolves and also the creation, maintenance, and application of review standards.  Each member 
of the content creation and review process has a unique role and set of responsibilities in the 
development and/or publication of the content. Each review team member requires clear and 
concise review standards which must be maintained on an ongoing basis to ensure the long-term 
consistency and health of the knowledge base. 

A Content Management system will include the following features:  

� Import and creation of documents and multimedia material;  

� Identification of all key users and their roles;  

� The ability to assign roles and responsibilities to different instances of content categories 
or types; 

� Definition of workflow tasks coupled with messaging so that content managers are 
alerted to changes in content;  

� The ability to track and manage multiple versions of a single instance of content.  

� The ability to publish the content to a repository to support access to the content. 
Increasingly, the repository is an inherent part of the system, and incorporates enterprise 
search and retrieval.   

6.12.3 RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
Records Management across the MDAs is considered to be an area of major concern due to the 
sheer volume of paper based records currently in place and the problems associated with 
retention and retrieval. The Public Records Archiving Administration Department (PRAAD) and 
other MDAs must therefore develop a strategy for electronic Records Management.  It is a key 
technology underpinning the Ghana Government’s electronic Government initiative as the 
electronic delivery of services to business and the citizen will produce electronic records as 
evidence of individual transactions.  The evidence will need to be retained and maintained over a 
period of time as records which can demonstrate accountability and preserve reliable access. The 
replacement of manual and paper based processes with electronic processes in Government 
administration will generate electronic records as evidence in policy making, casework and 
service delivery areas. 
An effective electronic Records Management to support information age Government will 
require a formalisation of control over paper based records already existing in the MDAs as well 
as planning for those that will be generated by new service delivery and policy making systems. 

Electronic records provide easy access to documents access in paper form, enable more effective 
sharing of information and contribute to knowledge flows across Government.  Electronic 
records need to be kept in such a manner that retains their qualities of legal admissibility and 
evidential weight.  Privacy and access issues require that electronic records be managed 
consistently within a regulatory framework.    
In Government, potentially any electronic document will constitute a public record.  In 
operational systems, electronic documents which are not records are likely to be managed 
alongside electronic documents which are electronic records for access and retrieval purposes. 
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Records must be subject to more stringent controls, such as prevention of content alteration and 
the allocation of schedules for retention and disposal.   

Systems for record-keeping fall into three broad categories: 

� Electronic records and document management systems, that provide a secure 
environment for maintaining records that are generated by office systems and common 
desktop programmes – effectively all single digital objects, including word processing 
documents, email messages, spreadsheets, presentations, graphic and scanned images, 
desktop published documents, static Web pages, and so on; 

� Structured data systems which hold transactional records, or Internet/Intranet based 
systems which construct dynamic HTML/XML pages; 

� Conversion of existing paper records into digital assets. 
Typical features of electronic Records Management will include:   

� Capturing, storing, indexing and retrieving of all elements of the record as a complex 
unit, and for all types of records;  

� The management of records within class categories or filing structures to maintain the 
narrative links between records,  i.e. at the file or folder level; 

� Record level metadata including retention and disposal rules;  

� Integration between electronic and paper records; 

� Secure storage and management to ensure authenticity and accountability; 

� Including support for legal and regulatory requirements that prevent changes to content; 

� Appraisal and selection of records for preservation and transfer to the keeping of the 
PRAAD or other permanent archive; 

� Management facilities for the systematic retention and disposition of records; 

� Migration and export of records for permanent preservation without loss of information.  
MDAs will require both Document Management and electronic Records Management.  These 
are closely related functions which are rapidly converging as records management becomes a 
mainstream application. They may be found in one integrated software package, supporting the 
management of electronic information in different but complementary ways. 

As the GGEA/eGIF Working Group on applications standards develop, they must define the 
guidelines for how records should be captured and stored across MDAs This may in some cases, 
be necessary at a point prior to the information entering the department, as well as for later 
processing, for example, at the point where a record is received by through the channel.  

MDAs may also enter into arrangements with third party suppliers, which will involve the 
supplier converting existing paper documents (wherever possible), storing and maintaining 
records of transactions for the MDAs.  There will need to be clear understanding of the legal and 
accountability implications of such arrangements.  Common procedures and standards must be 
developed to ensure privacy and service levels can be maintained.  
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Records are to be managed according to their value to the MDAs rather than their physical or 
logical characteristics.  ISO 15489:2001 is the industry standard for the standardisation of 
Record Management policies and procedures to ensure appropriate attention and protection is 
given to all records and that the evidence and information they contain can be retrieved more 
efficiently and effectively using practices and procedures. 

6.12.4 DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 
Document management systems are used to track and store electronic documents and images of 
paper documents.  Some of the document management functions overlap with Content 
Management systems and Records Management, all part of the Government’s digital assets 
portfolio.   
Some MDAs are required by regulation to maintain member records for a considerable length of 
time and others have large document generating transactions volumes that are expected to 
increase exponentially over the years.  

Efforts to meet these challenges will be hampered by using paper based systems as processes 
such as claims processing tend to generate a number of different records.  Most of Government 
business decisions will be based on paper records, which will be become extremely difficult to 
find and retrieve.  The result is that transaction processing will become time consuming and 
costly. 
There is therefore a need for a document and image processing solution that will: 

� Standardise and automate business processes and remove bottlenecks; 

� Digitise files so they can be stored securely and accessed easily by MDAs; 

� Files to be accessed by multiple people and integrate files with business applications;  

� Speed up access to current and archived files; 

� Improve compliance; 

� Improve citizen satisfaction by reducing response time. 
As illustrated in Figure 28 below, the solution will consist of an enterprise Document 
Management solution, with a front-end for capturing paper based information.  All incoming 
documents will be scanned and where required, incoming documents will be taken out of 
envelopes or folders, unfolded and staples taken out and then scanned and indexed.    
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Figure 28: Document Management &Image Processing Architecture 

The solution can be categorised into the following areas:    

� Capture - this process involves the capture of citizen or other stakeholder documents 
into a main document repository.  It will allow all relevant breeder documents to be 
scanned at the point of capture.  The documents could be for permits licensing, 
registration or for other business processes such as claims processing.  For example, if an 
NHIS claimant completes a form it could be submitted via the Internet, email or fax and 
automatically stored in the repository.  Or a new member applicant will complete 
membership application forms at the scheme office, which will be forwarded to a 
regional office for importing and processing. 

� Processing – the MDAs will have document processing centres for received documents 
and administrators at the offices will scan and import documents in a digital format into a 
central document repository.  The Document Management engine will enable MDAs to 
standardise and enforce the way citizen requests are processed.  It will allow them to 
define workflows that control files as they are routed between various parties responsible 
for processing.  The workflows are initiated automatically by trigger events such as 
receipt of a claim.  Through a work queue management, the solution must allow you to 
distribute the workload of incoming requests across pools of employees.    

� Archival - the MDA’s retention policy will determine how documents will be retained 
and disposed.  When advanced Records Management capabilities are required, then it 
will define policies for how files should be archived or recorded.  They can determine 
how long the records will be maintained and stored at different stages in the lifecycle. 

Once digitised documents can be managed effectively, critical data can be managed easily 
extracted from them to more quickly access and intelligently process the request.  MDAs’ 
employees can find and retrieve information faster through a metadata search capability or by 
browsing through the folders and categories that organise the repository.  The repository controls 
how and when a file can be accessed and ensure that any changes to documents are recorded. 
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The Document Management features can be summarised as: 

� Document imaging and Optical Character Recognition to support the scanning of 
document; 

� Document referencing - support the redirection to other documents and information for 
related content; 

� Document revisions - support the versioning and editing of content and documents; 

� Library / storage - support document and data warehousing and archiving;  

� Document review and approval - support the editing and commendation of documents 
before releasing them; 

� Document conversion - support the changing of files from one type of format to another; 

� Indexing - support the rapid retrieval of documents through a structured numbering 
construct; 

� Classification - support the categorisation of documents. 
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6.13  Integration Services 
The fulfilment of the e-Government vision of Ghana will require increased vertical and 
horizontal integration of Government operations and services.  The e-Government systems will 
be interlinked, and the applications architecture and infrastructure must contain services for 
supporting interoperability and communication across the MDAs.  The integration service 
architecture will include different integration approaches and an integration hub to orchestrate 
the integration of application services across Government.   

6.13.1 E-GOVERNMENT SERVICE BUS (EGSB) 
The e-Government Service Bus (eGSB) is the technology responsible for the movement of data 
among multiple applications services, both within and outside of the MDA.  The solution will 
use open standards to connect, transform, and route documents as XML messages across the 
channels and the various application services.  It will enable monitoring and management of 
data, with minimal impact on existing applications.  

The e-GSB will provide the underlying infrastructure platform for delivering the service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) and event-driven architecture (EDA) requirements of the GGEA. 

The eGSB is a key enabler for SOA because it provides the capability to route and transport 
service requests from the service consumer to the correct service provider.  The true value of the 
eGSB concept, however, is to enable the infrastructure for SOA in a way that reflects the future 
needs of the MDAs.  The eGSB must be centrally managed and administered and have the ability 
to be physically distributed to enable intra and inter MDAs applications integration.  
The eGSB will include the following functions: 

� Communication – must supply a communication layer to support service interactions.  It 
should support communication through a variety of protocols.  It should provide 
underlying support for message and event-oriented middleware and integrate with 
existing HTTP infrastructure and other Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) 
technologies.  The eGSB should be able to route between all of the different 
communication technologies through a consistent naming and administration model;   

� Service interaction – the eGSB must support SOA concepts.  It should support all the 
shared application services and infrastructure services defined for the GGEA;  

� Integration – the eGSB should support the integration of the various channels and the 
variety of MDA’s systems currently in place as well as new ones to be developed.  This 
includes legacy systems, packaged applications, and other EAI technologies.  It should 
also be capable of data enrichment to alter data moved across the MDAs; 

� Management – as with any other infrastructure component an eGSB must have 
administration capabilities to enable it to be managed and monitored and so to provide a 
point of control over service addressing and naming.  In addition, it should be capable of 
integration into systems management software; 

� Security – the eGSB should ensure that the integrity and confidentiality of the services 
carried are maintained.  They should integrate with the existing security infrastructures to 
address the essential security functions such as: 
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o Identification and authentication; 
o Access controls; 

o Confidentiality; 
o Data integrity; 

o Security management and administration; 
o Disaster recovery and contingency planning; 

o Incident reporting. 
 

 
Figure 29: e-Government Service Bus Architecture 

6.13.1.1 eGSB Connectivity 
Connectivity is provided through adapter services and Web Services Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) invocation services, which provide connectivity with external SOAP clients, 
such as the Portal, the BPM engine, .Net, Java components etc as well as back end application 
services.  The eGSB will receive service requests from such clients or generate calls to them.   

The location of a Web Service is determined at runtime by querying the UDDI repository.  This 
preserves one of the core tenets of a service-oriented architecture that is location transparency. 
The address returned from the query represents the physical location of the Web Service.  This 
may take the form of a HTTP URL if communication with the Web Service is over the HTTP 
protocol, but it could equally represent another type of address if a different protocol is used – 
for example, basic TCP/IP. 

A SOAP message that contains a business document should include SOAP headers containing 
the address of the endpoint that is to receive and process the business document.  This endpoint 
is likely to be the address of a submission service that is responsible for forwarding the message 
to the target MDAs or utility service.   
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6.13.1.2 Integration & Messaging Layer 
Messaging & Queuing 

The GSB will provide Store and Forward of messages services between different clients and the 
various services performed by the eGSB, both in synchronous or asynchronous way.  The 
services will include: 

� The Service Registry – which will be used to provide a controlled point of access to 
service metadata for all services provided by e-Government;  

� Transaction Management - transactions are a fundamental concept in building reliable 
distributed applications over the eGSB. A transaction is a mechanism to ensure all the 
participants in an application achieve a mutually agreed outcome;  

� Switching & Routing - service switching and routing is a key “enabling service” of the 
eGSB which ensures that a service is accessed in most efficient and performing manner; 

� Service Provision and Delivery Gateways - make the services of one application or 
provider available to others, and vice versa, in a controlled and secure manner. They 
provide an alternative to client-based or server-based wrappers and instead acts as an 
intermediary component to translate non-Web Services invocations into Web Services 
calls and messages, and vice versa. 

� Event Management - the eGSB Event Management Service will enable Event Driven 
Architecture by providing a standard “push service” that will enable decoupling of clients 
from consumers of eGSB events. The various eGSB components can publish messages 
into the eGSB and the Event Management Service will deliver the messages to all the 
appropriate subscribing users. 

� Channel Interaction Layer - the Short Message Service (SMS) Gateway will allow all 
MDAs to integrate SMS with their core systems through a single point of entry. The 
eGSB will enable all providers and users the ability to simply 'plug in' to the SMS 
gateway and begin sending SMS messages.  The Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
Gateway will provide the necessary interaction services to handle telephone callers.  
Integration with other electronic channels such as the Self Service Kiosk will also be 
implemented through the eGSB. 

6.13.1.3 Adapter services 

The eGSB will provide bidirectional, real-time data access to various data sources through 
adapter services, which either listens for, or polls for events in the source application it supports. 
When listening for events, an adapter registers as a listener for the application that is configured 
to push events to the adapter. The adapter can also poll the back-end application, such as a 
database or file, for the events required by eGSB.  

Adapter services to be provided with the eGSB will include: 

� Vendor specific adapter services – For example SAP and Oracle application adapters 
services.  An inbound vendor adapter sends XML messages to the eGSB on receiving 
messages from the vendor application interface.  An outbound vendor adapter inserts data 
from the eGSB into the vendor applications using APIs and other interfacing methods; 
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� File/FTP adapter service - an inbound file/FTP adapter service reads data from a 
local/remote file system transforms the file data into an XML message and sends it to 
eGSB when a new text file appears in a local file system.  An outbound file adapter 
service transforms the contents of an XML message to a text file and writes it to a 
local/remote file system; 

� Database adapter service - an inbound database adapter service sends an XML message 
to the eGSB when a SQL insert, update, or delete operation is performed against a 
database.  An outbound database adapter transforms the contents of an XML message 
into a SQL insert, update, or delete operation on the target database.   

� MQ adapter service – ability to integrate legacy system with existing MQSeries support.  
An inbound Native MQSeries adapter service sends an XML message to the eGSB when 
new XML message is received by a queue.  An outbound Native MQSeries adapter 
service writes messages from the eGSB to a message queue.  

6.13.1.4 Citizen Document Submission 
The GGEA defines a multi-channel strategy that enables citizens to interact electronically with 
Government and a key part of the interaction is dealing with documents submitted by citizens 
and businesses.  The documents include tax submission, vehicle registration, driver’s license 
application or requesting assistance from a Government agency.  All these business operations 
require submission of some form of document, possibly with attachments to the MDAs. 

The eGSB will have a document submission service capability that will be responsible for the 
receipt of documents and the processing of these documents on behalf of the channel or other 
peer submission service that initiated the delivery.  An XML message that contains the document 
as well as its properties (metadata) such as sender identity, originating application or service, 
date of submission, etc will be submitted by the service.  
The message will be checked and intelligently routed by the eGSB to the appropriate service for 
processing.  As documents arrive at the integration platform, the eGSB must be able to route the 
document to the correct system, application, or partner, using the delivery mechanism configured 
for the target system. This mechanism could be a file transfer, an HTTP post to a Web server, or 
a database stored procedure call.  The submission service will also be responsible for checking 
the validity and security of the message as well as preventing tampering of the content.  
Depending on the security level of the transaction the submission service may have to decrypt 
the XML payload on behalf of MDAs that do not have the technology in place to decrypt the 
message.    

6.13.1.5 Document Transformation 
The eGSB will include a standards based XSLT based transformation of documents from one 
XML schema to another, thus enabling data interchange among applications using different 
schemas.  Multiple transformations may be required to achieve the desired result. These 
transformations can be reused, as needed, across the MDAs. 

6.13.1.6 Intelligent Routing 
Data contained within XML messages will be distributed from the source application to a target 
application using the eGSB’s intelligent routing services.  The solution determines how a 
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message gets from one point to another within the eGSB environment as defined by the routing 
rules and transformation it applies on the XML message and the various rules it applies.  Also, 
routing service enables decoupling external service endpoints from business processes in 
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).    

6.13.1.7 Integration with Back-End Application Services 
Integration with existing or future MDAs back end systems must be based on Web Services 
standards to aid interoperability.   The MDAs’ systems are likely to be a diverse range of 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and some home built applications.  The issue with existing 
legacy systems is that they might not have the capability to interact using Web Services 
standards.  The architecture therefore requires a common integration service platform that will 
enable both legacy systems as well as modern applications to be integrated effectively.  The 
integration technology must also enable Business-to-Business (B2B) communication using 
technologies such as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). 
The eGSB will provide integration services to back end systems through the use of a variety of 
different mechanisms, for example: 

� SOAP – for communicating with Web Services; 

� HTTP(S) – simple posting of documents to Web servers, often in XML format; 

� FTP – for transferring bulk data files; 

� Proprietary queuing mechanisms such as IBM MQSeries and Microsoft MSMQ; 

� File drops to local or network storage; 

� Querying databases using access technologies such as ODBC or OJBC; 

� SMTP and POP3 – for accessing and sending e-mail; 

� Custom API – sometimes offered by a vendor to enable client access to the product data 
in a structured and supported fashion. 

6.13.1.8 The Different Integration Patterns  
Different integration patterns available to support the architecture include: 

� The Message Broker Pattern - A message broker capability is required as part of the 
eGSB integration solution to move data from the source and target systems.  Unlike point 
to point integration approach the broker can perform transformations on the source 
system data into the data format expected by the target system. This means that target 
systems are not required to handle data in the format exposed by the source system. 

The message broker will be deployed in a hub and spoke approach, which means that the 
hub (message broker) is responsible for network protocol translation, data transformation 
and mapping as well as managing the exchange of messages between the hub and spokes 
(application services).   

� Message Bus Pattern - The message bus pattern differs from the Message Broker pattern 
in that target systems register their interest in the message routing process, and delivery 
of messages sent to the bus is either by routing (using routing configuration information) 
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or by the implementation of a publish-and-subscribe mechanism. In the Message Bus 
pattern, the source system does not need to know who the recipient of a message is, as 
opposed to the Message Broker pattern where the source system must know the location 
of the target system. 

The Message Bus pattern makes it easier to add or remove target systems without 
affecting any other interactions between systems, and achieves full decoupling of source 
and target systems. 
All participants in a Message Bus must support a set of common schemas for data 
messages and command messages, and messages put onto the bus to be routed use these 
schemas. If a source endpoint does not natively support the message format, it must 
employ a translator that transforms the native format into the canonical format.  
Likewise, a target endpoint must employ a translator that transforms the canonical format 
into its native format. 
The source and target systems must also interface with the message bus. If they cannot do 
so natively, they must employ an adapter that understands how to communicate with the 
system – such as calling an API or interfacing with a particular network protocol.    

� Publish and Subscribe - One of the most flexible mechanisms for a Message Bus to 
determine the route for a message is a "publish and subscribe" implementation. The 
source system effectively publishes a message to the Message Bus, without requiring any 
knowledge of the target system. Target systems register their interest in various message 
types by subscribing to receive all messages of that type in the future. 

A new or existing target system is then able to subscribe and unsubscribe, without 
affecting the initial publish by the source system and any other target system.  
Subscriptions also can be further refined, based on the concepts of meta-data and content 
based routing as described in the earlier Document Submission section of this guide. 

The shared infrastructure that supports the Message Bus implements the "publish and 
subscribe" mechanism and maintains the subscriptions that are active for target systems.  
It is also responsible for filtering subscriptions and identifying the appropriate target 
systems for messages in transit. 

6.13.2 ENTERPRISE INFORMATION INTEGRATION 
Enterprise Information Integration (EII) is the integration of data from multiple systems into a 
unified, consistent and accurate representation geared toward the viewing and manipulation of 
the data. MDAs must have the capability to aggregate, restructure and present information in a 
consistent and secure way to the user.  To support the Government’s BI architecture there is a 
need for data integration, which is the extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) of data from 
disparate systems into a single data store for the purposes of manipulation and evaluation 
(reporting).  Data warehouses and data marts are the data stores and ETL tools are the data 
integration components.  The data transfer techniques available to the MDAs include: 

� EAI real time transfer – this is application-driven, this option is most appropriate for 
data transfers where updates to the system of record and the data stores are part of the 
same transaction.  An integration broker receives the transaction that was initiated by the 
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front-end application.  After which, it assumes responsibility for propagation of the 
information to the system of record and the data store/warehouse. 

� EAI propagation of incremental records – this approach is also application driven; it is 
appropriate for lower priority data. The front-end application updates information in the 
system of record after which this information is propagated to the data store through the 
integration broker. There are two mechanisms to effect this transfer of information to the 
data stores: push to Integration Broker and pull from Integration Broker. 

� Incremental Batch Transfer (Changed Data Capture) – this approach is data driven, 
and it is used to move new or changed data periodically from the source to the target data 
store. This option is applicable to scenarios where it is acceptable for the data updated in 
the system of record to be provided to other applications after a finite time window (e.g. 
one day).  In such scenarios, the data is transferred on an incremental basis from the 
system of record to the data stores/warehouse.  This data sharing option involves 
capturing changed data from one or more source applications and then transporting this 
data to one or more target operations in batch.  Typical considerations in this option 
include identifying a batch transfer window that is conducive to both the source and 
target system(s) to extract and transport the data. 

� Native Replication – this option is also data driven and is especially relevant for high-
availability situations. This data sharing option involves the use of native features of 
database management system (DBMS) to reflect changes in one or more source databases 
to one or more target databases. This could happen either in (near) real-time or batch 
mode. 

� Bulk Refresh Using Batch File Transfer – this option is also data driven when a large 
amount of data, like a reference table of product information, needs to be periodically 
brought into sync with the system of record. This option transfers all data, inclusive of 
the latest changes, on a periodical basis.  All records are extracted from the system of 
record and refreshed into the data store/warehouse.   

� Bulk refresh - is well suited for scenarios where significant overhead is involved in 
identifying and propagating incremental changes. The incremental approach tends to be 
more error prone and maintenance intensive. This type of transfer can be accomplished in 
one of two ways: file extract and program extract.  

� ETL Transfer – this option is also data driven and is most appropriate where substantial 
data scrubbing and transformation are required as data is moved; for instance, in the case 
of integration into a data warehouse of data mart.  This option overlaps with both 
Incremental Batch Transfer and Bulk Refresh. The difference is that business logic is 
applied to data while it is transported from source to target systems.  An ETL tool will be 
required for this kind of information transfer.  Source data is extract, transformed en 
route, and then loaded into one or more target databases.  The transformations performed 
on the data represent the business rules of the organisation.  Business rules ensure data is 
standardised, cleaned and possibly enhanced through aggregation or other manipulation, 
before it is written to the target database(s). 
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6.14  MDAs’ Application Services 
The MDAs have to deploy application services to automate various business processes and this 
section describes some of the applications features that may be required by the MDAs.  The 
objective is to provide a high level overview of some of the application components to be 
deployed to support some of the functions described in the Business Architecture Reference 
Model (BARM).     

6.14.1 FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
The Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MOFA) is the ministry responsible for the development 
and growth of agriculture in the country. 
The ministry’s primary roles are the formulation of appropriate agricultural policies, planning & 
co-ordination, monitoring and evaluation of the nation’s agricultural sector with the following 
objectives:  

� Improve agriculture productivity, incomes and employment opportunities;  

� Contribute effectively to balance of payments;  

� Establish effective agriculture  industry linkages;  

� Promote balanced regional development. 
An advanced management system of agricultural resources is one of the most important tools to 
implement efficient management and modernisation of agricultural production and influences. 
The above objectives can however be effectively achieved through e-Agriculture.  
e-Agriculture is an emerging field within agricultural informatics, agricultural development and 
business.  It refers to agricultural services and information delivered or enhanced through the 
Internet and related technologies. 
e-Agriculture focuses on the enhancement of agriculture through improved information and 
communication processes.  More specifically, e-Agriculture involves the conceptualisation, 
design, development, evaluation and application of ICT with a primary focus on the following 
main agricultural industry phases: 

� Crop cultivation; 

� Water management; 

� Fertilizer application; 

� Pest management; 

� Harvesting and post harvesting handling; 

� Transporting of food and food products;              

� Packaging; 

� Food preservation; 

� Food processing/value addition;  

� Food quality management; 
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� Food safety, storage and marketing. 
All stakeholders in the agriculture industry need information and knowledge about the above 
phases to manage them efficiently.  The agriculture systems must provide timely accurate, 
complete and concise information for effective decision making. 

Features of the application include: 

� Location specific and crop specific information on cropping sequences, crop rotation and 
diversification in order to educate farmers for better returns; 

� Expert solutions on day-to-day problems of the farmers.  A panel of experts in the service 
areas e.g. NGO’s, individuals, Government research and extension staff and their area of 
expertise with contact details; 

� Information on various inputs like crop varieties, variety of seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, 
weather, irrigation facilities, nutrients, plant protection agents, common pests and 
diseases, livestock management, integrated pest management, integrated plant nutrient 
management etc. in order to facilitate the decision making of producers; 

� Information on diversified farming like dairy, poultry, horticulture, floriculture and 
forestry; 

�  Information on model projects on various agriculture enterprises like food processing 
and post harvest processing and management; 

� Modern agricultural technologies, implements, products and techniques including seeds 
and planting material, together with appropriateness, availability, characteristics and cost. 
Agriculture-related business, micro-enterprises and income generating activities relating 
to agriculture, schemes of Government and a list of literature available on agriculture; 

� Local weather (at least a 3-day forecast for the local area updated daily) and weather 
disruption prediction of importance to agriculture; 

� Local market locations and characteristics and key commodity prices and trends (at least 
10 local crops updated daily) and intelligent market analysis; 

� Input dealer partnerships and networks (including fertilizers, pesticides, eco-friendly 
technologies, etc.); 

� Output marketing partnerships and networks (e.g. crop-specific buyers); 

� Credit management: type of schemes available for farmers like, crop loan, crop 
insurance, process by which such facilities can be availed, other relevant credit and 
insurance information; 

� Information of general interest (such as news, messages on health, hygiene and 
education), useful maps, data, documents and links; 

� Access to expertise – e.g. emailing experts on specific problems; 

� Water management (including watershed approaches, drainage management, erosion 
management, appropriate crop water requirements); 
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� Eco-friendly technologies and processes; 

� Crop selection, agricultural diversification and economically-profitable mixed cropping 
and inter-cropping options. 

Components of the system will include: 

� Crop husbandry;  

� Animal husbandry and feed;  

� Water resources; 

� Seeds, fertilization and pesticide management;  

� Weather monitoring;  

� Packaging practices and methods; 

� Crop pricing;  

� Buyers and seller e-business marketplace. 

6.14.2   CORRESPONDENCE MANAGEMENT 
Accurate and timely responsiveness to the public, commercial enterprises and other levels of 
Government is a critical function of any Government agency.  The flow of information from the 
Government to the public requires carefully managed deadlines, content and process.  For 
example executives and other officials need to have a clear picture of the concerns and issues of 
the taxpayers, residents or businesses, in their jurisdiction.  
 
Understanding the concerns and issues facing citizens and businesses is critical to the 
formulation of effective Government policy and programmes.  Government executive and 
elected officials need effective consistent approach to handling and reviewing incoming 
communication. 
Correspondence Management is a document-centric approach that provides a securely managed, 
indexed repository of all incoming and outgoing correspondence, and also the base repository by 
which issues can be tracked; trends analysed and provide data for programme and policy review. 
By linking related mail items, using attachments, and /or grouping correspondence into binders, 
users can take control of their information, enabling fast search and retrieval, and powerful report 
generation. 
The correspondence module offers full control on incoming and outgoing correspondence.  The 
module stores all correspondence types, including faxes and emails. The correspondence system 
can be seamlessly integrated with a workflow module.  Dedicated reports and web-based search 
facilities will ensure control and availability. 

Features of correspondence management system: 

� Capturing and recording of all incoming correspondence;  

� Sending of outgoing correspondence via hardcopy or email;  
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� Linking of documents and electronic filing to ensure fast searching and simple retrieval 
of any project information; 

� Assignment of one or more actions to incoming correspondence which then appear in 
user’s task lists; 

� Daily expediting of responses required to outgoing correspondence and actions on 
incoming correspondence; 

� Powerful report generation for correspondence registers, hot lists, responses overdue and 
actions pending;  

� Streamlining of issue and claims management; 

� Elimination of the paperwork shuffle; 

� Common issues and questions can be routinely dealt with by leveraging existing research 
and responses; 

� Specific task assignments and routings can be captured to map out typical workflows; 

� Correspondence containing personal or commercially sensitive information can be 
secured to avoid unauthorised access; 

� Significant responses and research can be declared as official records; 

� Search across line-of-business application and corporate repositories facilitating complete 
responses; 

� Multi-user functionality so that the Correspondence Management module can be shared 
throughout Government; 

� Workflow capabilities for assigning documents to users contact database for all citizens; 
open structure for integration with a CRM system. 

Components of the Correspondence Management system will include: 

� Contact Manager; 

� Event calendar; 

� Mailing list; 

� Master document register; 

� Document registration; 

� Archive utility; 

� Scheduler; 

� Message centre; 

� Public grievance management; 

� Public dissemination of key information. 
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6.14.3 DEFENCE MANAGEMENT 
The Ghana Armed Forces (GAF) include the Military, Air force and Navy and are primarily 
focused on the security of the nation and its resources. From an ICT standpoint there is a need to 
improve:  

�  Security for critical communications; 

�  Modernised logistics operations; 

�  Enhanced intelligence solutions;   

� Reform of acquisition processes.  
These agencies information requirements revolve around distribution, security, availability, 
integrity, and interoperability.  Thus the GAF are looking to the advances in information 
technology to help them modernise their outfits, and to move their operations closer to 
digitalisation.  
 
The use of a Defence Management Systems offer solutions that will enable the defence agencies 
in the country to gain efficiency and flexibility within their existing information technology 
structures. 
The Ghanaian Navy is primarily concerned with naval battlefield and effective border control: 
some of the tasks facing the Navy that have to be met even under difficult conditions include 
illegal immigration, pollution, protection of deep sea oil facilities, environmental protection and 
effective vessel traffic control.  
The tasks performed by the Air force on the other hand include flight plans which take into 
account terrain, weather, aircraft performance capability and configuration. Others include 
weapon and/or cargo delivery, the calculation of fuel requirements, and assessing the route based 
on known enemy threat location and type. In addition, a planner must be able to manage 
conflicting flight routes with other aircraft, review, print and provide a brief of the mission plan 
to command and download pertinent flight information to on-board aircraft.   
 
Features of the Defence Systems include:- 

� Communications systems and equipment; 

� Combat management, command and control; 

� Design and information management;  

� Counter measure, electronic warfare and decoy; 

� Controls and platform automation; 

� Supply Chain Management. 
Components of Defence Systems will include:- 

� The commander system; 

� The soldier system; 

� The tracking system; 
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� Joint intelligence support system; 

� Joint command support system; 

� Coastal Surveillance System; 

� Naval Communication Systems; 

� Naval Fire Control Systems; 

� Air command and control systems; 

� Air force and reconnaissance system; 

� Weapons and guidance systems; 

� Flight, Route and Airdrop Planning;  

� Weapons delivery; 

� Geographical Information Systems (GIS): Tools for cartographic data entry, 
mapping/spatial query, and visualisation of maps; 

� Target area planning; 

� Radar predictions; 

� Threat analysis; 

� Route Fly Through; 

� Perspective views. 

6.14.4  EDUCATION MANAGEMENT 
The educational system in Ghana comprises of three main levels;  

� Basic Level; 

� Senior High Level 

� Tertiary Level. 
However education encompasses both teaching and learning, thus an Educational Management 
system must take all participating stakeholders into consideration.  Administrators, teachers, 
staff, parents, and students through the e-Government portal would have access to the functions 
and information relevant to their needs and interests. 
To deliver efficient and effective information, the system integrates key processes, transactions, 
business and academic rules across the institution. 
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Figure 30: Typical Education Process 
The education system would encapsulate all core business and academic rules, integrating with 
all other key management software from financials, timetabling, human resource management, 
and other software as required. 
 
Features of the education system include: 

� The Client Structure - provides a 360 degree view by holding information on students, 
organisations, staff, contacts, committee members, the relationship between them and the 
institution.  This feature is part of the original functionality indicative of the fact that the 
system has been developed as a truly client centric application, making it easier for 
institutions to deliver a strong client service.  

� The Institutional Structure - holds information about the institution and all of the 
academic and vocational programmes, awards and courses that are delivered.  This 
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module also holds detailed curriculum information to support the generation of the 
calendar and course prospectus;  

� Common Programming Framework - Covers all aspects of the user interface, application 
security, administration, auditing, searches, queries, extracts and reporting.  This ensures 
that the entire application performs consistently throughout, reducing overheads 
associated with system training and maintenance.   

 

 
 

Figure 31: Supporting Functions in Education Management System 
 
Surrounding these key components are the transactional and event based modules which deal 
with the institutions business.  
 
Components of the system will include: 

� Academic offerings and rollover;  

� Academic rules and automation engine;  

� Administration, standards & security;  

� Admission processing;  

� Applications to enrol and change of enrolment;  

� Assessments, results and progression;  

� Audit; 

� Contact Management;  

� Contract Management;  
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� Course of Study design;  

� Curriculum change management;  

� Debt management;  

� Fees & financials;  

� Graduation;  

� International student extensions;  

� Interval profiling;  

� Report writer; 

� Marketing information;  

� Organisations and people;  

� Practicum’s and placements;  

� Research and higher degrees; 

� Rich text letters module;  

� Scholarships ; 

� Selection;  

� Standard reports  

� Web Services interface; 

� Workflow services and engine.   

6.14.5 PERMIT MANAGEMENT 
An e-Permit System provides a simplified online permit application process that is faster, easier 
to use, and more secure.  It greatly streamlines the process of evaluating and tracking the status 
of permit applications submitted to the agency for approval, for both the issuing agency (national 
and municipal) and the regulated public.  
From the time a permit application is received to the time it is either approved or denied, an 
agency can use the e-Permit system to record and access applicant (company), application, 
application activity, permit, fee, staffing, scheduling, location information, etc.  
The system provides regulated facility owners/operators the ability to submit permit applications 
electronically and provides permit offices the ability to review the received applications online. It 
also includes principles and criteria for deciding on permit applications. 
 
Features of Permit Management System 

� Acts as a one-stop source for individuals or businesses seeking licenses or permits;  

� Allows users to easily and quickly determine permit and licensing requirements;  

� Enables monitoring of permit and licensing status by applicants from beginning to the 
end of the application process;  
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� Renewals and permit modifications can be made quickly and submitted online;  

� The application can be shared with other “application owners”; 

� Sufficiency checks reduce error; 

� Engineer reviews conducted online which can speed up the permit process;  

� Viewing and mapping application activity locations.  
Components of the system will include: 

� Permit status; module; 

� Decision tree; 

� Account management; 

� Work collaboration; 

� Management reporting; 

� Permit application fee management.   

6.14.6 PLANNING AND BUDGETING 
The planning and budgeting process can be a very cumbersome and tedious process to undertake 
in every agency, however in today’s competitive and changing business environment, frequent or 
continuous planning and budgeting is more paramount than ever. 
 
As such the use of the planning and budgeting application software will provide a connected and 
streamlined budgeting, planning, forecasting, reporting and analysis as well as control over the 
accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of the planning and budgeting process while ensuring 
that the agency’s strategies are reflected in the financial plans. 
 
In today’s competitive business environment, MDAs of all sizes need to become more agile and 
flexible through the improvement of operational and financial planning.  
Since business survival is based on speed and agility, budgets and forecasts must be tied to 
organisational strategy and updated as the business environment changes. This however requires 
collaborative and integrated planning and budgeting.  The system will replace cumbersome and 
error-prone spreadsheets whilst enabling more collaborative and event-based planning.  
 
Features of the system include:  

� Budgets on a yearly or monthly basis;  

� Seasonal budgets;  

� Project based budgeting;  

� Bottom-up as well as top-down functionalities;  

� Integrated capital expenditures budgeting;  

� Budgeting of headcount and associated salaries;  
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� Automatic compensation for salaried personnel;  

� Cost templates available to help cost centre managers speed up budgeting process;  

� Cost-centre hierarchy reporting at all levels;  

� Audit trail allows system administrators to track modifications;  

� Reporting of current actuals for comparison;  

� Central administration over all budgeting phases, chart of accounts, users, permissions 
etc.  

Modules that make up the system will include: 

� Accounts receivable; 

� Accounts payable; 

� Payroll; 

� Budgeting, planning and forecasting; 

� General ledger; 

� Report writer; 

� Cash management; 

� Purchase order; 

� Project management; 

� Work order management; 

� Auditing; 

� Tax preparation; 

� Sales analysis; 

� Inventory control. 

6.14.7 HEALTH MANAGEMENT 
The Ghana Health Service is spread across urban and rural areas of the country, providing 
service through teaching hospitals, regional hospitals, private hospitals, health centres, clinics 
and maternity homes.   
Health care provision is of paramount importance to every Government and Ghana is no 
exception.  To achieve an effective and efficient health care system there needs to be 
collaboration between all health provision institutions.   
 A health care management solution based on advanced and innovative technologies to achieve a 
more efficient healthcare system with the ultimate goal of protecting the citizens’ health or 
facilitating access to healthcare services will ultimately improve the quality of life for citizens. 
The diagram below depicts the various modules and how they interact internally as well as with 
external systems.  
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Figure 32: Health Service Architecture 
Features of the healthcare management system are: 

� Creation of Electronic Health Records (EHR); 

� Ability to examine records; 

� Patient summary screen provides a view of patient details;  

� Access of patient data by clinical staff at any given location and time; 

� Electronic patient check-in to improve efficiency;  

� Accurate and complete claims processing by national health insurance;  

� Building automated checks for drug and allergy interactions; 

� Clinical notes; 

� Flexible prescriptions tool ; 

� Patient scheduling tool; 

� Sending to and viewing by laboratories; 
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� Instant messaging to improve office communication.   
Components of the Healthcare Management system will include: 

� Patient details; 

� Visit calendar;  

� Clinical charting; 

� Electronic medical billing; 

� Document manage; 

� Authorisation and drug regimen; 

� Administration; 

� Reports; 

� Integrations.   

6.14.8 JUDICIARY SERVICES 
The Ghana judicial service comprises of various sub-systems; investigation, prosecution, trial 
procedures, jails, judicial administration, arbitration, public notaries and state compensation.  
Hence the deployment of a Judicial Management System would greatly improve the management 
of these sub-systems nationwide.  The enhanced management and improved communication 
would benefit judges, lawyers, court administrators and the court user.  The main objective is to 
improve interoperability, reduce delays and associated procedural errors.  Within the criminal 
justice system, ICT-enabled change would provide: 

� Fast, effective channels to enable criminal justice organisations to talk to, and work with 
each other, for example through case management and secure email; 

� Improved security guarantees that the right information is communicated to the right 
people at the right time and in a secure way; 

� Improved visibility ensures that laws are easier to understand to the citizen and especially 
to victims and witnesses of crime, facilitates the follow-up of legal cases, and ultimately 
introduces quality standards into the judicial system of the country. 

This can be achieved through the use of ‘Joined up Justice’ which is aimed at rebuilding public 
confidence in Government and the rule of law.  
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Figure 33: Overview of the Joined up Justice System 

 
The judicial Management system is made up of a number of components:- 
1. Judicial Enforcement Management system provides the following functions: - payments, 

warrants, sentencing, docket scheduling, generating forms and reports.  The court initiates 
and maintains any number of court cases with the court management system component of 
the system.  

Judicial Enforcement Management System Features 
• Work with all or selected cases on a docket;  
• Impose security restrictions for secure parties, sealed cases and juveniles; 

• Customise judicial court management system for your court cases; 
• Update court cases in real-time, as decisions are made in the courtroom;  

• Attach obligations automatically to cases;  
• Track restitution, court cases and bond payments;  

• Stop disbarred or suspended attorneys from being added to cases;  
• Accurately manage all types of bank accounts with justice software. 

Modules that make up the judicial enforcement management system 
• Court management and justice software; 

• Automated court process software; 
• Court document generation system; 

• Advanced court docket scheduling system. 
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2. The Jury Management software offers a complete jury management solution, including 

random juror selection, document generation, history tracking and check generation. From 
initial juror panel selection through final juror pay processing, this software for is for all jury 
management tasks.  
 

Jury Management System Features 
• Generate summons, barcode juror badges, questionnaires and parking passes;  
• Create any number of custom reports; 

• Find out instantly if a juror has been summoned, is on a panel, has been 
disqualified, transferred, or excused;  

• Mark jurors present manually or with barcode reader;  
• Auto-generate documents based on juror status change;   

• Receive optional custom-designed summons, parking permits, bar code badges, 
questionnaires and employer notifications as part of your jury software package  

 
Modules that make up the jury management system will include: 

• Jury panel management; 
• Jury reply management system; 

• Jury financial management system; 
• Multiple jurisdiction panel selection system; 

• Retain records for multiple years. 
3. Prosecuting Attorney’s system delivers complete functionality for prosecuting attorney 

offices, including detailed case party information and unlimited custom notices and reports 
generation.  This system enables the prosecuting attorney to perform case management tasks 
efficiently and accurately, resulting in increased productivity. 
 

Prosecuting Management System Features 
• Track any number of persons associated with a case, capturing pictures, electronic 

signatures, and merging data into custom-designed notices and forms;  
• Maintain records of all actions, including hearing dates and filing histories;  

• Create automated court processes to perform routine tasks, streamlining case 
maintenance;  

• Set up custom dockets using various scheduling methods;  
• Manage resources such as judges, courtrooms and officers with automatic conflict 

checking;  
• Use an optional Web inquiry interface, enabling court personnel, defendants and 

the public to view selected information;  
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• Generate Prosecuting Attorney caseload reports with detail information on the 
number of cases handled;  

• Design an unlimited number of forms and documents; optionally add images, 
pictures captured from webcams and electronic signatures to any document.  

   Modules that make up the prosecuting management system will include: 
• Detailed victim tracking software; 

• Detailed exhibit tracking system; 
• Customised prosecuting attorney software; 

• Advanced docket scheduling software.   
4. Court management system is a collaborative process of assessment, planning, facilitation and 

advocacy for options and services to meet legal needs through communication and available 
resources to promote quality, cost effective outcomes. 
 
Features of the Court Management System  

• Comprehensive case tracking database that maintains an extensive variety of 
information associated with a case, such as criminal history, victims and 
witnesses, charges and sentences or plea bargains;  

• Evidence management system that tracks all items being held as evidence 
connected to a specific case; 

• Sophisticated calendaring and docketing that allows you to set up events that can 
be linked together to reflect both court and other external rules;  

• Document and Letter Assembly that creates letters, such as victim and witness 
notifications, that can be scheduled automatically by the event system or printed 
on demand by the user;  

• Full featured reporting system with several standard reports as well as the ability 
to create new reports by interfacing with 3rd party SQL-based report writers. 
Graphs and charts containing statistical information can also be generated;  

• Interfaces to third party software for word processing, imaging, document 
management, and time and billing.  

Components of Court Management system will include:   
• Civil Matters; 
• False Claims; 

• Legislation Review; 
• Personnel; 

• Inmate Torts; 
• Workers Compensation. 

• Training; 
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• Criminal Referrals; 
• Forfeiture; 

• Investigations; 
• Appeals; 

• Utilities Rate Advocacy; 
• Charities Registration; 

• Inmate Claims; 
• Medical Aid Fraud; 

• Juvenile. 
 

5. Jail Management System provides details about offenders stay at jail from booking to release. 
Jail data collection provides for tracking of the following:- 

• Multiple charges; 
• Booking information; 

• Rebook information; 
• Beginning dates, expected release and sentence end dates; 

• Prisoner accounting (for purchases and deposits); 
• Jail activities (medication, court dates, etc.); 

• Inmate housing movements; 
• Electronic fingerprint and mug shots. 

 
Features of the Jail Management System 

• Warrants - provides tracking of the warrant services with a check to determine if 
the person who was issued the warrant is in jail; 

• Civil Process - provides logs of service attempts including who, where and when. 
Also provides accounting management for fees incurred during the process event; 

• Services Billing - tracks chargeable services (such as false alarm incidents, 
funerals, gun permits, various licenses); 

• Case Management - provides tracking of an incident (case) through the law 
enforcement system; 

• Property Management - provides for extended tracking of property items the 
department has in custody that may or may not be related to an incident. Includes 
the ability to track all of the handling movement of the property (chain of 
custody) whilst in the department’s possession; 

• Law Enforcement Employees Management - collects and tracks information 
relating to all employees of an agency; 
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• Law Enforcement Officers Killed or Assaulted - tracks information pertaining to 
line-of-duty felonious or accidental killings of and assaults on sworn officials. 

 
Components for the system will include:- 

• Intake; 
• Inmate number; 

• Classification and placement; 
• Outdate calculation; 

• Release; 
• House; 

• Medical; 
• Visitation; 

• Commissary; 
• Movement; 

• Work release; 
• Offender information; 

• Civil process; 
• Warrants; 

• Billing. 

6.14.9 LAW ENFORCEMENT 
The Ghana Police Service has four core functional areas of operation;  

� Crime detection and prevention; 

� Apprehension (arrest) and prosecution of offenders; 

� Maintenance of law and order; 

� Due enforcement of the law.  
Technology is an essential tool to criminal justice and law enforcement agencies.  The faster and 
more effectively it works, the safer our streets and communities.  The more cost effectively it can 
work; the more officers, investigators, and agents can be used to fight crime, not paperwork. 

The integration of an appropriate law enforcement management system to facilitate these core 
functional areas is a necessity to obtaining an effective law enforcement service. The solution for 
law enforcement must be flexible to serve police services across the county, regardless of 
location.  The operational benefits of a comprehensive integrated information system to a law 
enforcement organisation are almost immeasurable.  Extending information resources into the 
field improves officer safety, enhances productivity, and gives the officers a vested interest in the 
type and quality of the data that they collect.  
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Features of the system include: 

� Increase quality and accuracy of data; 

� Fast and simple access to data; 

� User friendly screens; 

� Complete record management; 

� Document generation using user defined templates and data merging; 

� Integrated high end word processing  tool with spell check; 

� Unlimited images for accidents and person records; 

� Search based on Name, Date of Birth, etc. 

� Offence location, warrant number etc; 

� Generate UCR (Uniform Crime Reporting) reports; 

� User access security and audit trail; 

� Incident report submission and approval process; 

� Unlimited number of supplements to any incident report; 

� Cost effective and affordable for small and medium size agencies; 

� Toll free phone. 
Components of the system will include: 
The system comprised of a variety of modules that all work together to provide a totally 
integrated system. This integration allows for data to be shared between modules and thus 
requires no redundant data entry. The flow of data follows actual procedures followed by many 
departments and therefore can be quickly learned and used by a variety of personnel. 

� Calls for service; 

� Offence reporting; 

� Involved parties; 

� Involved victims; 

� Property; 

� Evidence; 

� Geographical Information Systems (GIS): Tools for cartographic data entry, 
mapping/spatial query, and visualisation of maps; 

� Vehicle; 

� Personnel management; 

� Field contact; 
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� Racial profiling; 

� Digital line-up; 

� Personnel training; 

� Personnel property; 

� Known offender/registrant(Sex/Narcotic/Arson); 

� False alarm billing; 

� Suspect; 

� Citation; 

� Intelligence; 

� Crime analysis; 

� Mug shot capture; 

� Wants/warrants; 

� Traffic accident; 

� Arrest;  

� Case management. 

6.14.10 PUBLIC UTILITY  
Tremendous growth and expansion in utilities services are inevitable, and Ghana is no exception 
to this.  Ghanaian cities and suburbs continue to spread out, meaning more customers and more 
demand for services from utility services.  As customer data management becomes increasingly 
complex and error-prone, the utility companies are facing significant challenges in this dynamic 
market. 

Three main utilities are provided by utility companies in Ghana;   

� Urban water;  

� Electricity; 

� Gas (in development). 
With the right technology products and support, Ghanaian utility providers can maintain and 
even increase their level of customer service and productivity while keeping pace with the 
growth of their customer base. 

The use of a utility management system would streamline and simplify the management of 
public utilities while improving the quality of customer data and enhancing the timeliness of 
service and response to customers. 
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Customer management and billing are the core components of the utility management system 
providing a suite of Customer Information System/Billing solutions to address the operational 
challenges whilst recognising their role at the heart of customer service. 

This unique system allows for comprehensive mapping of utility equipment and facilities, 
transforming static field information into dynamic data.   

 
Figure 34: Overview of the Utilities Management System 

 
Features of the Utility Management System 

� User-friendly data forms for inputting, updating, and maintaining real-time data; 

� Maintenance and inspection logs;  

� Customised graphical and data reports;  

� Operation and maintenance work order processes; 

� Single-click links to photos, drawings, and design information. 
 

Components of the system will include:  

� Customer database; 

� Customer management; 

� Work order management; 

� Geographical Information Systems (GIS): Tools for cartographic data entry, 
mapping/spatial query, and visualisation of maps; 

� Reporting; 

� Online payment processing; 
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� Collections management; 

� Penalty/cut-off processing; 

� Billing history; 

� Billing and invoicing management; 

� Bill templates; 

� Metered and non-metered billing.  

6.14.11 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE  
Regulations are there for a purpose; however that doesn't change the fact that complying with 
them can be a tedious venture.   

Since Government regulations change frequently, compliance is a very important and dynamic 
process. The use of a compliance management system would help execute a regulatory process 
by ensuring that rules and laws are complied with.  By integrating compliance management with 
the overall Enterprise Architecture, organisations can determine how ICT changes affect 
compliance on a current and future basis.  The solution can be deployed to meet local or global 
regulatory compliance requirements to facilitate quality control and compliance across all 
channels, ensure regulatory compliance, and monitor doc-to data integrity. 

Features of the compliance management system 

� Create quality and compliance plans; 

� Manage resources and projects;  

� Write quality and compliance findings directly into the database;  

� Perform peer review/approval prior to issuing reports;  

� Electronically issue results to a document or Web browser;  

� Remotely record findings;  

� Enter auditor – specific notes; 

� Attach supporting evidence; 

� Approve reports prior to issue; 

� Analyse root causes; 

� Perform risk assessment; 

� Directly enter and categorise findings; 

� Routine and or special inspection; 

� Automatic reconciliation;  

� Establishments due for inspection will be assigned;   

� There will be provision for computing and re-computing penalties. 
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Components that make up the Compliance Management System: 

� Inspections and prosecution module; 

� Penalties module; 

� Clearance certificate module; 

� Billing module. 

6.14.12 SOCIAL SERVICES 
Social Services have become a more complex and integrated environment than ever, mainly due 
to increasing public demands, technological advancement, changing political issues and limited 
funding.  However social service organisations in Ghana still face increasing demands for 
operational efficiency, information integration and reduced costs. 

Operational models now require specific competencies. Agencies must create comprehensive 
connected-citizen environments that provide citizens and other agencies with a seamless front 
end.  Social services agencies also need to manage changing demographics at the same time as 
care requirements are raising, yet they are often operating with legacy stovepipe systems. 
Moreover, reliability and security are paramount.  These challenges necessitate organisational 
tools with enough flexibility to change as the social services industry changes and to turn these 
obstacles into opportunities. 

A social services system is designed and built to evaluative case management applications for 
organisations working with children and young people and their families, through the provision 
of tailor-made products and services that reflect best practices, and also ensure that each division 
receives a system customised to meet their individual practice and performance requirements. 

Features of the system will include:  

� Trend analysis; 

� Report generation. 
Components Modules that make up the system 

� Forms processing; 

� Document index; 

� Remote capture; 

� Invoice process; 

� Claims processing; 

� Loan application; 

� Tax return processing; 

� Opinion research; 
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� Business process; 

� Automation; 

� Medical health; 

� Child care service. 

6.14.13 TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 
The global market expansion and supply chain velocity has created complexity, which must be 
leveraged to optimise any ministry or agency’s transportation management competitively.  Thus 
there is the need to acknowledge these global changes and react appropriately in real time, whilst 
improving visibility and responsiveness. 
The implementation of a complete enterprise transportation management planning and execution 
system would enable the appropriate transportation professionals to make effective and efficient 
business decisions.   
With the Transportation Management application, orders can be consolidated and optimised 
across the country to maximise return on transportation costs. Information can be shared and 
combined directly with carriers and forwarders over the Internet, providing integration with 
business partners.  
 
Features of Transport Management System 

� Quick deployment; 

� Easy to use and saves time; 

� End to end support; 

� Optimised order entry; 

� Audit and online settlement; 

� Carrier collaboration and communication; 

� Optimise shipments, assign carriers to shipments and tender shipments to assign carriers; 

� Consolidate orders and optimise shipments from a centralised location or distributed 
business units; 

� Select carriers, calculate freight costs, settle shipment costs and print documents; 

� Use denied-party and embargo lists for international shipping. 
Transportation management helps you calculate and settle freight costs based on actual 
shipments and current freight rates and use this information to verify invoices sent from carriers 
or from self-billing transportation service providers.  
 
Modules that make up Transport Management System 

� Customer service and transportation collaboration portal; 

� Carrier and user notification module; 

� Automated bid management system; 
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� Load and truck posting service; 

� Fuel surcharge management; 

� Accounting and accrual functions management; 

� Freight bill auditing and payments system; 

� Comprehensive user technical support. 

6.14.14 TOURISM 
The Ministry of Tourism exists to ensure the development and promotion of tourism with the 
aim of optimising the socio-economic growth and positive environmental impact for the benefit 
of communities and the country at large. 
According to the World Tourism Organisation (WTO), tourism has emerged as the most 
important sector of world trade contributing $4.6 trillion and employing 1 in every 9 workers in 
the world.  Projections by WTO are that tourists’ arrival will be close to 1.6 billion with 
expenditures also in the range of $2 trillion.  
Among the objectives of the ministry is to improve tourism management information system to 
ensure tourism development and promotion across the country.   
 
Features of the system will include: 

� Visitor trip planner; 

� Comprehensive information on recreational activities; 

� Event alerts; 

� Eco-tourism sites; 

� Major tourist attraction; 

� Research and development information; 

� Cost estimates to tourist attraction. 
Components of the system will include: 

� A destination management system; 

� A database of arrival and departure statistics and annual economic indicators; 

� Database of tourism facilities, accommodations, attractions, destination information etc.; 

� Database of source market information and marketing intelligence; 

� Backend database system to support the development and management of national 
marketing and promotion for tourist sites.  

6.14.15 POSTAL SERVICES 
Ghana Post is the Government body mandated to provide postal products and services of high 
quality to domestic and foreign customers in accordance with the laws and international 
obligations of Ghana.  Among the services provided are courier services, conveying of letters 
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from one place to another, including the performance of all incident services of accepting, 
receiving, collecting and delivery of letters.  Ghana Post also provide services for which money 
may be remitted by means of Money Order, Postal Order or otherwise. 
 
 
 
Features of the system include: 

� Contact Centre with software handling customer e-mails; 

� Customer Relationship Management (CRM) functionality for sales, marketing and 
customer resource management; 

� Database to keep post code addresses. 
 
Components of the system will include: 

� Data warehouse for the capture and presentation of quality data within the letters 
business. Generation of reports to ensure quality and to the regulator; 

� Ordering and billing 

� Production infrastructure; 

� Logistics management; 

� Geographical Information Systems (GIS): Tools for cartographic data entry, 
mapping/spatial query, and visualisation of maps; 

� Enterprise management (HR, Finance, etc) 

� Call Centre telephony application used for call centres. 

6.14.16 FOREIGN AFFAIRS  
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is responsible for promoting the interest of Ghana and its 
citizens abroad, enhancing Ghana’s security and economic prosperity through political and 
economic interactions with the international community.  Other activities of the foreign ministry 
include consular services such as issuance of visas. 
 
A virtual consulate system allows e-Visa applications and other consular services such as 
information dissemination to be made available online.  An e-Visa is an equivalent to a 
conventional visa but no paper is inserted into one’s passport and one’s processing is done 
online.  A virtual consulate system is an online application which will allow visa applications to 
be submitted online, verified online, approved and issued after a certain period of time.  
Processing of the virtual consulate system takes place between the citizen, or tourist and the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is represented by Ghanaian embassies abroad. 
 
Features of the system will include:  

� Capability of interfacing and comparing data with other Government systems relevant to 
visa processing; 
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� Applicants criminal status;  
 
Components of the system will include: 

� Passport application module;  

� Electronic Visa (e-visa) application module; 

� Notification of Visa status module;  

� Knowledge base. 

6.14.17 ELECTORAL COMMISSION 
The Electoral Commission is one of the governance institutions provided for under the 1992 
constitution.  It was set up purposely to manage the conduct of all public elections and to handle 
all matters directly relating to the conduct of elections in the country.   It is made up of seven 
members – a chairman, two deputy chairmen and four other members. The commission has 
administrative and regulatory powers and will require the necessary applications to prepare the 
electoral register and manage elections in the country. 
 
Features of the system will include: 

� Secured and monitored online voter registration system: This gives citizens the 
opportunity to register online from any location where there is Internet connection as 
long as they meet the requirements stipulated by the electoral commission; 

� Interface with NIA (National Identification Authority) systems: The application should 
have the capacity to communicate with systems of the National Identification Authority 
so that details provided by registrants will be authenticated against that of the National 
Identification Authority; 

� Interface with systems of the Birth and Death Registry: Interfacing with systems of the 
birth and death registry will allow for easy authentication and prevent unlawful 
registration;  

� Read only version of electoral register made available online for electorates to review; 

� Provision of printable versions of registration forms: after registering online electorates 
can print out the form as a reference; 

� Provision of online maps of various polling stations; 

� Sending of notifications and news regarding the electoral process to electorates; 

� Provision of intelligence reports and statistics to officials. 
Components of the system will include: 

� Online registration module; 

� Geographical Information Systems (GIS): Tools for cartographic data entry, 
mapping/spatial query, and visualisation of maps; 

� Intelligence reports module. 
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6.14.18 LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Local Governments are administrative offices under the authority of the central Government. In 
Ghana, local Government consists of Metropolitan Assemblies, and the District Assemblies.  
Local assemblies are responsible for the collection of property rates, tariffs and taxes in districts 
and metropolitan areas.  The Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development’s objectives 
are: 

� To formulate appropriate policies and programmes to accelerate the implementation of 
decentralisation of the machinery of Government;   

� To improve upon the human resources and institutional capacities for all levels of the 
decentralised Government machinery (District, town and Unit);  

� To improve the capacity of communities and local Government institutions to mobilise, 
and manage resources for accelerated rural and urban development;  

� To promote community based registration, collation, analysis and publication of data on 
all births and deaths occurring in Ghana; 

� To promote human development and sustain the orderly and healthy growth of rural and 
urban settlements in Ghana; 

� To monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of local Government institutions for improved 
performance. 

  
The Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development exists to promote the establishment 
and development of a vibrant and well resourced decentralised system of local Government for 
the people of Ghana to ensure good governance and balanced rural based development.   
 
Features of the systems required by local Government assemblies include:  

� Accounting: this module will serve the purpose of a normal accounting package which 
will keep track of all tax received; 

� Tax assessment: will allow for a seamless integration with other modules such as the 
accounting module to prevent the re-entering of data causing duplication of entry and 
effort. The tax assessment module will also generate intelligent business reports on rates 
and tolls collection which will aid the assemblies in decision making; 

� Virtual clerk: this module will work on the internet. With an internet connection and a 
browser, citizens can pay their monthly tolls and rates. This will help the rate collection 
officers to focus on collecting tolls from those who have not paid. Also citizens can be 
educated on the operations of the assembly. 

� Information reporting: will enable administrative efficiency by serving as a repository for 
current business activities and related information. It aims to map out business activities 
across assemblies in a region and come out with statistical information so that assemblies 
can offer better services to citizens;  
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� Permits: This module will keep track of all types of permits given out and their locations. 
For instance, details of a permit given to a shop owner along with the permitted location 
of the structure will be kept in the system; 

Components of solutions include: 
The typical solutions to be implemented by local Government assemblies include: 

� Collaboration systems - technologies that will enable the assemblies’ employees to 
receive and send e-mail, to manage calendars, to communicate in real-time, etc.  

� Citizen Portal: a Web site that provides search capabilities, links to other Internet 
resources, and functionalities for personalising information and services pages for 
citizens and businesses; 

� Electronic Forms: services application forms that citizens and businesses can fill out and 
submit online; 

� Geographical Information Systems (GIS): Tools for cartographic data entry, 
mapping/spatial query, and visualisation of maps; 

� Intranet Portal: provides staff with an integrated view of information across an 
organisation with single sign-on to Web based applications; 

� Local Tax Management system – to provide a set of core tax administration capabilities 
that can be easily configured to match business processes of the assemblies; 

� Case Management: functionalities that, in response to internal or external event triggers, 
enable Government employees to set up workflows to assess, plan, perform, monitor, and 
evaluate the options and services required by constituents; 

� Document and Record Management: applications that enable gathering and feeding of 
documents and other media into collections, formatting and conversion, organising and 
maintaining information, and managing user access and editing rights; 

� Electronic procurement: e-commerce solutions with e-catalogues and e-marketplace 
functions that enable online ordering, payment, and tendering functions for managing the 
entire tendering call, negotiation, and award; 

� Dashboards/balanced scorecards: applications designed to measure, analyse, and optimise 
financial and operational performance management processes using predefined key 
performance indicators; 

� Enterprise Resource Planning: integrated solutions to support back office functions such 
as Finance, Human Resource, Payroll, Fleet Management, Logistics, Procurement, etc.; 

� Other Operational Systems: this includes all other operational systems for social care, 
health, education, taxation, etc.; 

� Business Intelligence:  this includes all the necessary management information reporting 
capabilities necessary for analytics and decision support. 
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6.15 Shared Enterprise Application Services 
While planning for and implementing a number of systems for individual MDAs to facilitate the 
effective provisioning of services to citizens, GGEA also promotes the launch of projects that 
harness the potential of shared infrastructure.    
Effective management of Government resources and more efficient procurement processes are 
essential elements of a streamlined and automated e-Government.  Some of the back office 
functions such as Human Resource and Payroll management are currently shared services under 
the Office of the Civil Service and the Controller & Account General’s Office respectively.    
Shared Services deployed across central and local Government offer the opportunity to make 
major savings on support services and to redeploy those financial and human resources to front 
line, citizen facing services.   

6.15.1 SHARED ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) SERVICES 
The real transformation of Government, driven by technology, will take place at automating back 
office functions such as those currently performed by the Office of the Head of Civil Service 
(OHCS), the Controller & Account General’s Office (CAGO) and the Procurement Board.  The 
administrative systems that will enable these shared Government services to function must be 
overhauled, changed from fragmented paper-driven processes designed during the colonial era 
into consolidated computer systems better suited for the digital age.  The issues associated with 
‘ghost names’ (non existing employees) on Government’s payroll, exaggerated costs, low 
productivity and data inconsistencies between the OHCS and the CAGO are well documented. 
The underlying technology to drive the necessary changes is the Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) system. 
The GGEA’s objective is to accomplish both effectiveness and efficiency gains through unified 
and well integrated Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application as a shared service for 
Government.   The ERP solution will support back office functions such as: 

� Financial Management; 

� Human Capital Management;  

� Supply Chain Management; 

� Fleet Management; 

� Asset/Facilities Management 

� Other administrative functions. 
 
An ERP Shared Service Centre (SSC) must be built based on an industry leading ERP solution to 
support the MDA’s back office functions such as those currently operated and managed by 
OHCS.  This may require the implementation of separate database instances with a common 
underlying technical infrastructure.  While ERP has been criticised for being too complex and 
too expensive nonetheless it has ushered in a new era as far as the business of Government is 
concerned.   
Shared Services are the enabler of change, offering the Ghana of Government the means to 
achieve several goals at once.  The approach will provide the opportunity to make significant 
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inroads in overall efficiency targets and to kick-start transformation of Government and the 
wider public sector into a more focused, citizen-centric entity.  
The potential for Government to realise benefits from ERP SSC at practical, tactical and strategic 
levels is immense.  Many Governments across the globe have gained huge savings in back office 
SSC implementation.  By reducing the manual efforts and removing duplication of back office 
processes and services throughout central and local Governments, SSC can make a major 
contribution to achieving this.   
  
At a strategic level, the SSC will be key to the transformation of the public sector.  Their 
collaborative introduction by different cooperating organisations could bring about new ways of 
working.  The model of shared, collaborative working across departments and agencies could 
pave the way for sharing people, data and cultures across the public sector.   

6.15.2 SHARED GIS SOLUTION 
Another area considered for shared service is Geographic Information Systems (GIS).  They are 
primarily used to view, understand, question, interpret, and visualise data in many ways that 
reveal relationships, patterns, and trends in the form of maps, globes, reports, and charts.  The 
idea of using geography as the intellectual backbone to which all environmental data can be 
attached by location was the foundation that ultimately led to the development of GIS. 
GIS as a shared service can be integrated into any of the Ghanaian MDAs’ enterprise 
information systems to help answer questions and solve problems by looking at data in a way 
that is quickly understood and easily shared.  The following are typical areas for GIS application:  

� Fire/Emergency Medical Services/Disaster - GIS can be used to enable public safety 
personnel to effectively plan for emergency response, determine mitigation priorities, 
analyse historical events, predict future events, formulate response, improving incident 
management and health planning.  An example is the May 9th stadium disaster in which 
many people lost their lives due to the lack of an emergency response strategy; 

� Law Enforcement - Law enforcement agencies can also make use of this shared service 
as an effective crime-fighting tool.  The police can use the GIS for planning and event 
modelling, tactical and strategic response planning, and incident response mapping; 

� Military - defence can utilise GIS for intelligence, terrain analysis, mission planning, and 
facilities management. Geographic analysis is critical in military operations, tactical or 
logistical planning, and infrastructure management; 

� Health - the Ghana Health Service can make use of the GIS as an analytical framework 
to provide effective health care management services to the Ghanaian citizen, by showing 
what resources and needs exist but also where to find them.  Health care experts can put 
the GIS to work in epidemiological and public health monitoring. And also 
geographically track public health indicators, identify disease clusters, and explore sites 
of environmental risk. For example, the ministry of health can make use the GIS for 
Malaria, AIDS awareness, Buruli Ulcer, Guinea Worm and Cerebrospinal meningitis 
awareness and eradication programmes; 

� Transportation - the ministry of roads and transport can use the GIS to serve various 
transportation needs however three are distinct: transit management, infrastructure 
management and fleet and logistics management.  GIS can also provide insight into 
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network planning and analysis, vehicle tracking and routing, inventory tracking, and 
route planning analysis.  The ministry of transportation can use the GIS to help plan, 
coordinate, manage and track unexpected road repairs in a timely fashion; 

� National Security – GIS’s at local, regional, and national levels are used in emergency 
response in the areas of detection, risk assessment, mitigation and prevention, 
preparedness, response, and recovery. Utilised in both natural and human-induced 
disasters, GIS can be merged into the common operating procedures for public safety and 
emergency response activities.  An example is the conflict in the northern and upper 
regions in Ghana; 

� National Government - MDAs can utilise GIS technology to establish and regulate 
policy and to strengthen the welfare of citizens by providing intelligence for agencies and 
provide public information such as the Ghanaian census; 

� Local Government - municipal assemblies can use the system for revenue collection, 
economic development, and public information. These are just a few opportunities that 
GIS affords municipalities;  

� Economic Development - GIS helps promote economic development by facilitating 
access to data about infrastructure, business (private sector and economic development 
agencies), and demographic, economic, and human resources via the Internet. It also 
enables businesses and economic development agencies visualise customer and business 
clusters and target markets.  GIS and business intelligence data help you understand 
growth patterns and prepare accordingly through the sharing of spatial information.  
Communities can utilise GIS technology and the Internet to turn unique resources into 
economic success.  Economic development agencies work with GIS to advance the 
quality of life and strengthen the economic base of communities by retaining and 
growing existing businesses and attracting new investment; 

� Elections - the electoral departments can adopt GIS to help with myriad tasks associated 
with all aspects of elections such as managing the logistics of holding elections, 
supplying information to voters both before and after an election, and analysing the 
results of elections; 

� Natural Resources - whether terrestrial, marine or atmospheric natural resources are 
finite, and the measurement and management of these resources are gaining importance 
as increased demands are put upon them.  The ministry of lands, forestry and mines is 
responsible for the management of the nation’s natural resources; 

� Oil and Gas - the organisations responsible for overseeing oil and gas exploration and 
mining operations, which require sound assessment to steer growth into areas that can 
support them while preventing contamination of rivers or destruction of resources.  The 
delicate balance between industrial development and environmental conservation requires 
sophisticated modelling and spatial analytical tools, which a GIS can provide.  In terms of 
where to drill, route a pipeline, or build a refinery are all questions that rely heavily on an 
understanding of geography.  Gas source and physical pipeline management depend on 
GIS for every detail from stations and pipe pressures to valves and pipe diameter.   
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� Agriculture - the Ministry of Agriculture on the other hand can use the GIS for 
analytical capabilities that form the hub of a precision agriculture system.  GIS lets 
farmers perform site-specific spatial analyses of agronomic data.  And also to map the 
nation's farms by crop and yield and to forecast crop yields and determine fertilizer 
spread; 

� Forestry - The Ministry of Mines, Lands and Forestry will use GIS as a key component 
in managing its timber resources and maintaining sustainable forest management.  GIS 
leverages functionality for applications as diverse as land valuation, timber market 
analysis, harvest route planning, and landscape visualisation; 

� Mining - the Ministry of Mines, Lands and Forestry will also use GIS for mine planning 
and operations such as exploration, drilling, mine planning, reclamation, and 
rehabilitation are important digital mapping elements in mining; 

� Electricity - the process of routing energy is highly dependent on geographic 
information.  From network design to outage management, more than 80 percent of 
utility data management contains spatial components.  Four kinds of data can be entered 
into the GIS: the base city map data, the geo-schematic of the network, facilities data, and 
real-time data.  The GIS can also be used to notify and respond to all kinds of outages. 
An example is the 2007 national power rationing. 

� Telecommunications - GIS provides telecommunication businesses with many solutions 
such as analysing relationships among signal coverage, test results, trouble tickets, 
customer inquiries, revenues, and gap analysis.  The nation’s telecommunication 
companies can use the GIS for geocoding antennas, analysing service areas, geocoding 
clients, and correlating equipment requirements to service area demand; 

� Water - the GIS’s high-resolution maps can provide location details of underground 
pipelines, watersheds, reservoirs, and hydroelectric facilities.  This database of 
information gained can help the Ghana Water Company assess possible expansion 
capabilities. 

� Research - GIS is an ideal tool to help researchers model the real world, classify and 
observe phenomena, and predict changes over time.  Its ready-made data models make it 
easy to work with layers of data to observe relationships and explore new methods to 
represent the world around us.  The universities and research institutions can utilise the 
GIS as a development tool; 

� Libraries and Museums - GIS creates interactive maps for museum exhibits that can 
help visitors explore people, places, and events. GIS is also a valuable research tool used 
by museum staff and researchers to increase people's understanding of natural systems 
and human cultures from anthropology to zoology;  

� Education - GIS helps learners of all ages grasp the ways in which geography matters. 
GIS helps students and teachers engage in studies that require and promote critical 
thinking, integrated learning, and multiple intelligences at any grade level. 
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6.15.3 E-PROCUREMENT 
Government procurement, also called public tendering, or public procurement, is the 
procurement of goods and services on behalf of a public authority, such as a Government 
agency. To prevent corruption, fraud and waste Government laws regulate Government 
procurement very closely. It usually requires the procuring departments of the MDAs to issue 
public tenders if the value of the procurement exceeds a certain threshold.  Even though this 
regulation exits the procurement processes still have the following flaws:  

� Time consuming: manual tender processes can be long and cumbersome, often taking 
months or in some cases years, which is costly for both the buyer and supplier; 

� Complicated: waiting in long queues at various offices for different things and in some 
cases the same information can be a complicated endeavour to undertake; 

� Costly: unnecessary paper work and mundane activities such as continuously visiting the 
offices of the buyer for pertinent information can be very costly in terms of finance and 
time.  

Currently the Government has implemented a Procurement Act, which seeks to standardise the 
procurement process, however these processes can be further streamlined through the use of an 
e-Procurement technology. 
The implementation of e-Procurement as part of a long-term strategic approach will pave the 
way for innovative developments such as e-marketplaces and the move towards establishing the 
Ghana as a major player on the global e-commerce stage.   
The reason e-Procurement is such an important catalyst for change is because it requires the 
wholesale integration of systems and businesses processes across departmental boundaries.  By 
providing a powerful tool to dramatically reduce Government spending, e-Procurement presents 
a convincing business case and aim at delivering substantial value for money improvements and 
opportunities for increasing the quality of goods and services procured. 
 
The evolution of the Web and the rapid growth of e-business services and solutions have 
provided some very attractive opportunities.  As a large-scale consumer of non-direct goods and 
services (such as ICT and telecommunications equipment, office equipment and supplies, travel 
and entertainment and professional services) the Government is in a unique position to influence 
the direction of e-commerce on both a domestic and global scale.   

6.15.3.1 Government e-Marketplace 
E-Marketplaces on the other hand are highly efficient, collaborative hubs that organise complex 
business processes between multiple internal and external participants into a virtual commerce 
community. 
By automating and integrating all critical interactions between buyers and sellers, an e-
Marketplace provides a forum for conducting complex trading relationships.  Procurement 
affects every part of an organisation and involves a complex supply chain but an e-Marketplace 
goes a stage further, it provides the means to reshape traditional procurement to a completely 
different model, hence a major force for change.   
If GoG can establish e-Marketplaces it will have a foundation for building and integrating more 
services (in addition to e-procurement services, industry catalogues, supply chain management, 
third-party sourcing services) as and when required.   
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Implementing e-procurement is the first stage towards achieving collaborative buying which in 
the longer term can involve the establishment of Government e-marketplaces.  
It is only with e-marketplaces that the Government's vision of promoting commerce in Ghana 
will become reality. 

6.15.3.2 E-Tendering 
Electronic Tendering is carrying out the traditional tendering process in an electronic form, using 
the Internet; e-Tendering solution facilitates the complete tendering process from the advertising 
of the requirement through to the placing of the contract.  This includes the exchange of all 
relevant documents in electronic format.  Using e-Tendering the Public Procurement Authority 
can:  

� Raise Indents as per the requirement;   

� Approve indents online;  

� Create and publish tender; 

� Sell tenders;  

� Receive bids;  

� Evaluate tenders;  

� Approve tender; 

� Award contract.  
Using e-Tendering, the suppliers can: 

� Receive notification of the relevant tenders;  

� Purchase tenders document;  

� Submit bids online;  

� Track the status of their bids.  

 
As procurement touches every single part of Government, implementing e-Procurement is not a 
single, straightforward task but a complex undertaking.  The key is to develop a strategy based 
on tried and tested methods with a proven track record. 
 
To implement in eProcurement for Government of Ghana, the procurement process must be 
streamlined and the whole procurement cycle transformed.  Existing business processes need to 
be scrutinised and reviewed and if new processes are to be introduced, they need to be 
thoroughly tested before systems are designed.  The way purchase orders are raised and signed 
off and goods or services are delivered, have major implications for the automation process, 
consequently these procedures must be examined in detail. 
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6.15.3.3  Integration of e-Procurement Systems 
The major challenge in delivering an e-Procurement solution for the Government is the 
integration of disparate systems.    
Integrating the technical infrastructure is only part of the integration challenge.  The disparate 
businesses processes in operation must also be reconciled.  They include a range of different 
invoicing and requisition procedures and many other local variances in procedures.  End of the 
month reconciliation practices may differ or the authorisation cycle and receipting procedures 
(for delivery of goods) may also vary considerably. 
A starting point in any integration strategy must therefore be to scrutinise existing discrepancies 
and examine the scope to refine and streamline processes in order to reduce unnecessary 
administration.  
Incorporating the various systems dealing with expenses is crucial if a single view of spending is 
to be achieved.  Another consideration is that temporary staff/contractor records need to be 
incorporated, not just in terms of fee or salary payments but also to enable the effective 
management of records which may have a bearing on spending levels. 
Achieving smooth, seamless interoperability with so many different infrastructures and so many 
disparate applications is clearly a formidable task and requires a high level of expertise and 
experience at every stage of the integration process. 

6.15.3.4 Critical Success Factors 
As with any new system implementation, an essential ingredient for success is to achieve 
stakeholder buy-in.  With its traditional and established procedures, the public sector has long 
been perceived as conservative and inhospitable to change.  As e-Procurement has the potential 
to affect every touch point within Government, there are significant implications for cultural 
change and work practices to be transformed. 
A successful e-Procurement implementation therefore needs commitment at the highest level, 
supported by clear and regular communication and training of users in the new systems. 

6.15.3.5 Security 
The security features incorporated in the application must ensure that all activities are logged, no 
unauthorised person has access to data, all sensitive data is encrypted and system can be restore 
in a minimal possible time in case of a disaster or system crash. 

� Audit Trail - all the activities, transactions and changes in configuration are logged and a 
log report is made available to the concerned people.  Further, a log is also available of 
activities at the database level thereby ensuring that a robust audit trail is always available 
of all the activities either at the application level or the database level; 

� Data Encryption - supports 128 bit encryption and all the price bids received from a 
tender are encrypted at the database level.  Further, the login passwords of all the users 
and the suppliers are also encrypted at the database level; 

� Secure Administrator Access - to prevent the misuse of access privileges, two-level 
password verification is required and authenticated using biometrics may be required in 
some circumstance; 
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� Process Validation - The solution must be so architected that a user cannot view the 
commercial bid of a supplier till the technical evaluation of the tender is complete and the 
date and time specified for the opening of the commercial bid is due; 

� SSL Certificate – a 128 bit SSL Certificate (or recommended more advanced Certificate)   
is used for communication between the browser and the Web server.  This will ensure 
that all the data is encrypted and cannot be hacked and or misused; 

� Unauthorised Access - a firewall and intrusion detection system must be in place to 
protect it against unauthorised access and hackers. 

Typical features of the system include: 

� Secure electronic communication- allowing buyer to post invitation to tender (ITT) and 
supplier to post tender; 

� User interface with a list of current tenders; 

� Controlled access to tenders using passwords, user profiles and permissions; 

� Central storage of documentation; 

� Repository of previous ITTs; 

� Repository of standard terms and conditions; 

� Audit trail; 

� Management information & reporting; 

� Workflow functionality which routes documents to appropriate people or alerts 
individuals of actions in the system; 

� Collaboration facilities enabling a number of people to work on creating an ITT 
document or to evaluate tenders; 

� Automated evaluation of tenders and award notification; 

• Tools to assist the pre-qualification of suppliers; 

• Automated award notification. 

6.15.3.6 Benefits of an e-Procurement  
The e-Procurement system has numerous benefits but most important of these are the benefits the 
system offers to buyers and suppliers.  
Benefits to Buyers 

� Reduced tender cycle-time; 

� Fast and accurate pre-qualification and evaluation, which enables the automatic rejection 
of suppliers that fail to meet the tender specification; 

� Faster response to questions and points of clarification during the tender period; 

�  Reduction in the labour intensive tasks of receipt, recording and distribution of tender 
submissions; 
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� Reduction of the paper trail on tendering exercises, reducing costs to both departments 
and  suppliers; 

� Improved audit trail increasing integrity and transparency of the tendering process; 

� Improved quality of tender specification and supplier response; 

� Provision of quality management information. 
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7. Data Architecture Reference Model 
The Data Architecture Reference Model (DARM) is a flexible and standards-based framework 
to enable information sharing and reuse across the Government via the standard description and 
discovery of common data and the promotion of uniform data management practices.  The 
DARM provides a standard means by which data may be described, categorised, and shared.  

7.1  DARM Principles 
The architecture principles apply to all Government MDAs in terms of how they use and 
manage data.   

� Principle 1: Data is an Asset 
Data is an asset that has value to Government and is managed accordingly. 
Rationale:  
Data is a valuable Government resource; it has real, measurable value. In simple terms, 
the purpose of data is to aid decision making. Accurate, timely data is critical to accurate, 
timely decisions.  Most corporate assets are carefully managed, and data is no exception. 
Data is the foundation of the decision making, so MDAs must also carefully manage data 
to assure that they know where it is, can rely upon its accuracy, and can obtain it when 
and where we need it. 

Implications: 
o This is one of three closely related principles regarding data: data is an asset; data 

is shared; and data is easily accessible. The implication is that there is an 
education task to ensure that all organisations within the Enterprise understand the 
relationship between value of data, sharing of data, and accessibility to data. 

o Stewards must have the authority and means to manage the data for which they 
are accountable. 

o The MDAs must make the cultural transition from "data-ownership" thinking to 
"data-stewardship" thinking. 

o The role of data steward is critical because obsolete, incorrect, or inconsistent data 
could be passed to GICTeD personnel and adversely affect decisions across the 
Government of Ghana. 

o Part of the role of data steward, who manages the data, is to ensure data quality. 
Procedures must be developed and used to prevent and correct errors in the 
information and to improve those processes that produce flawed information. 
Data quality will need to be measured and steps taken to improve data quality -- it 
is probable that policy and procedures will need to be developed for this as well. 

o A forum with comprehensive Government-wide representation should decide on 
process changes suggested by the steward. 

o Since data is an asset of value to the entire Government, data stewards 
accountable for properly managing the data must be assigned at the Government 
level. 
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� Principle 2 : Data is Shared 
Users have access to the data necessary to perform their duties; therefore, data is shared 
across Government functions and organisations. 
Rationale:  
Timely access to accurate data is essential to improving the quality and efficiency of 
Government decision making.  It is less costly to maintain timely, accurate data in a 
single application, and then share it, than it is to maintain duplicative data in multiple 
applications.  The Enterprise holds a wealth of data, but it is stored in hundreds of 
incompatible stovepipe databases. The speed of data collection, creation, transfer, and 
assimilation is driven by the ability of the organisation to efficiently share these islands of 
data across the organisation. 
Shared data will result in improved decisions since MDAs will rely on fewer (ultimately 
one virtual) sources of more accurate and timely managed data for their entire decision 
making.  Electronically shared data will result in increased efficiency when existing data 
entities can be used, without re-keying, to create new entities. 
Implications: 

o This is one of three closely related principles regarding data: data is an 
asset; data is shared; and data is easily accessible. The implication is that 
there is an education task to ensure that all organisations within 
Government understand the relationship between value of data, sharing of 
data, and accessibility to data. 

o To enable data sharing the MDAs must develop and abide by a common 
set of policies, procedures and standards governing data management and 
access for both the short and the long term. 

o For the short term, to preserve their significant investment in legacy 
systems, MDAs must invest in software capable of migrating legacy 
system data into a shared data environment. 

o MDAs will also need to develop standard data models, data elements, and 
other metadata that defines this shared environment and develop a 
repository system for storing this metadata to make it accessible. 

o For the long term, as legacy systems are replaced, we must adopt and 
enforce common data access policies and guidelines for new application 
developers to ensure that data in new applications remains available to the 
shared environment and that data in the shared environment can continue 
to be used by the new applications. 

o For both the short term and the long term the MDAs must adopt common 
methods and tools for creating, maintaining and accessing the data shared 
across the Government 

o Data sharing will require a significant cultural change. 
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o This principle of data sharing will continually "bump up against" the 
principle of data security.  Under no circumstances will the data sharing 
principle cause confidential data to be compromised. 

o Data made available for sharing will have to be relied upon by all users to 
execute their respective tasks. This will ensure that only the most accurate 
and timely data is relied upon for decision making. Shared data will 
become the Government-wide "virtual single source" of data. 

� Principle 3: Data is Accessible 
Data is accessible for users to perform their functions 
Rationale:  
Wide access to data leads to efficiency and effectiveness in decision-making, and affords 
timely response to information requests and service delivery.  Using information must be 
considered from a Government perspective to allow access by a wide variety of users. 
Staff time is saved and consistency of data is improved. 

Implications: 
o This is one of three closely related principles regarding data: data is an asset; data 

is shared; and data is easily accessible.  The implication is that there is an 
education task to ensure that all MDAs understand the relationship between value 
of data, sharing of data, and accessibility of the data. 

o Accessibility involves the ease with which users obtain information. 
o The way information is accessed and displayed must be sufficiently adaptable to 

meet a wide range of Government users and their corresponding methods of 
access. 

o Access to data does not constitute understanding of the data. Personnel should 
take caution not to misinterpret information. 

o Access to data does not necessarily grant the user access rights to modify or 
disclose the data. This will require an education process and a change in the 
culture, which currently supports a belief in "ownership" of data by functional 
units. 

 

� Principle 4: Data Trustee 
Each data element has a trustee accountable for data quality. 
Rationale:  
One of the benefits of an architected environment is the ability to share data (e.g., text, 
video, sound, etc.) across Government.  As the degree of data sharing grows and business 
units rely upon common information, it becomes essential that only the data trustee make 
decisions about the content of data. Since data can lose its integrity when it is entered 
multiple times, the data trustee will have sole responsibility for data entry which 
eliminates redundant human effort and data storage resources.   
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Implications: 
o Real trusteeship dissolves the data "ownership" issues and allows the data to be 

available to meet all users' needs.   
o The data trustee will be responsible for meeting quality requirements levied upon 

the data for which the trustee is accountable. 
o It is essential that the trustee has the ability to provide user confidence in the data 

based upon attributes such as 'data source.' 
o It is essential to identify the true source of the data in order that the data authority 

can be assigned this trustee responsibility. This does not mean that classified 
sources will be revealed nor does it mean the source will be the trustee. 

o Information should be captured electronically once and immediately validated as 
close to the source as possible.  Quality control measures must be implemented to 
ensure the integrity of the data. 

o As a result of sharing data across Government, the trustee is accountable and 
responsible for the accuracy and currency of their designated data element(s) and 
subsequently, must then recognise the importance of this trusteeship 
responsibility. 

� Principle 5: Common Vocabulary and Data Definitions 
Data is defined consistently throughout the Enterprise, and the definitions are 
understandable and available to all users. 
Rationale:  
The data that will be used in the development of applications must have a common 
definition throughout the Government to enable sharing of data. A common vocabulary 
will facilitate communications and enable dialogue to be effective. In addition, it is 
required to interface systems and exchange data. 

Implications: 
o Significant resources must be committed to this task. It is a key to the success of 

efforts to improve the information environment. This is separate from but related 
to the issue of data element definition, which is addressed by a broad community - 
this is more like a common vocabulary and definition. 

o The Government must establish the initial common vocabulary for the business. 
The definitions will be used uniformly throughout the MDAs: 

o Whenever a new data definition is required, the definition effort will be 
coordinated and reconciled with the Government metadata descriptions.   

o Ambiguities resulting from multiple parochial definitions of data must give way 
to accepted Government wide definitions and understanding. 

o Multiple data standardisation initiatives need to be coordinated. 

o Functional data administration responsibilities must be assigned. 

� Principle 6: Data Security 
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Data is protected from unauthorised use and disclosure.    
Rationale:  
Open sharing of information and the release of information via relevant legislation must 
be balanced against the need to restrict the availability of classified, proprietary, and 
sensitive information.  Existing laws and regulations require the safeguarding of national 
security and the privacy of data, while permitting free and open access.   

Implications: 
o Aggregation of data both classified and not, will create a large target requiring 

review and declassification procedures to maintain appropriate control.   
o Data owners and/or functional users must determine if the aggregation results in 

an increased classification level.  MDAs will need appropriate policy and 
procedures to handle reviews and declassification.  Access to information based 
on a need-to-know policy will force regular reviews of the body of information. 

o The current practice of having separate systems to contain different classifications 
needs to be rethought.  Is there a software solution to separating classified and 
unclassified data? The current hardware solution is unwieldy, inefficient, and 
costly. It is more expensive to manage unclassified data on a classified system. 

o Currently, the only way to combine the two is to place the unclassified data on the 
classified system, where it must remain. 

o In order to adequately provide access to open information while maintaining 
secure information, security needs must be identified and developed at the data 
level, not the application level. 

o Data security safeguards can be put in place to restrict access to "view only", or 
"never see".  Sensitivity labelling for access to information must be determined. 

o Security must be designed into data elements from the beginning; it cannot be 
added later.  Systems, data, and technologies must be protected from unauthorised 
access and manipulation.   
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7.2   The DARM Approach 
The Data Architecture Reference Model (DARM) describes the main entities that the 
Government is involved with, and on which data is stored in Government systems or archives, 
and the main properties, or data items, stored for each entity. These entities participate in 
different processes, which were described in the Business Architecture Reference Model 
(BARM). Thus, the BARM and DARM together provide a complete set of system analysis view 
of Government of Ghana, by depicting both the main processes and the main entities involved 
in those processes.   
The main purpose of the DARM is to provide a common dictionary, or language, describing the 
main data entities in Government, and specifically those entities shared across MDAs.  This 
dictionary will serve as the infrastructure, on which later on master data management, data 
sharing and data exchange mechanisms may be built.  For example, it is impossible to define 
mechanisms by which data from the national population registry regarding each person such as 
his name, National ID, Date of Birth and current address are shared or provided to other MDAs, 
before the ‘person’ entity and its main attributes are defined and agreed upon across 
Government. 
It is also desirable that common entities and entity attributes, shared across different MDAs, 
will be recorded and represented in a uniform manner, across the GoG.  Thus, for example, we 
would like to have one standard way of recording an address, a person's name, or a national ID 
number.  One of the DARM aims is to underlay the infrastructure with those standards.     
Thus the DARM provides a common data dictionary, as well as guidance on using it, to 
Enterprise Architects and Data Architects for implementing repeatable processes to enable data 
sharing within the GoG and between the GoG and other organisations.  These data sharing 
processes encompass national and local Governments, as well as other public and private non-
Governmental institutions. 

Another important role of the DARM is to provide the data context, which to explain how the 
different data entities fit in within the larger picture of the GGEA.  We have provided the data 
context through two main venues:  

� The first one is tying each data entity to the business functions and lines of business it is 
related to, thus also tying the DARM to the BARM;  

� The other is to provide the context of a specific entity with relation to the other data 
entities, and this is provided through UML diagrams. 

 As an example, we provide here the relations UML diagram for the person entity:   
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Figure 35: Person Entity 
As part of the DARM, we have also included an abstract framework, or 'meta-model', from 
which concrete DARM may be derived. This meta-model is designed to facilitate a common 
approach to Data Architecture which can then be used across the GoG. It should also serve as a 
means to facilitate communications between Government and data architects in different 
MDAs.   
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Figure 36: DARM Meta Model 
The main element in our meta-model is the entity.  An entity is any real world 'thing' that we 
want to keep data on.  A person, an organisation, a criminal law case, a budget appropriation, a 
facility, and a tract of land are all entities.  An entity has attributes or data elements.  Possible 
attributes are name, id or date. It should be possible to record each attribute in a single, or a 
finite, small number of fields in a relational database tables.  More complex attributes should be 
made entities. A data element has a type (Such as a string, date or integer) and a Data 
Description, such as 'a number between 1 and 100'.   
Each entity is described by metadata, which is especially relevant for documents and records 
and includes, among others, the author, audience, subject and last modification date of the 
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document or record.  An important aspect of metadata is access rights, how you may modify the 
data, and who has read only access to the data. As an example, we have included a broad scope 
data access analysis for the three sample MDA’s DARM included in this project.   
Data may be exchanged, or transferred, between parties, or stake holders, using messages. A 
message is composed of data elements, and has an originating stake holder, or a producer and a 
receiving stake holder, or a consumer.  A message is exchanged using a message exchange 
mechanism. As explained in the e-Government Interoperability Framework (eGIF), we envision 
two main message exchange mechanisms for the GoG, Web Services for online transactions and 
batch XML files for offline processing.  
An entity may be related to other entities. The two main types of relationships, covered in the 
DARM, are 'is a' or 'derived from', and 'has a'. Thus, for example, an employee is a person, and 
thus the employee entity is derived from the person entity. This means that the employee entity 
has all of the person entity attributes and relationships, in addition to a few unique attributes and 
relationships of its own. The 'has a' relationship denotes lines of responsibility or ownership – 
an MDA’s has a budget, employees, facilities and projects.   
For each entity we maintain a master data store.  For each master data store there is an MDA’s 
responsible for maintaining it. One of the purposes of the DARM is to identify the master data 
store for each entity, and to clearly identify which MDA is responsible for maintaining which 
data.  Data duplication and data maintenance at multiple locations may lead to inconsistencies 
and inefficiencies.  Fraudulent parties may also take advantage of it in order to evade tax 
payments or make false claims for benefits. Thus, for example, personal identification and 
contact details data such as name, date of birth, national ID number and current address, will be 
maintained by the National Registry. Other MDAs may have read access only to the data. This 
read access may be provided either in the form of a Web Service, or in a process that will 
duplicate the information stored in the master data store into read only copies located at other 
MDAs.  Recent incidents in the U.K., where the lack of a central National Registry data store 
made it possible for fraudulent parties to claim millions of pounds in false child benefits, clearly 
demonstrate why a master data store is required.   

Each entity is involved in one or more business processes. Those are, in turn, related to the 
functions, sub lines of business and lines of business of the Government. 

7.3  The Main Government DARM  
We have defined about 80 main entities in the DARM. For each entity we have provided a 
description of the entity, listed its main attributes, its relationships with other entities, and the 
BARM processes it participates in.  For each entity we have also provided an XML schema, 
specifying how data regarding this entity may be shared, or transferred, between different 
MDAs.  

For the purpose of analysis, we have grouped the different entities into about 10 different 
groups and a more detailed description of each group has also been carried out.  Our entity 
analysis includes many detailed UML diagrams, which have been provided in the appendices 
section of the document. Some of the UML diagrams have been provided in this document as an 
example.  
A Government, first and foremost, serves and deals with individual persons and with 
organisations, and data regarding both is kept at nearly every Government MDA.  Thus the 
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entities of a person and of an organisation are core, basic entities that are shared across 
Government and that many other entities inherit from. Employees, customers, suspects and 
private business owners are all persons. Government MDAs, private and public companies and 
non profit organisations are all organisations. The master data store for persons is the national 
population registry. The master data store for organisations is the Register General Department 
(RGD). Thus, the DARM in relation to persons and organisations will, we envision, serve as a 
guideline specifying what data should be stored in the national population registry and in the 
Register General Department, and how this data may be shared, in XML format, with other 
MDAs     
A Government is involved in many activities which are similar, or even identical, to those 
performed by any large organisation.  A Government recruits and manages employees, and the 
data entities related to this activity are grouped into the Human Resources (HR) group. A 
Government manages many physical facilities, such as Government buildings, and the data 
entities related to those activities are grouped into the facilities group.  

The Government needs to procure both equipment and services in order to carry out its tasks, 
and the data entities related to procurement management are grouped into the procurement 
group. A Government implements programmes and executes projects in order to carry out its 
policies, and the entities related to those activities are grouped into the Project Management 
group. A Government manages many documents, and the metadata objects related to document 
management are described in the document group.  Metadata aspects related to contracts and 
agreements are described in the agreements group. Finally, and perhaps most important, a 
Government does not exist for its own sake, but in order to serve its citizens, and this is 
reflected by the entities included in the Customer Relationship Management group.   
Those activities, typical to most large organisations, are carried out not only by the Government 
as a whole, but also by the individual MDAs For example, the Ghana Health Service (GHS) 
serves customers (the patients), manages facilities (hospitals and clinics) and employees             
(doctors, nurses, and administrative hospital and clinic staff).  It needs to procure medicines and 
medical equipment and to contract various contractors for various services. It needs to manage 
patient records and to apply to them the proper privacy protection policies.  The Ministry of 
Education also serves customers (the students), manages facilities (the schools) and employees 
(the teachers).  It needs to procure text books and to contract various contractors for tasks such 
as maintenance, construction and cleaning. It also needs to manage student records and to apply 
to them the proper privacy policies.  
In order to demonstrate how those activities are reflected in the DARM we have carried out a 
more detailed DARM analysis of the GHS. In this analysis, we have attempted to demonstrate 
the GHS as a specific example of the more generic case of a large Government MDA, which 
serves customers and manages resources. We have also covered some aspects more unique to 
the GHS such as patient referral and appointment management.    

While budget management is also a process which is common to both Governments and large 
private organisations, Government budget management has some unique aspects, arising from 
the need to create the budget in legislation and to ensure that Government activities and 
expenditures are carried out in accordance with the legislated budget. Another unique aspect of 
Government is that most of its income is derived from taxes. We have tried to emphasize those 
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aspects in the budget and taxes DARM model.  A more detailed view of tax collection activities 
is provided in the specific DARM model created for the Inland Revenue tax agency.   

Finally, there are some aspects, or processes, which are unique to Government. One of them is 
maintaining law and order, and the core data entities related to law enforcement and the judicial 
system are described in the JDG group. The management of geographic, or location related 
entities and processes such as natural resources, land titles and a national mapping service is 
another important task carried out by Government, and the entities related to this task are 
described in the GIS group.  Legislation is another process unique to Government and the data 
entities involved are described in the legislation group.   
A description of some of the groups is provided below: 

The two core top level entities, from which much of the DARM is derived, are a person and an 
organisation.  

7.3.1 THE PERSON ENTITY 
The first core level entity on which the DARM is based is the person entity.  Employees, 
customers, and citizens, are all persons. The core assumption underlying the person entity (and 
actually, much of the DARM), is that each person residing in Ghana would have one, unique, 
numerical identifier across all Government agencies. This unique identifier is the National ID 
number, allocated by the National Identity Authority (NIA). Thus, the GoG DRM model is, for 
example, significantly different from the U.K. one, where there is no single, unique identifier 
for each person, and a person is usually identified by a combination of several data items such 
as his name, address, and date and place of birth.  In addition to the National ID number, we 
maintain for each person her name, date of birth, current address, and various other data items 
depicted in the 'Person' Excel table provided in the DARM appendices.  

We envision that this data will be maintained by a central, nation-wide, population registry, 
which would serve as a master data store for personal details of the residents of Ghana.   

In Ghana, the tribal affiliation is quite important and thus we maintain a separate 'Tribe' entity, 
and each person may be associated with a tribe.  

7.3.2 THE ORGANISATION ENTITY 
The second core entity on which the DARM is based is the organisation.  An organisation is an 
administrative structure with a mission. An organisation also usually has an independent legal 
standing and may act as a legal party in court proceedings. Government MDAs, private and 
public companies, and non for profit organisations are all organisations and in the DARM they 
are derived from the basic organisation entity. The main purpose of the organisation entity is to 
map out those attributes and relationships common to all organisations.  Nearly all organisations 
have a name and a contact address, have employees, maintain a budget, have goals and policies, 
carry out projects, contract suppliers and sign and carry out agreements.  

Organisations are primarily divided into Government and non-Government organisations.  Non-
Government organisations are further subdivided into for profit organisations, or companies, 
and non-for profit organisations or foundations.  
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7.3.3 COMPANIES 
We assume that the master data store for company data will be the Registrar General. We also 
assume the Registrar General will maintain a unique, numerical identifier, for each company or 
foundation registered with it. For each company the main items maintained will be the type of 
the company (private or public, limited by guarantee or not) we will maintain the list of current 
owners, directors, and principal share holders. We will also maintain the current company's 
representatives for financial and legal issues, such as the company’s accountant, and the 
company’s signatories. One of the main aspects that distinguish companies or for profit 
organisations from other organisations are that companies have to pay income or corporate tax. 
This aspect is modelled in detail in the Inland Revenue DARM appendix.   

7.3.4 FOUNDATIONS  
Foundations are not for profit organisations, also often known as Non Government 
Organisations (NGO's). We assume that the Registrar General will also maintain the master data 
store for foundations and will maintain a unique, numerical identifier for each foundation 
registered with it. Unlike companies, foundations do not have owners and do not have shares or 
shares holders. They do have directors which are responsible for the management of the 
foundations. The relationship between foundations and the Government revolves along two 
main lines: Funding and Inspections. A foundation may apply for Government funding. In order 
to receive funding, and definitely in order to receive funding on an ongoing basis, an 
organisation must withstand certain criteria. The Government carries out inspections in order to 
verify that those criteria are indeed maintained.   

7.3.5  MDA  
MDA (Ministry Department Agency) is a permanent or semi-permanent organisation in the 
machinery of Government that is responsible for the oversight and administration of specific 
functions, such as an intelligence agency, Government ministry, revenue agency, GHS. For 
each MDA we maintain the attributes and relationships common to all organisations such as 
employees, projects and budget. We also maintain for each MDA its purpose, its 'parent' MDA 
(The MDA it belongs to and reports to), the current head of the MDA, and the sub-MDAs that 
belong and report to it.   

7.3.6 THE HR ENTITIES  
Essentially, a Government carries out its tasks by recruiting and employing employees, and by 
procuring equipment and services. Thus the HR group is one of the core groups of the DRM, 
and we proceed to describe it first.  

The two main entities in the HR are position and employee. A position is a specific job instance 
requiring an established set of duties and competencies. An employee is A PERSON who has an 
agreement with an ORGANISATION to perform duties and engage in activities on behalf of the 
ORGANISATION and for specific compensation. An employee fulfils a position. We assume 
that the master data store containing data regarding all employees and available positions will 
be maintained by the OHCS but that the all Government MDAs will be involved in the 
recruitment and promotion processes.  
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An employee is first and foremost a person, and thus the core personal details for each 
employee, such as his name, Date of Birth, National ID number and current address will be 
derived from the National Registry population master data store.  The National ID number 
would also serve as the unique key identifying an employee in the Government employees 
master data store. This data store will maintain for each employee data such as her/his 
employment start date, her/his current position and salary, and her/his education and 
qualifications.   
We would also like to maintain a central data store for Government positions, and specifically 
for vacancies (A vacancy is simply a position which has to be fulfilled). Maintaining such a 
central data store would enable more efficient recruitment and HR processes, where, for 
example:  

� When a new vacancy is published, a check is first carried out whether there are any 
existing Government employees who has the necessary qualifications and may be 
interested in this position. 

� When a candidate submits his CV and qualifications, these are checked not only against 
the position he has submitted his application for, but against all available Government 
positions.  

� The positions and vacancies data store will maintain for each position the necessary 
qualifications required to fulfil this position, the pay rates and the locations of this 
position, and the security clearance and the travel requirements for this position.  

The following diagram is an example of a HR Group relations UML diagram: 

 
Figure 37: Employee Entity 
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7.3.7 THE PROCUREMENT GROUP 
Like all organisations, a Government needs to procure equipment and services in order to carry 
out its tasks.  For a Government, it is important for all procurement processes to be coordinated 
by a central procurement agency, and to be carried out in a well regulated and transparent 
manner. Those principles have guided us in the design of the Procurement Group part of the 
DARM.   
An organisation interested in procuring goods or services publishes an RFP. An RFP should be 
associated with a program, a project, and specific goals. In response to it different suppliers 
submit proposals. Once a supplier is selected, a fee is agreed upon and a contract is signed. The 
supplier provides the goods or services, and then submits an invoice. The organisation then pays 
for the goods or services provided.  

An organisation needs also to maintain stock of its existing equipment and perishable goods, 
through a stock management system. The main items of data managed by this system are 
described in the 'equipment' Excel sheet. For each item of stock we maintain a unique identifier, 
a description, a category, name and other details of the manufacturer and the supplier, and the 
current stock (current amount of units available and their location).   

7.3.8 THE CRM GROUP 
One of the primarily roles of Government is to provide services to citizens and residents of 
Ghana and its citizens (customers).  Services are provided to citizens in response to a request, 
which may be explicit or implicit.  The three way relationship customer – MDA’s – service is 
the core relationship on which the CRM part of the DARM is structured.  
Once a customer had made a request for a service, her/his eligibility for this service needs to be 
verified first.  A service may be provided for a fee, in which case an invoice is given to the 
customer and a payment (or multiple payments) has to be made. In some cases a contract needs 
to be signed between the customer and the relevant MDAs, in order for the service to be 
provided, but in Government services, unlike in the commercial sector, this is the exception, 
rather than the rule.  A service may be composed of multiple actions, spread over time. For 
example, patient care may be spread over multiple appointments and treatments. In such cases, a 
customer history needs to be maintained.       

7.3.9 THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP 
The GoG, through its different MDAs executes programmes in order to achieve its policies and 
goals.  Programmes are a set of activities designed to achieve a certain goal. Programmes are 
subdivided into projects. We define a project as a planned action that represents a set of 
activities organised and managed to produce a specified product in a specified period of time 
with specified resources.  A project has certain people and departments assigned to it, it has a 
budget and cost estimates, and is composed of a series of events. An event has a start date and 
an end date. An action is one, important type of event. An action is an activity, or the 
occurrence of an activity, that may utilise resources and may be focused on an objective. Thus 
an action is contained within a project, has a start and end date, and is related to an objective 
and to the resources it utilises. Such resources may be personnel or equipment. A task is an 
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action for which the cost can be estimated.   The following diagram is an example of a Project 
Management group relations UML diagram: 

 
Figure 38: Project Management Entity 

7.3.10 THE DOCUMENTS GROUP 
Government maintains many documents and records. In general, we view records as any 
information recorded in any form, while documents refer mainly to textual documents which are 
relied upon as the basis, proof or support for something.  A form is a document with blank spaces 
to be filled in. A form is based on a template and may be filled in either electronically, via a web 
based interface, or the template may be printed and filled in manually with a pen or typewriter.  
A message is a document sent from one entity to another, and thus is associated with a sender 
and one more receivers. The senders and receivers may be either persons or organisations. A 
report is another sub-type of document. A report is an account or statement describing in detail 
an event, situation, or the like, usually as the result of observation, inquiry or investigation.  

For each document or record a set of metadata is maintained. This metadata includes the author 
and publisher of the document, the subject and keywords, the audience and the type and 
language of the document. The metadata schema according to which all GoG documents should 
be tagged is described in more detail in the metadata section of this document.  

One important metadata item which must be associated with each document is its protection 
classification. This is the level assigned to national security information and material that denotes 
the degree of damage that its unauthorised disclosure would cause to national defence. Examples 
of possible security classifications are top secret, secret, etc.  Another important aspect is its 
privacy classification, which should be applied to documents or records containing personal data 
and pertains to the degree of potential damage to the individual's privacy, in case the contents of 
this document would become public or leaked to a 3rd party.   
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7.3.11 THE GEOSPATIAL GROUP  
A GeoSpatial feature is anything in the world that has a location (i.e., point, line, and 
polygon/area features). Roads, buildings, and tracts of lands are all GeoSpatial features.  For 
each GeoSpatial feature we maintain one or more locations. A location is essentially a point on 
the surface of the earth, defined by its longitude and latitude. A road is described as a segmented 
line, with the points, or locations, separating the segments maintained for it. An area or parcel of 
land is described as a polygon, through the locations of its set of vertexes.  

A tract of land is a parcel of land that has a unique set of owners and has a unique land 
description. A land title is a deed of registration of real estate, and it serves to map a tract of land 
to its owners. One of the roles of a Government is to maintain the national land registry, which 
maps out all of the tracts of lands in the country, to their corresponding owners, through land 
titles.  Tracts of land may also contain natural resources and details concerning them may be 
maintained in the national natural resources database.   

Another important aspect of Government is local Government.  Many Government functions are 
managed at the local or regional level. Ghana is divided into regions, which in turn contain 
districts, metropolitans, cities, towns and villages.  Each district or municipality has its own local 
Government and Government departments.  For each municipality we maintain its borders in the 
national GIS data system.  The DARM we have described for the GoG as a whole is also 
applicable to local Government at the district and municipality levels.  

7.3.12 THE FACILITIES GROUP 
A facility is any structure or area (such as a building, a playfield, or even a natural lake), that has 
a specific use. The GoG manages many facilities in order to perform its tasks. Such facilities 
include schools, clinics, and Government offices. A facility has a street address and a location 
(altitude and longitude) is located on a tract of land, and its ownership is registered in the 
national land registry.  It belongs to, or serves, a certain organisation.  For each facility additional 
details may be maintained such as the number of floors and the maximum occupancy for 
buildings.  A structured facility is a facility constructed by people. A building is one type of 
structured facility; dams and bridges are other types.    

Government is also responsible (directly or through private or Government owned companies) 
for the maintenance and development of utilities and infrastructure. Utilities include the 
electricity, water, sewage and gas networks. Facilities are served by utilities – most facilities are 
connected to the water, electricity and sewage networks. The relationship, or connection, 
between a facility and a utility network is uniquely identified through a utility contract number. 
The organisation responsible for the facility is billed by the utility company for the utility (such 
as water or electricity) it consumes.   
Description of the DARM of specific utility networks (such as the electricity or water networks) 
requires deep domain knowledge and use of many specialised terms, specific for each network, 
and thus is beyond the scope of this project. This specific data is also often maintained by the 
utility companies themselves and not by Government.   
Infrastructure includes transport infrastructure such as roads, railroads, ports and airports. A 
detailed DARM for such infrastructure requires detailed civil engineering and GIS (Graphical 
Information Systems) knowledge, and is beyond the scope of this project. However, we note that 
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it is very important to maintain a national GIS system, or data asset, where all the different 
infrastructure and utility networks are mapped. This central GIS system or data asset would be 
consulted whenever a building permit is to be issued, or a new road, pipe, or cable is to be laid 
down, in order to verify that the new construction will not harm existing pipes or cables. 

 The following diagram is an example of a Facilities group relations UML diagram: 

 
Figure 39: Facility Entity 

7.3.13 THE BUDGET GROUP  
Like all organisations, a Government maintains a budget. We begin with the description of 
some basic accounting entities and move on to describe those elements unique to a Government 
budget.   
Each MDA has payables and receivables. Payables are money that MDA owes to suppliers, but 
hasn't paid yet, and receivables are amount of money that a person or an organisation owes an 
MDA, but has not paid yet. Payables are linked to invoices issued by suppliers, receivables are 
linked to invoices or payment notifications issued by the MDAs.  
Payables and receivables are recorded together in a Budget Account. A Budget Account records 
the amounts of money owned or owed by or to a particular person or organisation, or allocated 
to a particular purpose, and is used for managing the day to day finances of an organisation.   

In order to create a budget, an organisation first carries out appraisals – estimations of the value 
of existing property and equipment, the cost of new and ongoing programs and projects, and the 
projected revenue from various sources of income such as taxes. Based on the appraisals, 
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appropriations are created. An appropriation is an expenditure item, an amount of budget 
allocated for a specific purpose. For example, a budget of $40,000,000 may be allocated for 
"cross cultural education". An Appropriation is an expenditure budget item. A revenue budget 
item is the expected revenue from a specific source. For example, the VAT revenue budget item 
predicts that for the 2008 fiscal year VAT revenues will be $300,000,000, together with 
appropriations and revenue budget items from the Government budget. A budget is constructed 
for each fiscal year, and must be approved by legislature.    
One of the main methods through which a Government implements its goals and policies, is by 
the provision of funds to NGOs. An NGO may submit an application for funding, related to a 
specific appropriation. For example, an NGO dealing with cross cultural education may submit 
an application for funding a cross cultural education programme under the 'cross cultural 
education' appropriation. If the application is successful, to NGO will receive funds from the 
Government in order to implement its program. A fund is money appropriated for a specific 
organisation for a specific purpose. One should note that the GoG appropriates funds from its 
own budget, and applies for funds from the World Bank, etc.       
The other main method through which appropriated money is spent is by issuing RFP's for 
specific projects, equipment, or services, and than paying the commercial contractors selected 
during the RFP process.    

Government income is derived mainly from taxes and fees. A fee is a financial charge laid for 
the consumption of a specified service. A tax is a financial charge specified in relation to a 
certain economic or financial activity performed by the tax payer, and is not directly related to 
any service provided by the Government. For example, income tax is related to the receipt of an 
income, while VAT is related to the procurement of goods and services.    

7.3.14 THE LAW AND ORDER GROUP  
One of the main responsibilities of Government is maintaining law and order. In this section we 
describe the main data entities related to the maintenance of law and order, and the relationships 
between them. We focus mainly on the entities involved in the pre-indictment stage, in which 
many different Government agencies are involved. Full DARM analysis of the judicial system 
and process are behind the scope of the document.   

An incident is a situation that required the response of emergency personnel and organisations 
and results in the recording of information about this situation. An incident may be a traffic 
accident, a violent argument, an emergency ambulance call, fire, theft or robbery. For each 
incident we record the time and place of the incident, a description of the incident, the persons 
involved, who reported the incident, the reporting and investigative officers and the emergency 
responders.   

A case is an incident requiring further investigation or action. A criminal case is a case where a 
criminal offence may have been committed.  For each criminal case we record the identity of 
the victims, the perpetrators (suspects), the witnesses and the items of evidence. We also record 
the items of legislation according to which an indictment may be served, and links to the court 
discussions and court decisions given on this case.  If there is sufficient evidence, an indictment 
may be served, the case will be discussed in court, and if the suspects are found guilty they will 
have to pay a fine or serve a sentence. 
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7.4  Data Management 
Data management involves managing unstructured data such email, data classification, data 
enrichment, data integration, data quality, data replication/synchronisation, data security, master 
data management (MDM), metadata management, and XML data management. 
Data Management across Government involves the control, information exchange and 
efficiency of data operations.  These are supported by the following strategies that enable 
effective data management.   

7.4.1 DATA GOVERNANCE 
Data Governance is the practice of making Government-wide decisions regarding MDAs 
information holdings. Data governance includes the determination of data sources, 
responsibilities for integrity, defining requirements for business process development and 
change, and mechanisms of arbitrating differences among stakeholders.   
Data governance involves the following: 

7.4.1.1 Email Management 

In order to address the growing need for transparency in Government, compliance and 
knowledge management requirements, MDAs must retain a greater number of emails than ever 
before. Yet with such a large percentage of internal and external business communications 
performed via email, this is becoming an increasingly difficult task, one with which many 
struggle to keep pace. Additionally, as the volumes of messages requiring retention grow, so 
too, do the related storage, retrieval and administrative costs. To address these challenges and 
prepare for litigation and compliance reviews, MDAs need a standardised, policy-based email 
retention system that ensures all relevant messages are stored safely and in accordance with any 
pertinent national laws and governing bodies.  
Developing a well-planned, Government-wide email retention policy helps establish uniform 
and consistent rules for all email and electronic records. Such a policy outlines email content, 
sets retention and deletion criteria and provides the flexibility to accommodate litigation holds 
and enable role-based user access. Leveraging a robust information governance solution also 
helps simplify the management of this process. The ideal solution should automate retention 
policy enforcement and task documentation, while providing an archiving and retrieval engine 
that streamlines an organisation’s ability to locate messages for audits and litigation in a timely 
and cost-effective manner.   
To make email management procedures a cost-effective business asset, MDA need to develop, 
actively enforce and audit comprehensive retention guidelines. These rules should specify 
consistent, enterprise-wide data archive windows and define permissions for who can access, 
change or delete messages, attachments and other records. To this end, MDAs should guide 
themselves through the process of developing, implementing, monitoring and auditing a 
comprehensive email retention policy using the following 10 steps:  

1. Define an Email Retention Policy 
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In order to fully understand its retention obligations, an MDA must first have a clear 
understanding of the types of content it transmits electronically. To provide this insight, 
the email retention policy should specify: 

� Document types that employees can send via email, as well as the specific files, 
such as sensitive business contracts, that must be transmitted using a different 
method; 

� Content guidelines defining what should or should not go into emails, including 
policies around what constitutes sexual harassment or other unacceptable 
language;  

� Enforcement measures and best practices that automatically scan for policy 
violations and designate an internal authority to periodically review content.  

2. Eliminate the Variables Hindering Centralisation 
Without formal archiving guidelines and an automated system to manage the process, 
employees often save old messages and attachments on local storage systems, such as a 
PC hard drive. This lack of standardisation makes tracking and protecting archived 
messages problematic. For example, a judge can request messages saved on personal 
archives during litigation. But if an employee saves these on a hard drive, which then 
fails, the information is lost and the MDA becomes vulnerable to legal and regulatory 
penalties around the spoliation of data. 
Moreover, locating the necessary data on all local hard drives throughout a large 
organisation is a difficult, time-consuming and expensive process that often fails to 
discover every message saved on a non-standardised source. To avoid the possibility of 
missing a message, email retention policies should include specific, centralised 
archiving methods that prohibit employees from saving messages in personal folders. 

3. Educate Employees about the Retention Policy 
Even though a formal email retention policy may be defined and in place, many 
employees may remain unaware that such guidelines exist. To ensure that archiving 
rules are followed across the MDA, all employees must be trained on the policy and able 
to demonstrate that they understand content and storage procedures, as well as any rules 
restricting the use of personal folders. Moreover, education should:  

� Detail the reasons why these rules are in place;  

� Offer instructions for using any supporting archiving technology;   

� Outline the consequences of noncompliance at both a business and personal 
level.  

4. Incorporate Relevant Regulations into the Retention Policy 
It is critical that all email retention policies incorporate the requirements of the mandates 
governing the industry sector in which an organisation operates. There are many 
common regulations to consider: 
There are international regulations such as HIPAA, which apply to any email message or 
other electronic records that contain sensitive information about an individual’s medical 
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history. The preservation period for a medical record is a minimum of five years, though 
some related statutes dictate that certain information be retained for the life of the 
patient.   
Although many regulations exist MDAs must ensure the following requirements are key 
aspect of compliance: 

� Data permanence, where data must be in its original state without being altered 
or deleted; 

� Data security, where all retained information must be protected against security 
threats, including access by unauthorised persons and any outside forces that 
could physically damage or endanger the availability of archived messages; 

� Availability, where organisations must prove that all emails subject to the 
retention policy can be easily accessed by authorised personnel in a timely 
manner.  

5. Identify Roles with Unique Retention Requirements 
Specific organisational roles have unique archiving requirements, which must be 
captured in the larger retention policy. It is common practice in most organisations 
across the globe to save the emails of CEOs/MD indefinitely, even after their tenures 
have ended.  

6. Balance Retention Guidelines and Related ICT Costs 
Though there are many specific legal and regulatory guidelines around email retention, 
no court or compliance authority demands the archiving of every email ever sent or 
received. As a result, MDAs should implement a retention policy that reduces the 
storage burden by ensuring that the emails essential to meeting compliance and litigation 
guidelines are saved, while those that are not needed are deleted. By reducing storage 
through retention and deletion policies in line with legal and compliance mandates, ICT 
departments can limit storage-related expenditures and streamline email administration 
tasks, which often comprise more than 40 percent of total ICT support costs.   

7. Provide Employees with Access to Archived Messages 
As MDAs establish overarching policies for archiving and deleting email messages, they 
must also verify that all employees have access to the electronic assets they need to 
carry out their business responsibilities. To support productivity, policies should 
establish rules that enable certain messages to be saved for personal communication, 
while allowing all other messages to be managed by the default retention strategy. These 
rules should also allow users to search for all archived email in both production and 
offline storage systems, and in some cases, enable employees in similar roles to access 
messages owned by their co-workers. 

8. Ensure that Retention Policies Can Accommodate Legal Holds 
Email retention policies must be flexible enough to be suspended if a legal hold is 
necessary. For example, if an organisation is anticipating legal action, it might choose to 
retain all emails in order to preserve the information that may be used as evidence 
during litigation. It is critical that policies accommodate legal holds, because courts can 
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impose sanctions for the spoliation of any messaging content or electronic records that 
are relevant to a legal proceeding. 

9. Validate that All Messages Are Archived 
In order to comply with e-Government and litigation mandates, MDAs must confirm 
and demonstrate that all emails are captured and subject to the retention policy. To 
support this critical goal and eliminate the possibility that information escapes retention, 
MDAs should leverage an information governance solution with functionality that 
provides the live, real-time capture of every message that falls under the rules of the 
retention policy. 

10. Use Technology to Enforce Retention Policies 
To achieve the goals outlined in its email retention policy, an MDA should implement a 
robust, automated information governance solution capable of enforcing policy 
guidelines across the business in an efficient, effective manner. Such a solution is the 
key to improving legal hold management, speeding retention processes and maintaining 
an archive that preserves necessary messages and purges nonessential emails as 
necessary. Information governance solutions should help simplify access to archived 
messages through rules to grant permission by business classification, protect messages 
as corporate assets and make them available to employees within similar roles.  

7.4.1.2 Data Classification 
Data classification is the categorisation of data for its most effective and efficient use.  MDAs 
must classify their data according to its critical value or how often it needs to be accessed, with 
the most critical or often-used data stored on the fastest media while other data can be stored on 
slower (and less expensive) media. This kind of classification tends to optimise the use of data 
storage for multiple purposes, e.g. technical, administrative, legal, and economic.  
Data can be classified according to any criteria, not only relative importance or frequency of 
use. For example, data can be broken down according to its topical content, file type, operating 
platform, average file size in megabytes or gigabytes, when it was created, when it was last 
accessed or modified, which person or department last accessed or modified it, and which 
personnel or departments use it the most. A well-planned data classification system makes 
essential data easy to find. This can be of particular importance in risk management, legal 
discovery, and compliance with Government regulations.    

7.4.1.3 Data Quality Management 
Poor data quality can undermine the everyday operations and performance of an MDA in 
multiple ways. It can increase risk by making agencies vulnerable to defaults and fraud, for 
example, in loan and grant programmes because they lack accurate or up-to-date information 
about the entities receiving assistance. Risks to public health or safety could rise if the relevant 
agencies lack transparency into the entities they oversee or do business with. 
Poor data quality can also increase an MDA’s costs by causing resources to be misdirected (e.g., 
an inspector visiting the wrong facility). Moreover, additional resources may be needed to 
resolve data inconsistencies or gaps, maintain duplicate source files, rationalise and synthesise 
data for insight, and address other data problems. Agencies’ ability to comply with laws and 
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regulations defining their fiduciary responsibilities is also hampered because poor data quality 
often leads to overpayments and other improper handling of funds. And poor data quality 
almost certainly results in decreased mission performance because agencies lack visibility into 
their operations and processes, staff are reluctant to use data they do not trust, and strategic 
decisions may be based on inaccurate or incomplete information. 
MDAs must develop a continuous and iterative framework that can help the ICT departments 
control the quality of data in the organisation.  
The framework must continuously monitor the quality of data and provide necessary inputs to 
users or systems to take timely actions.    
The framework consists of the following four steps: 

1. Detection: Detecting the data quality issues is the first step towards ensuring quality. 
Intelligent algorithms and tools are deployed to continuously monitor and report the 
quality of the data and flag any anomalies in the data elements as erroneous.  

2. Correction: This step involves taking necessary actions to correct the data anomalies. 
While analytical algorithms are used to auto-correct some of the entries, user 
intervention is called for when there is more than one choice of action that can be taken.  

3. Measurement: The measurement step involves measuring the data quality and tracking 
errors. It ensures that all reported anomalies are corrected and monitored. Key 
performance indicators such as average cycle rate for error fix, and total error data are 
captured, trended, and reported to management periodically. Data errors need to be 
classified as follows to have specific strategy based on classification. 

� Type 1 error occurs when relationship is assumed but in fact does not exist. This 
leads to additional validation and false alarms. 

� Type 2 errors occur when no relationship is assumed when in fact it exists. 
Detecting Type 2 errors is difficult as they require in-depth data analysis. 
Defining confidence limits of the data errors helps in prioritising the effort that 
needs to be spent to bring the data quality within control limits. 

4. Learn: The step involves reviewing the process periodically and enhancing the ability to 
detect and correct anomalies by deploying additional tools and by reforming business 
processes. This step ensures that the effort required maintaining the data quality reduces 
over time. 

7.4.1.3.1 Data Quality Control Process  
Any data quality initiative needs well-defined processes to be followed for maximising the 
control on quality. The data quality control process involves assessment of data quality issues, 
cleansing and augmentation of data, and tracking and reporting of data anomalies. The control 
process consists of: 

� Data Assessment - Data assessment phase consists of analysing the data structures and 
finalising the scope of data quality audits. This is an important phase for data 
management as priorities of correction efforts is determined in this phase.  In data 
mapping or the profiling phase, end to end mapping between source system and 
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destination system are carried out.  The phase involves detection of errors and correction 
of data to control the data integrity over time.  

� Standardise - The standardising exercise is important to upgrade data content to meet 
business rules and industry standards.  Data must be made consistent across systems, 
which in turn reduces redundancy.  Data standardisation can be done at the following two 
levels: 

o Coding  standardisation involves product codes, financial codes, inventory 
numbers,   model numbers, programme types and so on.   For example, all B/W 
printers from HP are coded starting with BWHP-PRN which makes product 
recognition easy; 

o Address standardisation involves consistency in the order of various data fields.   
For example, 9575 N FARM ROAD 173 needs to be changed to 9575 N FARM 
RD 173. 

� Cleanse - The data cleansing and preparation phase fulfils the following objectives: 
o Ensure that the data meets the requirements of future state system; 

o Minimise migration related errors, thus reducing manual data entry effort. 
Cleansing is carried out to ensure integrity of data and to prepare the data for specific 
migration needs. Tools and intelligent commercial databases. Some of the constraints that 
can be enforced are: 

Referential constraints to verify if the key is present in referential master table before 
transaction record can be built: 

o Unique constraints to ensure that duplicates within an entity are avoided; 
o Default constraints to plug in default values in the absence of user entry in 

commercial databases. 

� Enhance:  The enhance phase involves data augmentation by enhancing the information 
algorithms customised to business scenarios are implemented to detect the violations of 
the rules. Additional correction procedures are also deployed for rapid error fix. A few 
instances where cleansing is required are as follows: 

o Inactive master records with no transactions and inspecting them for potential 
purges; 

o Transaction records with no masters; 
o Invoices with missing Accounts Receivable and vice versa. 

� Enforce: Commercial databases can also be leveraged for enforcing referential integrity 
and constraints. Additional business rules can be enforced using pre-defined triggers on 
value using internal and external data sources. 

Data can also be enhanced by sourcing information from systems within the organisation 
by matching the required contents across the applications. For example, various 
customers in database are linked together with information in external database, which 
resulted in more accurate reporting.  
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� Consolidate: The consolidate phase involves reducing duplicate or unnecessary 
information in data store. This ensures that transactions are assigned to correct 
dimensions making rolling up easier.  

� Tracking and Reporting: Monitoring and tracking the data cleansing exercise is 
important to understand readiness of data and also the progress. It enables users to know 
if the correction has been successful or not. It provides the ability to prioritise based on 
severity of data quality issues and trend line. The performance of data quality control 
teams can be assessed on the action taken on reported quality issues. Tracking also helps 
identify the most common causes of errors and help explore the possibilities of 
automating correction procedures. 

� Data Quality Verification: Data quality verification focuses on additional efforts to 
verify the quality of data by performing live tests on the data. The data is tested in cyclic 
validation runs to test databases and analysis is carried out on the migration to pre-verify 
the quality of the data. This provides necessary information to the management about 
readiness of the data in terms of quality. 

� Exception Analysis: Data validation or error analysis plays an important role in data 
migration. It shows the business community the end result of data cleansing being carried 
out and also gives visibility into the errors, their causes, and the corrective action that 
needs to be taken. Detailed analysis of errors encountered during migration, statistical 
summarisation of erred records and tracking of success percentage of each conversion run 
help reduce chances of errors during subsequent runs and also proactively identify new 
areas of cleansing for achieving higher conversion rates. 

� Reconciliation: Reconciliation is a process through which data from both source and 
target systems are compared and analysed. Scripts must be run to bring both source and 
target data into a common framework for comparison. Financial reconciliation, for 
example, specifically looks at matching revenue and expense related data from source 
and destination systems to ensure that revenue flow remains constant.  

7.4.1.4 Data Security 

Data security is the means of ensuring that data is kept safe from corruption or theft and that 
access to it is suitably controlled. Thus data security helps to ensure privacy. It also helps in 
protecting sensitive Government data. 

The Security Architecture Reference Model identifies a number of mechanisms to promote data 
security.  Technologies used for data security include: 

� Disk Encryption Disk encryption refers to encryption technology that encrypts data on a 
hard disk drive. Disk encryption typically takes form in either software or hardware. Disk 
encryption is often referred to as on-the-fly encryption ("OTFE") or transparent 
encryption;  

� Backups - Are used to ensure data which is lost can be recovered; 

� Data Masking - Data masking of structured data is the process of obscuring (masking) 
specific data within a database table or cell to ensure that data security is maintained and 
sensitive customer information is not leaked outside of the authorised environment; 
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� Data Erasure - Data erasure is a method of software-based overwriting that completely 
destroys all electronic data residing on a hard drive or other digital media to ensure that 
no sensitive data is leaked when an asset is retired or reused. 

7.4.1.5 Master Data management 

Master Data Management is extremely important in ensuring the consistent use of data across 
Government and details in discussed in the Applications Architecture Reference Model section 
of this document. 

7.4.1.6 Metadata Management  
Metadata is defined as ‘data about data’ and it has been defined to support the e-Government 
Interoperability Framework (eGIF).  The Metadata standards defined by the eGIF provides the 
structure and rules governing metadata used by the public sector. This standardisation is 
essential if data is to be truly interoperable, and if citizens are to be able to find Government 
information and services without a knowledge of the structure of Government and the allocation 
of responsibilities within it.  The eGIF Monitoring and Evaluation and Assessment 
Methodologies provide the necessary information on how eGIF components such as the 
Metadata will be managed.    

7.4.1.7 XML Data Management 
XML Schemas have been defined by the eGIF and the GoG technical policies for systems data 
integration and transformation cover XML and XML Schemas for data integration.  The eGIF 
Monitoring and Evaluation and Assessment Methodologies provide the necessary information 
on how eGIF components such as the XML management.   

7.4.2 DATA SHARING 
Data Sharing is the practice of provisioning data from an information source to an information 
consumer in response to a business requirement. A data sharing architecture is a standard, 
repeatable technical pattern for sharing data. If an MDA can enforce its architecture through a 
governance process as data is shared to support real business needs, then the MDA has a good 
chance of creating quality data.    

7.4.2.1 Data Integration 

MDAs do not operate in isolation, they share and exchange data with citizens, businesses and 
other MDAs.  The data generated by the MDAs in some case have to be integrated and the 
technologies used include ETL are discussed in section 6.13 of this document. The Major 
techniques involved in data integration are data consolidation and data propagation.   
Data consolidation involves capturing of data from multiple source systems and integrating into 
a single persistent data store. The latency of the information in the consolidated data store 
depends upon whether batch or real time data consolidation is being used and how often the 
updates are being applied to the data store.   
Data propagation involves replicating data in different locations from different sources. 
Technologies include replication, database log scrapers and change data capture software.  
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Data Access uses search capabilities to make information accessible to uses via searchable 
indexes, aggregations and caches using the same type of search technologies that drive Internet 
search. The application of search technology in an Enterprise is known as Enterprise 
Information Access.  

Details of data integration techniques are provided in section 6.13.2. 
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8.  Technical Architecture Reference Model 
The Technical Architecture Reference Model (TARM) is a technical framework categorising the 
standards and technologies for the technical infrastructure to support the secure delivery of 
services.  It also defines the technical specifications of products, protocols, etc that support the 
different layers of infrastructure.  

Aligning the MDA’s capital investments to the TARM leverages a common, standardised 
vocabulary, allowing inter-MDA discovery, collaboration, and interoperability. 

8.1  TARM Principles 
Principles supporting the TARM are: 
� Principle 1: Business Continuity 

Enterprise operations are maintained in spite of system interruptions. 
Rationale:  
As system operations become more pervasive, the Government will become more dependent 
on them, therefore, the reliability of such systems throughout their design and use must be 
considered.  Business premises throughout Government must be provided the capability to 
continue their business functions regardless of external events.  Hardware failure, natural 
disasters, and data corruption should not be allowed to disrupt or stop Government 
activities.  The Government business functions must be capable of operating on alternative 
information delivery mechanisms. 
Implications: 
o Dependency on shared system applications mandates that the risks of business 

interruption must be established in advance and managed.  Management includes but 
is not limited to periodic reviews, testing for vulnerability and exposure, or designing 
mission-critical services to assure business function continuity through redundant or 
alternative capabilities; 

o Recoverability, redundancy and maintainability should be addressed at the time of 
design; 

o Applications must be assessed for criticality and impact on the Government and 
MDA mission, in order to determine what level of continuity is required and what 
corresponding recovery plan is necessary. 

� Principle 2: Requirements Based Change 
Only in response to business needs are changes to applications and technology made. 
Rationale:  
This principle will foster an atmosphere where the information environment changes in 
response to the needs of the business, rather than having the business change in response to 
information technology changes.  This is to ensure that the purpose of the information 
support the transaction of business is the basis for any proposed change.  Unintended effects 
on business due to information technology changes will be minimised.  A change in 
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technology may provide an opportunity to improve the business process and hence, change 
business needs. 

Implications: 
o Changes in implementation will follow full examination of the proposed changes 

using the Enterprise Architecture; 
o MDAs do not fund a technical improvement or system development unless a 

documented business need exists; 
o Change management processes conforming to this principle will be developed and 

implemented; 
o This principle may bump up against the responsive change principle.  The MDAs 

must ensure the requirements documentation process does not hinder responsive 
change to meet legitimate business needs.    

� Principle 2: Responsive Change Management 
Changes to Government technical infrastructure environment are implemented in a timely 
manner. 
Rationale:  
If people are to be expected to work within the Government ICT environment, that 
environment must be responsive to their needs. 

Implications: 
o MDAs have to develop processes for managing and implementing change that do not 

create delays; 

o A user who feels a need for change will need to connect with a "business expert" to 
facilitate explanation and implementation of that need; 

o If we are going to make changes, we must keep the architectures updated; 
o Adopting this principle might require additional resources; 

o This will conflict with other principles (e.g., Maximum Enterprise-wide benefits, 
Government-wide applications, etc.). 

� Principle 3: Control Technical Diversity 
Technological diversity is controlled to minimise the cost of maintaining expertise and 
connectivity between multiple processing environments. 
Rationale:  
There is a real cost of infrastructure required to support alternative technologies for 
processing environments.  There are further infrastructure costs incurred to keep multiple 
processor constructs and Operating Systems interconnected and maintained. 
Limiting the number of supported platform components will simplify maintainability and 
reduce costs. 
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The business advantages of minimum technical diversity include: standard packaging of 
components; predictable implementation impact; predictable valuations and returns; 
redefined testing; utility status; and increased flexibility to accommodate technological 
advancements.  Common technology across Government brings the benefits of economies 
of scale to the Government.  Technical administration and support costs are better controlled 
when limited resources can focus on a shared set of technology. 

Implications: 
o Policies, standards, and procedures that govern acquisition of technology must be tied 

directly to this principle; 
o Technology choices will be constrained by the choices available within the 

technology blueprint.  Procedures for augmenting the acceptable technology set to 
meet evolving requirements will have to be developed and implemented; 

o MDAs are not freezing our technology baseline.  They must welcome technology 
advances and change the technology blueprint when compatibility with the current 
infrastructure, improvement in operational efficiency, or a required capability has 
been demonstrated. 

� Principle 4: Interoperability 
Software and hardware should conform to defined standards that promote interoperability 
for data, applications and technology. 
Rationale:  
Standards help ensure consistency, thus improving the ability to manage systems and 
improve user satisfaction, and protect existing ICT investments, thus maximising return on 
investment and reducing costs.  Standards for interoperability additionally help ensure 
support from multiple vendors for their products, and facilitate supply chain integration. 
Implications: 

o Interoperability standards and industry standards will be followed unless there is a 
compelling business reason to implement a non-standard solution; 

o A process for setting standards, reviewing and revising them periodically, and 
granting exceptions will be established; 

o The existing ICT platforms must be identified and documented. 

� Principle 5: Robust and reliable network infrastructure 
User service delivery expectation must be incorporated into the design of Technical 
Architecture. 

Rationale: 
Networks must be at least 99.98% available (i.e. 24x7x365) to enable access to critical 
Government services all the time.  Network infrastructure should be scalable to allow for 
major modifications to accommodate higher bandwidths required by new and emerging 
bandwidth-hungry technologies.   

Implications: 
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o Access to critical Government services will depend on the continuous availability of 
the network infrastructure and therefore it must be designed with minimised latency 
in mind;  

o Networks consist of and rely on many interrelated and often highly complex 
components distributed across a wide geographic area.  Failure of any single 
component can have severe adverse effects on one or more business applications or 
services;  

o Bandwidth must be sufficient to accommodate new and expanding applications, 
different types of data (e.g., voice, data, image, and video), and a variety of 
concurrent users.  

� Principle 6: Open Architecture Support  
Support for open standards 

Rationale: 
The technical infrastructure must be designed to accommodate open, vendor-neutral, 
mainstream technologies and multi-protocol communication.  
Implications: 

o Open, vendor neutral networks provide the flexibility and consistency that allows 
agencies to respond more quickly to changing business requirements;  

o Industry-wide, open standards and architecture provide for the consistent 
deployment, management, and expansion of networks to allow agencies to respond 
more quickly to changing business requirements; 

o This approach supports economic and implementation flexibility because technology 
components can be purchased from many vendors.  This insulates the state from 
unexpected changes in vendor strategies and capabilities;  

o Design applications to be transport-independent.   

� Principle 7: Secure access 
The security of Government’s information assets is paramount and therefore access must be 
controlled.  
Rationale: 
Network access must be designed as a function of authentication and authorisation, not of 
location. 

Implications: 
o Access to information, applications, and system resources must be available from a 

variety of public and private networks, as well as from the Internet. 
o Network access must be based on the levels of security assigned to the user 

irrespective of their location.  

� Principle 8: Ensuring confidentiality  
Confidentiality of citizen data such as medical records must paramount. 
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Rationale: 
Networks must be designed with standards that ensure confidentiality and security of data as 
a high priority. 
Implications: 

o Networks are the main channel for the delivery of e-Government information and 
services;  

o Existing security and confidentiality standards and policies should guide the 
implementation of networks to ensure that information is protected from 
unauthorised access and use; 

o Network Architecture must enable easier access and more widely available 
information, while still protecting individual rights of privacy; 

o Networks must be designed to protect data either in storage or in transmission. 

� Principle 9: Support for converged services 
Convergence is of strategic value to the Government 

Rationale: 
Networks should be designed to support converged services to accommodate data, voice, 
and video services and to be “application aware” in the delivery of business-critical 
application systems. 

Implications: 
o Networks are the distribution mechanism for state and agency applications that 

deliver agency business functions; 

o Network Architecture must support the use of information technology to continually 
improve Government efficiency and effectiveness; 

o Network Architecture provides the ability to seamlessly deploy business-critical 
application systems alongside other, more bandwidth-intensive applications such as 
multimedia, voice, and web-based Intranet applications; 

o To deliver service, networks must recognise, classify, prioritise, and protect 
business-critical applications while still enabling bandwidth-intensive and delay-
sensitive multimedia and voice applications. 

� Principle 11: Shared services managed centrally 
Shared services strategy is an important strategy for the e-Ghana project. 

Rationale: 
Utilise the centrally maintained and managed enterprise-wide network infrastructure.  

Implications: 
o A single uniform network infrastructure allows an enterprise to respond more 

efficiently when faced with requests by agencies for WAN component upgrades and 
installation; 
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o A centrally developed and managed infrastructure provides a more cost effective use 
of infrastructure resources; 

o Focus WAN requirements on functional specifications such as level of service 
needed, throughput needed, and response time needed. The implementation of an 
appropriately responsive WAN is a specialised function performed for the enterprise 
in its entirety. 

8.2  The TARM    
The TARM is the foundation upon which the Government can effectively deliver mission-critical 
services to its citizens.  To deliver the services at the appropriate level, business requirements 
and technical constraints such as security, cost, and service availability must be considered.  A 
well-implemented technology infrastructure can help resolve many of the challenges faced by the 
MDAs.  
The key principle that underlines the TARM is that of a service based approach to the 
development and deployment of shared infrastructure services for all MDAs.  It must also be 
based on extensive exploitation of virtualisation and consolidation of components, enabling 
MDAs to request for services rather than physical infrastructure items such as servers.    

8.2.1 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE TOPOLOGY 

 
Figure 40: Network Architecture Topology 
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The ultimate goal of the Government network infrastructure is to deliver applications effectively 
to users.  As illustrated in Figure 40 above the network infrastructure required to support the 
connected Government vision includes: 

� Wide Area Network (GovNet); 

� Local Area Network (LAN); 

� Internet; 

� Remote Access; 

� Data Centre Connectivity. 

8.2.2 GOVERNMENT WIDE AREA NETWORK   
Wide Area Network (WAN) is the technical infrastructure that will join Government agencies 
Local Area Networks (LANs) and citizens through WAN devices and technologies, in an 
organised and secure manner.  Continuous performance improvements in Personal Computers 
and LAN infrastructure have made it easy for most MDAs to deliver some applications within a 
building or offices.  However most MDAs do not have a WAN to link the various offices; even 
those with some WAN infrastructure find it challenging to maintain an acceptable level of 
application performance across the WAN.  The MDAs have been forced to propagate hosting 
facilities and server hardware around the country, install applications locally within branch 
offices, and endure the high cost of WAN bandwidth and applications that run slowly or simply 
cannot operate across the typically poor performing WAN links. 

As the Government’s functions demand a more tightly connected infrastructure that pulls even 
the most remote branch office workers into core business processes and applications, 
performance improvement through WAN optimisation has become paramount.  The Ministry of 
Communications is therefore initiating a separate GoG WAN (GovNet) design project to ensure 
business needs, trends and technical architecture requirements are captured and factored into the 
design.  

As illustrated in figure 41, a WAN is typically connected by a carrier’s public or leased 
communication links.  At each end of the leased line, a router will connect to the LAN on one 
side and a hub within the WAN on the other. Leased lines can be very expensive.  Instead of 
using leased lines, WANs can also be built using less costly circuit switching or packet switching 
methods.  Generally, WAN links between LANs provide less data throughput than LANs 
because of a number of factors, including: 

� The subscriber cost of the connection: High bandwidth connections can be extremely 
expensive, and most organisations consider a slower, more economical connection to be 
more appropriate; 

� Bandwidth sharing: A number of WAN links will share the same carrier network. Despite 
the use of complex routing algorithms by the carrier service providers, there remains a 
potential for bottlenecks; 

� Protocol and connection limitations:  Some WAN protocols offer restricted bandwidth by 
design, which is often due to limitations of the physical technologies used (for example, 
cable types); 
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� Limited capacity of connecting medium (wired, wireless radio, VSAT, leased copper). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 41: Typical Network Topology 
 

8.2.2.1 The GovNet – Design Requirements 
 
It is recommended that in choosing the WAN service provider the Government will look for 
suppliers who are positioned to deliver the right mix of services on a national basis, both in terms 
of breadth and depth and can deliver the following advantages to Government: 

� Single point of contact for provision, billing and fault escalation; 

� End-to-end management, service levels and reporting;  

� Optimum choice of carrier and technology based business requirements; 

� End-to-end QoS (Quality of Service) on a national basis. 
The WAN solution should be based on carrier-class equipment and should use Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) technology to create secure networks via the combination of meshed VPN 
tunnels to form a single routing context.  It should enable the creation of logically meshed 
network environments without physically provisioning individual circuits.  
The new converged network should extend the concept of a ‘peering point’ to form virtual 
‘peering networks’ to enable seamless access to networks, access services like Internet Access 
and Remote Access, Data Centre Services and other 3rd party services.  Common infrastructure 
drastically simplifies the overall solution and provides the following benefits to the Government:  

� Increased reliability and security; 

� Increased levels of standardisation and performance to improve the overall consistency of 
services delivered to the entire organisation; 

� Rapid transition and transformation to deliver cost and service benefits as quickly as 
possible. 

The recommendation is for the Government of Ghana to implement a core national backbone 
layered over the service provider managed network connecting each of the proposed key 
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Government Data Centres.  The national backbone would interconnect networks from each of the 
MDAs to form a coherent, national network.  Some of the benefits of this approach are: 

� Allowing the Government to chose single national backbone network provider; 

� Using IP address summary approach that will ensure less routing and less overhead on 
national network. 

For future strategy and design, Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is recommended as 
being fit for purpose. 
MPLS is recommended as the WAN protocol as it delivers the following benefits: 

� MPLS can create “any-to-any” VPN without a full mesh of Permanent Virtual Circuits 
(PVCs);  

� With MPLS achieving “Fully-Meshed” VPNs are simpler than many hub-and-spoke 
configurations; 

� Support for voice and video by applying Quality of Service (QoS) to time sensitive 
packets; 

� Switches traffic more rapidly than traditional routing protocols; 

� Secure communication;  

� Logically separates VPN traffic; 

� Connectivity is flexible and uncomplicated. 
At a national level, the recommendation is to have a converged network to support data, voice 
and video.  The WAN architecture should be a tiered approach and within this, the GoG Data 
Centres will form a national backbone and then various agencies with their own WAN and Data 
Centres connected to the national WAN (GovNet).   
GoG should ensure the following are provided by the service provider(s) for national services: 

� Privacy – all traffic must be encrypted using high-speed hardware encryption modules to 
3DES standard, and the GovNet should have its own private routing environment; 

� Resilience – all the major Government Data Centres should be connected to a highly 
redundant carrier-class equipment and form a fully meshed network; 

� High Capacity – all GoG Data Centre nodes should have minimum of 8Mbps access or 
greater. 

� Low Latency –full meshing and hardware encryption should ensure that latency times are 
low. 

Connectivity onto the national network should be through two peering points and these should be 
located at the GoG Data Centres (locations to be decided, but assumed to be Accra and Kumasi).  
GoG should follow industry best practice for implementing end-to-end QoS by identifying the 
network traffic and its QoS requirements, classifying the network traffic into the appropriate 
traffic classes and mark the network traffic as close to the source as possible and define the 
scheduling policy for each traffic class. 
GoG should use the following guidelines for deploying end to end QoS to get maximum 
advantage: 
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� Achieve the required QoS by managing the delay, delay variation (jitter), bandwidth, and 
packet-loss parameters on a network; 

� Classify and mark traffic as close to the source as possible; 

� Ensure that real-time traffic gets priority with minimal delay; 

� Ensure that business-critical traffic is correctly serviced; 

� Ensure that scavenger traffic (for example, file sharing) does NOT consume too much 
valuable bandwidth; 

� Use link efficiency techniques on WAN links; 

� Profile applications to their basic network requirements; 

� Do not over engineer provisioning.  Use no more than four to five traffic classes for data 
traffic for example: 

o Mission-Critical: e.g. MDA’s defined critical applications; 

o Transactional: e.g. ERP applications; 
o Best-Effort: e.g. email; 

o Less-than-Best-Effort (Scavenger): e.g. Other less critical applications 

� Only group applications with common characteristics together into the same class. 

� Most applications fall under best effort; make sure that adequate bandwidth is 
provisioned for this default class; 

� Seek executive endorsement of relative ranking of application priority prior to rolling out 
QoS policies for data. 

Refer to the following table for applications network resource requirements. 

Table 17: Network Resource Requirements 

 
 
Industry standard for bandwidth allocation over WAN links for QoS is shown in the chart below. 
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Figure 42: Industry Bandwidth Allocation Standards 
 
Figure 43 below shows an overview of the key components of the Government GovNet network 
infrastructure design.  The design must be based on a modular approach with full resilience built 
within each module.  The different modules are: 

� The Internet Hosting Module; 

� The VPN and Remote Access Module; 

� The Internet Browsing Module; 
 

 

Figure 43: GovNet Infrastructure 
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The architecture includes: 

� NI – The Public Internet: two Internet peering connections from two different service 
providers should be deployed for full resilience.  As the main network for e-Government, 
the availability of its Internet access must be very important.  The Internet should connect 
to the GovNet infrastructure through an additional two screening routers.  A bandwidth of 
8Mbps is recommended for the initial implementation.  

� N2 – Firewalls & Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS): a Perimeter Firewall services 
should be implemented to provide the application layer proxy firewall function to control 
traffic between the Public and Private zones.  An Internal Firewall services should be 
employed to provide application layer access control function between the Perimeter and 
the Internal - GovNet - core infrastructure.  

� N3 – The Internal Hosting Module: this module will provide the hosting environment 
for all the e-Government hosting services.  A 3-tiered architecture model is provided, 
with front-end, application and database layers for secure service deployments.  The 
front-end firewalls will provide Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) connectivity for the front-end 
Web services, and the Application layer, whilst the back-end firewalls will provide 
connectivity to the database layer and the Internal GovNet core infrastructure.  

There should also be a separate DMZ with a pair of SSL terminators for HTTPS traffic and SSL 
Offloading from Web services.  This will act as the initial point of contact for all inbound 
connections to the hosting environment.  Critical and transactional Government services will be 
based on secure Web services using SSL and XML.  

8.2.3 LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN) 
A Local Area Network (LAN) consists of communications systems of multiple interconnected 
workstations, peripherals, data terminals, or other devices confined to a limited geographic area 
consisting of a single building or a small cluster of buildings.  In line with the Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) model, LANs are created by connecting either multiple network hosts 
(PCs, printers etc) through a L2 LAN connectivity device or multiple network segments using a 
L3 LAN connectivity device.  
 
The speed of connectivity in a Local Area Network (LAN) is usually 10Mbps or higher. 
Currently, bandwidth size of 100Mbps is seen as a standard speed for normal distributed network 
connectivity whereas 1Gbps to 10Gbps is used for high speed application and backbone layer 
connectivity.  The LAN can either be physically or logically segmented. Logically segmented 
LAN is normally referred to as Virtual LAN (VLAN).  
 

8.2.3.1 Physical LAN on L2 Switches 
 
In the figure below, there are two physical Local Area Network (LAN) segments, Physical1 and 
Physical2. The clients and servers cannot communicate from one segment to another unless a 
network cable connects the switches.  If the switches were connected, this configuration would 
be considered as one physical network segment and could be referred to collectively as a LAN. 
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Figure 44: LAN Physical Design 
 

8.2.3.2 Virtual LAN Segments on L2 Switches 
 
In figure 45 below, two logical network segments have been created using the same physical 
network device (switch). Virtual Local Area Network segments can only be created on higher-
end switches. A LAN usually has the ports on its segment sharing the same broadcast domain. A 
Virtual LAN (VLAN) is made possible where a set of ports on a switch can share the same 
broadcast traffic and ports outside the set (evening though physically part of the same switch) 
cannot share it.  A VLAN is a set of ports that share the same broadcast traffic.  The address 
resolution protocol (ARP), which is the L2 resolution protocol, relies on broadcast traffic. 
Therefore, all VLANs are technically L2 VLANs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 45: 2 Logical Segments 
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Some switches can also route traffic between VLANs; when this happens, the term L3 VLAN is 
frequently used.  When the term L2 VLAN is used, it means that no other segments are routed to 
or from it at L3.  When the term L3 VLAN is used, it typically means that it is an L2 VLAN and 
other L2 VLANs are routed to or from it within the switch.  The following figure illustrates a 
single switch with two VLANs named Virtual1 and Virtual2. 
 

8.2.3.3 LAN Recommendations 
 

It is recommended that MDAs undertake a LAN refresh programme following the guidelines 
detailed below.  This should be a formally architected infrastructure and planned with 
consideration of changes elsewhere in the environment.  
The LAN architecture is based on building LAN networks using three layers: Core, Distribution 
and Access.  The three layers represent an architectural separation for design purposes, and are 
not necessarily implemented by separate hardware components. 
The following Four LAN architectures have been suggested as suitable for deployment at GoG 
locations. 
 

Table 18: LAN Architectures 
Site 
definition 

Scale 
(clients) 

Architecture Other 

Small 0-50 Distribution and Access 
(Layer 2) 

Single VLAN; WAN Router if required 

Medium 50-200 Core (Layer 3) 
Distribution and Access 
(Layer 2) 

Single/Multiple VLAN depend upon exact number of 
users 

Large 200+ Core (Layer 3) 
Distribution (Layer 2) 
Access layers (Layer 2) 

Multiple VLANs; Zones (building or collection of 
buildings) with each zone connecting to core via Layer 3 

Data Centre  Core (Layer 3) 
Distribution (Layer 2) 
Access layers (Layer 2) 

Multiple VLAN (production, backup, management, 
DMZ, WAN); Zones (various servers) with each zone 
connecting to core via Layer 3 

  

It is recommended that MDAs only implement ISO certified firewalls to achieve the following 
benefits: 

� Minimises hardware investment; 

� Improves management efficiency; 

� Better performance compared to open source based firewalls; 

� Provides carrier-class availability and scalability; 

� Reduces physical space requirements; 

� Faster protections against new threats. 
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8.2.3.4 Structured Cabling Systems  
 

Cabling installations for new buildings, major cable plant additions or modifications, building 
renovations or remodelling, shall meet all minimum requirements and mandatory criteria 
addressed in Telecommunications Industry Association/Electronic Industries Association 
(TIA/EIA) Commercial Building Telecommunications Standards 568, 569, 606, 607, and 
applicable electrical codes:  

� Cabling installations must comply with Telecommunications Industry 
Association/Electronic Industries Association (TIA/EIA) Commercial Building 
Telecommunications Standards 568, 569, 606, 607, and applicable electrical codes; 

� Cabling categories before 5e do not provide the convergence principle required in the 
network design and should not be used for any new installation; 

� The management of telecommunication infrastructure should comply with the TIA/EIA 
606 standard; 

� TIA/EIA 607 standard provides grounding and bonding requirements for 
telecommunications circuits and equipment; 

� UTP shall be used unless specific issues exist, such as high EMI or long transport 
distances. 

8.2.3.5 Copper Network Cabling 
 

Structured Cabling System installations for new and/or renovated buildings without cabling shall 
be Category 6 Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) as specified by TIA/EIA 568-B.2.1 Commercial 
Building Telecommunications Cabling Standards, which is based on the following:  

� UTP shall be used unless specific issues exist, such as high EMI or long transport 
distances; 

� Category 6 cabling is certified to carry up to 10 Gbps of data up to 100 meters. The 
cabling industry, TIA, and International Organisation for Standardisation/International 
Electro technical Commission (ISO/IEC) support Category 6 cabling or better as the 
optimal choice to develop the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 10 
Gbps Ethernet standard based on the rapid growth of Category 6 cabling installations in 
the marketplace; 

� Category 5e cabling is acceptable when incremental additions to existing Category 5e 
cabling for major cable plant modifications and/or additions due to building renovations 
or remodelling are necessary; 

� Category 6 link and channel requirements are backward compatible to Category 5e; 

� Category 6 cabling, and existing Category 5e cabling, installed per TIA 568-B.2.1 
standards, to the desktop allow most IP platform devices requiring power to operate 
without supplemental AC power in accordance with IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet 
(PoE) requirements; 
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� Category 5e patch cables used to connect platform client devices to Category 6 
Structured Cabling Systems where throughput performance is constrained by the platform 
client device interface are acceptable. 

8.2.3.6 Fibre Network Cabling 
  

Structured Cabling System installations for new buildings, major cable plant additions or 
modifications, building renovations or remodelling shall be either multi-mode or single-mode, 
depending on business unit requirements, as specified by TIA/EIA 568-B.3 and ISO/IEC 
11801:2002 Commercial Building Telecommunications Cabling Standards. 

� TIA/EIA-568-B series standards specify 50/125 micron multi-mode fiber for horizontal 
subsystems. 50/125 micron multi-mode or single-mode (8/125 micron) fiber is specified 
for vertical subsystems. 

o Multi-mode fiber transmits up to 10 Gbps Ethernet a distance of approximately 35 
meters to 300 meters (50/125 micron), depending on the specific fiber and the 
Ethernet port characteristics. Single-mode (8/125 micron) transmits up to 10 Gbps 
Ethernet a distance of 2, 10, and 40 kilometres, depending upon specifications; 

o Single-mode fiber network cabling subsystems between buildings allow up to 10-
Gbps Ethernet transmission rates over greater distances, as specified by the 
International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization 
Sector (ITU-T) Series G.652 and ISO/IEC 60793 standards. 

8.2.3.7 Network Link Layer Access Protocol 
 

The LAN will be based on Ethernet, IEEE 802.3, Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method with the following features: 

� Ethernet is scalable, with current versions able to manage the increase of data flow and 
provide the bandwidth and “end-to-end” Quality of Service (QoS) necessary to support 
the requirements of multimedia and converged voice, data, and video applications; 

� The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standards provide 10 / 100 / 1000 (1 Gbps) / 10,000 (10 Gbps) 
Mbps operation progressively providing higher bandwidth and improved performance; 

� The IEEE 802.3 standards provide an upgrade path resulting in a consistent management 
model across all operating speeds; 

� Full-duplex mode of Ethernet allows a simultaneous flow of network traffic from one 
workstation to another without collision issues; 

� The IEEE 802.3af PoE standard allows most IP platform devices requiring power to 
operate without supplemental AC power; 

� Network design, installation, and maintenance costs are minimised by preserving network 
architecture, management, software, and structured network cabling. 
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8.2.4 WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK (WLAN) 
 
The demand for WLAN as an alternative to ubiquitous wired LAN connectivity has been on the 
increase over the last few years.  The design of a wireless LAN should primarily ensure security, 
convenience, cost efficiency, and ease of integration with other networks and network 
components.  
 

 

Figure 46: Wireless LAN Architecture 
In 1997 the IEEE adopted IEEE Std. 802.11-1997, the first wireless LAN (WLAN) standard. 
This standard defines the media access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers for a LAN 
with wireless connectivity. It addresses local area networking where the connected devices 
communicate over the air to other devices that are within close proximity to each other. 

8.2.4.1 The IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN Architecture 
 

The 802.11 architecture is comprised of several components and services that interact to provide 
station mobility transparent to the higher layers of the network stack. 
 
Wireless LAN Station 
 
The station (STA) is the most basic component of the wireless network.  A station is any device 
that contains the functionality of the 802.11 protocol, that being MAC, PHY, and a connection to 
the wireless media.  Typically the 802.11 functions are implemented in the hardware and 
software of a network interface card (NIC). 
 
A station could be a laptop PC, handheld device, or an Access Point.  Stations may be mobile, 
portable, or stationary and all stations support the 802.11 station services of authentication, de-
authentication, privacy, and data delivery. 
 
Basic Service Set (BSS)  
 
802.11 defines the Basic Service Set (BSS) as the basic building block of an 802.11 wireless 
LAN.  The BSS consists of a group of any number of stations.  The BSS is not a very interesting 
topic until the topology of the WLAN is taken into consideration.   
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The standard is similar in most respects to the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard.  Specifically, the 
802.11 standard addresses: 

� Functions required for an 802.11 compliant device to operate either in a peer-to-peer 
fashion or integrated with an existing wired LAN; 

� Operation of the 802.11 device within possibly overlapping 802.11 wireless LANs and 
the mobility of this device between multiple wireless LANs; 

� MAC level access control and data delivery services to allow upper layers of the 802.11 
network; 

� Several physical layer signalling techniques and interfaces; 

� Privacy and security of user data being transferred over the wireless media. 

8.2.4.2 Wireless LAN Recommendations 
 

� Implement a layered approach to wireless security: 

� Security is being addressed in the transmission layer with the IEEE 802.11i 
standard and at the IP applications layer with standards- and policy-based 
authentication and access control.  The Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) 
algorithm, which is part of the 802.11x standard, is susceptible to compromise; 
therefore, improved security methods should be considered.  The Wi-Fi Protected 
Access (WPA) standard and Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol (PEAP) 
with the IEEE 802.11x Network Port Authentication standard provides interim, 
improved security until approval and widespread adoption of 802.11i.  In 
addition, vendor-specific, proprietary, security solutions may provide more 
enhanced interim security prior to approval and widespread adoption of 802.11i. 

� Change the default Enterprise Service Set Identifier (ESSID) on wireless access 
points;  

� Filter based on Media Access Control (MAC) address of the client;  

� Firewall technologies must be implemented at connection points between wireless 
and wire-based LANs additionally to reduce unauthorised access to internal 
networks; 

� Require user authentication and authorisation in order to gain access to the 
wireless network; 

� Utilise Virtual Private Networking (VPN) where strong security is required; 

� Provide application level security such as application authentication and 
authorisation as well as SSL.  

�  Develop a shared key distribution process prior to implementation.  

� The Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) standard uses a shared key system.  The 
WEP standard does not, however, include a process for distributing pass-phrases, 
hex keys, or ASCII strings that represent a wireless encryption key.  Therefore, a 
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secure process for the distribution and maintenance of shared keys must be 
developed in advance of implementation in order to ensure the security of the 
data.  

� SNMP must be disabled on wireless networking and communications devices unless 
explicitly required.  

� SNMP vulnerabilities may cause denial-of-service conditions, service 
interruptions, and in some cases may allow an attacker to gain access to the 
affected device.  

8.2.4.3 General Wireless Standard Considerations 
Wireless standards include: 

� Mobile IP provides an efficient and scalable mechanism to allow users to seamlessly 
roam among wireless networks.  Using Mobile IP in applications such as VoIP, media 
streaming, and virtual private networking can be supported without service interruption 
when users move across network boundaries; 

� Wireless Profiled TCP (WP-TCP) provides connection oriented services for developing 
applications that operate over wireless communication networks via the Wireless 
Application Protocol (WAP).  Wireless Profiled TCP is optimized for wireless 
environments due to the emergence of high-speed wireless networks (e.g., 2.5G and 3G) 
and provides for large data transfers, end-to-end security (using TLS) and convergence 
with IETF protocols; 

� The IEEE 802.11x standards form a family of specifications that define how WLAN 
equipment should be produced so equipment from different manufacturers can work 
together; 

� The IEEE 802.11b and .11g standards operate in the unlicensed radio 2.4 GHz frequency 
band and provide up to 11 Mbps and 54 Mbps transmission speeds, respectively, for 
wireless connectivity; 

� The IEEE 802.11g is backwards compatible with .11b allowing .11g and .11b devices to 
coexist in the same network (.11g devices’ performance declines based on distance and 
number of wireless devices); 

� The IEEE 802.11f Inter Access Point Protocol ensures interoperability between access 
points from multiple manufacturers; 

� The IEEE 802.15.3 standard is designed for short-range (up to 50 m), very-low-power 
operation from 11 to 55 Mbps.  The standard will provide quality of service, connection 
management, and advanced power management modes. The IEEE 802.15.2 standard 
addresses coexistence between WLANs and WPANs operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency 
band; 

� The IEEE 802.16x standards address the “first mile/last mile” connection broadband 
wireless access for Metropolitan Area Networks, providing up to 155 Mbps transmission 
speeds. These standards provide for interoperability and coexistence of fixed broadband 
wireless access systems from multiple manufacturers in both licensed and unlicensed 
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frequency bands.  The IEEE 802.16x standards provide for quality of service to support 
the needs of different applications. IEEE 802.16 WMAN can coexist with IEEE 802.11x 
WLAN to provide a viable, last-mile, backhaul solution; 

� The IEEE 802.17x standards address the Resilient Packet Ring which can handle multiple 
gigabit transmission speeds in opposite directions. This dual ring technology can be used 
in MAN and WAN networks. 

8.2.5 REMOTE ACCESS 
Remote access is the ability to get access to the GoG Data Centre services from a remote 
location (e.g. home, hotel, etc).  The options available: are 

� Using a Remote Access Server (RAS) - In this application, mobile and remote users 
often use analogue (dial-up modems) or ISDN switched services to connect to the Data 
Centre.   

 
Figure 47: RAS Architecture 

As illustrated in Figure 47 the connections will be used to access email, to download files 
and to access MDA’s systems.  This type of connection would also be used by small 
offices that do not have a permanent connection to the Government Secure Intranet.  The 
application will be managed through the RAS server at the Data Centre. 

� With a VPN (Virtual Private Network) - as shown in Figure 48, remote users and 
branch offices set up dial-up connections to local ISPs (Internet Service Providers) and 
connect via the Internet to a VPN server at the Data Centre. 

 
Figure 48: VPN Based Remote Access Architecture 
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VPN benefits include: 

� Elimination of the RAS, of associated modems, and of technical support costs to install, 
configure, and maintain the RAS. 

� Replacement of long-distance or telephone number services with local ISP connections at 
remote sites. 

� Access to all data and applications (not just e-mail or file transfers) over the Internet. 

8.2.6 DATA CENTRE 
The term Data Centre conjures up different meanings to different people in Government.  Some 
see the Data Centre as just the room where the servers are stored.  MDAs currently have 
disparate Data Centres of varying sizes and architecture spread across the country.  They have 
evolved from single server closets to fully fledged Data Centres without any standard approach 
to their design, operation and management.   
The key principle that underlines the GGEA however is that of a service based approach to the 
development and deployment of shared infrastructure services.  It is also based on the wider and 
more extensive exploitation of virtualisation to hide the complexity of the underlying 
infrastructure from those who are using the services.  Service levels should be achieved without 
users having knowledge nor be impacted by the nature of the infrastructure deployed to deliver 
the service.  
With technological advances and data centric needs of Government today, the Data Centre will 
become a ‘mission critical facility’ that acts as the heart of e-Government service delivery in 
Ghana.  There is also the realisation that data is the strongest asset of the MDAs and as such its 
availability, security and redundancy must be assured.  

8.2.6.1 Data Centre Network Model Description 
 
The Data Centre network model is a multi-tiered model providing the different layers of services 
or servers hosted in the Government Data Centres.  Different tiers must be built over the network 
using a fully virtual design, which enables transparent implementation of these tiers regardless of 
the physical location of servers. 
The diagram below illustrates the different tiers of data network architecture with the traffic flow 
in between. 
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Figure 49: Data Centre Network Nodes 

 
To provide centralised hosting services at the Data Centre for the MDAs the Government must 
own and control its own private high-speed network over which traffic can be routed away from 
normal Internet channels.  This provides higher reliability and security controls than are possible 
when traffic is being routed over the public Internet.  In addition, this enables the provisioning of 
private end-to-end Virtual Private Network (VPN) connections providing maximum reliability 
and security for MDA extranets or intranets and linking employees and/or citizens and suppliers 
for business critical functions.  This allows such time saving steps as broadcasting critical 
information to all users. It also allows for streamlined business processes such as Web-enabling 
and automating the enterprise value chain.   
The different tiers are: 

� Government Secure Intranet Tier – this data network tier will perform the role of a 
gateway to the Data Centre network with the outside world.  All network logical 
interfaces of GoG WAN connecting the Data Centres to all MDAs are provided from the 
GovNet to the Government Secure Intranet (Access Layer) boundaries.  Internet access to 
hosted systems is provided through an Internet link connected via the Access Layer tier.  
This tier handles routing functionality of external routes (coming from GovNet or 
Internet) and injects them towards the required inside destination as per the approved 
security policy. 

� Front-end-Network - is the first hosting tier in the Data Centre network where all front-
end servers are located.  The following functions are handled in the front-end-tier: 

o All Proxy functionalities, where software or hardware proxy servers are used if 
needed to serve specific applications in the lower tiers; 

o Application velocity services used for servers’ performance optimisation and 
offloading through different reverse proxy techniques and products; 
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o Other front end servers and functions serving different services located in the 
application layer and secure backend data layer, including Web Servers, DNS, 
WINS, etc. 

� Application Layer - the application network tier hosts all application servers (from the 
low end to high end application servers).  This network tier provides a high speed, fully 
redundant network performance with minimal blocking ratio in order to ensure the most 
reliable performance for application servers with backend and storage servers. 

� Secure Data Layer (Back-end Layer) - hosts all backend systems including Database 
systems and storage.  This layer provides an extremely high-speed network performance 
that is capable to handle the high amount of traffic in the back end servers.  Also storage 
devices and networks (SAN and NAS) are attached to this network layer for in-band data 
replication option.  Resiliency is provided in the physical implementation of this layer to 
ensure optimum availability of data with minimal data loss value in case of unplanned 
outages. 

8.2.6.2 Data Network Elements 
The data network elements model is based on a multi-layered model and consists of:  

� Core Layer - The core layer represents the network physical entry gateway with external 
networks (GovNet & Internet).  Scalability in the proposed Data Centre solution is 
achieved by aggregating different Zones into a Core Routing layer.  The Core Routing 
Layer allows the following functions: 

o High speed routing between different Zones; 

o Interconnects the Data Centre to the WAN in a reliable way; 
o Provides traffic control QoS over links toward GovNet; 

o Maintain traffic separation between different VPN if required.  
VPN traffic separation might be implemented at L3 by using MPLS VPN technologies.  

� Distribution Layer - builds the main skeleton of the Data Centre data network. 
Distribution layer provides the following features: 

o  Layer 3 routing functionality of all LAN subnets/VLANs which represent 
different virtual security layers and zones; 

o  Acts as an aggregation point for all access layer switches/systems.  Blocking ratio 
must be calculated carefully in this point in order to prevent any network 
bottleneck; 

o  Represents the entry point for high-end systems with high-speed Gigabit network 
interface cards like backend servers and storage servers; 

o  Provides localised high availability features.  
In order to have all the features mentioned above, the hardware used as building units for 
the distribution layer must have a backplane speed sufficient to handle the huge size of 
traffic passing through it.  Also throughput value (in million packets per second) is 
extremely important in ensuring the capability of used modules to handle the passing 
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traffic.  To ensure redundant solution in the distribution layer, the following features shall 
be available: 

o Two chassis per distribution node/zone fully redundant to each other; 
o A fully per chassis redundancy in terms of power supplies, processing engine and 

fans; 
o Redundant uplinks per chassis to the core layer elements; 

o Uplinks are aggregated together to act as one virtual high speed link. 

� Access Layer - The access layer is the end system network layer, which connects all 
servers to the network through high-density ports architecture.  Access layer is a pure 
layer 2 commodity element which represents the physical separation between different 
security layers and zones through layer 2 VLAN configuration and trunking the uplinks 
to the distribution nodes.  Both distribution and access layers will be connected to  
servers based on the tier of the servers as follows: 

o Tier one servers are connected to access layer 2 switches using Fast Ethernet 
interface; 

o Tier two servers are connected to access layer 2 switches and the high-speed Giga 
interfaces are directly connected to the distribution nodes; 

o Tier three servers and storage servers are directly connected to the distribution 
switches through high speed Gigabit and 10 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.   

8.2.6.3 Choosing Data Centre Facilities 
 

A separate project is underway to provide a detailed Data Centre facility design for Ghana but 
the GGEA recommends a shared facility that takes the following into consideration in its design 
and implementation.  
It is assumed that the GoG shared Data Centre will be a Tier III facility, which means it will be 
composed of multiple active power and cooling distribution paths.  An active path has redundant 
components and is concurrently maintainable, providing 99.98% availability.  A tier III level 
capability will allow for any planned site infrastructure activity without disrupting hardware 
operations.  Planned activities include preventative maintenance, repair and replacement of 
component, addition or removal of capacity components, testing of components, etc. 
 
Factors to be considered in selecting the Data Centre location include:  

� The existence of natural and man-made threats by accidental chemical spills, civil unrest, 
etc must be researched thoroughly by engaging the appropriate authorities for 
information on transportation accidents, hazardous materials incidents and other safety 
data for region;   

� Intentional threats such as sabotage and terrorism are harder to predict and more difficult 
to research but a risk analysis is required to raise questions about whether the location has 
landmarks, Government buildings or prestigious building that are likely targets for 
terrorists, and what is the likelihood of civil unrest or rioting.  Historically, densely 
populated urban areas carry more risk of attack than sparsely populated rural areas; 
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� Determining the location of the failover site involves figuring out how far away you can 
put the secondary centre;   

� Data Centres require huge amounts of energy for power and cooling and enormous 
bandwidth for connecting to a distributed workforce and other Data Centres for Disaster 
Recovery;  

� The availability of technology services in the event you need rapid recovery of ICT assets 
or ICT services to help in Data Centre management;   

�  Cost of establishing the Data Centre. These include the cost of the physical 
infrastructure, the cost of staff recruitment/retention and the total cost of relocating 
employees; 

� Labour factors, such as the availability of technical skills, education levels, recruitment 
costs, labour costs and absenteeism rates are just some of the matters that must also be 
considered.  
 

Deciding where to site the GoG shared Data Centre illustrates the breadth of issues that can arise 
and requires detailed analysis of the various factors to arrive at the best combination.   
As illustrated in figure 23 below it is proposed that the Data Centres are built in Accra as the 
primary centre and Kumasi as secondary in an Active: Passive Disaster Recovery configuration. 
 

 
 

Figure 50: Proposed Data Centre Locations 
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8.2.6.4 Components of The Data Centre 

As illustrated in Figure 51 below, the GoG Data Centres will comprise a high speed, high 
demand networking communication systems capable of handing the traffic for SAN (Storage 
Area Networks), NAS (Network Attached Storage), file/ application/web server farms, and other 
components located in the controlled environment.  The control of the environment relates to 
humidity, flood, electrical, temperature, fire controls, and physical access. Communication in 
and out of the Data Centre will be provided by the GovNet WAN and LAN links.  

 

 

Figure 51: Data Centre Components 
 

The Data Centres must be designed to provide availability, accessibility, scalability, and 
reliability 24 x 7 per year minus any scheduled downtime for maintenance.  Due to the criticality 
of the services to the GoG, the Data Centres will be monitored by a Network Operations Centre 
(NOC), which may be in-house operated or outsourced to a third party supplier.  The NOC is the 
first place where events such as outages will be captured and automated or manual corrective 
action taken.  The NOC must be staffed during the Data Centre’s hours of operations, i.e. 24 x 7.  
Leading industry NOC technologies must be deployed for Data Centre staff to monitor problems 
such as overheating, equipment outages, and component failure via a set of triggers that can be 
configured on the equipment or via a monitoring tool.  

8.2.6.5 TIA 942 Based Approach to Data Centre Planning and Design   
Data Centre planning has become a specialty in the architectural world.  The equipment housed 
within the centre is complex, each with specific requirements for heating, cooling, power budgets 
and spatial considerations and must therefore be designed and planned by registered engineers.  
The Data Centre will include the following components: 

� Computing and network infrastructure (cabling, fibre, etc);  

� NOC for communications and monitoring;  
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� Power distribution, generation and conditioning systems - Uninterruptible Power 
Supplies (UPS), generators;  

� Environmental control and HVAC systems;  

� Fire detection and suppression systems (typically halon or other non-water suppression);  

� Physical security and access control prevention, allowance, and logging;  

� Circuit breaker protection (lightening protection in some cases);  

� Effective lighting system ; 

� Minimum of 8’5” ceiling height;  

� Grounding;  

� Racks and cabinets for equipment;  

� Pathway: Raised access flooring and overhead cable tray;  

� Carrier circuits and equipment ; 

� Telecommunications equipment; 

� Proper clearances around all equipment, termination panels and racks.  
The GoG Data Centres must be carefully planned prior to building to ensure compliance with all 
applicable codes and standards.  Industry standard TIA 942 must be used as a guide to define the 
requirements for site and location selection, space, power and cooling capacity planning, floor 
loading, access and security, environmental cleanliness, hazard avoidance and growth.  In order 
to calculate the above needs, the architects must know the components that will be housed in the 
Data Centre including routers, switches, cabling, computers, racks, etc. 

General design elements identified in the standard for consideration that could apply to the GoG 
Data Centre would include:  

� Standards based open systems;  

� High performance and high bandwidth with growth factors incorporated;  

� Support for 10G or higher speed technologies;  

� Support for storage devices (i.e. Fibre channel, SCSI or NAS);  

� Support for convergence with growth factors incorporated;  

� High quality, reliability and scalability;  

� Redundancy;  

� High capacity and density;  

� Flexibility and expandability with easy access for “Moves, Adds and Changes”; 

� BAS, voice, video, CCTV and other low voltage systems;  

� Incorporation of Data Centre security and monitoring systems. 
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The TIA/EIA-942 standard defines new terms, addresses media selection, physical environment, 
and equipment placement.  It recommends a Star cabling topology and recognises multiple 
media.  In addition, it recommends the highest capacity cabling media be used for new 
installations.  

The standard also defines Horizontal Cabling Recognised Media as:  

� 100-ohm twisted-pair cable (ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.2), Category 6 recommended 
(ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.2-1);  

� Multimode optical fibre 62.5/125 or 50/125 micron (ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.3) 50/125 
micron 850 nm laser optimized multimode fibre is recommended (ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-
B.3-1);  

� Single mode optical fibre (ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.3);  

� Recognized coaxial media are 75-ohm (734 and 735 type), coaxial cable (Telcordia GR-
139-CORE), and coaxial connector (ANSI T1.404).  

8.2.6.6  Cabling Pathways 
 

The GoG Data Centre will contain highly consolidated networks and equipment due to its size 
and business needs.  This high consolidation requires high density cabling systems. Cabling 
pathways in the Data Centre generally consist of a combination of access under a raised flooring 
system and overhead cable tray.  Raised floors provide the benefit of aesthetic pleasure along 
with heat management and easy access to the hidden cables. Cables under a raised floor should 
be run in raceways (cabling channels) to protect them from power cables, security devices and 
fire suppression systems which may be run in the same environment.  Power cables can be run 
either in conduit or in power raceways, which aid in the distribution of cool air, facilitate future 
cable moves, additions and changes and ensure cable performance. 

8.2.6.7  Enclosures and Racks  
 

Equipment enclosures and Rack space should be a very early consideration in the entire design 
process. Identification of equipment and the number of rack units used will determine the 
number of racks needed for installation. Rack mounted equipment is expressed in xRU, with ‘x’ 
representing the number of rack units (1-3/4” rack space).  Some equipment also carries buffer or 
air requirements for separation from other equipment.  Racks are standardised on a 19” width. 

All racks should be properly labelled as should all equipment contained in them.  Equipment 
enclosures and Racks should contain the required cabling and should utilise cabling 
management.  Equipment enclosures and rack units should be placed in locations allowing 4feet 
from the centre of the rack to the wall behind with a minimum clearance of 3feet in front.  
Should equipment be contained in the Rack, a 6feet clearance should be allowed.   

In an effort to conserve space and lower costs within the GoG Data Centres, KVM (Keyboard, 
Video and Mouse) switches should be used to control multiple servers in a Rack.   
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8.2.7 SERVERS 
The server estate to be deployed will be ‘server farms’ based on different nodes supporting 
different layers of the architecture.  For example: 

� Tier-1 – will comprise of high-density configurations such as Blades and 1U-high Rack 
solutions with 1-2 CPUs, typically deployed for the infrastructure services; 

� Tier-2 – will comprise of 4-8 CPU server configurations; 

� Tier-3 – will comprise of large, partitionable servers with up to 64 CPUs; these would be 
partitioned into domains of smaller compute nodes, at the same time providing flexibility 
to vertically scale up. 

The Data Centre architecture must accommodate different server domains for large SMP 
Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) and Blades servers, focusing on vertical and horizontal 
scalability respectively.   

The architecture must define different tiers of server technologies and when put together with the 
other shared layers (LAN, SAN, etc) will provide the services to the MDAs.  Servers are 
currently deployed in a silo fashion across MDAs so for instance, to add capacity or deploy a 
new application, system administrators simply add more servers.  It is recommended that a new 
approach is used to address the server proliferation issue across Government.   

The server farm will be based on high availability and scalable implementation architecture, 
which will involve:  

� Horizontal Resiliency Architecture - right-sizing a server or infrastructure to ensure that 
there are no under-utilised resources.  Smaller granular building blocks (compute sizes - 
1-2 CPU) provide the ability to right size applications more economically.  Also 
simplification of horizontal scaled architecture will provided by using automation and 
provisioning tools.  This rational consolidation technique will minimise the differences 
between server groups so that costly administrative tasks (installation, patching, 
backup/recovery) are automated; 

� Resiliency Architecture - to realise a resiliency level would be to deploy and configure 
software to equivalent compute nodes (blades, servers or domains) across the hardware 
architecture.  Switches must be configured to enable memory linking, heart-beats and 
connectivity to the core network. 
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Figure 52: Server Farm Architecture 
As illustrated in Figure 52 above the server farms must therefore be created for the various 
layers: 

� Presentation and Infrastructure farm - large Web based applications services such as 
those defined in the GGEA, will lead to the deployment of hundreds of Web servers, 
each running a single instance of Web server software and infrastructure services such 
as DNS, WINS, Active Directory, etc.  For the Web servers two distinct Web server 
farms could be created running for example Apache with Red Hat and Microsoft 
Windows 2007 Server with Internet Information Server (IIS).  The infrastructure farm 
will also host servers for DNS, WINS, DHCP, email, Systems Management tools and 
the necessary infrastructure technologies.    

� Application farm – standard farms must be defined for different applications platform 
types.  It is good practice to standardise on a core number of platforms for example 
Linux, Windows and UNIX (e.g. HPUX).  This will enable the hosting centre to 
consolidate application components based on the underlying technology (e.g. EJB, .NET, 
vendor components) on the various platforms.  The server farms will be created for each 
application type and the business criticality classification will be used to host them in 
appropriate farms.  The most important factor for this consolidation category is the choice 
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of applications that have to co-exist on the same server.  The applications aggregation 
must consider several aspects of co-existence such as: 

o CPU requirements ( in terms of power calculation); 

o Memory requirements; 

o Library compatibility; 

o TCP/UDP port usage. 

� Database farm – the approach to creating the database server farm is based on hardware 
standardisation and consolidation.  This will enable GoG to significantly lower costs and 
in the process form the basis of a grid computing infrastructure.  The farms will be built 
to support the standardised Database Management System (DBMS).  For example the 
following database farms could be  created:  

o Oracle 10g RAC database farm running Red Hat Advanced Server 4. Two pools 
could be created: one for Mission Critical and the other one for Business Critical 
systems and applications. The difference between the two environments is 
reflective of their importance to the business, the first one providing a more robust 
environment (i.e. tier 1 storage); 

o MySQL database server farm running Red Hat Advanced Server 4.  This pool is 
created for the Essential but not Critical systems and applications; 

o MS SQLServer server farm running Windows 2003.  This pool is also created for 
Essential but not Critical systems and applications. 

� Storage Layer – includes the different media, hardware and software to store 
organisational data.  The key components in this layer are Storage Area Network, 
Network Attached Storage and Backup hardware and software. is the storage of critical 
business data.   

8.2.7.1 Virtualization 
It recommended that the Data Centres host virtualized server farms, which will enable GoG ICT 
run multiple applications and their Operating Systems (OS) on one piece of hardware (server).  
Virtualization is the technique of abstracting functionality and management away from the 
physical implementation.  The major areas for Virtualization consideration include: 

� Server – virtualization pools and connects server resources in a way that hides the 
physical nature and boundaries of those resources from resources users.  For example, in 
the mainframe world Virtualization is commonly used to support mixed-workload 
management and logical portioning of both users and applications. 

� Network – at the network level virtualization means that services normally delivered on 
separate boxes, such as firewalls, VPNs, load-balancers and switches, can be deployed on 
a single physical system, while still retaining all the characteristics of individual devices. 
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� Storage – Storage virtualization separates the presentation of storage to the server 
operating system from the actual physical devices. 

The Data Centre shall operate server virtualization technology powered by multi-processor 
servers with large amounts of onboard memory (RAM) and multi-terabyte RAID protected Fibre 
Channel SANs (storage area networks).  

Virtualization will bring a whole new level of redundancy to Data Centre setup, in that if a 
physical server is struggling under the load or in the unlikely event of major hardware failure, the 
virtualized servers hosted by the failing/failed physical server will automatically be switched to 
run on a different physical host.    

8.2.8 STORAGE 
Shared storage architectures at the primary and secondary Data Centres are divided into Storage 
Area Networks (SANs) and Network Attached Storage (NAS) and Backup.  For SANs, the 
network infrastructure may be Fibre Channel (FC) or Gigabit Ethernet, and the type of storage 
data being transported is block Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) data.  For NAS, the 
network infrastructure is typically Ethernet (Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet), and the type of 
storage data carried across the network is file-based. At the most abstract level, then, the 
common denominator between SAN and NAS is that both enable sharing of storage resources by 
multiple initiators, whether block-based or file-based. 

8.2.8.1 SAN Design   

A FC fabric (network) is a multi-terabit, low-latency switching network, mainly used to 
interconnect servers to storage.  Deployment of mid-range to high-end FC fabrics is based on FC 
directors (core switches), which are high-availability switches with high aggregate switching 
bandwidth and high port density.  For the edge part of a large or small fabric, smaller and lower-
cost FC switches are typically used.  Directors and switches use one or more inter-switch links 
(ISLs) to connect and form a larger fabric.  It is common to deploy one or more isolated FC 
fabrics, called SAN islands. SANs are also extended to campus, metropolitan, and wide-area 
distances using T1/T3, ATM, IP, SONET, dark fibre, and DWDM technologies. 

Enterprise-level SAN’s should at least include the following features: 

� Multiple independent fabrics; 

� Core plus edge switch topology; 

� Appropriate port aggregation ratio, depending on application server requirements; 

� Appropriate core design, depending on number of ports required; 

� Evolving design, with initial installation suitable for current needs. This will be key as 
MDAs will be migrated in sequence generally; 

� Providing a Secure SAN platform. 
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By following these guidelines for SAN planning, the SAN design will be capable of supporting 
future storage technology and future data growth requirements of GoG  

8.2.8.2 Network Attached Storage (NAS) 

NAS is a hard disk storage system, which includes RAID configuration, with its own LAN IP 
address rather than being attached to the server that is serving applications to a network's 
workstation users.  It has its own software for configuring and mapping file locations to the 
network attached devices.  A NAS can be included as part of a more comprehensive solution like 
SAN. It is ideal for less critical data storage for applications such as Email, File and Print, etc.  

8.2.8.3 Backup/Recovery 

Backup Storage – is required to enable the backup of all business critical data defined by the 
MDA.  Tape backup systems have traditionally been very popular with capacities ranging from 
ten megabytes to ten gigabytes and beyond.  Tapes are considered to be slower, not exactly the 
most reliable way to store computer data, and increasingly difficult to locate 

Backup concerns the capture of change to the data and recovery is to redo this change to get to a 
specific point-in-time. With Open-Systems and in particular three-tier architecture systems the 
following components form architecture in different combinations: 

� Network and Communications equipment; 

� Servers or Host systems; 

� Database servers and persistent storage systems. 

The combination of these components makes up a general architecture and a complete 
backup/recovery plan should enable the restoration of all layers to create an end-to-end 
functional system in the event of any failure. This opens up the backup and subsequently the 
recovery to different types of mechanisms that is most cost effective to a particular component or 
layer.  Also each component will have its own backup/recovery processes and procedures. It 
would be too expensive to have a single backup/recovery strategy for all components, and in 
some case technologically impossible. Therefore it is necessary to combine different strategies to 
form a cost-effective and tight backup/recovery strategy.   

8.3  Technical Standards 
The GoG Technical standards are provided in the eGovernment Interoperability Framework 
Technical Standards Catalogue. 
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9. Enterprise ICT Management  
 
An Enterprise Systems Management (ESM) capability is required to support service delivery and 
operations at the Data Centres.  This will include the necessary operations administration and 
management technologies to automate service management processes.  There are several 
problems associated with the traditional approach to managing systems which are addressed by 
ESM. These include: 

� Missed problems: Operators can overlook real problems; 

� False alarms: Messages can seem to indicate real problems, when in fact they are not; 

� Inconsistency: Various operators can respond differently to the same type of events; 

� Duplication of effort: Multiple error messages may be produced for a single problem; 

� Improper problem assignment: Routing problems to the support staffs that are not their 
responsibility; 

� Problems that cannot be diagnosed. 

The GoG Data Centres will consist of a plethora of hardware and software platforms running 
multiple Commercial off the Shelf applications as well as bespoke business applications.  The 
ESM objective must be based on implementing best-of-breed Systems Management solutions for 
each technical platform, fully integrated to provide a global view of the infrastructure at any 
given time.  The strategy is based on the deployment of a leading ESM framework (such as the 
HP OpenView, IBM Tivoli and CA Unicenter) with a consolidated event and console 
management as the integration point for the best-of-breed solutions. 

The Enterprise Systems Management implementation must have specific goals and objectives 
that are primarily concerned with the delivery of IT services and they include: 

� The standardisation of systems management solutions at the Data Centres; 

� A long term reduction in support costs and head-count growth; 

� Minimisation of complexity through standardisation of processes and technologies; 

� High availability of business applications leading to increased productivity; 

� Security – agencies’ vulnerability to security risks; 

� The deployment of technology to support operations staff and to help them cope with 
complexity; 

� A cross-platform management solution – single point of control for multiple systems to 
manage the infrastructure.  
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The following are recommended design principles of the Enterprise Systems Management 
architecture: 

� Fully integrated processes and technology; 

� Data integration between processes (problem, change, configuration & event 
management); 

� Automated helpdesk and problem management; 

� Single strategic platform for integrated event and console management of system 
components; 

� Systems management with application or business process views; 

� Proactive and predictive systems management to stop fire-fighting;  

� Focus on business availability and cost of ownership; 

� Performance monitoring and management based on predefined thresholds. 

The GGEA strategy is to create centralised operations and a well architected Enterprise Systems 
Management solution will enable the GoG to manage the Data Centre facilities and infrastructure 
centrally.  It will also enable staff at the Data Centres to manage infrastructure remotely as 
defined by management policies.   

To manage ICT services effectively the MDAs must adopt the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) 
framework for the management of ICT services. ITIL provides the MDAs with the following 
benefits:  

� Improved quality because of the standardised framework for service; 
� Improved stability and integrity of the environment through automated configuration 

tools and processes; 
� Improved IT services by proven best practice processes;  
� Improved end user satisfaction through a more professional approach to service delivery 

standards and guidance;  
� Improved productivity and use of skills and experience;  
� Improved delivery of third-party services through the specification of ITIL standards for 

service delivery in services procurements. 

9.1  Single Point Operations and Systems Management 
In order to provide a single point of operations and system monitoring, a common interface to all 
system facets is required.  Controlling, monitoring system status, events and automating the 
operation of different systems, is the ultimate goal of distributed systems management. 
Platform-specific software will be required to link to a central hub of operations control.  From 
which, the monitoring and control of the various systems, events, and messages can be used to 
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control, by automation or human intervention, the multi-vendor, multi-platform and multi-
component operations of an organisation.  

This central point of operation will allow: 

� operators to request status and resource information and will provide, ideally in a 
graphical format, an instant picture of system status 

� events generated by managed elements or element managers to alert operators, visually 
and aurally, of unsolicited systems activity 

� the running of automatic recovery actions to restore system status 

� unattended operations monitoring and automatic notification, via an appropriate medium 
(email, fax, voice) to alert support staff of systems failure if non-automatic recovery is 
impossible 

 

 

Figure 53:  Single Point of Operation 

As illustrated in figure 53 a central point of operation capability is recommended to allow: 

� Events  generated by managed elements or element managers to alert operators, visually 
of unsolicited systems activity; 

� The running of automatic recovery actions to restore systems status; 

� Unattended operations monitoring and automatic notification, via an appropriate medium 
(Pager, Email) to alert support staff of systems failure if non-automatic recovery is 
impossible. 
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9.2  Systems Management Processes 
The systems management processes to be automated for increased availability and performance 
are: 

9.2.1 EVENT MANAGEMENT 
This is the basis for Operational Monitoring and Control; the ability to detect Events, make sense 
of them, and determine the appropriate control action.  Events are detectable or discernable 
occurrences that could impact the management of the IT infrastructure or cause a deviation in the 
delivery of IT service. 

9.2.2 SOFTWARE CONTROL & DISTRIBUTION 
Software distribution is the control of the packaging, distribution, and installation of software in 
a Distributed Systems Management environment. It controls the installation of new packages or 
upgrades to existing applications, or system software releases. Where software cannot be 
distributed in a ‘big bang’ approach, but rather in an incremental approach, it is vitally important 
to ensure versioning compatibility. This is where configuration management has an important 
input and role to play.   

9.2.3 INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 
Incident management is the process of recording, assigning and the tracking of a problem, 
whether hardware, software or network related, from when it is first reported, until it has been 
resolved. Faults may be entered into the fault management system of the MDAs automatically, 
placed there by systems registering problems through triggered events, or manually, probably by 
Help Desk personnel.   

9.2.4 AVAILABILITY MANAGEMENT  
This ensures that the level of service availability delivered in all services is matched to or 
exceeds the current and future agreed needs of the business, in a cost effective manner.  

9.2.5 SERVICE CATALOGUE MANAGEMENT  
To ensure that a Service Catalogue is produced and maintained containing accurate information 
on all operational services and those being prepared for deployment. 

9.2.6 CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
Change management is about the controlling of the process which is necessary for applying 
‘change requests’ to a system.  This involves assessing the impact, approving or rejecting the 
change, assigning, scheduling, and the tracking of the change request until it is either 
implemented or withdrawn.  

9.2.7 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
Configuration management is an essential part of distributed systems management as it is the 
process of collecting, recording, maintaining, and the monitoring of the systems inventory within 
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the organisation.  All hardware, software and configuration information is recorded in a central 
inventory catalogue enabling the organisation to administer system resources.   

9.2.8 CAPACITY PLANNING 
Capacity planning is the process of modelling current and new systems in order to predict future 
growth requirements or available spare capacity.   

9.2.9 CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT 
Contingency management is the process of providing backup environments that are capable of 
providing a disaster recovery capability in the event of systems failure for whatever reason.  

9.2.10 PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
This is the process of fault avoidance.  Through preventative maintenance, hardware, software 
and network potential faults are analysed and resolved before they actually become a problem. 
Hardware preventative maintenance is usually scheduled regularly in accordance with the 
manufacturers recommended inspection periods.  Software preventative maintenance does not 
usually take place per-se, but rather as part of a system change or a user reported problem.   

9.2.11 SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
Security administration refers to the configuration of system security parameters. Secure 
operation in a distributed environment requires that most or all of the following security services 
are available. Services such as authentication, access control, data and communications 
confidentiality, Non-repudiation.    

9.2.12 SERVICE LEVEL MANAGEMENT 
Service cannot be managed if you do not know which level of service has to be managed.  
Service level management addresses the requirement to create service level agreements between 
customers and suppliers. It also addresses the aspect of how service will be measured.  

9.2.13 REQUEST FULFILMENT 
This involves the processes of dealing with requests that are not the result of a problem with the 
infrastructure to prevent them from congesting or obstructing the normal incident and change 
management processes.   

9.2.14 PROBLEM MANAGEMENT 
This process is responsible for managing the lifecycle of all problems with the aim of preventing 
them and resulting incidents from happening, to eliminate recurring incidents or to minimise the 
impact of unpreventable incidents. Problem Management focuses on root cause and trend 
analysis in respect of incidents, ensuring that resolutions are implemented through the 
appropriate control procedures. 
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9.2.15 SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT  
This involves the management of suppliers and the services they supply, to provide seamless 
quality of ICT service to the business, ensuring value for money is obtained. 

9.2.16  OTHER MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINES 
Other systems management disciplines to be implemented are: 

� Network Management: covers the configuration, administration, monitoring and 
control of local and wide area networks (LAN’s and WAN’s).  This includes all such 
components as: 

o The network interface; 
o Hardware and software drivers; 
o Routers; 
o Hubs; 
o Switches; 
o Communication lines; 
o Etc. 

Various tools and utilities can be employed to manage the networks and their interfaces 
to the systems.  These should be administered through the single point of operations.  

Network management software should be capable of: 
o Sending alerts raised as a result of events which cause a change in the status 

of the network - component failure, high utilisation, high error rate; 
o Supplying status information collected online;  
o Activating or resetting line traces; 
o Execution of pre-defined actions associated with alerts; 
o Enabling network configuration changes; 
o Enabling or disabling of connections; 
o Fault reporting in the internal and, where applicable, the external fault 

management system; 
o Notification to a (maintenance) supplier of failed network component.  

� On-line Performance Monitoring: The use of online performance monitoring tools is 
used to track the various critical system and/or network performance metrics.  By 
monitoring when acceptable threshold levels are exceeded, they allow prompt action 
to be taken in determining the cause of poor systems performance problems.  This 
means that systems can be proactively managed and service levels maintained. 
Again these tools should ideally have a graphical display and be able to maintain 
historical performance, tuning and trend analysis charts and figures.  Thus the 
systems performance can be measured over time by maintaining a trace log of 
specific performance metrics which provides input to Capacity Management. 
Monitoring of resource usage identifies heavy systems users or programs and allows 
operators to adjust the priorities of running processes, or the temporarily suspending 
of jobs in order restore system performance to acceptable levels. 
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Network metrics enable similar identification and resolution of problems.  By 
measuring performance degradation operators may infer heavy usage, poor line 
quality or intermittent faults and may be able to boost systems performance by 
deferring jobs generating a lot of network traffic to a later time.  

� Desktop Remote Management: provides the ability to work on a desk-top system, 
usually a PC, by authorised personnel, controlling the screen, keyboard and 
peripherals from a distant location across the local or wide area network. 
This enables systems or maintenance personnel to: 

o Monitor critical information and systems or program performance; 
o Execute programs on the remote system; 
o Reboot the system if necessary;  
o Simulate keyboard and/or pointing device entries to the system;  
o Instruct remote users in the operation of a system or software. 

For reasons of security and possibly to comply with legal constraints/requirements, 
remote access will usually require the remote desktop user’s permission and the 
authorisation from an organisations policy monitors.   

Once a remote session is initiated, the remote user and the desktop user will share the 
same view of any screen changes and cursor movements as they happen.  Typically 
the remote desktop user will be informed that a remote session is taking place and 
may even be required to specifically authorise the connection. 
Once the remote access is in session, all keystrokes and cursor movements should be 
recorded to a log file to allow audit tracing and possible automatic backtracking or 
replay.  All results should be available to the desktop user and forwarded to the 
remote desktop operator giving the impression of working locally on the remote 
system. 

� Storage Device Management: this involves the management of the physical media 
that is used to backup system software and data, including magnetic tape, cartridge, 
optical disk, disk mirroring and microfilm.  It is concerned with the movement of this 
medium to off-site locations for the purpose of distribution, archiving or data 
recovery following a failure. 
The GoG Data Centre may use robotic tape cartridge carousels or mirrored disks at a 
remote site and are backed up on a regular basis.  PC’s on the other hand, rely on their 
user to take backups.  Departmental servers need to be treated in the same way as 
enterprise servers when it comes to backing them up.  That is, they must have a 
backup strategy and schedule and the media must be removable to an off-site facility.  

Media librarians should manage the movement and security of backup media to off-
site storage locations and may be responsible for the distribution of machine readable 
output to third parties.  

The backup of remote servers installed in regional and branch offices should ideally 
be controlled centrally.  Files backed-up to the servers local media should be secured 
by local system users who would be responsible for its physical handling and storage.  
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Alternatively, network bandwidth permitting, all data could be backed-up to the 
central location.  

The backup of individual PCs, whether networked or standalone, is typically the 
responsibility of their users, but remote desktop control could be employed to initiate 
backup of networked PC’s.  
A backup and recovery strategy will determine not only the frequency of backups, the 
media, the location and storage of them but also the ‘shelve life’ of the media 
involved and the replacement and upgrades to that media.  

Whenever a file or database needs to be recovered, there should be easy access to 
either the original or a copy of the required data.  Preferably, this will be on-line or 
near-line with any necessary library database being used to retrieve the identification 
and location of the media containing the requested copy.  Automation is the key to 
keeping down-time to a minimum. 

� Database Management: This deals with all administration related to the successful 
management of databases facilities, whether on a single platform, or distributed over 
many.  Managing the complexities of modern database systems involves: 

o Provision of an enterprise wide data dictionary; 
o The physical design and location of database areas, files, tables, records, etc. 

for performance considerations controlled at a local level; 
o Record all mappings between the enterprise wide schema and each local site; 
o The definition, generation and implementation of Data Definition Language 

statements for new database objects or amendments to existing ones;  
o Consideration and implementation of locking strategies to maximise multi-

user availability and to allow on-line backups; 
o Procedures for the recovery of database objects in the event of failure or 

corruption; 
o Investigation into problems related to the performance of the database and the 

recommendations for program and database changes. 
 

9.3  Government Service Desk 
The Government will build a central Service Desk to provide ICT service support for MDAs that 
use the shared infrastructure services.  The objectives of the Service Desk are to provide a single 
(informed) point of contact for all ICT customers, facilitate the restoration of normal operational 
service with minimal business impact within agreed SLA levels and business priorities.  
The common Service Desk functions include:  

� Receiving calls, first-line customer liaison;  

� Recording and tracking incidents and complaints;  

� Keeping customers informed on request status and progress;  

� Making an initial assessment of requests, attempting to resolve them or refer them to 
someone who can;  

� Monitoring and escalation procedures relative to the appropriate SLAs;  
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� Identifying problems;  

� Closing incidents and confirmation with the customers ; 

� Coordinating second and third line support.  
The Service Desk proactively keeps users informed of all relevant service events, actions and 
service changes that are likely to affect them. The Service Desk is in the direct line of any impact 
on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) and as such should be kept rapidly informed of any 
planned or unexpected changes or service unavailability.  
 
The Government Service Desk will have different levels of support with dedicated technical 
experts and providing second line support and vendors providing third level support.   
The Service Desk manning hours will be determined by the Government to ensure MDAs and 
citizens are provided with the required levels of support. 
 
The Service Desk will offer a broad and user-centric approach, by providing users with an 
informed single point of contact for all of their ICT requirements. The Service Desk will 
facilitate the integration of business processes into the Service Management infrastructure. In 
addition to actively monitoring and owning Incidents and user questions, and providing the 
communications channel for other Service Management disciplines with the user community, the 
Service Desk will also provide an interface for other activities such as Change requests, third 
parties (e.g. maintenance contracts), and software licensing. 
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10.  Security Architecture Reference Model 

 
The purpose of security is to protect and secure the Government's information resources in order 
to provide an environment in which the Ghana’s e-Government business can be safely 
transacted. Protecting the information and systems that the Government depends on is important 
as MDAs increasingly rely on new technology. 
The term “information security” means protecting information and information systems from 
unauthorised access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to provide:  
 
1. Integrity, which means guarding against improper information modification or destruction, 

and includes ensuring information non-repudiation and authenticity;  
2. Confidentiality, which means preserving authorised restrictions from access and disclosure, 

including means for protecting personal privacy and proprietary information;  
3. Availability, which means ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information. 

 
The Security Architecture should provide for: 

� Availability of systems and data through:- 
o Identification, which is the process of distinguishing one user from all others. 

Identification techniques provide a means of gaining entry to the MDA's resources 
such as workstations, networks, and applications. 

o Authentication, which is the process of verifying the identity of the user. 
Authentication answers the question: "Are you who you say you are?" e-Government 
transactions require strict identification and authentication of the sender or recipient 
of electronic information. 

o Authorisation and access control, which are the means of establishing and enforcing 
rights and privileges allowed to users. Authorisation answers the question: "Are you 
allowed to do what you are asking or trying to do?" Authorisation is the permission to 
use a technology resource. Access is the ability to do something with a technology 
resource. Access controls are the technical means to enforce permissions. They allow 
control over what information a user can use, the applications they can run, and the 
modifications they can make. 

� Integrity of data, which includes the processes and functions necessary to prevent the 
unauthorised modification of data while in storage, during processing, or while in transit. 
Integrity of systems, which requires that a system or application perform its intended 
function in an unimpaired manner, free from unauthorised manipulation. 

� Confidentiality of data and system information. Confidentiality is the requirement that 
private or confidential information not be disclosed to unauthorised individuals, while in 
storage, during processing, or while in transit. 
o Accountability, which includes: 
o Requirements that actions of an entity can be traced to that entity. 
o Non-repudiation, deterrence, fault isolation, and intrusion detection/prevention. 

� Audit, which is the process of reviewing system activities that enable the reconstruction and 
examination of events to determine if proper procedures have been followed. Security 
Architecture must provide the capability to track and monitor successful and unsuccessful 
interactions with the information infrastructure. The architecture should enable audit of all 
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significant security events including authentication, accessing of services, and security 
administration. 
o Assurance, which includes the administrative functions necessary to establish, 

manage, and maintain security. Policies, procedures, practices, and programmes that 
establish preventive methods to safeguard against security related issues and maintain 
critical public services should be addressed as part of assurance.  

 
Security Architecture defines common, industry-wide, open-standards-based technologies and 
applicable industry best practices as the cornerstone elements required to enable secure and 
efficient transaction of business, delivery of services, and communications among its citizens, 
inter-Government, other Governments, as well as the private business sector. Security 
Architecture must enable the Government and individual MDAs to quickly respond to 
technology, business, and information requirements changes without compromising the security, 
integrity, and performance of the enterprise and its information resources.  
 
The GGEA Security Architecture addresses all relevant criteria on a broad scale, rather than as 
an individual MDA or part of the deployment of an individual application. It addresses security 
requirements and statutory mandates from a risk-based, cost-effective approach to establish a 
recommended minimum baseline for the Security Architecture.  
MDAs have differing levels of security requirements and statutory mandates. MDAs that require 
higher levels of security based on more stringent mandates will extend or add to the baseline 
Security Architecture and applicable Government-wide security standards, and will document 
additions accordingly in individual agency policies, standards, and procedures. 
  

10.1  Security Architecture Principles 
The following Security Architecture Principles will guide the planning, design, and selection of 
security products and services to enable the secure and efficient transaction of business, delivery 
of services, and communications between Government and citizens, and other MDAs. The 
principles contained in this document are as a result of technical considerations from operations 
in Ghana and other organisations around the world. 
The principles are: 
 

� Principle 1 – Security, confidentiality and privacy 
 

ICT systems should be implemented in adherence with all security, confidentiality and 
privacy policies and applicable statutes. 
 
Rationale: 
 
MDAs process Government and citizen data and use the information to provide services 
and also make decisions.  MDAs such as the Ghana Health Service hold patient 
information, which must be protected, and therefore Government-wide rules, regulations 
and policies are required security, confidentiality and privacy of Government data.  
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Implications: 
� Need to identify, publish, and keep the applicable policies current; 
� Need to monitor and enforce compliance to policies; 
� Must make the requirements for security, confidentiality and privacy clear to 

everyone; 
� Awareness on information security issues such as privacy and confidentiality 

must become a routine part of normal business processes. 
 

�  Principle 2 – Ability to provide secure e-Government services 
 

The Security Architecture must enable the Government and its MDAs to perform 
business processes electronically and deliver secure e-Government services to the public. 
 
Rationale: 
 
As the Government embarks on the implementation of e-Government business processes 
and transactions will continue to increase across the public sector.  The Government and 
its agencies must be able to conduct business processes that provide access to information 
and resources electronically, while maintaining confidentiality and integrity.  A standard 
set of security services allows MDAs to focus on business goals rather than on the 
development and implementation of independent security services. 
 
Implications: 
 
� The implementation of the Security Architecture will: 

o Help protect MDAs’ critical assets of resources and information; 
o Provide a framework and foundation for secure interoperability and flexibility 

in conducting electronic business across Ghana.  
 
�  Principle 3 – Applying appropriate security levels 

 
MDAs must be able to apply a level of security to systems and resources commensurate 
with their value to the MDAs and sufficient to contain risk to an acceptable level. 
 
Rationale: 

 
Security is an e-Government and business process requirement with associated costs. 
Security costs should be rationalised to the intended benefits of the services that are 
delivered, and appropriate to the level of security required.  The requirements for security 
will vary depending on the MDAs’ mandates, individual privacy rights, the application 
system, connection to other application systems, sensitivity of data, and probability of 
harm.  
 
Implications: 
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� Implementation of the appropriate level of security will safeguard against security costs 
that potentially increase beyond mandated requirements and the value of the assets 
protected.  

� Security must be managed to compliment, not unnecessarily impede the MDA’s 
business operations. 
 

�  Principle 4 – Maintain security accountability 
 
For auditing and reporting purposes, accurate system date and time are essential to all 
security functions and accountability and must be maintained. 
 
Rationale: 
 
There is a need for accountability from information security standpoint to enable MDAs 
capture information from security logs captured from various storage devices for 
reporting and auditing purposes.  The ability to capture security logs is one of the key 
benefits of using technology for data processing. 
 
Implications: 
 
� The validity of digital signatures and electronic transactions depends on precise, 

reliable date and time information. 
� Audit accountability relies on placing events sequentially according to date and time. 

 
�  Principle 5 – Must be based acceptable standards 

 
Security Architecture must be based on industry-wide, open standards. 
 
Rationale: 
 
Security Architecture that utilises open standards at all modular levels ensures portability 
and integration across platforms. 
Open standards-based solutions facilitate inter-MDA communications and data exchange 
and allow adaptability to migrate to emerging security technologies. 
 
Implications: 
 
� Security Architecture services are infrastructure-level services; therefore, to take 

advantage of security services, application-level security should be designed for open 
standards. 

� Security services already exist for many common applications; however, products 
from vendors may be implemented in ways that make it difficult to integrate these 
products into overall security architecture. Existing application, system, or platform 
security mechanisms should be used whenever they match Security Architecture 
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target standards. Application-specific security mechanisms should only be developed 
where necessary. 

 
�  Principle 6 – Protecting Government’s security assets 

 
Utilising defence-in-depth and layered security approaches protects the Government’s 
information assets. 
 
Rationale: 
 
Managing Government information security to protect assets must be based on a 
structured approach  
 
Implications: 
 
� The use of layered security controls across all aspects of network and application 

better protects resources from various security threats and vulnerabilities, thereby 
reducing the overall risk of a potential security incident.  

� The use of layered security controls and mechanisms better protects the asset if 
security controls are circumvented.  

� Protection of a resource is best accomplished by placing controls as close to the 
resource as possible. Additional layers of security help to protect the resource in the 
event that the primary means of protection fails for any reason.  
 

�  Principle 7 – Interoperability framework 
 
Security is a critical component of individual MDA systems interoperability. 
 
Rationale: 
 
Open, industry-wide standards-based security solutions support interoperability needs 
between application systems and position MDAs for future interoperability opportunities. 
 
Implications: 
 
� MDAs should use encryption technologies when sharing sensitive data. 
� Web-enabled transactions that require user authentication for transfer of sensitive data 

or funds should use encryption technologies. 
 

�  Principle 8 – Catering for MDA needs 
 
Security architecture should accommodate varying security needs. 
 
Rationale: 
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MDA requirements for security vary depending upon the nature of communications, the 
sensitivity of the information, and the risks to the agency. Security needs will change as 
business requirements and applications change. 

 
Implications: 

� Security services should be granular enough to accommodate the different levels of 
assurance required, and extensible enough to meet future requirements; 

� Resetting security assurance levels should not require modification of the Security 
Architecture. 

� Security Architecture must be flexible to support the introduction and/or integration 
of new technologies, while maintaining appropriate security protection and meeting 
statutory requirements. 

� Whenever security is required, the location in a communications protocol will have 
an impact on performance, reliance on an underlying network protocol, and on 
developers. Choosing the appropriate layer in a communications protocol for security 
will maximise usability and minimise future changes. The performance impact can be 
minimised when security services are located in the lower layers of the 
communications protocol. Services provided at the transport layer have less impact on 
application programmers than services that run above that layer.  

 

10.2   Security Framework 
Figure 54 below illustrates the security framework that underpins the GGEA Security 
Architecture.  The framework incorporates the processes for managing the People, Policy and 
Technology aspects of information security. 
 

 
Figure 53: Security Framework 
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10.2.1 THE PPT METHODOLOGY 
The development of an effective security process is a mixture of the People, Policy and 
Technology (PPT) elements.  Each element depends in some manner on the other elements. 
Also, issues receive greater coverage when the elements are combined. The controls environment 
is greatly enhanced when these three elements work in concert.  

 

Figure 54: PPT 
The core elements of the PPT methodology are: 

� People: this core element is the most important.  The success of any information security 
implementation depends on this element.  It is well noted that the biggest threat to every 
information system is the people.  Effective information security awareness programme 
and technical training sessions must be conducted across Government to ensure that 
threat posed by this element is reduced.  The people element comprises the people and 
various roles and responsibilities within the MDAs.  These are the people that are put in 
place to execute and support the process.  A few key roles include senior management, 
security administrators, system and ICT administrators, end users, and auditors.  

� Policy: this element comprises the security vision statement, security policy and 
standards, and the control documentation. This is basically the written security 
environment—the bible that the security process will refer to for direction and guidance. 
The development of every Government information system must be e-identified by an 
information security policy. Irrespective of the size of the MDA, a security policy 
document describes what can and cannot be done in an information technology 
environment.  

� Technology: this element includes tools, methods, and mechanisms in place to support 
the process. These are core technologies—the operating systems, the databases, the 
applications, the security tools—embraced by the organisation. The technology then is 
the enforcement, monitoring, and operational tool that will facilitate the process.  
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The PPT Model can be illustrated with a simple example. Figure 55 shows the PPT Model with 
regards to Internet usage and misuse. Users are educated on the proper usage of the Internet. The 
controls environment relies solely on the user. An Internet usage policy is written to document 
proper use of the Internet and the consequences of misuse. The controls environment now is 
supported by two of the three core elements. 

Filtering software is deployed on the firewall. Now the controls environment is covered by all 
three elements as shown in Figure 55 below: 

 

Figure 55: PPT Model showing Internet Usage 

10.2.2 CONFIDENTIALITY 
In the provisioning of Government services online, it is inevitable that transactions will be 
conducted which requires confidentiality to ensure that such information is accessible only to 
authorised users by enforcing the necessary level of secrecy at each stage of data processing and 
preventing unauthorised disclosure.  
A consistent level of confidentiality should be maintained while data resides on the system, on 
the tiers within the network as it is transmitted, and once it reaches its destination. In order to 
ensure e-Government transactions, the GGEA Security Architecture defines levels of 
confidentiality that are appropriate for differing classes of transaction. In general, informal or 
lower value transactions will attract the lower levels of confidentiality services. Higher value or 
legally significant transactions will attract more stringent confidentiality requirements. 
 
A confidentiality level should be assigned to a transaction independently of levels assigned in 
respect of registration, authentication, trust services, business services and network defence. 
However, in practice, confidentiality is strongly linked to access control, and hence to the 
authentication process. If a transaction requires a high confidentiality level, it is likely to need an 
equivalent or higher authentication level. 
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10.2.2.1 Confidentiality Model 
Table 19: Levels and definitions of confidentiality model 
Level Definition Examples Standard / Policy 

0 e-Government transactions that 
involve no private information 
content. 

A citizen reading or 
downloading publicly 
available information from a 
Government website. 

No explicit 
confidentiality 
protection is needed at 
level 0 though care 
should still be taken to 
adopt good system 
practice. 

1 e-Government transactions in 
which the information 
exchanged is client specific but 
where the impact of public 
exposure would be a minor 
resource or nuisance impact on 
one or more of the involved 
parties. 

Receiving an e-mail 
indicating that more sensitive 
information is available for 
collection from a secure 
mailbox. 

Unpublished private 
information should be 
either stored on a 
system to which only 
authorised 
Government users 
have physical access, 
or else should be 
password-protected. 

2 e-Government transactions 
involving private information 
that could be regarded as 
sensitive. 

Electronic filing of income 
tax and Value Added Tax 
(VAT) returns. Disclosure of 
credit card details. 

Data stored in a live 
environment (eg. on a 
database) should be 
protected by strong 
access control. 

3 e-Government transactions 
involving private information 
that could be regarded as very 
sensitive (substantial). 

Electronic movement of a 
citizen’s medical records. 
Disclosure of this information 
to an unauthorised third party 
might cause substantial 
distress and damage to the 
standing or reputation of the 
citizen. 

Use of cryptography 
to provide access 
control is anticipated 
at this level, based on 
use of a public / 
private key pair 
associated with a 
digital certificate. 

10.2.3 RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
The GGEA Security Architecture includes Information Risk Management processes for 
conducting risk assessments and implementing the agreed mitigation strategies. Information 
security risks are threats that can impact on the availability, confidentially, or integrity of 
information. 
 
Information Risk Management is about reducing the impact and effect of Government 
information being compromised by unauthorised disclosure, lack of integrity or availability. The 
process involves identifying information assets, identifying threats, analysing the risks, 
developing mitigating strategies and contingencies. An Information Risk Management 
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framework is critical to ensure that an adverse impact of the security of information being 
compromised on a MDA is reduced to acceptable levels.  Information Risk Management must be 
an integral part of day-to-day operational decision making. 
Risk assessment for MDAs will generally include the following elements: 
 

� Identifying threats that could harm and, thus, adversely affect critical MDA operations 
and assets. Threats include such things as intruders, criminals, disgruntled employees, 
terrorists, and natural disasters; 

� Estimating the likelihood that such threats will materialise based on historical 
information and judgment of knowledgeable individuals; 

� Identifying and ranking the sensitivity and criticality of the operations and assets that 
could be affected should a threat materialise in order to determine which operations and 
assets are the most important; 

� Estimating, for the most critical and sensitive assets and operations, the potential losses 
or damage to reputation and credibility that could occur if a threat materialises, including 
recovery costs; 

� Identifying cost-effective actions to mitigate or reduce the risk. These actions can include 
implementing new organisational policies and procedures as well as technical or physical 
controls; 

� Documenting the results and developing an action plan. 
 

10.2.3.1 Critical Success Factors 
Certain critical success factors are important to the efficient and effective implementation of 
MDAs information risk assessment programme.  They include: 
 
1. Obtaining senior management support and involvement - is important to ensure that risk 

assessments are taken seriously at lower organisational levels, which resources are available 
to implement the programme and that assessment findings resulted in implementation of 
appropriate changes to policies and controls.  
 

2. Assigning direct responsibilities - designated officer should be appointed to oversee and 
guide the MDAs risk assessment processes. The officers will facilitate the planning, 
performance, and reporting associated with the risk assessment programmes and ensure that 
organisation wide issues are appropriately addressed. 
 

3. Defining procedures - each MDA must apply the defined procedures for conducting risk 
assessments and develop tools to facilitate and standardise the process. Defined procedures 
should generally cover: 

� Who is responsible for initiating and conducting risk assessments; 
� Who is to participate; 
� What steps are to be followed; 
� How disagreements will be resolved; 
� What approvals are needed; 
� How assessments are to be documented; 
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� How documentation is to be maintained, and to whom reports are to be provided. 
 
4. Involving business and technical experts - drawing on knowledge and expertise from a 

wide range of sources is essential to help ensure that all important risk factors are considered. 
Technical personnel, including security specialists, will bring to the process an understanding 
of existing system designs and vulnerabilities and of the potential benefits, costs, and 
performance impacts associated with new controls being considered.  
 

5. Holding MDAs responsible - initiating and conducting risk assessments, as well as 
following up on resulting recommendations lie primarily with the individual business units.  
The business units are considered to be in the best position to determine when an assessment 
is needed and to ensure that recommendations for risk reduction techniques resulting from 
the assessment were implemented effectively. 
 

6. Documenting and maintaining results - risk assessment results should be documented and 
maintained so that managers could be held accountable for the decisions made and a 
permanent record established. In this way, risk assessment records will be available to serve 
as the starting point for subsequent risk assessments and as a ready source of useful 
information for managers new to the MDA. Documenting the process undertaken will also 
permit others, such as the internal audit department, to ensure that organisational units are 
complying with organisational policy.   

10.2.3.2 Risk Management Process 
Risk Management process include the following:  

� Understanding organisational context - the first step in the Risk Management process is to 
understand the MDA’s operational environment, to identify and develop an inventory of all 
the information assets.  In understanding the operational environment, the mission and 
objectives of the MDA will be taken into consideration.  The inventory of information assets 
should cover all assets involved in information processing. Areas to take into consideration 
are: 

o Data; 
o Applications; 
o Hardware; 
o Processes; 
o Processing facilities (server room, computer laboratories etc); 
o People (staff members directly involved in information processing); 

Assets identified in each area should be ranked according to sensitivity and criticality to the 
nation as a whole and the organisation in particular.   

 
� Identifying the threats - a threat is the potential for a particular threat-source to 

successfully exercise a particular vulnerability. Vulnerability is a weakness that can be 
accidentally triggered or intentionally exploited. A threat-source does not present a risk 
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when there is no vulnerability that can be exercised.  The table below provides a list of 
potential sources of threats.   

Table 20: Threat Possible Source 

Intentional 
Threats 
 

� Terrorists 
� People who dissatisfied with the 

organisation 
� People with mental imbalance 
� Criminals 
� Insiders colluding with foreign enemies  
� Hackers 
� Malicious code 

 
Unintentional 
Threats 
 

� Bad operations from system users  
� Bad operations from system hardware 

Natural 
Threats 
 

� Earthquake 
� Volcanic eruption 
� Hurricane 
� Flood 
� Thunder and lightning  
� Hail 

 
In identifying the possible threats all the information assets must be taken into consideration. All 
possible incidents or occurrence that could compromise the asset must be noted.   
 

� Assessing the Threats - assessing the probability of the threat is the process of trying to 
ascertain the likelihood of occurrence and ranking them according to the adverse impact 
it could have on the organisation. Reliably assessing information security risks can be 
more difficult than assessing other types of risks, because the data on the likelihood and 
costs associated with information security risk factors are often more limited and because 
risk factors are constantly changing.  
 
For example, 

o Data is so limited on risk factors around the world and even more so here in 
Ghana. Factors such as the likelihood of a sophisticated hacker attack and the 
costs of the resulting damage, loss, or disruption will be very difficult to quantify; 

o Costs such as loss of citizen confidence or disclosure of sensitive information, are 
inherently difficult to quantify; 

o Although the cost of the hardware and software needed to strengthen controls may 
be known, it is often not possible to precisely estimate the related indirect costs, 
such as the possible loss of productivity that may result when new controls are 
implemented; and 
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o Information on risk factors is soon out of date due to fast paced changes in 
technology and factors such as improvements in tools available to would-be 
intruders. 

 
Possible impact categories are: 

o Category I - Death, loss of critical proprietary information, system disruption, or 
severe environmental damage; 

o Category II - Severe injury, loss of proprietary information, severe occupational 
illness, or major system or environmental damage; 

o Category III - Minor injury, minor occupational illness, or minor system or 
environmental damage; 

o Category IV - Less than minor injury, occupational illness, or less than minor 
system or environmental damage. 

 
� Control Recommendations - the final step in Risk Management is deciding how to treat 

each identified risk. The controls are:  
o Risk aversion - the treatment for the risk may be, where practical, not to conduct 

the activity that creates the risk; 
o Transfer of risk- transferring the risk to another party either in full or sharing the 

risk may be an option in some scenarios. When adopting this solution, risks 
should only be allocated to the party that can provide the most effective control of 
the risk; 

o Retaining the risk - if the analysis establishes that, taking existing controls into 
account, the level of risk remains unacceptable, and it is not practical to avoid or 
transfer the risk, agencies should bear the responsibility of the risk. Controls and 
detection measures should be then implemented appropriately; 

o Reduction of likelihood or consequences -the likelihood of a risk may be 
reduced through additional controls, which may minimise the frequency of, or 
opportunity for error, by way of policies and procedures, quality assurance, 
training etc. 

o Monitoring and review - The ongoing review of the information risk 
environment is critical to overall MDA information management, security and 
continuity of business. Due to the changing nature of the information 
environment, new risks will continue to be introduced on an ongoing basis. 
Changes to the information and business environments may affect the likelihood 
and consequences of risks and necessitate a change to existing controls.  

10.2.4 TRUST 
 
Trust is another element of the Security Framework. The success or failure of many business 
transactions depends on the levels of trust that the parties involved have for each other. 
In order to secure a communication between two parties, the two parties must exchange security 
credentials (either directly or indirectly).  However, each party needs to determine if they can 
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"trust" the asserted credentials of the other party. Citizens, other MDAs and Government in 
general must be confident about the claims (e.g. name, identity, key, group, privilege, capability, 
etc.) of the individuals that use the electronic Government services.   

10.2.4.1 Trust Models 

An important component of every trust model is the original entity authentication concept. 
Before any form of trust can be established, there has to be an original entity authentication, 
verifying that an entity is who it says it is. There are broadly three types of trust models: 

� Direct Trust - is when a relying party accepts as true all (or some subset of) the claims in 
the token sent by the requestor. It exists when you perform the validation of an entity's 
credentials without reliance on any other entity. For example, when a user presents 
credentials to a local computer (logging in locally), in the absence of a network 
environment, the local computer will validate the entity’s credentials locally. There is no 
delegation of trust.  

 
A Direct Trust model is also found in some architecture using a Public Key Infrastructure 
(PKI). In this example, the root Certificate Authority (CA) initiates all Trust 
relationships. The CA is the common Trust entity that performs all original entity 
authentications and the generation of credentials that are bound to specific entities. A key 
difference with other models is that the Direct Trust model does not allow the delegation 
of original entity authentication. And every relying party must use this CA directly for all 
validation processes.  
 
The advantage of the Direct Trust model is that the validation of credentials is performed 
by one's self with no delegation, thus ensuring a high level of confidence in every entity 
associated with the Trust implementation. The primary disadvantage of the Direct Trust 
model is that it may be more labour intensive and more expensive than other Trust 
models. 

 
� Transitive Trust - is Trust transmitted through another party. Transitive trust allows the 

following: 
o Entity A validates and trusts Entity B. 
o Entity B validates and trusts Entity C. 

 
Entity A trusts but does not need to validate Entity C. For example, Entity A trusts Entity 
C, but does not perform original entity authentication of Entity C. Such a trust model is 
common in distributive or peer-to-peer systems. It relies on participating entities to align 
their security policies that control credential validation (for example, original entity 
authentication).  
For example, in a federated identity management environment, the entities which relies 
on a common original entity authentication of the service provider, forms a circle of trust. 
To be successful an effective security policy monitoring mechanism must exist to ensure 
consistency in the policies and procedures. The advantage of the transitive trust model is 
that it enables the linkage of different entities that share similar security policies while 
reducing the credential validation effort. 
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� Assumptive Trust - Trust is a formal name for a model that was earlier described as 

spontaneous trust. With this model, there is no mandatory, explicit, direct credential 
validation. With essentially no control over the validation process, you must either “take 
it, or leave it.”  
An example of an assumptive trust model is the pretty good privacy (PGP) web of trust. 
The validation of entities is essentially one personally vouching for another. Although 
this web of trust has some value for relatively simple activities, such as signing email 
messages, it is not sufficient in the business realm. Many users have false confidence that 
PGP is based on a transitive trust model, so it is important to emphasize that which 
differentiates a transitive trust model from an assumptive one in the validation process (or 
lack thereof).   
A Transitive Trust model requires a validation process, and an assumptive one does not. 
There are many other examples of Assumptive Trust models. If more than casual, 
noncritical information or processes are involved, you should consider implementing 
these and other protocols with at least a Transitive Trust model.   

10.2.4.2  Trust Characteristics 
Trust principles adopted by the GGEA Security Architecture are: 

� Trust is a characteristic and quality of the Security Architecture; 
� Trust exists on a gradient – the level of Trust necessary for one MDA or citizen may be 

different from the level of Trust for another MDA or citizen; 
� Trust is a balancing of liability and due diligence. For example, you must decide how 

much effort to expend to reduce liability to an acceptable level for a particular business 
proposition and stated security policy. You must establish equilibrium of Trust; 

� Trust is the enabling of confidence that something will or will not occur in a predictable 
or promised manner. The enabling of confidence is supported by identification, 
authentication, accountability, authorisation, and availability; 

� Trust is the binding of unique attributes, for example date-of-birth to a unique identity, 
for example, accountability. Essentially, a trust relationship is established when a 
satisfactory level of confidence in the attributes provided by an entity is achieved; 

� Trust is defined as a binary relationship, or set of compounded binary relationships, based 
on individual identity or unique characteristic validation. That is, trust is the 
establishment of a trust relationship through a validation process and the subsequent use 
of that relationship in some transactional context.  
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10.2.5 ASSURANCE 
 
Information security assurance is the set of activities that create higher confidence in the 
system’s ability to carry out its design goals even in the face of malicious abuse. These activities 
are performed by, or on behalf of, an enterprise as tests of the security practices. Activities 
include penetration testing, code auditing and analysis, and security specific hardware and 
software controls. The security processes, defence in depth technologies, etc are all built on sets 
of assumptions; assurance activities challenge these assumptions, and especially the 
implementations.  
 
Assurance activities should be applied in conjunction with overall risk management goals, for 
example when the MDA elects to take on a risky integration with a business partner, some of the 
exposure can be mitigated by increasing assurance activities on the system. Assurance activities 
are applied to all of the core security services, which are protection, detection, and response. The 
Security Architecture should identify areas where assurance services can be leveraged across the 
multiple projects. For example where multi-factor authentication is federated across domains, or 
where an XML security gateway provides reusable input validation and authentication services 
for multiple Web Services. 
 
Table 21: Assurance Levels 

Four Assurance Levels  

Level  Description  

1  Little or no confidence in the asserted identity’s validity  

2  Some confidence in the asserted identity’s validity  

3  High confidence in the asserted identity’s validity  

4  Very high confidence in the asserted identity’s validity  
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10.3   Identity Management (e-Identity) 
 
The purpose of this section is to outline the set of core principles, technologies, policies and 
standards required to achieve effective Identity Management within the GGEA framework.  The 
architecture, standards and policies defined in this section should enable consistent approach to 
Identity Management within the public sector so that all Government online services can agree 
on the identity of an entity. Apart from enabling interoperability, this chapter should also form 
the framework for the development of an Identity Management system that will support the 
eGhana gateway.  
 
The essence of Ghana’s e-Identity as a solution is to provide a combination of processes, 
standards and technologies to manage and secure access to the e-Government information and 
resources, whilst also shielding users’ details. Identity Management can provide the capabilities 
to effectively manage such processes both internal and external to particular MDAs for public 
servants, citizens, business, and even other Government applications, and correspondingly, 
anyone or anything that needs to interact with Government services online. 
The e-Identity solution should be viewed as primarily a tool for:  

� Defining the identity of an entity (a person, place, or thing) for e-Government services; 
� Storing relevant information about entities, such as names and credentials, in a secure, 

flexible, customisable store; 
� Enabling secure access to online credentials through a set of standard interfaces; 
� Providing a resilient, distributed, and high-performance infrastructure for Identity 

Management that interacts with all e-Government services; 
� Helping to manage the relationships to resources and other MDAs in a defined context. 

10.3.1 WHAT IS AN IDENTITY? 
 

An identity is a representation of an entity in a domain. It is usually associated with a single 
entity. From birth a person is given an identity in the form of a name on a birth certificate.  As 
the person grows, their identity evolves depending on the level of interactions and relationships 
that he/she forms. Traces of a person’s identity are now spread across an endless list of domains; 
local Government, Social Security, National Health Insurance, National IDs, Educational 
Institutions, and the places where they work as shown in Figure 56: 
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Figure 56: Identity Model 

10.3.2  THE GGEA IDENTITY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
The GGEA Identity Management framework is a federated by allowing the coexistence of 
multiple federated Identity schemes within the single architecture. This provides a lasting 
architectural model not bound to a single industry standard, vendor, or product.   
 

 
Figure 57: Identity Management 

10.3.3 TYPES OF IDENTITY MANAGEMENT PRINCIPALS  
 
The principal entities initially covered by the GGEA Identity Management architecture are 
people and businesses. Other entities, e.g. legal document identities, are also necessary for 
interoperability.  
In consideration of people, there are three classes that are of most relevance:   

� Civil Servants;  
� Citizens; 
� Business. 
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10.3.3.1 Civil Servants  
 
It is not currently envisaged that Civil Servants will attempt to use foreign application services 
directly (at least not in their official capacity) but rather will only ever interact with foreign 
application services indirectly via their local home country services, for which they must of 
course be locally authenticated and authorised.  
Therefore there is no requirement for e-Ghana authentication of civil servants, as this is 
subsumed under the need for mutual authentication and authorisation between the system 
components of the Identity grid, that is, the e-Identity gateways, and the circle of trust created 
between them resulting from gateway registration accreditation. Authentication and authorisation 
of Civil Servants will be provided with the applications services.   

10.3.3.2  Citizens   
 
The services relating to Citizens are the main focus of this version of this document.  E-Identity 
must provide services that enable e-Ghana authentication and authorisation of Citizens to use 
Government services online.   

10.3.3.3 Business Authentication  
 
Finally business authentication is the process of confirming the identity of a business in terms of 
details about its registration in its country of origin.   
Clearly the above 2 human scenarios do not apply for business authentication, as there is no 
notion of a physically present business logged on as an end user, unless in the guise of the 
Representative. The only scenario that has parallels is the third example

 
where a set of data about 

the business has been provided, and must be confirmed with an appropriate authority.  
Because of the differences in data involved it is envisaged that a separate set of service 
definitions will be provided for business authentication than for human authentication.   
 
 
 
 

10.3.4 TECHNICAL COMPONENTS 
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Figure 58: Technical Components Model 
Figure 59 above identifies a set of generic Identity Management Services under consideration 
and therefore required to undergo further selection and classification. They include the following 
components:   

10.3.4.1  Category – Provisioning Services  
 

 
Figure 59: Provisioning Services 

� Identity Creation services - e.g. Registration Authority (The custodian of e-Identity) 
able to verify and validate identity information from the National Identification database 
in order to issue new digital identities. There may well be different registration ‘levels’. 
The level will depend on what the requesting entity is having access to. The creation of 
an identity will normally involve the subsequent issuing of credential(s) to the requesting 
entity, for future authentication.  
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� Identity Attribute input services - providing a level of verification for applications 
providing identity data; the e-identity could be used to provide identity attribute input 
service to the various relying parties.  
 

� Enrolment services - providing entities with the authorisation levels needed to use 
particular e-Government services;  

 

10.3.4.2  Category - Authentication & Identification Services  
 

� Authentication services - there are a multitude of authentication services in common 
use, including password authentication services, PKI based services, various biometric 
authentication services as in e-Zwich bank card and the proposed NID, and authentication 
services scoped on different population groups. There will be different ‘levels’ of 
authentication service defined. For example, a low level may involve a simple data check 
(mother’s maiden name etc.) a moderate level may involve logon id and password, and 
higher levels involving PKI certificate and biometric IP tests.  
 

� Single Sign On - that is, the services required to enable a principal, having authenticated 
in one system/application to use another system/application, possibly in another member 
state, without having to re-authenticate.  
 
 

� Identity attributes provision services - that is the services required to enable 
applications to retrieve identity attributes about a principal, once authenticated or 
identified.  

 

10.3.4.3  Category – Access Control Services  
 
� Authorisation services - Commonly Role Based Access Control within applications. 
 

10.3.4.4  Category – Associated Infrastructure Services  
 
� Directory services - providing repositories for stored identity data;  
� Broker services - including re-direction and virtual directory type services;  
� Security services - to ensure integrity and confidentiality of transported data for example 

through state-of-the-art encryption technologies;  
� Confidentiality services - e.g. encryption through electronic signatures for non-

repudiation; 
� Interoperability services - to integrate and share data at a department, state and pan-

European level, with the approval of citizens. This may involve several classes of 
integration, for example: meta-directory, federation services, data cleansing services, 
password management services;  
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� Transformation services - to provide EAI-like services to administrations, e.g. mapping 
of data between data formats and creation of connectors to legacy systems; 

� Transport services - to provide transportation services between attached systems. This 
may be compared to the existing public postal services as administrations do not need to 
build their own transportation infrastructure; 

� Mobile services - supporting e-Government application users accessing through mobile 
devices, taking into account differences in mobile access around possession-based 
authentication and preservation of identity across mobile environments.  

10.3.5 MULTIPLE AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGIES 
 

 
 

Figure 60: Authentication Model 
 
The e-Identity architectural framework accommodates assertion-based authentication and 
certificate based authentication within the same environment. 
Assertion based authentication should generally be used for lower levels of assurance (i.e., levels 
1 and 2) where PINs and Passwords are used by end users. The end user authenticates to the 
Identity Provider, which in turn asserts the end user identity to the appropriate Service Provider. 
Certificate based authentication should generally be used higher levels of assurance (i.e., levels 3 
and 4) where X.509 digital certificates in a PKI infrastructure are used by end users. Certification 
Authorities issue X.509 certificates to end users. The end user presents their certificate to the RP 
(possibly to a scheme translator) for authentication.  

10.3.6 FEDERATED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 
Much of the discussion of the Identity assurance problem till now has been concerned with a 
single Identity provider (e.g. an enterprise) putting in place an Identity assurance framework to 
manage their risks. Federated Identity Management takes two forms: firstly, a federation of 
service providers around an identity provider enabling users’ interactions with service providers.  
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The Identity provider collects users’ Identity information and mediates interactions and 
disclosure of this data; and secondly, where there are multiple Identity providers exchanging 
Identity information. This section addresses the trust and assurance relationships between these 
different stakeholders. 
 

 
Figure 61: Identity Management 

10.3.7 FEDERATION SUBSYSTEMS  
The following federation subsystems are considered in the Identity Management framework: 

� Relying Party (RP) (Service Provider) - a RP is an Internet based Federation Member 
system, for example SSNIT that take an action based on Identity information from a 
trusted Federation Member system (an Identity Provider). The Federation requires RPs to 
manage all business transactions and all end user authorisation decisions, as those 
responsibilities are outside the scope of the e-Identity.  
 

�  Identity Provider (IP) - the IP is a Federation Member system that creates, maintains, 
and manages Identity information for end users, and may provide end user authentication 
services to RPs. In other words, an IP provides the Federation with Identity Management 
services. 
 

�  Scheme Translators - a scheme translator facilitates technical interoperability between 
IPs and RPs that use different adopted schemes (e.g., between a PKI IP and a SAML 1.0 
Browser Artifact Profile RP). Scheme translators pass identity information based on 
standards already adopted in the architecture. The e-Identity should allow deployment of 
schemes translators as necessary. This includes deploying multiple scheme translators 
concurrently.  
 

�  Federation Portal - the Federation Portal is a website that helps end users locates the 
Identity Provider and/or Service Providers they need to complete their transactions. The 
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Federation Portal will be integrated into the online service provision of the e-Government 
website. It will serve as a single point of authentication before end-users can assess any 
Government services.  

 

10.3.8 SESSION TYPES 
The e-Identity should support three session types, as defined in the following sections:  

� Browser Session - the browser session is the period of time the end user’s web browser 
(e.g., Internet Explorer) is open. The browser session begins when the end user opens the 
browser and ends when it is closed. When the browser session ends, all session cookies 
are terminated for privacy purposes. Any browser with TLS and session cookie support 
can be used with the e-identity, although individual RPs and IPs may have additional 
requirements. 
 

� Authentication Session - the authentication session is the period of time that an end user 
remains trusted after the end user authenticates. That is because an IP typically does not 
require an end user to re-authenticate for every page requested. Each IP defines its own 
authentication session duration. If an end user returns to the IP and an earlier 
authentication session has expired, the IP re-authenticates the end user – even if SSO is in 
effect. 
 

� RP Session - the RP session is the period of time an RP will trust an end user before 
handing the end user off to the IP for re-authentication. RPs do not have access to 
authentication session information, so they must maintain their own session with an end 
user and decide how long an end user remains trusted once starting transaction processing 
at the RP. If an RP returns an end user to the IP for re-authentication, the IP re-
authenticates the end user –even if the authentication session has not yet expired.  

 

10.3.9 USE OF COOKIES 
Cookies should be an integral part of the e-identity. E-identity should use cookies (only 
transient) to facilitate SSO and to manage sessions (e.g., RP session, authentication session). 
Transient cookies are stored in temporary memory and erased when the end user closes their web 
browser. Cookies do not collect information from the end user’s computer. 
Cookies typically store information in the form of a session identification that does not 
personally identify the end user.  The different types are: 

� IP Cookie -  Once an IP authenticates an end user, the IP assigns an IP cookie to the 
end user. The IP cookie facilitates SSO. The contents and sensitivity of the IP cookie may 
vary among IPs.  SAML 1.0 BAP and SAML 2.0 SSO use the IP cookie. 

� RP Cookie - an RP may assign an end user an RP cookie to help track the RP session, or 
other application session information. SAML 1.0 BAP and SAML 2.0 SSO use the RP 
cookie. 
 

� Portal Cookie - the Federation Portal uses the Portal cookie to track the IP selected by 
the end user in the  current browser session. The combination of the Portal cookie and 
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the IP cookie is used  only in one adopted scheme (SAML 1.0 Browser Artifact profile) 
as the mechanism for  SSO. This approach addressed limitations in the early version of 
the SAML standard.  SAML 1.0 BAP uses the Portal cookie. 
 

� Common Domain Cookie - the common domain cookie (CDC) tracks the IPs to which 
the end user has authenticated during a particular session. IPs read and update the CDC. 
RPs read the CDC. In addition, the CDC is used only in adopted schemes using SAML 
2.0 (SAML 2.0 Web SSO Profile Using HTTP POST). 
 

� Implementation-specific Cookies - within each adopted scheme, e-identity entities may 
implement additional cookies as necessary to facilitate processing. For example, the IP 
may implement an additional cookie to track RPs associated with a particular 
authentication session. This would be useful for single logout processing, which is a 
feature of SAML 2.0 Web SSO Profile Using HTTP POST. SAML 1.0 BAP and SAML 
2.0 SSO may use implementation- specific cookies. 
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10.4   Defence -in-Depth  
Defence-in-depth is a multi-layered approach that applies multiple strategies to protect resources 
from external and internal threats. Sometimes referred to as security-in-depth or multilayered 
security, defence-in-depth is a term used to describe the layering of security countermeasures to 
form a cohesive security environment. The deployment of a defence-in-depth strategy includes 
protective measures all the way from your external routers through to the location of your 
resources and at all points in between. 

Deploying multiple layers of security helps ensure that if one layer is compromised, the other 
layers will provide the security needed to protect your resources. For example, compromising an 
organisation’s firewall should not provide an attacker unfettered access to the organisation’s 
most sensitive data. Ideally, each layer should provide different forms of countermeasures to 
prevent the same exploit method from being used at multiple layers. 

 

 
 

Figure 62: Defence-in-Depth Model 
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10.4.1 SECURITY DOMAINS 
 
Table 22: Security Domains 
 

Security Domain Recommended Action Technology 

Network Domain   
Network Parameter Security Firewall technology shall be employed at the 

edge of a budget unit’s network including the 
Internet Gateway, to protect sensitive internal 
information assets and infrastructure from 
unauthorised access. External (inbound and 
outbound) traffic shall be routed through secure 
gateways, such as firewalls. 

Application Gateway. 
 
Screened Routers 
 

   
 Intrusion detection mechanisms or intrusion 

prevention tools should be incorporated into all 
servers connected to WANs and to all 
internetworking devices that serve as gateways 
between WAN network segments. 

 

 

   
Access to Internetworking 
Devices and Shared Platforms 

Internetworking devices (including routers, 
firewalls, switches, etc.) and shared platforms 
(including mainframes, servers, etc.) provide 
both access to and information about networks. 
They shall be controlled to prevent unauthorised 
access. 

SSH, SNMP,  
RFC 1918,  RFC 2827 
 

   
Demilitarized Zone Services provided through the Internet (Web-

enabled applications, FTP, Mail, DNS, VoIP, 
etc.) shall be deployed on a Demilitarized Zone 
(DMZ) or proxied from the DMZ. 

IETF Internet Draft 
proposals for NAT 
traversal, such as 
Connection Oriented 
Media Transport, 
Middlebox 
Communications 
(Midcom), Simple 
Traversal of UDP 
Through NAT (STUN), 
and Traversal Using 
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Demilitarized Zone Services provided through the Internet (Web-
enabled applications, FTP, Mail, DNS, VoIP, 
etc.) shall be deployed on a Demilitarized Zone 
(DMZ) or proxied from the DMZ. 

IETF Internet Draft 
proposals for NAT 
traversal, such as 
Connection Oriented 
Media Transport, 
Middlebox 
Communications 
(Midcom), Simple 
Traversal of UDP 
Through NAT (STUN), 
and Traversal Using 
Relay NAT (TURN) 

   
External Connection to Networks External connections to networks shall be routed 

through secure gateways (as required above) and 
protected by the following encryption methods. 

Triple DES, AES, MD5, 
Rivest Code 4  
IPSec, TLS, WTLS, 
RADIUS 

   
Wireless Network Access WLAN security is being addressed in the 

transmission layer with the IEEE 802.11g 
standard or greater and at the IP applications 
layer with standards- and policy-based 
authentication and access control 

IEEE 802.11x,  IEEE 
802.15 (Wireless Personal 
Area Network (WPAN),  
IEEE 802.16 (Wireless 
Metropolitan Area Network 
(WMAN) 
Wi-Fi Protected Access2 
(WPA2) 
supports X.509, X9.68 

   
Vulnerability Scanning Network and host vulnerability scanners should 

be used to test for the vulnerabilities of internal 
systems and of network perimeter defences, as 
well as adherence to security policy and 
standards. 

 

   
 
Destruction of Network 
Documentation 

Destruction of hardcopy and electronic 
documentation of network device configurations, 
network diagrams, etc., shall be destroyed, when 
superseded, or no longer needed.  Such 
destruction may be completed on-site by the use 
of a commercial strength document shredder 
and/or the use of a secure recycling container.   

 

   

   
Application Domain   
   
   
Session/System Timeout Automatic session timeouts to be in place on 

multi-user critical business applications and 
remote communication systems, with the 
maximum period of inactivity set commensurate 
with the sensitivity of information housed on the 
application. 
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Strong Authentication In controlling the authenticity of local and/or 

remote user identities, it is recommended that 
critical MDA applications provide at least two of 
the three authentication methods. 1. 
Password/PIN, 2. SmartCard 3. Biometrics 

 

   
Directory Services Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 

shall be used to provide access to directory and 
application services. 
LDAP is the lightweight version of Directory 
Access Protocol (DAP), which is part of X.500, 
a standard for directory services in a network. As 
a widely accepted industry standard for access to 
directory information, LDAP supports multi-
vendor interoperability by providing an open, 
extensible, vendor-independent, platform-
independent, protocol standard.  

X.500 
LDAPv33 
Directory Services 
Markup Language 
(DSML)v2.  Java 
Naming and Directory 
Interface (JNDI).  
Directory Enabled 
Networking (DEN) 
 

   
   
Host/Device Domain   
 

Patch Management 

Patches shall be installed (use of an automated 
tool is recommended) on all affected 
internetworking devices. Designated employees 
or contractors shall monitor the status of patches 
once they are deployed. 

 

   
Anti-Virus Antivirus scanning software shall be installed 

and configured on all network-attached (wired 
and wireless) client workstations/servers.   

 

   
 Implement protection techniques that guard 

against virus and malicious code and potential 
intrusion via the use of Instant Messaging (IM), 
peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing, and Internet 
Relay Chat (IRC).  
Most IM and IRC services have little or no 
installed security services and use proprietary 
protocols.  P2P data-centred (sharing of data 
held on other users’ systems) file-sharing 
software represents a method capable of 
introducing malicious software such as botnet/ 
malware, adware, and spyware to internal 
networks as well as potential access to 
data/information without proper account 
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 Implement protection techniques that guard 
against virus and malicious code and potential 
intrusion via the use of Instant Messaging (IM), 
peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing, and Internet 
Relay Chat (IRC).  
Most IM and IRC services have little or no 
installed security services and use proprietary 
protocols.  P2P data-centred (sharing of data 
held on other users’ systems) file-sharing 
software represents a method capable of 
introducing malicious software such as botnet/ 
malware, adware, and spyware to internal 
networks as well as potential access to 
data/information without proper account 
management, authentication and authorisation. 

 

 

   
 Antivirus products also provide programs that 

can be executed at will (for additional scanning) 
to further “notify and clean” client 
workstations/servers of additional software 
contaminants that may have by-passed the 
automatic “notify and clean” process for inbound 
and outbound traffic.   

 

   
Access (Security Event) Logs Access logs, if available, shall be turned on and 

protected from accidental or deliberate 
overwriting. Access logs should be proactively 
analyzed, correlated with other logs, and 
evaluated. Systems should be configured to log 
information locally, and the logs should be sent 
to a remote system. 

 

   
Password Protection for 
Locking Screens 

Requirements for password strength used on 
locking screen savers shall be determined by the 
capabilities of the applicable operating system. 

 

   
   
Data Domain   
File (Folder) Encryption Provides encryption for specific files or 

folders.  File-encryption solutions provide 
automatic security since each new file/folder 
encryption capability must be manually 
turned off/on. 

File (Folder) Encryption should have the 
following capabilities:  

Must be able to support all state operating 
systems, all applications and related software 
programs in addition to productivity software1 
for the state; ability to support a multitude of 
server(s) and file systems; provide simple 
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10.4.2 PHYSICAL SECURITY 
This section involves physical security elements of the Security Architecture. 

   
Back-up and Archive Media 
Encryption 

Provides benefits not only for protecting data in 
storage but also in the disposal of backup media.  
Many privacy regulations include disposal of 
back-up and archive media, while disclosure 
regulations generally dictate a retention period 
for back-up and archive data.  Without 
encryption, media disposal is difficult; therefore, 
many entities keep back-up and archive media 
longer than needed or legally prudent.  By 
deleting the encryption key, media is rendered 
unreadable.  With a rotating key sequence, a 
regular pattern of retention and disposal can be 
automatically enforced.   

 

   
Mass Storage (SAN/NAS) 
Encryption 

 

Provides for encrypting large volumes of active 
Data/information.  Mass storage devices refer to 
storage area networks (SAN) and network-
attached storage (NAS) data management 
solutions.  Recently, the boundaries between 
NAS and SAN systems have overlapped with 
some products providing both file level protocols 
(NAS) and block level protocols (SAN). 

 

   
Database Encryption Entails encrypting physical data within a 

database by encrypting the entire database, or 
calling functions, or stored procedures and 
database triggers, or natively using Database 
Management Systems (DBMS) encryption 
features to encrypt all or in part (column, row, or 
field level). Database encryption can be 
implemented at the application level.   
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10.4.2.1 Access to Data Centre 
 
Information systems (servers, storage, client devices, etc.), media storage areas, and related 
communication wiring and network devices shall be located in secure locations that are locked 
and restricted to access by authorised personnel only (facility physical plant permitting).  The 
following security methods shall be implemented: 

 
� Access to secured areas shall only be granted by the facility owner upon written 

request; 
� Facilities containing critical data or information shall be subject to access monitoring 

that establishes the identity of the person entering/exiting as well as the date and time 
of the access (e.g., recording badge information, videotaping) and provides data for 
auditing of physical access; 

� Emergency exits to facilities housing critical information systems and related 
communication wiring and network devices shall be secured for re-entry of only 
authorised personnel; 

� Where locking mechanisms with keypads are used to access secure areas, entry codes 
shall be changed periodically, according to a schedule defined by the budget unit; 

� Where badge-reading systems are employed to log access into and out of a secure 
facility, “piggybacking” of badge holders shall be prohibited; 

� Unused keys, entry devices, etc., shall be secured. 
 

10.4.2.2 Environmental Considerations for Data Centre 
 

Information systems, media storage areas, and related communication wiring and network 
devices should be protected against loss or malfunction of environmental equipment or services 
necessary for the operation of the facility. 
 

� Appropriate fire suppression and prevention devices should be installed and 
functioning according to manufacturer’s specifications. 

� Environmental (A/C) systems should be routinely maintained. 
� Environmental facilities (A/C, heating, water, sewage, etc.) should be periodically 

inspected and reviewed for risk of failure. 
� Locations of plumbing system lines should be known, and if possible, not in close 

proximity to “critical” IT devices, communication wiring, and network devices. 
� Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems and backup generators shall provide a 

safeguard against loss of electrical power. 
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11.  GGEA Governance Model 
11.1 Introduction 

The key to a new governance model for GGEA is the emphasis on the linkage between a 
National central ICT and local MDAs’ business needs and ICT expectations.    

 
Figure 63: Federated Governance Model 

The current ICT governance structure across MDAs is decentralised and to facilitate the effective 
implementation of the GGEA it recommended that a ‘federated model’ is adopted, which 
requires a partnership between National ICT and MDAs’ ICT with a ‘hub and spoke’ structure as 
illustrated in Figure 63 above.  Specifically, the National ICT function acts as the ‘hub’ that 
coordinates all strategic initiatives that enable ICT to remain in alignment with the strategic 
priorities of the state.  This approach requires the MDAs to interact with each other as peers and 
share common vision, Enterprise Architecture framework, policies and standards.   
Critical to the success of a new ICT governance structure is effective communication among 
National and MDA’s ICT based on constructive relationships, a common language and a shared 
commitment to addressing issues.  The new ICT governance approach must ensure that potential 
technology solutions are examined with the broader, cross-MDA perspective necessary for 
national strategy optimisation.  Potential mismatches in technology acquisition and utilisation 
between business objectives and long-term strategic direction must be identified, discussed and 
resolved at the national level.  

The implementation of the model must also ensure that existing assets and solutions are 
leveraged where appropriate and that new assets and solutions are developed with sufficient 
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breadth and flexibility to be leveraged by other initiatives in the MDAs. 
  

11.2  Organisation 
At the heart of the GoG’s governance model is a formal management framework and structure 
that will enable National and MDAs ICT functions to mutually manage the relationship, 
expectations, dependencies and services.  This framework and structure must be supported by a 
defined set of standards, documented processes, and best practices that promote openness, 
integrity and accountability.   

 
Figure 65: Governance Model 

The governance model defined in figure 65 is organisational structure by which the GGEA will 
be managed and controlled at both national and MDA levels.  In order to ensure that this control 
is effective across the MDAs, it is necessary to have the correct organisational structures 
established to support all governance activities. 

The governance structure for effectively implementing the GGEA will include the following 
levels, which will be defined at both national and MDA levels.  They may in practice involve a 
combination of existing ICT governance processes, organisational structures, and capabilities. At 
the national level the functions will manage and control the centralised shared services 
environments for Government and also provide stewardship and support for the local structures 
at the MDAs. They include the following: 

� The CIO/ICT Directors 
�  The Chief Architect/Enterprise Architects 
� Domain Architects 
� Architecture Boards   
� Programme Management Office 
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� Service Management  
 

11.2.1 CIO/ICT DIRECTOR 
A Chief Information Officer (CIO) will be appointed at both national and MDA levels. The 
functions of the CIO will be as follows: 

11.2.1.1 National CIO  
A national Chief Information Officer will provide overall leadership and direction to the 
executive branch on e-Government and ICT throughout the public sector.  The role includes: 

� Overseeing e-Government funding to support inter-MDA partnerships and innovation; 
� Directing the activities of the CIO Council, which consists of CIOs/ICT Directors from 

MDAs, advising on the appointments of MDA CIOs, and monitoring and consulting on 
MDA technology efforts; 

� Advising the Chief Director of Ministry of Communications on the performance of ICT 
investments, as well as identifying opportunities for joint MDA and Government-wide 
ICT projects; 

� Overseeing the development of the GGEA within and across the MDAs; 
� Being the chairman of the CIO Council;  
� Overseeing specific IT reform initiatives, activities, and areas of shared responsibility 

relating to: 
o Capital planning and investment control for shared ICT; 
o The development of the GGEA; 
o National information security and privacy policies and standards; 
o Access to, dissemination of, and preservation of Government information; 
o Accessibility of ICT for all Ghanaians through capacity building strategies. 

11.2.1.2 MDA CIOs 
At the agency level the CIOs will be appointed by heads of the MDAs in consultation with the 
national CIO.  The MDA CIOs role will be primarily the implementation of the MDA’s e-
Government strategy based on the local Enterprise Architecture and the provision of end to end 
ICT services to the MDA. The MDA CIOs will liaise with key stakeholders throughout their 
agencies, including Enterprise Architects, Programme and Project Managers, Line of Business  
Directors, etc. to develop the ICT strategy for the MDA.  

The CIOs will consider the following when selecting ICT investments for the MDA: 

� Delivering services and information to citizens electronically; 
� Reducing burden on citizens and businesses; 
� Determining that the investment is part of the agency’s modernisation blueprint; 
� Ensuring interoperability of systems; 
� Improving and simplifying business processes; 
� Reusing technology where applicable. 

Specific CIO requirements include: 
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� Participating in the functions of the CIO Council; 
� Monitoring implementation of ICT standards, including the e-Government 

Interoperability Framework (eGIF)  and Government’s information security and privacy 
policies; 

� Ensuring ICT Audits are conducted regularly for ICT systems 
� Working with the Line of Business Leaders to define Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

for end to end ICT services for the MDA 
� Developing Operational Level Agreements (OLAs) with vendors and ICT service 

suppliers to ensure they meet their service commitments to the MDA. 
� Ensuring that MDA ICT training programmes is consistent with central Government’s 

ICT development provisions.  
 

11.2.1.3 The CIO Council  
A national CIO Council will be established to serve as the principal inter-MDA forum for 
improving practices in the design, modernisation, use, sharing, and performance of Government 
of Ghana information resources. The Council's role includes developing recommendations for 
information technology management policies, procedures, and standards; identifying 
opportunities to share information resources; and assessing and addressing the needs of the 
Government’s ICT workforce. 
 
Membership and size of the council will be determined by the Government’s central authority for 
ICT (GICTeD). 
The CIO Council serves as a focal point for coordinating challenges that cross MDA boundaries. 
Several committees (e.g. for Enterprise Architecture, Privacy, etc) will be set up to address 
specific needs by producing documents and presentations for members.  
In addition, the CIO Council in partnership with other Government bodies addresses challenges 
that cut across disciplines, such as financial management and procurement. 
Table 23: CIO Council 

Name CIO Council 

Purpose � Decides the overall level of ICT spending and how costs 
will be allocated 

� Aligns and approves the Government’ Enterprise 
Architecture  

� Approves national level project plans and budgets, setting 
priorities and milestones 

� Acquires and assigns appropriate resources to support their 
respective MDAs 

� Ensures projects continuously meet business requirements, 
including re-evaluation of the business case 

� Monitors project plans for delivery of expected value and 
desired outcomes, on time and within budget 

� Monitors resource and priority conflict between MDAs and 
between projects 

� Makes recommendations and requests for changes to 
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strategic plans (priorities, funding, technology approaches, 
resources, etc.) 

� Communicates strategic goals to project teams and is a 
major contributor to GGEA governance responsibilities 

 

Goals Ensure strategic alignment between business and ICT 

Responsibility Government’s ICT strategy implementation 

Authority � Assists the executive in the delivery of the ICT strategy 
� Oversees day-to-day management of ICT service delivery 

and ICT projects 
� Focuses on implementation 

 

Membership CIOs/ICT Directors of MDAs and GICTeD’s representatives 

Meetings Monthly 

Escalation Points Director General of GICTeD  

 

11.2.2 THE CHIEF ARCHITECT AND ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTS 
A national Chief Architect and MDA Enterprise Architects will be appointed to implement the 
GGEA across Government.  The functions of the Chief Architect and the MDA Enterprise 
Architects will include: 

11.2.2.1 National Chief Architect 
A Ghana Government Chief Architect (or Chief Technology Officer) will be appointed to 
oversee the technical implementation of the GGEA.  The Chief Architect will own the GGEA 
and report to the national CIO.  The Chief Architects role will include: 

� Identifying pertinent technologies for e-Government implementation in Ghana 
� Influencing Government’s policy on ICT through application of industry best practice 

frameworks and technology direction;    
� Owning decisions that have systemic impact and build “trusted advisor” relationships 

with CIOs and Enterprise Architects from the MDAs; 
� Chairing the national Architecture Board, setting the team vision and making sure 

decisions are implemented.  
� Ensuring that the GGEA provides the best possible information and guidance to 

Government ICT projects and stakeholders, and that shared systems development efforts 
are properly aligned with MDA requirements. 

  

11.2.2.2  The MDA Enterprise Architect 
The CIO should appoint, with the head of the MDA’s approval, an Enterprise Architect who will 
be responsible for leading the development of the MDA’s Enterprise Architecture work products 
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and support environment. The Enterprise Architect will serve as the technology and business 
leader for the development organisation, ensuring the integrity of the architectural development 
processes and the content of the Enterprise Architecture products.  
The role of the MDA Enterprise Architects will include: 

� Liaising with the Line of Business units and ensuring that their business processes are 
emphasised in the MDA’s Enterprise Architecture;   

� Responsible for the implementation of the MDA’s Enterprise Architecture programme;  

� Chairing local MDA Architecture Board to perform technical reviews of projects; 

� Facilitate the interaction and cooperation between the business community and ICT 
organisation; 

� Ensure compliance of eGIF and architectural principles, standards and policies; 

� Strategic and technical ICT planning, policy development, capital planning and 
investment control, change management, systems engineering and architectural design; 

� The Enterprise Architects will be in charge of the Domain Architects.  

11.2.3  DOMAIN ARCHITECTS 
At both national and local MDA levels Domain Architects for the different architecture reference 
models (business, applications, data and technical) will be appointed to provide deep technical 
design expertise. 
The Domain  Architects will identify the technologies to be used for their specific areas of 
expertise and will work with the Chief Architect (at the national level) and the Enterprise 
Architects (at the MDA level) to provide technical input into their areas of expertise.  The 
Domain Architects are expected to be the design authorities who will work directly with the 
project teams to design, build and deploy the appropriate e-Government technologies. 

The roles include: 

� Presiding over the design and structure to the application, data or technical infrastructure; 

� Ensuring that the design is adequately documented and established with design guidelines 
and best practices; 

� The Domain Architects will enforce compliance to standards and policies through 
Architecture Reviews; 

� Ensuring that technical risks for the deployment have been assessed and mitigated and 
that non-functional requirements are captured and incorporated into the design. 

11.2.4  ARCHITECTURE BOARDS 
A key element in successfully implementing the Enterprise Architecture governance strategy is a 
cross-MDA Architecture Board to oversee the implementation of the strategy. This body should 
be representative of all the key stakeholders in the public sector and will be represented by 
Enterprise Architects from the MDAs for the review and maintenance of the overall GGEA. 
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There will also be local MDA Architecture Board for larger MDAs.  The Architecture Boards 
will be established with Domain Architects and representatives from the organisation to be 
responsible for the maintenance and management of the local MDA’s Enterprise Architecture.   
  

The Architecture Board will be responsible for the following goals: 

� Ensuring the consistency between the different architecture reference models;   

� Identifying reusable components insisting on their use;  

� Ensuring the flexibility of enterprise architecture to meet changing business needs,   
leveraging new technologies and enforcement of architecture compliance;  

� Improving the maturity level of architecture discipline across the MDAs;  

� Providing the basis for all decision-making with regard to changes to the Enterprise 
Architectures;  

� Providing an escalation mechanism for technical issues, ambiguities and conflicts;  

� Providing a fundamental control mechanism for ensuring the effective implementation of 
the architecture  

� Establishing and maintaining the link between the implementation of the Enterprise 
Architecture and Government ICT agenda.    

The national Architecture Board is the sponsor of Enterprise Architecture across the MDAs and 
the recommended size for national Architecture Board is ten permanent members and other 
invited on an adhoc basis.  The recommended size of the local MDA Architecture Board is three 
or five permanent members, depending on the size of the MDA.  
At the national level membership of the Architecture Board may be rotated, giving decision-
making privileges and responsibilities to Enterprise Architects from all MDAs. However, some 
continuity must exist on the Architecture Board, to prevent the GGEA from varying from one set 
of ideas to another. One technique for ensuring rotation with continuity is to have set terms for 
the members, and to have the terms expire at different times. 

The table below summarises the structure of the national Architecture Board, which could also 
be used by the local MDA Architecture Boards. 

 
Table 24: Architecture Board 

Name Architecture Boards 

Purpose Act as the custodian of the GGEA and be responsible for its 
maintenance    

Goals Promote EA across MDAs 

Responsibility � Consult/advise on the application of EA guidelines 
� Provide architecture guidelines 
� Direct MDAs’ ICT architecture design 
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� Ensure that the Enterprise Architecture reflects the need for 
legislative and regulatory compliance, the ethical use of 
information and business continuity 

� Verify compliance with architecture guidelines 

Authority Make changes to the GGEA and enforce architecture standards 
across Government/MDA    

Membership MDAs’ Enterprise Architects 

Meetings Monthly and ad hoc basis 

Escalation Points CIO Council and GICTeD 

 

Consideration must be given to the size of the organisation, its form, and how the IT functions 
are implemented. This will provide the basis for designing the Architecture Board structure 
within the context of the overall governance environment. In particular, consideration should be 
given to the concept of national ownership and local implementation, and the integration of new 
concepts and technologies from all areas implementing against architectures. 
These meetings will provide key direction in: 

� Supporting the production of quality governance material and activities;  

� Providing a mechanism for formal acceptance through consensus and authorised 
publication of changes to the Enterprise Architecture; 

� Providing a fundamental control mechanism for ensuring the effective implementation of 
the Enterprise Architecture;  

� Identifying divergence from the contract and planning activities to realign with the 
contract through dispensations or policy updates. 

Each participant will receive an agenda and any supporting documentation and members will be 
expected to be familiar with the contents of the documentation. 

Where actions have been allocated to an individual, it is that person's responsibility to report on 
progress against these.  

Each participant must confirm their availability and attendance at the Architecture Board 
meeting. 

Typical agenda items are: 

� Requests for Change - items under this heading are normally change requests for 
amendments to Enterprise Architecture, principles, etc. Any request for change is made 
within agreed authority levels and parameters defined by the Chief Architect/Enterprise 
Architect.   

� Dispensations - the dispensation is the mechanism used to request a change to the 
existing architectures, contracts, principles, etc. outside of normal operating parameters; 
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e.g., request for unusual service levels for specific business reasons, deploy non-standard 
technology or products to support specific business initiatives.   

Dispensations are granted for a given time period and set of identified services and 
operational criteria that must be enforced during the lifespan of the dispensation. 
Dispensations are not granted indefinitely, but are used as a mechanism to ensure that 
service levels and operational levels, etc. are met while providing a level of flexibility in 
their implementation and timing. The time-bound nature of dispensations ensures that 
they are a trigger to the Architecture Compliance activity.   

� Compliance Assessments - compliance is assessed against SLAs, Operational Level 
Agreements (OLAs), cost targets, and required architecture refreshes. These assessments 
will be reviewed and either accepted or rejected depending on the criteria defined by the 
board.   

� Dispute Resolution - disputes that have not been resolved through the Architecture 
Compliance and dispensation processes are identified here for further action and are 
documented through the Architecture Compliance assessments and dispensation 
documentation.  

� Architecture Strategy and Direction Documentation - this describes the architecture 
strategies, direction, and priorities and will only be formulated by the national 
Architecture Board. It should take the form of standard architecture documentation.   

� Actions Assigned - this is a report on the actions assigned at previous Architecture Board 
meetings. An action tracker is used to document and keep the status of all actions 
assigned during the Architecture Board meetings and should consist of at least the 
following information: 

11.2.5 PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT OFFICE 
The GGEA effort should be treated as a formal programme with full sponsorship at the 
ministerial level. An Enterprise Architecture Programme Management Office (EAPMO) should 
be established to manage, monitor, and control the development and maintenance of the GGEA. 
The EAPMO will be managed an experienced Programme Manager and other staff will include 
experienced Project Managers, Architects, Financial Managers and Office Assistants. The 
EAPMO identifies and performs cost analyses of alternative approaches for developing the 
Enterprise Architecture, and manages internal and external contractor development effort.  The 
EAPMO is also charged with determining needed resources and securing funding and resource 
commitments.  MDAs will also set up local EAPMOs to oversee their Enterprise Architecture 
efforts. 

A primary goal of the EAPMO is to ensure success of the implementation of the Enterprise 
Architecture.  It will oversee the different projects to ensure there is consistency of approach and 
the use standard of disciplines.  The role of the EAPMO includes:  

� Enabling more effective delivery of GGEA as a Government change driver and keeping 
the focus on the change objectives;  

� Providing a framework for senior management to direct the change process;  
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� Encouraging more efficient use of resources through project prioritisation and 
integration;  

� Providing better management of risk because the wider context is understood;  

� Improving control of costs, standards and quality;  

� Enabling more effective management of the business case;  

� Providing clear definition of roles and responsibilities;  

� Delivering a smooth transition from current to future business operation. 

11.2.6 SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
Service Management is the function that defines and maintains required levels of ICT services to 
the user community. At the national and MDA levels, a Service Management function is required 
to support the implementation of Enterprise Architecture.  The reason Service Management is 
such an effective strategy is because it focuses on the needs of the business as the primary driver 
for the development of the ICT infrastructure.  Rather than arbitrarily deploying computers and 
networks of various capabilities and capacities, an effective Service Management strategy takes 
into consideration the needs of the users for any given application area when designing and 
implementing that portion of the Enterprise Architecture.   

Service Management comprises of people, processes and technology and it is recommended that 
IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) based Service Management disciplines are employed at the 
national and MDA levels to provide ICT services. ITIL is considered to be industry best practice 
for Service Management used by thousands of organisations around the world.   

The Service Management processes to be adopted are: 

� Incident Management and Problem Management – these are the processes for 
capturing and managing Incidents across the ICT environment.  There should be a close 
interface between the Incident Management process and the Problem Management and 
Change management processes as well as the function of Service Desk.   The Problem 
Management process requires the accurate and comprehensive recording of Incidents in 
order to identify and efficiently the cause of the Incidents and trends. Problem 
Management also needs to liaise closely with the Availability Management process to 
identify these trends and instigate remedial action. 

� Service Desk - is the single point of contact between service provider and users, on a 
day-to-day basis. It is also a focal point for reporting Incidents and making service 
requests. As such, the Service Desk has an obligation to keep users informed of service 
events, actions and opportunities that are likely to impact their ability to pursue their day-
to-day activities. For example, the Service Desk might act as the focal point for Change 
Requests from users, issuing Change Schedules on behalf of Change Management, and 
keeping Users informed of progress on Changes. Change Management should therefore 
ensure that the Service Desk is kept constantly aware of Change activities. 
The Service Desk is in the direct firing line of any impact on the SLAs and as such needs 
rapid information flows. 
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� Change Management - depends on the accuracy of the configuration data to ensure the 
full impact of making Changes is known. There is therefore a very close relationship 
between Configuration Management, Release Management and Change Management. 
Details of the Change process are documented in SLAs to ensure that users know the 
procedure for requesting Changes and the projected target times for, and impact of the 
implementation of Changes.   

� Capacity Management - is directly related to the business requirements and is not 
simply about the performance of the system's components, individually or collectively. 
Capacity Management is involved in Incident resolution and Problem Identification for 
those difficulties relating to capacity issues.  Capacity Management activities raise 
Requests for Change (RFCs) to ensure the appropriate capacity is available.   

Capacity Management should be involved in evaluating all Changes, to establish the 
effect on capacity and performance. This should occur both when changes are proposed 
after they are implemented. Capacity Management should pay regular attention to the 
cumulative effect of Changes over a period of time. The negligible effect of single 
Changes can often combine to cause degraded response times, file storage problems, and 
excess demand for processing capacity. 

� Continuity Management - service Continuity Management is concerned with managing 
an organisation's ability to continue to provide a pre-determined and agreed level of ICT 
services to support the minimum business requirements following an interruption to the 
business. Effective ICT Service Continuity requires a balance of risk reduction measures 
such as resilient systems and recovery options including back-up facilities. Configuration 
Management data is required to facilitate this prevention and planning. Infrastructure and 
business Changes need to be assessed for their potential impact on the continuity plans, 
and the ICT and business plans should be subject to Change Management procedures.   

� Release Management - Changes may often result in the need for new hardware, new 
versions of software, and/or new documentation, created in-house or bought in, to be 
controlled and distributed, as part of a new 'packaged Release'. The procedures for 
achieving secure, managed rollout should be closely integrated with those for Change 
Management and Configuration Management. Release procedures may also be an 
integral part of Incident Management and Problem Management, as well as being closely 
linked to Configuration Management Database (CMDB) in order to maintain up-to-date 
records. 

� Availability Management – is concerned with design, implementation, measurement 
and management of ICT services to ensure the stated business requirements for 
availability are consistently met. Availability Management requires an understanding of 
the reasons why ICT service failures occur and the time taken to resume service. Incident 
Management and Problem Management provide a key input to ensure the appropriate 
corrective actions are being progressed.   The measurements and reporting of ICT 
availability ensures that the level of availability delivered meets the SLA. Availability 
Management supports the Service Level Management process in providing measurements 
and reporting to support service reviews. 
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� Configuration Management - is an integral part of all other Service Management 
processes. Configuration Management system identifies relationships between an item 
that is to be changed and any other components of the infrastructure, thus allowing the 
owners of these components to be involved in the impact assessment process. Whenever 
a Change is made to the infrastructure, associated Configuration Management records 
should be updated in the Configuration Management Database. Where possible, this is 
best accomplished by use of integrated tools that update records automatically as 
Changes are made. 

� Financial Management - Financial Management is responsible for accounting for the 
costs of providing ICT service and for any aspects of recovering these costs from the 
Customers (charging). It requires good interfaces with Capacity Management, 
Configuration Management (asset data) and Service Level Management to identify the 
costs of service.   

� Service Level Management - process is responsible for ensuring Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs) and underpinning Operational Level Agreements (OLAs) or 
contracts are met, and for ensuring that any adverse impact on service quality are kept to 
a minimum. The process involves assessing the impact of Changes upon service quality 
and SLAs, both when Changes are proposed and after they have been implemented. 
Some of the most important targets set in the SLAs will relate to service availability and 
thus require Incident resolution within agreed periods.  SLM is the hinge for Service 
Support and Service Delivery. It cannot function in isolation as it relies on the existence 
and effective working of other processes. An SLA without underpinning support 
processes is useless, as there is no basis for agreeing its content. 

 

ICT organisations must appoint a team (number of staff in the Service Management team 
depends on the size of the MDA) to be responsible Service Management.    
  

11.3 Governance Processes 
Governance processes are required to identify, manage, audit, and disseminate all information 
related to Enterprise Architecture management, contracts, and implementation. These 
governance processes will be used to ensure that all architecture artefacts and contracts, 
principles, and operational-level agreements are monitored on an ongoing basis with clear 
auditability of all decisions made. 

11.3.1 POLICY MANAGEMENT AND TAKE-ON 
All Enterprise Architecture amendments, contracts, and supporting information must come under 
governance through a formal process in order to register, validate, ratify, manage, and publish 
new or updated content. These processes will ensure the orderly integration with existing 
governance content such that all relevant parties, documents, contracts, and supporting 
information are managed and audited. 
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11.3.2 COMPLIANCE 
Compliance assessments against Service Level Agreements (SLAs), Operational Level 
Agreements (OLAs), standards, and regulatory requirements will be implemented on an ongoing 
basis to ensure stability, conformance, and performance monitoring. These assessments will be 
reviewed and either accepted or rejected depending on the criteria defined within the governance 
framework. 

11.3.3 DISPENSATION 
A Compliance Assessment can be rejected where the subject area (design, operational, service 
level, or technology) are not compliant. In this case the subject area can: 

1. Be adjusted or realigned in order to meet the compliance requirements  

2. Request a dispensation  
Where a Compliance Assessment is rejected, an alternate route to meeting interim conformance 
is provided through dispensations. These are granted for a given time period and set of identified 
service and operational criteria that must be enforced during the lifespan of the dispensation. 
Dispensations are not granted indefinitely, but are used as a mechanism to ensure that service 
levels and operational levels are met while providing a level flexibility in their implementation 
and timing. The time-bound nature of dispensations ensures that they are a major trigger in the 
compliance cycle. 

11.3.4 MONITORING AND REPORTING 
Performance management is required to ensure that both the operational and service elements are 
managed against an agreed set of criteria. This will include monitoring against service and 
operational-level agreements, feedback for adjustment, and reporting.  

11.3.5 GOVERNANCE ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT 
This identifies all the services required to ensure that the repository-based environment 
underpinning the governance framework is effective and efficient. This includes the physical and 
logical repository management, access, communication, training, and accreditation of all users. 
All architecture artefacts, service agreements, contracts, and supporting information must come 
under governance through a formal process in order to register, validate, ratify, manage, and 
publish new or updated content. These processes will ensure the orderly integration with existing 
governance content such that all relevant parties, documents, contracts, and supporting 
information are managed and audited. 

The governance environment will have a number of administrative processes defined in order to 
effect a managed service and process environment. These processes will include user 
management, internal SLAs (defined in order to control its own processes), and management 
information reporting. 
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11.3.6 MDAS EA ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY  
A detailed version of the EA Assessment Methodology is provided in the GGEA Assessment 
Methodology document.   The EA Assessment framework is based on EA Capability Maturity 
Model (CMM) to determine the level of an agency’s EA maturity.  Industry best practice 
indicates that MDAs should manage their EA efforts according to capability maturity models, 
which will provide the key ingredients for improving the EA across Government. The 
methodology will define the evolutionary steps to improve the overall process that starts out in 
an ad hoc state, transforms into an immature process, and then finally becomes a well defined, 
disciplined, and mature process.    

The EA Assessment Methodology will assess the capability of EA programmes to guide and 
inform strategic ICT investments. It also helps to better understand the current state of an MDA’s 
EA and assist them in integrating their EA into their decision making processes. By applying the 
assessment themselves, MDAs will be able to identify strengths and weaknesses within their EA 
programmes and adjust them accordingly.   
The EA Assessment Methodology will define the frequency and timing for the MDA’s EA 
assessment.  It will also describe the self assessment process as well as the external GICTeD 
evaluation to be conducted at regular intervals.  

11.3.7 NEW PROJECT BUSINESS CASE PROCESS 
Ensuring the compliance of individual projects with the GGEA is an essential aspect of EA 
governance. To this end, the ICT Governance function within the MDAs will normally define 
two complementary processes: 

� The Enterprise Architecture function, which will be required to prepare a series of Project 
Impact Assessments - project-specific views of the EA that will illustrate how the 
architecture impacts on the major projects within the MDAs.   

�  The ICT Governance function will define a formal Architecture Compliance Review 
process, for reviewing the compliance of projects to the Enterprise Architecture. 

Apart from defining formal processes, the ICT Governance function may also stipulate that the 
Enterprise Architecture function should extend beyond the role of architecture definition and 
standards selection, and participate also in the technology selection process, and even in the 
commercial relationships involved in external service provision and product purchases. 

11.3.7.1 Architecture Compliance Reviews 
An Architecture Compliance Review is a scrutiny of the compliance of a specific project against 
established architectural criteria, spirit, and business objectives. A formal process for such 
reviews normally forms the core of an Enterprise Architecture compliance strategy. 
Purpose 
The goals of an Architecture Compliance Review include some or all of the following: 

� First and foremost, catch errors in the project architecture early, and thereby reduce the 
cost and risk of changes required later in the life-cycle. This in turn means that the overall 
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project time is shortened, and that the business gets the bottom-line benefit of the 
architecture development faster; 

� Ensure the application of best practices to architecture work; 

� Provide an overview of the compliance of an MDA’s Enterprise Architecture to 
mandated national standards; 

� Identify where the standards themselves may require modification; 

� Document strategies for collaboration, resource sharing, and other synergies across 
multiple architecture teams; 

� Take advantage of advances in technology; 

� Communicate the status of technical readiness of the project to management; 

� Identify key criteria for procurement activities (e.g., for inclusion in off-the-shelf product 
RFI / RFP documents); 

� Identify and communicate significant architectural gaps to product and service providers. 
Apart from the generic goals related to quality assurance outlined above, there are additional, 
more politically oriented, motivations for conducting architecture compliance reviews, which 
may be relevant in particular cases: 

� The Architecture Compliance Review can be a good way of deciding between 
architectural alternatives, since the business decision-makers typically involved in the 
review can guide decisions in terms of what is best for the business, as opposed to what is 
technically more pleasing or elegant; 

� The output of the Architecture Compliance Review is one of the few measurable 
deliverables to the CIO to assist in decision-making; 

� Architecture reviews can serve as a way for the Architecture Board to engage with 
development projects that might otherwise proceed without involvement of the 
architecture function; 

� Architecture reviews can demonstrate rapid and positive support to the MDA’s business 
community; 

� The Enterprise Architecture and Architecture Compliance Reviews help ensure the 
alignment of ICT projects with business objectives. 

Timing 
The Architecture Compliance Review is typically targeted for a point in time when business 
requirements and the systems architecture are reasonably firm and the project is taking shape, 
well before its completion. 

The aim is to hold the review as soon as practical, at a stage when there is still time to correct 
any major errors or shortcomings, with the obvious proviso that there needs to have been some 
significant development of the project architecture in order for there to be something to review. 
Inputs to the Architecture Compliance Review may come from other parts of the standard project 
life-cycle, which may have an impact on timing. 
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Governance and Personnel Scenarios 
In terms of the governance and conduct of the Architecture Compliance Review, and the 
personnel involved, there are various possible scenarios:- 

� For smaller scale projects, the review process could simply take the form of a series of 
questions that the project architect or project leader poses to him or herself, using the 
checklists provided below, perhaps collating the answers into some form of project report 
to management. The need to conduct such a process is normally included in overall 
MDA-wide ICT governance policies. 

� Where the project under review has not involved a practising or full-time Architect to 
date (for example, in an application level project), the purpose of the review is typically 
to bring to bear the architectural expertise of an Enterprise Architecture function. In such 
a case the Enterprise Architecture function would be organising, leading and conducting 
the review, with the involvement of business domain experts. In such a scenario, the 
review is not a substitute for the involvement of Architects in a project, but it can be a 
supplement or a guide to their involvement.   

� In most cases, particularly in larger scale projects, the Architecture function will have 
been deeply involved in, and perhaps leading, the development project under review. In 
such cases, the review will be co-ordinated by the Chief Architect/Enterprise Architect, 
who will assemble a team of business and technical domain experts for the review, and 
compile the answers to the questions posed during the review into some form of report. 
The questions will typically be posed during the review by the business and technical 
domain experts. Alternatively the review might be lead by a representative of the 
Architecture Board. 

In all cases, the Architecture Compliance Review process needs the backing of senior 
management, and will typically be mandated as part of the MDAs’ IT governance policies. 
Normally, the CIO will mandate architecture reviews for all major projects, with subsequent 
annual reviews. 
To manage project risks and provide the appropriate levels of control and quality, a Technical 
Quality Gate process is required to enable quality decision-making control of IT projects and 
programmes.  The Technical Quality Gate process involves a series of well defined checkpoints 
used to evaluate various activities in a project or projects within an overall programme, as shown 
in the figure below.  This is necessary for joint programmes of work and for providing insight 
and control over multiple projects.  

 

Figure 64: Technical Quality Gate Process 
Essentially, the gated review process will support internal policy and standards as well as 
accepted industry best practices in software engineering methodology.  The process will be 
owned and operated by the MDA’s Enterprise Architect.  
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11.3.8 SOA GOVERNANCE   
With the adoption SOA as a key principle for the GGEA, its governance is very critical to way 
services will be created, integrated and managed across Government.  SOA governance is 
ultimately about control, laying down the law on process and policy, and then enforcing it within 
an organisation to ensure IT delivers quality applications and services that meet business needs. 

Implemented correctly, SOA governance products can facilitate and automate that enforcement, 
while ensuring adherence to an architectural standard for a SOA initiative, allowing the reuse of 
services across projects using metadata management, and decreasing the number of defects in 
deployed services by enforcing testing and documentation policies. 

SOA governance should start early, in the requirements gathering phase, with documentation 
stored as artefacts in the repository to verify alignment with business goals. Governance covers 
the SDLC (software development lifecycle) and run time policies of everything including 
deployment of and access to the services that make up the SOA.  

There are two parties within SOA governance: design time and run time. Both are necessary, and 
both are part of a holistic governance strategy intended to aid and not impede the SOA initiative. 
Design time governance focuses on the development phase and is primarily an internal concern, 
while run-time governance deals with policies that regulate access, security and the performance 
of services that may be consumed by internal and external clients. 
Run-time governance focuses on controlling deployment through approval processes and on 
applying runtime access control policies to services. For example, a developer has completed 
development and testing of a service and submitted the service for approval. After the 
appropriate people have ensured that the service meets organisational policies, the registrar (a 
common term for the “super administrator” of the registry/repository) pushes a button and the 
service is now considered “published.”  


